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A D V E R T I S E M E N T.

THE following Memoirs were ſent me from Berlin by

the Earl Marſhal, with a deſire that they ſhould be pub

liſhed in England. They are written by the Baron Dr.

M A N s T E 1 N, a German by birth, who ſerved in the

Ruſſian army, and was an eye-witneſs to moſt of the

incidents which he relates. He afterwards died a general

officer in the Pruſſian ſervice. The Memoirs were originally

compoſed in the French language ; but as the Author was a

foreigner, and a military man, they were leſs remarkable for

elegance of expreſſion than for candour, good-ſenſe, and

impartiality. For this reaſon, as the Bookſeller thought that

an edition in Engliſh would be more agreeable to the Britiſh

Reader than the original French, I gave my conſent to the

publication of the work in the preſent tranſlation, and I hope

it will prove both entertaining and inſtructive. It contains the

hiſtory of Ruſſia during an intereſting period, which is not

generally known. The narration breathes a manly ſpirit,

which will not eaſily evaporate in any tranſlation. And as the

work is authentic, it ſeems well entitled to the attention of the

public.

D A VI D H U M E.
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T H E

A U T H O R S P R E F A C E.

HE Author of theſe Memoirs ſerved many years in the

Ruſſian armies. He made, perſonally, moſt of the cam

paigns of which he has given an account in the following

ſheets, and was an ocular witneſs of the great events therein

related. As he frequented all the great men, and perſons in

power, during the whole time that he ſtaid in Ruſſia, he had

certainly the greater opportunity of knowing things at their

ſpring-head.

The facts which he relates are known in general to all

Europe, but the public has hitherto remained unacquainted of

many intereſting particulars.

Having quitted Ruſſia, the leiſure-time on his hands

determined him to commit to writing all that had happened

during his ſervice. His firſt aim was merely amuſement,

and a communication of the produce of it to ſome of his

friends, who adviſed him to publiſh it, and the more, for

that having in his narrations adhered to the ſtrićteſt truth, his

Memoirs could not diſpleaſe the public, nor even the court of

which they treat.

All the hiſtorians, who have hitherto written of that empire,

have not done juſtice to the Ruſſian nation. Moſt of them.

have certainly finned out of ignorance, having probably

never been in the country of which they took on them to write:

6. ths.
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the hiſtory. All that they knew of it was furniſhed to them

from the public Gazettes or news-papers. It is in this that

theſe Memoirs eſſentially differ from others; and this Author

treating of nothing but events which happened while he was in

the country, did not chuſe a continuation beyond that period,

though ſince his departure he had matter enough for ſuch a

ſupplement. Neither did he think it proper to remount to the

more remote aeras, the Ruſſian hiſtory being more obſcure and

uncertain than any other.

In ancient times, Ruſſia was under the yoke of the Tartars,

after her deliverance from which, ſhe remained plunged in

barbariſm and ignorance, till the reign of Peter I. who uſed

his beſt endeavours to draw his nation out of that ſtate. Un

happily, that Monarch did not live long enough to ſee to what

a degree he had ſucceeded in his undertaking.

It will be found in the Supplement, that the Author ſpeaks

of ſome of the ancient Czars, and alſo of Peter I. But it is

preciſely no more than what he judged might throw a greater

light on certain facts relative to commerce, to the military, or

to ſhew the change of the Ruſſian manners within about theſe

fourſcore years.

Theſe Memoirs begin at the death of Catherine, 1727, and

finiſh at the year 1744. 5

* . . . . . . . A ſhort
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A ſhort AC COUNT - of the Succeſſion of the

Emperors and Empreſſes of Ruſſia, from Peter I.

The ancient ſovereigns of this vaſt country were ſtiled Grand

Dukes, or Czars, of Muſcovy, till the year 1721, when

1. Peter I. juſtly ſurnamed the Great, aſſumed the title of

Emperor, which has been given to his ſucceſſors by all the

powers of Europe ever ſince. He died February 8, 1725, and

was ſucceeded by

2. Catherine I. his ſecond wife, who died May 17, 1727,

and was ſucceeded by

3. Peter II. ſon of Prince Alexis, and grandſon of Peter I.

by his firſt wife; he died of the ſmall-pox, January 29, 1730,

aged about 15, and was ſucceeded by

4. Ann, Ducheſs of Courland, ſecond daughter of the Czar

John I. elder brother of Peter I, who dying October 28, 1740,

was ſucceeded by

\

5. John II, an infant of ſixth months old, ſon of Anthony

Ulrick, Duke of Brunſwick, by Ann his wife, daughter of

Charles Duke of Mecklenburgh, and Catherine his wife, eldeſt

daughter of the Czar John I. This young Prince was dethroned

December 5, 1741, and was privately put to death ſince the

acceſſion of the preſent Empreſs.

6. Elizabeth, youngeſt daughter of Peter the Great, ſuc

ceeded, and died January 5, 1762, on whoſe death

7.
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7. Peter III. Duke of Holſtein, her nephew, ſon of her

eldeſt ſiſter, the Princeſs Ann, ſucceeded, and was depoſed.

July 9, 1762.

8. Catherine II. his conſort, Princeſs of Anhalt Zerbſt, was

declared Empreſs on the depoſition of her huſband, by whom

ſhe has two children living, Paul Petrowitz, born in Oéto

ber 1754, Grand Duke of Ruſſia, and the Princeſs Ann, born

in 1755. -

H ISTO
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A N D

M I L I T A R Y M E M O I R S

R U S S I A.

S I paſſed a great part of my life in Ruſſia, and had

A time to learn ſufficiently the Ruſſian manners and lan

guage; having withal been witneſs to ſeveral extraor

dinary events, the thought occurred to me of writing an

account of what has happened remarkable, ſince the death

Introdućtion,

of the empreſs Catherine to the preſent moment. To begin

then ;

Catherine, whoſe aſcent to the throne was owing to the

affection of Peter I. died on the 16th of May 1727; and

Peter II. as lawful heir of this vaſt empire, ſucceeded in

courſe. This prince was born in 1715, from the marriage of the

Czarewitz with the princeſs of Wolfenbuttel. He was but eleven

years and a half old at his acceſſion to the crown: upon

which confideration, Catherine had, in the ſecond article of her

will, ordered that he ſhould be under the tuition of a regency,

conſtituted of the princeſſes, her daughters, Anne and Eliza

beth, of the duke of Holſtein, huſband of the princeſs Anne,

º B of

1727.

Beginning of

the reign of

Pet ER II,
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Power of

prince Men

zikoff.

of the prince of Holſtein, biſhop of Lubeck, contraćted to

marry the princeſs Elizabeth, and of the members of the

council of ſtate, which at that time conſiſted of ſix perſons,

until he had accompliſhed the age of fixteen. The council

of ſtate was compoſed of the following members; the prince

Menzikoff, the high-admiral Apraxin, the high-chancellor

count Golowſkin, the vice-chancellor count Oſterman, the

aćtual privy-counſellors prince Demetrius, Michaëlowitz Gal

litzin, and Baſilius Loukitz Dolgorucki.

This regency never aſſembled in a body but one ſingle time,

which was on the day that the empreſs Catherine died, when

nothing was done but to ratify the will, which was broke

into two hours after : for it was therein expreſsly ordered,

that all affairs ſhould be decided by a plurality of votes.

This by no means ſuited prince Menzikoff, who meant to be

fole arbiter and maſter of affairs, infomuch that the others

were only to obey his orders.

It was eaſy for him to ſucceed in this defign, no one dar

ing to oppoſe whatever he reſolved, without riſking his ruin.

He had immediately, on the death of Peter I. got the whole

power into his hands; and, in order to maintain himſelf in

it, he had diſpoſed the empreſs Catherine to accept one of

his daughters for ſpouſe to the Emperor. She had made

an article of this in her will, and Menzikoff, to prevent any

one's acceſs to the Emperor without his leave, made him be

lodged in his own palace from the very day of the deceaſe of

the Empreſs; and this while the duke of Holſtein and his mi

niſters were amuſing themſelves with exultations on the noble

ſtroke they thought they had ſtruck, in making the regency

be given them by the will of Catherine, for it was in this light

they confidered this arrangement. The ducheſs being at the

head of affairs, and having the prefidency in the council, they

- -- imagined
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imagined they ſhould have all the votes of it at their diſpoſal;

but Menzikoff, more alert and more dexterous than they, had

taken early care to the contrary.

It is in Ruſſia a cuſtom, at every change of reign or of Relakoid.

miniſtry, to ſet free ſome priſoners of ſtate. Peter II. not to empreſs Eu

be wanting in ſuch a point, gave orders for the enlargement

of his grandmother, the empreſs Eudoxia Feodorowna Lapou

chin, whom Peter I. had divorced and confined to a convent in

1696: he ordered her a court proportioned to her rank, and

invited her to Peterſburgh. But this princeſs having too great

an averſion againſt this town, and not finding the miniſtry

pliable enough to give her any ſhare in the government,

reſolved to remain at Moſkow, where ſhe lived in retire

Illent.

The family of the Lapouchins, near relations to that Empreſs,

were alſo recalled from the exile in which they had been for

ſeveral years. -

Theſe ačts of grace had been carried againſt the inclina

tion of Mentzikoff, at the ſuggeſtion of ſome of the members

of the high-council, who had found means to ſoften the

young monarch in favor of his grandmother, and of her

near relations, and had perſuaded him to inſiſt on their releaſe

from impriſonment.

Though all this was not very pleaſing to Menzikoff, he

durſt not however openly oppoſe it, but endeavoured to beſet

the Emperor, to the excluſion of every one that was not of his

creatures; not enjoying a moment's reſt, in the fear of having

ill offices done him, being ſenſible that the whole nation deteſted

him.

B 2 Some
*
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Some of the great had already, in the precedent reign,

entered into a combination againſt him, and wanted the em

preſs to remove him from her councils. Thoſe nobles, who

had projected this, had been employed by Peter I. in the affair

of the Czarewitz, and were afraid of the revenge of Peter II.

in caſe of his coming to the throne, for the ill-treatment

which his father had received. They tried then to perſuade

Catherine to ſend the young prince to foreign countries to

purſue his ſtudies; having reſolved, that if the empreſs ſhould

chance to demiſe while he was abſent, to give him the exclu

ſion, and to raiſe the ducheſs of Holſtein to the throne.

For this they had taken their time, while Menzikoff was

in Courland, to ſettle every thing; and for fear that he ſhould

diſconcert their deſigns on his return, they had undertaken to

give the Empreſs bad impreſſions of him, in which they had

ſo far ſucceeded, that her majeſty had ačtually ſigned an order

for putting him under an arreſt, before he ſhould re-enter

Peterſburgh.

By ſingular good-luck for Menzikoff, the count of Baſſe

witz, firſt miniſter of the duke of Holſtein, had taken it into

his head to ſupport this favorite, and eaſily perſuaded his

maſter to it, who entreated of the empreſs her forgiveneſs of

him, and obtained it. Menzikoff being returned to the court,

was made acquainted with the finiſter deſigns of his enemies

againſt him. He cauſed a ſtrićt reſearch to be made of them,

and all the partizans of the houſe of Holſtein were taken up,

and ſeverely puniſhed. Menzikoff's own brother-in-law, a

Portugueſe, called de Vyeira, and the general Piſarew, under

went the knout ; their eſtates were confiſcated, and themſelves

ſent to Siberia. An actual privy-counſellor, Tolſtoy, as well

as his ſon, the general Butterlin, and ſome others, were alſo

baniſhed to Siberia: the count Alexander Nariſkin, and

the
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the general Ouſchakow, were reſpectively confined to their

eſtates.

It was ſaid, that the count de Baſſevitz, who, by an over

confidence in prince Menzikoff, had communicated to him

the overtures made him by ſome of the great men of the court,

touching their partial depoſitions in favor of the ducheſs of

Holſtein, had furniſhed Menzikoff with the occaſion, of which

he inſtantly availed himſelf, of breaking all their meaſures.

The others, who ſtill remained attached to the court of

Holſtein, were extremely intimidated at this; and conceived

at the ſame time, not only a great diſtruſt, but a great con

tempt for Baſſevitz.

But prince Menzikoff was not ſatisfied with their being

puniſhed at that time, and was determined to preſerve the

memory of it to all Ruſſia, ſo as to prevent any temptation to

hurt him for the future. Accordingly the council of ſtate

iſſued a proclamation, by which ſolemn warning was given

againſt any ſuch dangerous confederacies, under the penalty

of being puniſhed with ſtill greater rigor.

This edićt was ſigned the 6th of June, and on the ſame

day were celebrated the eſpouſals of the young Emperor with

the daughter of prince Menzikoff. Her father then imagined

himſelf on the pinnacle of earthly felicity. There remained

for him the execution of but one projećt more, to ſet him above

all danger. He wanted to marry his ſon to the grand-ducheſs,

Natalia, ſiſter to the Emperor; in virtue of which, he was to

tranſmit the throne of Ruſſia to his poſterity. The plan

was not ill imagined; but it failed of execution. In the mean

while, he got himſelf declared generaliſfimo by ſea and land.

The duke and ducheſs of Holſtein were now the only per

ſonages that gave umbrage to Menzikoff, who was afraid left the
w ducheſs

Eſpouſals of

the emperor

with the

daughter of

prince Men

zikoff.
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perature of ducheſs ſhould form a new party, that might oppoſe his vaſt
the ducheſs

of Holſtein

with the

duke.

Cabals a

gainſt Menzi

koff.

deſigns. He at the ſame time imagined, that, after their

quitting the field to him, no one would dare to ſtir. On a

ſudden then, he ceaſed to keep any meaſures with them ; ſo

that, throwing in their way every kind of difficulty and diſ

guſt, he conſtrained them, at length, to leave Ruſſia. Their

departure, however, did not leſſen the number of his enemies:

the truth is, that he had drawn upon himſelf the univerſal

hatred of the nation.

He had taken the precaution to place in attendance about

the Emperor none but his own creatures, and ſuch as owed

their fortune to him; but as he had directly counteraćted and

ſhocked all the antient families, and as, among thoſe whom he

could not well debar of acceſs to the emperor, there were

ſome who ſaw with pain their relations in exile, they ſeiſed an

occaſion of making the young prince remark, that Menzikoff

was exercifing a perfect deſpotiſm, which he was hoping ſtill

more to confirm, by the conſummation of the Emperor's mar

riage with his daughter; that, in ſhort, to judge of him by

his ambition, he might take it into his head to attempt aſcend

ing the throne. They at the ſame time earneſtly entreated the

Emperor to keep their ſecret, which he promiſed; and ačtually

did diſſemble, till he found a fair occaſion for venting his

reſentment : Menzikoff ſoon furniſhed it, by a ſtroke of ter

rible giddineſs or imprudence. - -

The company of maſons had, I do not juſtly now remem

ber on what occaſion, made a free gift to the Emperor of nine

thouſand ducats. This prince, having a mind to give his fiſter

the pleaſure of this preſent, ſent her that ſum by one of his

gentlemen; who, being met by Menzikoff, was aſked by him,

where he was going with that money? The gentleman told him.

The other replied, “ The emperor is as yet too young to

“ know
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“ know how to diſpoſe of money; carry it to my apartments;

“I will take an opportunity to ſpeak to him of it.” The

gentleman, who knew how dangerous it was to oppoſe the

will of Menzikoff, did not fail of obeying him. The

next day, the princeſs, fifter to the Emperor, came to pay

him a viſit, according to cuſtom. She was no ſooner in

the room, than he aſked her, if the preſent he had ſent her was

not worth a compliment of thanks. The princeſs naturally

anſwering, that ſhe had received nothing, the Emperor flew

into a great paſſion. The gentleman was called, and being

aſked by him what he had done with the money given him

to carry to the princeſs, was obliged, in his own defence, to

ſay that Menzikoff had taken it from him. But this only the

more irritated the Emperor, who ordered Menzikoff to be ſent

for, and, when he came, demanded of him, in a great rage,

how he came to have the boldneſs to hinder his gentleman

from executing his orders? The prince, who was not uſed to

hear the Emperor ſpeak to him in that tone, was perfectly

thunderſtruck. He anſwered, however, that it was very well

known that the ſtate was in want of money; that the trea

ſure was exhauſted, and that he had propoſed that very day

to preſent a project of the manner in which that ſum might

be more uſefully employed. He added, “If, however, your

“ majeſty commands it, I will not only cauſe to be returned the

“ nine thouſand ducats, but advance you a million of rubles

“ out of my own purſe.”

The Emperor was not pacified with this anſwer; but,

ſtamping with his foot, ſaid, “I will make you know that

“I am emperor, and that I will be obeyed.” Then, turning

his back upon him, left him. Menzikoff followed him, and,

at length, with much entreaty, appeaſed him for that time;

but this calm did not laſt long.

A few
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A few days afterwards, Menzikoff fell dangerouſly ill. This

gave his enemies time to make ſure of his ruin. The princes

Dolgorucki, and eſpecially the Knez Iwan, whoſe great favor

was beginning at that time, prevailed ſo as entirely to alie

nate from him the mind of their maſter. Menzikoff was not

ignorant of theſe cabals againſt him, nor of the decline of his

credit; but he hoped ſoon to recover his former degree of

favor, and to over-awe the Emperor by that tone of authority,

which he had uſed to take towards him.

As ſoon then as Menzikoff was recovered, he committed

a freſh fault, in going to his country-houſe at Oranjenbaum,

which was about two miles from Peterhoff, where the court

had removed during his illneſs. He had built a chapel at

Oranjenbaum, which he wanted to have conſecrated. The

Emperor and all his court were invited to aſſiſt at the cere

mony. But his enemies, who had too much cauſe to dread

his revenge, in caſe of his reconciliation with the Emperor,

perſuaded this prince to excuſe himſelf on the day of the cere

mony, under pretence of an indiſpoſition. He followed their

advice ; and yet, for all that, Menzikoff did not apprehend

that this betokened his entire diſgrace. He had even the im

prudence, during the feſtival, to ſeat himſelf on a kind of

throne, which had been placed for his majeſty. His enemies

did not fail of making the moſt of this circumſtance, which

contributed to determine his fall.

The ſame evening, Menzikoff repaired to Peterhoff, where

he did not find the Emperor, who had been carried a hunt

ing. He addreſſed himſelf to the count Oſterman, with whom

he had a converſation full of acrimony, and even accompa

nied with high words. He remained there that day and the

next, at Peterhoff; but the Emperor not returning, and all the

countenances being frozen to him, he took the reſolution of

going
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going to Peterſburgh; probably he thought he ſhould be more

formidable in the midſt of the court. In fact, being arrived

at the capital, far from ačting the diſgraced courtier, he em

ployed the whole morning in going the round of the colleges,

and of giving orders every where. He regulated particularly

the reception intended for the emperor in his palace, where

he imagined he would continue to lodge; but towards, noon,

the general Soltikow came, with an order to remove from his

palace the emperor's furniture, and carry it to the imperial

ſummer-palace. This was a thunderſtroke to him, at which

he loſt all preſence of mind; but what ſhocked him the moſt

was, the ſending back the goods and furniture of his ſon,

who, in quality of high-chamberlain, was to lodge officially

near the emperor. In this confuſion of head he fell into an

other fault, that of ſending into quarters the regiment of Inger

manland, which, for his ſafety, he had ordered to encamp on

the iſland of Waſili-Oſtrow *, at a ſmall diſtance from his

palace. This regiment, of which he had been colonel from the

firſt of its being raiſed, was intirely devoted to him; and it

is certain, that he had impreſſed his enemies with a great awe

of him.

In the evening, the Emperor returned to Peterſburgh, and the

general Soltikoff was once more employed on a meſſage to

Menzikoff, by which he anounced to him an order of arreſt.

His wife and children repaired immediately to the ſummer

alace, to throw themſelves at the feet of the Emperor, but

were refuſed admittance. Mean while, Menzikoff was made

to believe, that he would be only deprived of his offices; that

he would nevertheleſs have all his fortune left him, and that

• Iſaſili-Oſirzw is an iſland which makes part of the town of Peterſburgh;

the palace of Menzikoff ſtood there. Peter I. had made him a preſent of the

whole iſland, but reſumed it ſome time afterwards, in the intention that the

whole town of Peterſburgh ſhould be built there; which however was not

executed.

C he

Fall of Men

ikoff.
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he would be permitted to paſs the remainder of his days at

Oranjenburgh, a pretty town on the frontiers of the Ukrain,

which he had built, and even a little fortified. In fact, the

fee diſpoſal of his goods and fortune was left to him, while

he remained at Peterſburgh; and when he went out of it, his

train had not in the leaſt the air of a miniſter in diſgrace. He

was accompanied by his whole family, and by a great number

of domeſtics; and in the manner he was treated on the firſt

days of his journey, it did not appear that there was any in

tention to do him more hurt. But, on his arrival at Tweer,

a town ſituate on the road between Moſkow and Peterſburgh,

he there found an order for all his effects to be ſealed up, and

nothing more to be left him than bare neceſſaries. His guard

was doubled, and he was more narrowly watched during the

reſt of his journey. Scarce was he arrived at Oranjenburgh,

when there were ſent to him whole reams of complaints made

againſt him for grievances. Theſe were inſtantly followed by

commiſſaries, who proceeded to his trial. He was condemned

to paſs the reſt of his life at Beroſowa, ſituate on the moſt

diſtant frontiers of Siberia. His wife, grown blind with

weeping, died by the way: the reſt of his family followed

him into exile. He bore his misfortunes with more firmneſs

than one would have imagined in him; and from being full

of groſs humours, with a bad habit of body, he recovered

health and plumpneſs. There were allowed him ten rubles a

day; a ſum which not only ſufficed him for his wants, but he

ſaved enough out of it to build a church, at which he himſelf

worked, hatchet in hand. He died in November 1729, of a

repletion of blood; becauſe, as it was ſaid, there was not one

perſon to be found at Beroſowa who knew how to open

3 WClll.

The general opinion on the origin of Menzikoff is, that his

father was a peaſant, who had placed him, at Moſkow, with a

'paſtry
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paſtry-cook, and that he carried about little pies, ſinging along

the ſtreets; that the Emperor Peter I. having ſtopped to

ſpeak to him, he had pleaſed him with the wit and livelineſs

of his repartees. Upon this he put him ſervant to Monſieur

Le Fort; thence he took him about his own perſon, and by

degrees made his fortune.

Others again ſay, that his father was an officer in the ſervice

of the Czar, Alexis Michaëlowitz, and that as it is not extraor

dinary to ſee gentlemen ſerve in the ſtables of the Czar, Men

zikoff had alſo been employed in them, in quality of one of

the head-grooms: that Peter having often ſpoke to him; had

taken notice of the wit and ſhrewdneſs of his anſwers, inſo

much that he took him out of the ſtables, and placed him

as a more immediate attendant on himſelf; when, obſerving

great talents in him, he had, in a few years, raiſed him to the

firſt poſts in the empire.

I have always thought the firſt of theſe opinions the neareſt

to the truth; for it is certain, that he was of an obſcure birth,

and that he began with being a common ſervant; after which

the Emperor placed him as a private ſoldier in the firſt com

pany of regular troops, which he raiſed under the appellation

preprovojaemie". Peter I. having thence taken him about his

perſon, gave him his entire confidence, in ſuch a manner, that,

on many occaſions, Menzikoff governed Ruſſia with the ſame

deſpotiſm as his maſter. His credit had, however, been greatly

diminiſhed during the laſt years of the reign of Peter I. and

it is believed, that if that Emperor had lived ſome months

longer, there would have been great changes at court, and in

the miniſtry.

* Preprovojdenie, for amuſement.

C 2 - By
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By the following charaćter, any one may decide which pre

ponderated, the good or the bad qualities of Prince Menzikoff.

He was ſtrongly attached to his maſter, and to the maxims

of Peter I. for civilizing the Ruſſian nation; affable and polite

towards ſtrangers; that is to ſay, with ſuch as did not pretend

to have more wit than himſelf; neither did he miſbehave to

thoſe of the Ruſſians who ſhewed ſubmiſſion to him. He

treated all who were his inferiors with gentleneſs, never for

getting a ſervice done him. Brave withal, he gave, on occa

ſions of the greateſt dangers, inconteſtable proofs of the

neceſſary perſonal courage. Wherever he had once taken a

friendſhip, he continued a zealous friend.

On the other hand, he was poſſeſſed with a boundleſs ambi

tion; he could not endure a ſuperior or an equal, and leſs

yet one that he could ſuſpect of pretending to ſurpaſs him in

underſtanding. His avarice was inſatiable. He was an im

placable enemy. He did not want for natural wit; but hav

ing had no education, his manners were rather coarſe. His

avarice had led him into ſeveral diſagreeable explanations with

Peter I. who had ſometimes condemned him to pay arbitrary

fines: notwithſtanding which, there was found, on his impri

ſonment, the value of three millions ef rubles, in jewels, in

plate, and ready money.

He had a ſon and two daughters: ſhe who had been

betrothed to the Emperor died, before her father, in exile; the

other was married, under the reign of the Empreſs Anne, with

the General Guſtavus Biron, brother to the Duke of Courland,

and died in the beginning of the year 1737. The ſon is major

in the guards. So long as his father was in favor and pro

ſperity, all the world allowed him a great deal of wit, though

he was but a child; ſince the diſgrace and death of his father,

- there
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there are few perſons in the whole empire of Ruſſia that have

leſs than he,

Menzikoff, who, from the loweſt condition, had been raiſed

to the higheſt ſtations of life, would have finiſhed his career

with honor, if he had not been ſo infatuated with ambition,

as to ſeek to place his poſterity on the throne of Ruſſia. It is

the ſame rock againſt which all the favorites that followed

him have ſtruck, and ſunk like him, as will hereafter be

ſhewn.

* Every antient family, on this account, flattered itſelf with . ...:

the hopes of getting into this young Prince's favor. The La- Fº

pouchins, the Soltikoffs, being near relations to the Emperor, ...”imagined this gave them a right to aſpire to the firſt places, power.

but they were all deceived. The Princes Dolgorouki, ſome of

whom were more immediately about the Emperor's perſon,

had availed themſelves of the moment, and had, as one may *

ſay, ſeized all the avenues to the Emperor's ear. The Knez

Iwan, ſon of the Knez Alexis Dolgorouki, ačtual privy

counſellor, and ſub-governor to the Emperor, was a young

man of a good perſon, and of great vivacity. He had often

had the honor of ſharing the diverſions and entertainments of

the young monarch, who took a liking to him, and became

ſo fond of his company, that he could not paſs a moment

without it. His family did not fail of taking the advantage

of the occaſion, to place themſelves at the head of affairs.

Some time after the exile of Menzikoff, all the families

which had been baniſhed into Siberia upon the affair of the

* It was appointed by the will of Catherine, that Peter II, ſhould be under

the tutorſhip of a regency: but this diſpoſition not ſuiting the views of Menzi

koff, he uſurped the whole authority, and governed alone. After his fall, no men

tion was ever made of the regency; the Emperor reſolving to reign of himſelf.

Czarewits,
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Czarewits, were recalled, and their eſtates were reſtored to

them. -

The Emperor The Emperor had been deſirous of going to Moſcow, im

gº to Moſſ mediately after the death of Catherine, but had been hindered
COW.

1728.

Cabals a

gainſt the

Princes Dol

gorouki.

from it by Menzikoff, who was afraid, that, not being able to

keep him ſhut up there as in his palace at Peterſburgh, his

enemies would find favorable opportunities to contrive and

accompliſh his ruin.

Menzikoff being now diſpatched out of the way, the jour

ney to this capital was fixed for January 1728; and the court

accordingly ſet out on the 20th from Peterſburgh; but the

Emperor falling ill of the thruſh by the way, he was obliged

to ſtop for fifteen days at the town of Tweer, and could not

make his public-entry into Moſcow till the 15th of February.

All the other great families ſaw, with an extreme jealouſy,

the overgrown power of the Princes Dolgorouki. They did not

however, accompliſh their ends of wreſting it from them,

though they played off ſeveral engines for that purpoſe. On the

7th of April, there was found an anonymous letter thruſt

under one of the gates of Moſcow ; the ſuperſcription of which

denoted, that the letter contained many things of the utmoſt

importance to the ſtate. It was found to contain an ample

juſtification of Menzikoff's conduct, and withal, an attempt

to inſpire a diffidence of the miniſters and favorites in place.

But this had no other effect than the fixing the more firmly the

influence of the Dolgoroukis, and the warning them to be more

than ever on their guard.

The Prince Iwan applied himſelf eſpecially to ſtudy the in

clinations of his maſter: he was ever ſtriving to procure him

every day new pleaſures, and thereby gained the ſole and

... I CIlt11'C
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entire confidence of the young Prince, who inveſted him with

the poſt of high-chamberlain, and gave him the blue ribbon.

On the other hand, this ſame Prince, Dolgorouki, encreaſed

the number of his enemies, by an overbearing conduct, and

º by a kind of braving the world in too little keeping meaſures

with it.

The fickneſs into which the Emperor fell in the month of

Auguſt following, gave an alarm to the whole empire, it be

ing a violent burning fever. Every one feared for his life.

He eſcaped death, however, for that time. The enemies of

the favorite did not fail to impute to him the cauſe of his diſ

order: they repreſented to the Emperor, that the Prince made

him take too much exerciſe, while his conſtitution muſt natu

rally ſink under it, from his allowing himſelf too little reſt ;

in ſhort, that if he did not change his manner of life, he would

greatly endanger his health.

In the main, thoſe who remonſtrated this were in the right.

The Emperor had a paſſion for hunting; and inſtead of per

ſuading him to uſe moderation in this pleaſure, the Prince

Alexis, father to the favorite, made him take long courſes for

a whole day, and even for many days ſucceſſively, which

fatigued and heated him extremely. He had too delicate a

conſtitution to endure the accuſtoming himſelf to ſuch great

fatigues in ſo tender an age.

It was nearly about this time that the Coſſacks of the Ukrainº
of the Cof

made ſome ſtir. Peter I. had brought them low enough after ... ºf the

the revolt of Mazeppa, to hinder them from ever ſhaking off \º
- - - - - - - Some account

his dominion, ſo that not having dared to lift their heads dur– of thoſe pººl.

ing the life of that Prince, they imagined the time of the Pº

miniſtry of Peter II. would be more favorable, and began to

- - raiſe
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raiſe commotions; but they were ſoon reduced to order, by

the ſending troops againſt them. Some of the richeſt, and the

moſt turbulent, were ſeized, and ſent to Siberia: the reſt begged

mercy, and obtained it; not, however, without having been

compelled to ſend a numerous deputation to Moſcow, to im

plore the imperial mercy. Their Prince, or Hettman, was at the

head of it. They were, beſides, obliged to leave hoſtages for the

ſecurity of their future good behaviour. Since that time, there

has been no need of watching them ſo narrowly. They were

ſo thoroughly ſubdued after the laſt war with the Turks, that

they cannot for a long time be in any condition of revolt. As

probably this nation is not ſufficiently known, I ſhall here give

a ſuccinct account of them. There are ſeveral kinds of the

Coſſacks; the moſt known are thoſe of the Don, the Zapora

vian Coſſacks, and thoſe of the Ukrain. It is of theſe laſt I

have juſt made mention : they inhabit the Ukrain, which is

alſo called Mala Ruſſia, or little Ruſſia, and is unqueſtionably

one of the fineſt countries in Europe; one half of it belongs

to the Emperor of Ruſſia, the other to Poland. The Boryſ

thenes or Dnieper divides this country into two parts, form

ing at the ſame time their reſpective frontiers.

Theſe Coſſacks were once a free nation, deſcending from the

ſame race as the Polanders; but as to their religion, they fol

low the Greek church. When theſe people were united, they

could bring a hundred and fifty thouſand men into the field.

They were long under the protection of the republic of Poland,

and did it great ſervice in its wars againſt the Turks; but the

Polanders attempting te treat them like ſlaves, they revolted

about a hundred years ago, under the condućt of the Hett

man Chmelninſki, who put himſelf under the protećtion of the

Turks. Some years after the death of Chelmninſki, the ſuc

ceſſor, Doroſchonko, gave himſelf and country up to Ruſſia.

This brought on a war, which terminated in the deſtruction

- of
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of the town of Czigrin, at that time the capital of Ukrain.

This happened in the year 1674.

For the firſt years enſuing they preſerved all their privileges,

and were governed by a Prince of their own chufing among

themſelves. But the Hettman Mazeppa having taken the part

of Charles XII. King of Sweden, Peter I. reduced this reſtleſs

people to a condition of inability of ſtriving to ſhake off their

yoke.

At preſent they have no longer any privileges, and are looked

upon in the light of a conquered province. Their laſt Hett

man, Apoſtel, dying in 1734, they were not left at liberty

to chuſe another, and are ačtually now governed by a Ruſſian

Regency, which reſides at Glouchow *. They can abſolutely

bring two and twenty thouſand men into the field. They

ſerved in the Ruſſian armies during the laſt wars againſt the

Turks, without having been good for any thing but to aug

ment the number of their troops. It is not without reaſon be

lieved, that their priſtine valor is totally extinct. In the laſt

campaign they ſcarce did any other ſervice than that of bring

ing waggons of proviſion to the army.

The Zaporavian Coſſacks inhabit the iſlands of the Boryſ.

thenes, and a ſmall tract of country on the ſide of Crimea,

beyond the cataraćis. They are a collečtion of all nations,

noſtly however of Polanders, of Ruſſians, and of the Ukrain

Coſſacks. They were, formerly, ſometimes under the protećtion

of the Turks or Tartars of Crimea, ſometimes under that of

* Theſe Memoirs were already written, when the Empreſs Elizabeth reſtored

to the inhabitants of the Ukrain a great part of their antient privileges. She

gave them, at the ſame time, the liberty of chufing a new Hettman; the choice

fell on Ririla Raſoumowſki, brother of her Majeſty's favorite: and in 1751 he

went to the Ukrain to take poſſeſſion of that regency.

D * Ruſſia.

Zaporaviar

Cºſſacks.

t
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Ruſſia. If I am not miſtaken, it was ſince the year 1734 that

they reſumed their ſubmiſſion to Ruſſia, having precedently

been attached to the Turks ſince the time of Charles XII.'s

recourſe to Bender.

Their general, or chief of their republic, has the appellation

of Roſchowy Hettman. They chuſe him among themſelves,

and for ſo long a time as pleaſes them, they pay him a blind

obedience; but the moment they are diſcontented with him,

they depoſe him, without farther ceremony, and chuſe another

in his place. -

It is, however, requiſite, ſince their ſubmiſſion to Ruſſia,

that ſuch their election ſhould be always confirmed by the

regency of Gloucnow; nor is it at all improbable, that the

principal motive for their changing ſo often their Roſchowy is,

that it is cuſtomary for the court to make, on this occaſion, a

preſent of ſeven thouſand rubles to the new Roſchowy, who

commonly ſhares them among the principal Coſſacks, to attach

them to him; but very often they do not let him keep his poſt

above a few months, when he is degraded, and becomes again

only a private Coſſack; many of them have even been maſ

ſacred, without any other reaſon but the having incurred the

diſpleaſure of the multitude.

In time of war the court pays them penſions, and furniſhes

them proviſions for the campaign.

They have but one ſecretary, or rather writer, who dares

ſend or receive letters: if any other was to hold any the leaſt

correſpondence, he would be put to death without mercy, were

it even the Roſchowy himſelf. But, in caſe of any letter

coming, it is carried to the ſecretary, who reads it in preſence

of the Elders. -

The
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The number of troops they can bring into the field is not

fixed. In the laſt war againſt the Turks, eight thouſand of

their horſe ſerved in the Ruſſian armies; but, on a ſtretch,

with their beſt efforts, they could raiſe twelve or fifteen thou

ſand.

Their cuſtoms are ſingular. No Zaporavian Coſſack is

allowed to be married within the precinéts of their territory.

If he is married, his wife muſt live in ſome neighbouring

country, where he reſorts to her from time to time; and even

this intercourſe muſt be without the knowledge of the Elders:

but every one may quit this ſociety when it no longer pleaſes

him, and that without acquainting any one. Another may

come and have his name inrolled, without any other ceremony

than that of declaring that he will conform to their cuſtoms,

and ſubmit to their laws. It is for this reaſon that they can

never preciſely aſcertain the number of their forces. They are

divided into different chambers or comradeſhips; and all who

are preſent in their capital are obliged to dine and ſup in their

public halls or refectories.

They do not even ſuffer women to remain at any ſtranger's

that ſhould come among them, and bring any of that ſex with

them. While the Ruſſians were at war againſt the Turks, the

Zaporavians had received in their capital a garriſon of regular

troops, which is nothing more than a retrenched village, called

Setz. The lieutenant-colonel Glebow, who commanded thoſe

troops, being unappriſed of their cuſtom, had ſent for his

wife to come to him. No ſooner was ſhe arrived, than that

all the Coſſacks, having aſſembled for the purpoſe, ſurrounded

this commanding officer's houſe, and demanded what women

there were in it to be delivered to them, that they might each

have their ſhare. Monſ, Glebow had a good deal of difficulty

to appeaſe them, nor could effect it without ſacrificing to them

- D 2 ſome
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Coſſacks of

the Don.

ſome caſks of brandy. He was, however, obliged to ſend away

his lady, for fear of a freſh revolt.

Their manner of puniſhing is as ſingular as their manner of

living. They are great thieves and robbers; but if any one

ſhould offer to ſteal any the leaſt thing from his comrade, he

is tied to a poſt in the openeſt public place of the town:

a bottle of brandy, a loaf of bread, and a number of ſtout

ſticks, are ſet by his fide, when every one that paſſes has a right

to give him as many blows as he pleaſes, after which he may

give the wretch the refreſhment of a drop of brandy, and a

morſel of bread. The ſufferer, at the diſcretion of the judges,

remains thus tied to the poſt a whole night and day, and often

five times twenty-four hours. After which, if he has the

good-luck to ſurvive the blows, he is received anew into the

ſociety.

The whole republic is merely made up of thieves and vaga

bonds, who ſubſiſt on nothing but rapine, both in peace and

war. The Haidamacks, who infeſt Poland, are no other than

theſe Zaporavian Coſſacks. The court of Ruſſia cannot hinder

their continual excurſions; nay, is even obliged to keep mea

ſures with them, for fear of their changing fides.

The Coſſacks of the Don inhabit that traćt which is be

tween the river Don, the ſame as the antient Tanais, and the

Donwitz, or Little Don. They have a very good country,

ſeveral pretty towns, and large villages. Their capital is called

Czerkaſkoi. They are originally, by deſcent, all Ruſſian pea

ſants, to whom the yoke of their maſters having proved

unſufferable, they, little by little, took refuge in this country,

where they formed a commonwealth. In proceſs of time they

voluntarily put themſelves under the protection of the Ruſſian

empire, by which they are treated with great gentleneſs and

moderation.
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moderation. They are excellent ſoldiers, and can bring as far

as fifteen thouſand men into the field. The Ruſſians draw

great ſervice from them againſt the Turks, and Tartars of Cu

ban. Their general, or chief of their republic, is ſtiled Voiſ

kowoy Attaman; he is choſen by themſelves from among the

principal officers of their nation, but he muſt be confirmed by

the court.

I return to the hiſtory of the Emperor. He took great de

light at Moſcow, and ſeemed even to have no thoughts of

returning to Peterſburgh. The antient Ruſſians were charmed

with this diſpoſition; for they ſovereignly deteſt the town of

Peterſburgh, which has coſt them the greateſt part of their

fortunes.

In the beginning of December, the Princeſs Natalia fell Death of the

fick, and died the 14th of that month. All who knew this

Princeſs agree, that ſhe gave great hopes, and had an under

ſtanding much ſuperior to her years. She was not above four

teen years and four months old when ſhe died, and yet had

often repreſented to the Emperor, that he gave himſelf up too

much to pleaſure, and that the Dolgoroucki family had uſurped

to itſelf the ſame deſpotiſm as had been ſo much deteſted i

Menzikoff. -

But the Emperor, who was too young to govern of himſelf,

and was very well ſatisfied ſo that pleaſures were procured

him, gave no attention to his ſiſter's advice; on the contrary,

he delivered himſelf wholly up to that family. Every thing

was left to them. The Emperor frequented none but the

Dolgorouckis; and no one even durſt approach him without

their conſent. - -

It

Emperor's
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TheEmperor

declares his

intention to

marry the

Princeſs Dol

goroucki.

It had been for a long while a projećt much at Dolgo

roucki's heart, the making a match between the Emperor and

his fiſter, in which he partly ſucceeded. His ſiſter, the Princeſs

Catherine, without being abſolutely a beauty, was of a very

pretty figure; ſhe was above the middle ſtature, and very well

ſhaped. She had ſomething languiſhing in her large blue

eyes, and beſides, wanted for neither wit nor education. It

was this Princeſs of whom Peter II. became violently in love.

The Emperor had made ſeveral excurſions and hunting-parties

on the grounds of Dolgoroucki, his favorite, who, giving him

one day a breakfaſt at a country-houſe which he had near

Moſcow, had preſented his ſiſter to him, and he, from that

inſtant, reſolved to marry her.

On the 19th of Nov, his Majeſty ordered this his intention

to be declared in full council. A few days afterwards he made

it to be intimated to the foreign miniſters, and to all thoſe who

attended his court, that he expected their compliments of con

gratulation on the occaſion.

The 30th of the ſame month, the ceremony of betrothing

was ſolemnized in great form at the palace of Le-Fort, where

the Emperor then reſided. The Princeſs was condućted thi

ther in the equipages of the court, and the archbiſhop of No

vogorod pronounced his benedićtion on the betrothment: after

which ceremony, his Majeſty and the Princeſs, his betrothed

bride, received anew the compliments of the whole court, and

of the foreign miniſters.

There was nothing but feaſts and rejoicings for the reſt of

the year 1729, and the beginning of 1730. The Dolgoroucki

family now imagined they had ſurmounted all obſtacles, and

propoſed to have the nuptials conſummated in a few days;

reckoning thereby to have nothing to fear in future from their

+ enemies
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enemies and their cabals. But they were deceived in their

hopes. - - -

The young Emperor fell fick on the 17th of January, of the sº...a

fmall-pox. The ignorance of the phyſicians, who miſtook it death of the

for merely a violent fever, and the too ungovernable vivacity “"“”

of this Prince, were the cauſe of his death. He would not bear

to remain quiet: he opened a window, and the ſmall-pox,

which had begun to come out, ſtruck in again, and on the

29th of January (old ſtyle) he died in the firſt of the ſpring of

his youth.

The reign of Peter II, then had laſted but two years and

nine months, and though this Prince was ſo very young when

he died, he was, nevertheleſs, regretted by the whole nation.

The Ruſſians of the old ſtock found in him a Prince after their

own heart, eſpecially for his having quitted Peterſburgh, and

brought back their reſidence to Moſcow. Even at this inſtant

all Ruſſia pronounces this epoch the happieſt that it had known

for a century paſt. There was no compulſion to ſerve in the

army, ſo that every one could ſtay at home quietly, enjoy his

property, and even improve it. Except a few of the great,

who were jealous of the power of the Dolgorouckis, all the

reſt of the nation were content. Univerſal joy appeared on

every face; the treaſury was repleniſhing, and the town of

Moſcow was lifting its head again out of the ruin into which

Peter I. had precipitated it, by his taſte and predilećtion for

Peterſburgh. There was nothing went amiſs but the marine

and the army, which would have been entirely ruined if this

reign had continued ſome years more on the ſame foot.

It would be difficult to define the charaćter of Peter II. on

the account of his extreme youth. It is generally, however,

agreed, that he had a good heart, a great deal of vivacity and

penetration,
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penetration, and an excellent memory. It was enough for him

to hear any thing once to retain it; ſo that, if with ſo many

naturally good qualities he could have profited of the inſtruc

tions of others, it is likely he would have become a very great

Prince.

Peter I. had intruſted his education to a Hungarian, whoſe

name was Sevan, and who had been tutor to the young Counts

Nariſkin; but this family having been exiled a little before the

death of Catherine, Sevan had been obliged to follow them;

and the Empreſs named the Count Oſterman firſt governor,

and the Prince Alexis Dolgoroucki ſubgovernor to the Prince.

Oſterman was eſpecially appointed to preſide over his ſtudies.

Of this he acquitted himſelf with all poſſible application, that

is to ſay, as much as he was left the maſter of it, or could ſpare

time from the other affairs collaterally committed to him.

º: I had forgot to mention, that, in the will of Catherine, there

ſigned fºr the was an article, by which ſhe ordered, that the Princeſs Eliza

#:… beth, her daughter, ſhould be married to the Prince of Holſtein,

died befºre biſhop of Lubeck, who had already reſided for ſeveral months

... at the court of Peterſburgh, and that there ſhould be paid to

place. him a dowry of three hundred thouſand rubles. But this mar

riage was prevented by the death of this Prince, who, falling

ſick on the 22d of May, died on the firſt of June. This was

the brother of the Princeſs of Zebreſt, and of the King of Swe

den now reigning, conſequently own uncle to the preſent

Grand-ducheſs. But, on mention of this deſigned marriage,

I preſume it will not be foreign to the purpoſe to ſpecify two

other matches, which, it is ſaid, had been on the carpet for the

ſame Princeſs.

The firſt was, ſome years before the death of Peter I. with the

French King Lewis XV. There are ſome who aſſure that the

Czar
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Czar had made the firſt purport of this alliance, but that the

court of France had eluded it: others ſay, that the regent and

the miniſtry of France would have readily come into it; that

Monſ, de Campredon, at that time miniſter at Peterſburgh,

had even had orders to negotiate it; but that ſeveral other

courts, who would not have found their account in the alli

ance, had, by their management and ſecret interfering, got it

broken off.

The ſecond was under the reign of Peter II. propoſed to be

with the Margrave Charles, Prince of the blood of Pruſſia; but

how this came not to take place, I am not well enough in

formed to-ſay.

It was alſo under the reign of Peter II, that the firſt boats

paſſed the canal of Ladoga. This was the great work which

Peter I. had begun, to facilitate the commerce from the center

of the empire to the Baltic ſea. As I ſhall have occaſion to

ſpeak again of this canal, I will ſubjoin the particulars of it in

another place.

During the whole reign of Peter I. Ruſſia was governed by Cabals of the

none but Menzikoff and the Princes Dolgoroucki. The firſt ...?"

was deteſted by the whole empire, for his having oppreſſed the during the

antient families and carried his ambition beyond all bounds.

The Princes Dolgoroucki, who had ſupplanted and ſucceeded and after his
- - t - - - - - d

him in favor and power, inherited alſo his vices, and their

end was more tragical than his.

To the Dolgorouckis it was reproached, that they had con

trived to hide from all the world the danger of the Emperor's

fickneſs, as long as they poſſibly could; and that as ſoon as

they found there were no hopes of his recovery, they had

framed a will, by which the Princeſs Catherine, who had been

- E. betrothed

t

|
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Aſſembly of

the council,

and election
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betrothed to the Emperor, was inſtituted Empreſs and Heireſs

of the Empire; which Will the Prince Iwan had ſigned, in

the name of the Emperor, having been accuſtomed to ſign the

name of that Prince during his life, by his order. Accord

ingly, ſcarce had Peter II. cloſed his eyes in death, when the

Prince Iwan came out of the chamber, with his drawn ſword

in his hand, floriſhing it, and cryed out, Long live the Em

preſs Catherine! but no one joining the cry, he ſaw that his

projećt was miſcarrying; upon which, putting his ſword up

again in his ſcabbard, he went home immediately, and burnt

the will. There are, however, many who will have it that

no ſuch will was cver made, and that it was merely an inven

tion of the enemies of the Dolgorouckis, to accompliſh the

ruin of that family. But as this was inſerted in the manifeſtoes

which were publiſhed againſt theſe Princes, as one of the

principal articles of their guilt, I could not well avoid men

tioning it; beſides, as to the fact above ſpecified of the Prince

Iwan's coming out of the apartment with his ſword drawn, it

is perfectly true; I had it from a man of great veracity; and

even from one of the family itſelf: it is alſo certain, that if

the Dolgorouckis had not been at variance among themſelves,

the Princeſs Catherine would infallibly have mounted the

throne, but the diſunion that reigned among their chiefs was

the deſtruction of all of them.

The council of ſtate, the ſenate, and ſuch of the principal

generals of the army as were then at Moſcow, aſſembled

immediately after the deceaſe of Peter II. and ſat in cloſe com

mittee in a chamber of the palace of Cremlin. The high

chancellor Golofkin announced to the aſſembly the death

of the Emperor, and as ſoon as he had done ſpeaking, the

Prince Demetrius Michaelowitz Gallitzin got up, and ſaid,

that “ſince, by the demiſe of Peter II, the whole male line of

“ Peter I. was extinëſ, and that Ruſſia had ſºffired extremely by

“ deſpotic
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“ deſpotic power, to the prevalence of which the great number of

“foreigners brought in by Peter I. had greatly contributed, it

“ would be highly expedient to limit the ſupreme authority by ſalu

“ tary laws, and not to confer the imperial crown on the new

“ Empreſ; that ſhould be choſen, but under certain conditions;”

concluding with putting the queſtion to the whole aſſembly,

whether “ they did not approve this propoſal ** They all aſ

ſented to it, without any the leaſt oppoſition. Upon which

the Prince Baſilius Loukitſch Dolgoroucki propoſed the ducheſs

dowager of Courland; alleging, that as the crown was now

falling to a female, it was but juſt to prefer the daughter of

the Czar Iwan, the elder brother of Peter I. to thoſe of this

Emperor ; that though the ducheſs of Mecklenburgh * was the

eldeſt, it was to be conſidered that ſhe was married to a foreign

Prince, whereas the Ducheſs of Courland was aétually a wi

dow, and, not being above thirty-ſix years of age, might marry,

and give heirs to Ruſſia.

The true reaſon, however, for preferring the ducheſs of

Courland was, that ſhe being at Mittau, the remoteneſs of

that place would afford time for the firmer eſtabliſhment of the

republican ſyſtem. -

All the votes then united in her favor, and it was agreed,

that the council of ſtate, which was at that time conſtituted

of ſeven members, of whom the majority were the Dolgo

rouckis or their relations, ſhould have the whole power, and

the aſſembly framed the following articles:

1ſt, That the Empreſs Anne was to reign only, in virtue condition:

of the reſolves, upon deliberation of the privy-council.

for many years ; having in 1719 left her huſband, and returned to Ruſſia.

E 2 2d. That

under which

the Empreſs

Anne was

* The ducheſs of Mecklenburgh was then at Moſcow, where ſhe had reſided “”
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Sickneſs of

the count

Oſterman.

2d. That ſhe ſhould not declare war nor make peace on her

own authority. -

3d. That ſhe would not lay any new tax, or beſtow any

poſt or place of conſequence.

4th. That ſhe would puniſh no gentleman with death, un

leſs he was duly convićted of his crime.

5th. That ſhe ſhould not confiſcate any one's property.

6th. That ſhe ſhould not alienate or diſpoſe of any lands

belonging to the crown.

7th. That ſhe ſhould not marry, nor chooſe an heir, with

out aſking, upon all theſe points, the conſent of the privy

council. -

The aſſembly then choſe three members to notify to the

Empreſs her acceſſion to the throne, and to propoſe to her the

conditions under which ſhe was to reign. -

On the part of the council was deputed the Prince Baſilius

Loukitſch Dolgoroucki; on the part of the ſenate, the Prince

Michael Galitzin; and on the part of the nobility, the lieu

tenant-general Leonteu.

In the inſtrućtions given to theſe deputies, it was enjoined to

them, to require of the Empreſs that ſhe ſhould ſign the above

articles, and that ſhe ſhould not bring her favorite with her

to Moſcow, Biron, gentleman of the chamber.

The count Oſterman, who had not quitted for one moment

the Emperor during his illneſs, retired to his own houſe, over

whelmed
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whelmed with fatigue, and feigning ſickneſs, that he might

not be at the aſſembly of the council and ſenate, though he

was vicechancellor of the empire. It was by the trick of

theſe ſickneſſes, occaſionally pretended at proper times, that

this miniſter kept his ground ſo long in this empire.

Notwithſtanding theſe arrangements taken by the council of

ſtate, the Princeſs Elizabeth might probably have been Em

preſs, if in the firſt moments ſhe would have followed the

The Empreſs

Elizabeth

might not

improbably,

at that time,

advice of her ſurgeon, ſince count Leſtock. As ſoon as he have aſcended

had learnt the death of the Emperor, he entered into the

chamber of the Empreſs, who was aſleep, and waking her,

preſſed her greatly to aſſemble the guards, ſhew herſelf to the

people, and, going directly to the ſenate, aſſert her title to the

crown. But ſhe could not be prevailed on to ſtir out of her

room. Perhaps ſhe had not, at that time, firmneſs enough to

execute ſo great an enterprize. We have ſince ſeen her capable

of more ſpirit. But juſt then ſhe preferred her amuſements to

the glory of reigning; and very certain it is, that if ſhe had

not been moleſted in the reign of Queen Anne, ſhe would have

continued to prefer the tranquillity of a private life to the bur

then of a crown.

It is alſo true, that at that time her party was far from

ſtrong: many of the great men of the empire ſaying pub

licly, that ſhe was too young to be Empreſs, and to take upon

her the neceſſary cares of government *. -

The council of ſtate imagined they had ſufficient precaution

againſt the reſtoration of deſpotic government, having exacted

the throne.

* After that this Princeſs had aſcended the throne, talking one day with ge

neral Keith, on his telling her, that he much wondered her Majeſty had not

aſſerted her right to the crown immediately on the death of Peter II. her anſwer

was, “I am very glad I did not—I was toº young, and my perple would never have

borne with me.”

from

º
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from the whole army an oath, that it would not ſerve the Em

preſs but conjointly with the ſenate. Moreover, before the

aſſembly broke up, they had forbidden, under pain of death,

the acquainting the new Empreſs of any thing that had been

debated and reſolved. She was not to receive advice of her

election, and of the conditions under which ſhe was to mount

the throne, but at the firſt hand from the deputies.

Notwithſtanding which the lieutenant-general Jagouzinſki

diſpatched that night his aid-de-camp, Monſ. Samarokow

to Mittau, to apprize the Empreſs of every thing.

He wrote to her, and entreated her to haſten her departure

from Mittau as ſoon as the deputies ſhould have their audience;

to ſubmit to all the conditions that ſhould be required of

her; and for the reſt, to truſt to his counſels : that, in the

mean while, until her arrival at Moſcow, he would uſe his

beſt endeavours to encreaſe the party of ſuch as were not at all

pleaſed at this government by the council of ſtate; that his

father-in-law, the high-chancellor Gollowſkin, was already on

her ſide, and that after the arrival of her Majeſty every thing

would be terminated to her wiſh.

Samarokow had a good deal of difficulty to paſs, all the

roads round the capital being ſtrićtly guarded. Every tra

veller was diligently ſearched for papers or letters: however,

he diſguiſed himſelf ſo well, that he got through all undiſco

vered. But that was not all; he had the ſame dangers to

encounter at the advanced poſts on the confines of Courland,

who had orders to ſtop all perſons that ſhould come by the

way from Moſcow. The apprehenſion of this made him take

ſuch a large circuit, that in ſpite of all obſtacles he got ſafe

to Mittau. It is true, he had been neceſſarily ſo much retarded

in his journey, that he had barely time to deliver his diſ

- patches
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patches to the Empreſs before the deputies arrived and demanded

audience.

The Prince Dolgoroucki had, I do not know by what

means, diſcovered that a courier from Moſcow had got thither

before the deputies, and had had admiſſion to the Empreſs.

Upon this he ordered a ſtrićt ſearch to be made for him ; and

finding that he was juſt ſet out on his return, he ſent to pur

ſue him, and he was accordingly brought back to Mittau. The

deputies then ordered him an unmerciful baſtonade; made him

be put into irons, and carried to Moſcow, where the count

Jagouzinſki was alſo ſeized, and thrown into cloſe priſon.

There were ſome who did not ſpare to accuſe the Empreſs

herſelf of having diſcovered to the deputies the reaſons of Sa

marokow having been ſent to her. I have always doubted of

this, and yet it is certain, that, during the whole reign of the

Empreſs Anne, Samarokow was never employed. On the con

trary, he was ſuffered to languiſh in indigence and miſery.

The Empreſs conſented, without making any difficulty, to

the ſigning of whatever the deputies preſented to her on the

part of the privy-council. She did not even oppoſe the leaving

her favorite behind her at Mittau, and got immediately in

readineſs to ſet out for Moſcow.

Her Majeſty came on the 20th of February to a village Arrival of the

called Swiaitzki, (or All Saints) ſituate two leagues from Mo

cow, where ſhe ſtopped for five days. As ſoon as ſhe was ar

rived there, the high-chancellor, at the head of the members

of the privy-council, repaired thither, and preſented her with

the ribbon of St. Andrew, and ſtar, in a gold baſon. As ſoon

as the Empreſs ſaw it, ſhe ſaid, “It is true, I had forgot to put the

“ order on ;” and taking it with her own hands out of the

4. baſon,

ſ- Empreſs at

Moſcow.
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baſon, ſhe made one of her attendants put it on her, without

ſuffering any of the members of the privy-council to help her

on with it; and when the high-chancellor was beginning to

harangue her, ſhe ſtopped him, and prevented his going on.

On the ſame day, ſhe appointed the Prince Soltikoff, a very

near relation to the mother of the Empreſs, lieutenant-colonel

of the guards. This was the firſt act of authority ſhe took

upon her ſince her acceſſion to the throne. The reſt of her

condućt, after her arrival at Moſcow, gave many of the mem

bers of the council and ſenate reaſon to think that ſhe was

ſatisfied with the reſtrićtions laid on deſpotic power. She ſign

ed anew all that the council of ſtate required, and affečted to

ſubmit chearfully to all the conditions.

Her ſecret condućt was very different from this her public

one. Her favorite, whom, at the requiſition of the council,

ſhe had left behind, was arrived at Moſcow; and ſhe took all

the pains imaginable to form a ſtrong party. She tried to en

gage the guards, by her liberality to thoſe who daily did duty

about her perſon. In ſhort, ſhe left no arts or managements

unemployed towards effectuating her purpoſe of creating miſ

underſtandings among the members of the council of ſtate.

Everything ſucceeded to her wiſh. It had been remarked to

them, that the family of the Dolgorouckis, and its connec

tions, would be the only perſons that would be benefited by

the ſmallneſs of the Empreſs's influence; that they had tied

up her hands only to eſtabliſh the more firmly the power

which they had acquired under Peter II.; that there were already

of that family many of the members of the privy-council, and

of the ſenate ; that, little by little, the number would go on aug

menting; and that they ought to reflect on the condućt of

that family, after the death of the late Emperor, at which

time they had aſpired to tranſmit the imperial crown to their

- family,
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family, in which not having been able to ſucceed, they had

not given up the hope of bringing it about in time, by their

circumſcription of the ſupreme power. -

Neither was it omitted the inſtilling a miſtruſt into the leſſer

nobility, which is very numerous in Ruſſia, by giving them to

underſtand, that none of them ſtood any chance of obtaining

any preferment of the leaſt conſequence, while the council of

ſtate ſhould have all the power in their hands; as each member

would make a point of procuring the moſt conſiderable em

ployments for his reſpećtive relations and creatures; and that,

properly ſpeaking, they would be the ſlaves of the council:

whereas, if the Empreſs was to be declared ſovereign, the leaſt

private gentleman might pretend to the firſt poſts of the em

pire, with the ſame currency as the firſt Princes: that there were

examples of this under Peter I. when the greateſt regard was .

paid to true merit; and that if that Prince had done ačts of ſeve

rity, he had been obliged to it; beſides, that the leſſer nobility

had nowiſe ſuffered by him ; on the contrary, they had reco

vered their conſequence under his reign. -

Such hints thrown out, with proper diſcretion, did not fail

of producing the expečted effect. The guards, who, even

to the private ſoldiers, are conſtituted of hardly any but

the nobles of the country, formed meetings. Several hun

dreds of country-gentlemen aſſembled at the houſes of the

Princes Troubetzkoi, Boraitinſki, and Kzerkaſky, as being

thoſe in whom they had the greateſt confidence, and who were

in the intereſt of the Empreſs. Theſe did not fail of animat

ing them more and more, till, on the 8th of March, they judged

them ripe for the point at which they wanted them. It was

then that theſe Princes, at the head of fix hundred gentlemen,

went to wait on the Empreſs; and having obtained an audi

ence, entreated of her to order the council of ſtate and the

F ſenate
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ſenate to aſſemble, for the examination of certain points

touching the regency. The Empreſs having conſented, ſhe

ordered, at the ſame time, count Soltikoff, lieutenant-general,

and lieutenant-colonel of the guards, to have all the avenues

well guarded, and not to permit any one to go out of the

palace. The guards were alſo commanded to have their pieces

loaded with ball; and ſpecial care was taken to acquaint all

thoſe who came to court, of the precautions which had been

ordered.

Tº ºft While theſe arrangements were taking, the council of ſtate

ºf and the ſenate were aſſembled. The Empreſs gave orders that

both theſe bodies ſhould appear before her. This Princeſs

then having repaired to the preſence-chamber, or hall, with

the canopy; the count Mattweof, advancing towards her Ma

jeſty, ſpoke, and ſaid, That he was deputed by the whole nobi

lity of the empire to repreſent to her, that ſhe had been, by

the deputies of the council of ſtate, ſurpriſed into the conceſ.

fovereign.

fions ſhe had made; that Ruſſia having for ſo many ages been

governed by ſovereign monarchs, and not by council, all the

nobility entreated of her to take into her own hands the reins

of government; that all the nation was of the ſame opinion,

and wiſhed that the family of her Majeſty might reign over

them to the end of time.

The Empreſs, at this ſpeech, affected great ſurprize: “How?

“ (ſaid ſhe) was it not then with the will of the whole nation

“ that I/gned the ačf preſented to me at Mittau " Upon which

the whole aſſembly anſwered, “ No.” At this ſhe turned to

wards Prince Dolgoroucki, and ſaid to him, “How came you then,

“Prince Baſilius Loukitſch, to impoſe on me ſº?” She then ordered

the high-chancellor to go and bring her the writings which ſhe

had ſigned. This being done, ſhe made him read them with

an audible voice; and at each article ſhe ſtopped him, and

aſked
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aſked if ſuch an article was for the good of the nation. The

aſſembly having to all and each of them conſtantly anſwered

“ No ;” ſhe took the deeds out of the hands of the high-chan

cellor, and tore them, ſaying, “Theſe writings then are not neceſ:

“ſary.” She declared at the ſame time, “That as the empire

“ of Ruſſia had never becn governed but by one ſole monarch, ſhe

“ claimed the ſame prerogatives as her anceſtors had had, from

“ whom ſhe derived her crown by right of inheritance, and

“ not from the election of the council of ſtate, as they had

“ pretended; and that whoever ſhould oppoſe her ſovereignty

“ſhould be puniſhed, as guilty of high-treaſon.” This decla

pation was received with applauſe, and nothing was heard all

over the town but acclamations and ſhouts of joy.

The Empreſs alſo gave aſſurance, “That though ſhe had

“ taken the ſupreme power into her own hands, ſhe ſhould

“ nevertheleſs make it her care to govern with all imaginable

“ mildneſs; that ſhe would have nothing more at heart than

“ the happineſs of her people; that ſhe would conſtantly avail

“herſelf of the good counſels of her ſenate, compoſed of per

“ ſons of the greateſt experience and the moſt acknowledged

“ probity ; and that ſhe ſhould never have recourſe to acts of

“rigor, unleſs in the utmoſt extremity.”

To ſecure her then againſt any enterpriſes of the diſaffected,

there were guards poſted in all the ſtreets; the troops took

afreſh the oath of allegiance; and couriers were diſpatched into

all the provinces, with the notification of the Empreſs having

taken on her the ſupreme authority.

The leſſer nobility, and the common people, who had

'freaded the government by a council of ſtate, rejoiced much at

this alteration of things: but the evening after that this affair

had been decided, there was obſerved an Aurora Borealis, which

* - - F 2 OVCT
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overſpreading the whole horizon, made it appear all in blood,

This phenomenon made ſuch an impreſſion on the ſuperſti

tious people, as to create a general terror; and in the ſequence

of time the Ruſſians pretended that this preſage was but too

fatally verified, by the ſtreams of blood which Biron cauſed to

be ſhed in that country.

The conſternation of the members of the council, and eſpe

cially of the Dolgorouckis, was extreme, when they were ſum

moned to appear before the Empreſs. Prince Demetrius

Michaëlowitz Galitzin was the only one of them who preſerved

ſerenity of countenance, with even ſome diſdain. He ſaid to

ſome of his friends, “Well! the feaſt was prepared, but the gueſ's

“ were not worthy of it; I know I ſhall be the vićlim of this. Beit

“ ſo. It is for my country I ſhall ſuffer. I feel the end of my career;

“but thoſe who make me now mourn, will have longer cauſe to

“ mourn than 1.”

There were four capital faults reproached to the republican

party:

Firſt, Their not having brought into their intereſt the

clergy, who, by ſtrengthening their ſyſtem with the eccleſiaſ

tical maledićtion to their opponents, a ceremony of which the

Ruſſians ſtand incomparably more in awe than of an oath,

would have given a conſiſtence to them not eaſily to have been

OWCTCOInC,

Second, The not having diſperſed the guards, ſo as to have

had the duty done at court by the field-regiments in turn.

Third, The not having taken off the head of Jagouzinſki;

as ſuch a reſolute meaſure would have ſtruck terror into every

QIlê.

Fourth,
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Fourth, The not having ſent back Biron immediately when

Anne had, contrary to her word given to the deputies at Mit

tau, ſent for him to Moſcow.

As to the firſt point, the Prince Demetrius Gallitzin rejećted

it. He knew and feared the clergy too much, and did not

chuſe to be emancipated from one ſlavery to enter into another.

He was, beſides, in hopes to do without it.

As to the ſecond, the marſhal Galitzin and the marſhal

Dolgoroucki oppoſed it, becauſe they commanded thoſe regi

ments of guards.

From the third they abſtained, for the ſake of keeping mea

ſures with the high-chancellor, count Golloff kin.

From the fourth, out of mere weakneſs.

Yet is it certain that one or two ſtrokes of vigor would have

made ſuch an impreſſion, that not a ſoul would have dared to

make the leaſt motion, eſpecially if the members of the coun

cil of ſtate had been united.

The firſt thing that the Empreſs did after having declared The count,

herſelf ſupreme in government, was, to releaſe the count Ja-lº.

gouzinſki from the priſon in which he had been ſhut up by

order of the council: he was not, however, immediately reſtored

to his employments; it was not till ſome time after that the

Empreſs reſtored them to him, at the ſolicitation of the count

Lowenvold, as will hereafter be ſhewn.

Anne being now abſolute ſovereign, and every thing quiet Count Oder:

in the capital, the count Oſterman thought it time to be ...”

entirely cured of his convenient diſorder. His eyes, which had

- been
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been out of order, now ſaw clearer than ever, and he felt him

ſelf in a condition to do any ſervice that ſhould be required of

him. In the charaćter of an able politician, he had taken

ſpecial care to avoid being preſent at the deliberations of the

council of ſtate and of the ſenate, after the death of Peter II.

The Empreſs being arrived at Moſcow, it was to him ſhe ap

plied for his forming the plan of management that was to give

her the ſovereignty. Oſterman came into her deſign, and, all

ſick as he was, directed affairs ſo well, that they took that

favorable turn for Anne, which has been above ſet forth.

Monſ. de Korf, who has been ſince miniſter at Copenhagen,

was the perſon who carried all the neceſſary advices to Biron,

The Empreſs

eſtabliſhes a

council.

and the ſecretary of the chancery. Criponoff, being in the

confidence of what was in agitation, informed the high

chancellor of every thing. With this ſervice it was that Oſ

terman obtained the thorough favor and truſt of the Empreſs,

which he preſerved during her whole reign.

Anne, naturally enough, was not pleaſed with the council of

ſtate appointed by the Empreſs Catherine, ſince moſt of its

members had been for curtailing the ſovereign prerogative; and

the council itſelf had, under the reigns of Catherine and of.

Peter II. acquired an overgrown power, which was eaſy

enough for it to do, both Catherine and Peter being glad

to be eaſed of the burthen of government, provided they were

left at liberty to give themſelves up entirely to their pleaſures.

Beſides, Peter II, had not yet attained to the competent age for

governing of himſelf ſo vaſt an empire. It was not ſo with

the Empreſs Anne: ſhe inſiſted on the communication of all

affairs, and on ſeeing every thing with her own eyes, or rather

thoſe of the favorite. She broke then the old council, and

created a new one in its place, under the title of the cabinet

council; and the general direétion of affairs was committed

to it; nothing of any conſequence was to be reſolved without

lts
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its conſent. It was compoſed of three members, the high

chancellor count Golloff kin, the vice-chancellor count Oſter

man, and the actual privy-counſellor Prince Ctzerkaſkoi.

In the ſpeech which the Empreſs made when ſhe aſſumed the 5..

abſolute ſovereignty, ſhe had, it is true, promiſed to govern ...
her ſtates with mildneſs, and not to recur to rigorous puniſh

ments, unleſs in the laſt extremities; ſhe could not, however,

forget, that the Princes Dolgorouckis had dared to aſpire to the

placing a Princeſs of their blood on the throne; and that,

finding they could not bring that project to bear, they had

employed all their arts to overturn the deſpotic power, and

to remain in place, ſo as ſtill to govern under another title.

All the Princes Dolgoroucki, who had been concerned in

the ſchemes of the council of ſtate, were ſeized at one and the

ſame time. Their trial proceeded. They were accuſed of va

rious crimes; among others, of having diverted the Emperor

from his ſtudy of ſciences worthy of him, and fiom acquiring

the knowledge neceſſary for reigning; of having ruined his

health by over-frequent parties of hunting, and conſequently

of having cauſed the premature death of that Prince. It was

alſo added, that, in order to accompliſh their ambitious ends,

they had projećted to marry the Emperor to a Princeſs of their

family, before he was of ſufficient age; and that they had

beſtowed the greateſt offices in the ſtate on their relations and

creatures, &c.

The Empreſs, for this time, pardoned their lives. The

Princeſs betrothed to the Emperor was ſhut up in a convent.

The Prince Iwan, who had been high-chamberlain, and favo

rite, were, together with his father, his uncle, and in general

all their neareſt relations, baniſhed; ſome to their eſtates,

others to Bereſowa, or to other the remoteſt places in Siberia;

with
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with a prohibition to hold any correſpondence with them

without the expreſs leave of the court.

The marſhal Dolgoroucki, and his brother the privy-coun

ſellor, were not immediately involved in this diſgrace: but

ſome time after, the marſhal having ſpoken a little too freely,

he was ſeized, and carried priſoner to the fortreſs of Swan

gorod near Narva. Neither did his brother keep his ground:

a few years afterwards he was alſo taken up, and ſent to

Schluſelburgh; and both remained under confinement till the

acceſſion of the Empreſs Elizabeth to the throne.

The cabinet-council iſſued an order, by which it was for

bidden to give any preferment in the military to any of the

family of the Dolgorouckis, without an expreſs appointment of

the court. And here I ſhall anticipate events, to give the

reader, in the more compačt view, an account of their cata

ſtrophe.

Tragical end This unfortunate family had remained near eight years quiet

...” in its exile, when the Empreſs took it into her head to employ

ſome of them in her ſervice. The Prince Sergius Grigoriwitz

had already been employed in ſeveral embaſſies to France, to

Vienna, and to London. He had been recalled from exile to

Peterſburgh, with a view to ſend him to England. On the

eve of his departure, ſome ſecret enemy ſtirred up anew a

proſecution againſt him and his whole family. Inſtead of

ſetting out on his journey, he was ſeized and ſent to Novo

gorod, where there were alſo brought the reſt of his family.

The charge was renewed againſt them of their having fram

ed a falſe Will in the name of the Emperor, in favor

of the Princeſs Catherine; adding withal, that though they had

not produced it in the council of ſtate, or in the ſenate, ſuch

a will afforded however a proof of their bad intentions; and

that

§
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that, notwithſtanding their exile, they had found means to

keep up dangerous correſpondence in foreign countries, &c.

Their trial proceeded; the iſſue of which was, that the

Princes Baſilius and Iwan (he who had been the favorite) were

broke on the wheel, two others were quartered, and two or

three more were puniſhed with ſome other kinds of death.

The contradićtory alternative of their recall, and of their

being put to death, will here doubtleſs appear ſomething very

ſingular and ſtrange: I will endeavour to account for this as

near as I can. So long as the family of the Dolgorouckis

were kept remote from all affairs or employment, their ene

mies did not ſtir againſt them ; but ſo ſoon as the Empreſs

recalled one of them, it alarmed their fears, leſt this family

ſhould riſe again from its fall, and gather ſtrength enough to

replace itſelf at the head of affairs. This induced them to

exert their utmoſt efforts to deſtroy them, and they ſucceeded

as has been ſhewn. It is pretended, that it was Mr. Walinſki

who the moſt contributed to their ruin: but the true reaſon is

only to be found in the bad heart of Biron, who could never

forgive them their having required of the Empreſs to leave

him behind at Mittau; and he was, beſides, afraid of their

throwing obſtacles in the way of the vaſt deſigns which he had

conceived on his being declared duke of Courland.

The family of the Princes Gallitzin, near relations and

allies to that of Dolgoroucki, ſuffered alſo by the fall of

this laſt. At firſt, indeed, none of them were ſent into exile,

they were only debarred the court, and from any ſhare of

affairs; having governments given them on the ſide of Caſan

and in Siberia. Nor did this family ever recover its footing

during the whole reign of the Empreſs Anne.

G After
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Coronation

of the Em

preſs.

Preferment of

Biron. Ac

count of his

family.

After that every thing had reſumed the uſual tranquillity,

the Empreſs made herſelf be crowned the 28th of April (old

ſtile) in the cathedral church of Moſcow, and the archbiſhop

of Novogorod, as metropolitan of the Ruſſian empire, per

formed the ceremonies of the coronation.

Biron, who had ſerved many years in quality of gentleman

of the chamber, while the Empreſs was ducheſs of Courland,

was declared count, and had the blue ribbon, and withal the

place of high-chamberlain, vacant by the exile of Prince Iwan

Dolgoroucki.

Now, as this ſame Biron has long ačted ſo very great a part

at the court of Peterſburgh, it may not be improper to give the

reader ſome knowledge of him.

His grandfather, whoſe proper name was Bieren, was head

groom of the ſtables to the duke James III. of Courland; and

as he attended him every where, found means to acquire his

favor, inſomuch that, by way of gratuity, he gave him a

a farm in free-gift. This Bieren had two ſons, of which one

entering into the ſervice of Poland, began with carrying a

muſket, and got to be promoted to the rank of general.

The other, father of the Biron of whom I have been juſt

ſpeaking, remained in the ſervice of Courland, and followed

the duke Alexander, the youngeſt of the duke's ſons, when he

went to Hungary in 1686. The Prince was wounded before

Buda, and died of his wounds. Bieren, who had followed

him, in quality of his groom of the horſe, with the title

beſides of lieutenant, brought back his equipages to Cour

land, where they gave him the employ of a maſter-huntſman,

ſo that what with that, and the ſmall inheritance of his father,

he was in tolerably eaſy circumſtances,

- He
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He had three ſons; the eldeſt of them, Charles, began by

ſerving in Ruſſia, where he was advanced to the rank of

an officer, and was taken priſoner by the Swedes, in an

aćtion with the Ruſſians. Having found means to eſcape out

of confinement, he went to Poland, took on the ſervice, and

had riſen to the rank of lieutenant-colonel. He afterwards

returned to the ſervice of Ruſſia, where, in a very few years,

he got to be a general officer. He was the moſt brutal of all

men; and was maimed and marked with the number of

wounds which he had received in various ſcrapes, into which

his drunkenneſs and quarrelſomeneſs had brought him. At

length, in Ruſſia, every one was come to dread him, and to

avoid having any thing to ſay to him, ſince his brother was

become the favorite, and omnipotent in the government.

The ſecond ſon was Emeſtus John, who roſe to the dig

nity of duke of Courland, of whom I ſhall preſently treat

more at large. -

The third ſon Guſtavus, was alſo a general officer in the

Ruſſian ſervice. He had begun with ſerving in Poland. The

Empreſs Anne being ſeated on the throne, ſent for him, and

appointed him major of a new-raiſed regiment of guards. As

he was brother to the favorite, he could eaſily obtain promo

tion. He was a very honeſt man, but without education, and

of no underſtanding. -

I return to the ſecond brother : He had been for ſome time

at the academy of Koningſberg in Ruſſia, when he was obliged

to leave it, to avoid being arreſted for ſome bad affairs he had

had in Courland. Finding that he could not ſubſiſt without

ſervice, he went in 1714 to Peterſburgh, and ſolicited a gentle

man's place at the court of the Princeſs, ſpouſe to the Czare

witz. It was then thought an impertinent preſumption that

- G 2 Ol]C
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one of ſo low a birth ſhould pretend to ſuch a poſt. He was

not only rejećted with contempt, but adviſed to make the beſt

of his way inſtantly out of Peterſburgh. At his return to

Mittau, he made an acquaintance with Beſtucheff, (father of

the high-chancellor) who was then maſter of the houſehold at

the court of the ducheſs of Courland. Soon he got into her

good graces, and had a place of gentleman of the chamber.

He was ſcarce ſettled in it, before he fell to work at the ruin

of his benefactor; in which he ſucceeded ſo well, that the

ducheſs not only forbid him her court, but perſecuted him as

much as ſhe could, and ſent De Korf expreſsly to Moſcow, to

carry on a ſuit againſt him.

This Bieren, as to his perſon, was very handſome, and ſoon

got deep into the favor of the ducheſs, who took ſuch delight

in his company, that ſhe made him her confident.

The nobility of Courland conceived a great jealouſy againſt

this new favorite: ſome carried it ſuch a length, that they laid

out for occaſions to pick quarrels with him. As then he ſtood

in need of a ſupport among the nobility, he ſought the alli

ance of ſome antient family. He met with ſeveral refuſals;

at length he prevailed over mademoiſelle de Treiden, maid of

honor to the ducheſs, and married her, even before he had

got the conſent of her friends. By this marriage he hoped

to gain admiſſion into the body of the nobility: he ſolicited

it, and was harſhly refuſed.

The miniſtry of Ruſſia did not more like him than the

nobility of Courland. The ſcurvy trick he had plaid Beſ

tucheff had ſet the whole world againſt him, ſo that he was

deteſted and deſpiſed at Moſcow. This went to ſuch a pitch,

that when, a little while before the death of Peter II. De Korf

ſolicited an augmentation of penſion for the ducheſs, the

- miniſters
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miniſters of the council of ſtate declared to him frankly, and

without any mincing of the matter, that every thing ſhould be

done for her Highneſs, but that they would not have Bieren

diſpoſe of it. On the Emperor's demiſe, Anne being elected

Empreſs, one of the propoſals made to her by the deputies at

Mittau was, as already related, that ſhe ſhould leave her favo

rite behind her there. She conſented, but he preſently fol

lowed her. After ſhe had declared herſelf abſolute ſovereign,

ſhe made him her chamberlain, and, on the day of her coro

nation, he was raiſed to the honors above-mentioned.

The duke Ferdinand of Courland, and laſt of the houſe of

Kettler, being dead, he managed ſo ſucceſsfully, by his arts

and cabals, that he was elečted duke, and conſequently

became the ſovereign of a country, of which the nobility had,

but a few years before, refuſed to admit him into their body.

When he began to advance himſelf in the career of fortune,

he took the name and arms of the dukes of Biron in France.

This man it is who, during the whole life of the Empreſs

Anne, and ſome weeks after her death, reigned with perfeół

deſpotiſm over the vaſt Empire of Ruſſia. He had no ſort of

learning, nor yet any education, except what he took of him

ſelf. He had not that kind of wit as gives the power of pleaſ

ing in ſociety on converſation; but he was not, however,

deſtitute of a certain degree of natural good ſenſe, though there:

are ſome that aver the contrary. It is not without reaſon that

the proverb might be applied to him, “that affairs form men;”

for, before his arrival in Ruſſia, he had not, perhaps, ſo much

as heard of the name of politics; whereas, after having reſided

there ſome years, he knew perfectly well all that related to that

empire. The two firſt years, he made as if he meddled with

nothing, but at length he took a taſte for buſineſs, and governed

g

every thing.
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He loved to exceſs pomps and magnificence, and had eſpe

cially a great fancy for horſes. The miniſter of the Emperor,

count Oſtein, who deteſted him, uſed to ſay, when the count

Biron talks of horſes he ſpeaks like a man, but when he ſpeaks

of men, or to men, he ſpeaks as a horſe would do.

His temper was none of the beſt: he was haughty and am

bitious beyond all bounds; abrupt, and even brutal; avaritious,

an implacable enemy, and cruel in his puniſhments. He took

a great deal of pains to learn to diſſemble, but could never

attain any degree of perfection in it, comparable to that of

count Oſterman, who was maſter of the art. -

After ſo long a digreſſion, it is time I ſhould reſume the

thread of my hiſtory.

The horſ:- The body of horſe-guards, which Peter I. had inſtituted at
guard - - -

É. and the coronation of Catherine, was broke by the Empreſs Anne.

***gi. In place of them, ſhe raiſed a regiment of horſe-guards, of
mentS O

gjºraiſed, which the greateſt part of the officers were taken out of the

º:º old body, and the King of Pruſſia ſent ſeveral officers and ſubal

foot. terns to introduce the Pruſſian exerciſe. She alſo, for the

augmentation of the foot-guards, raiſed a new regiment of

three battalions, to which ſhe gave the name of Iſhmaelow,

(from that of a country-ſeat ſituate near Moſcow) and made

count Lowenwolde colonel of it, Keith lieutenant-colonel, and

Guſtavus Biron major. The greateſt part of the officers were

choſen from among the foreigners, and from among the Li

vonian nobility. Theſe two regiments of guards were raiſed

as checks upon the old ones, and to overawe the people from

any ſedition or infurrection.

º of the In the month of December, Ruſſia loſt the beſt general it had

º * ever had ofits own nation. This was the marſhal Prince Galitzin,

who
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who died in the fifty-ſixth year of his age. He was a man of

a great deal of merit, and who, upon all occaſions, had given

the greateſt proofs of his courage and capacity in the military

art. It was he that gained the battle of Leſna over the Swedes.

The count Jagouzinſki, of whom I have above made men

tion, had hoped, that, after the ſervice he had done to the

Empreſs, he would be more favorably diſtinguiſhed than the

reſt of the Empire. So far from this, he was left for ſome

time without having his employments reſtored to him, and

he would have been ſtill longer neglected, if he had not en

gaged the count Lowenwolde to uſe his intereſt for him, on

the occaſion of the following affair. Peter I. had, at the

peace of Nyſtadt with Sweden, confirmed the privileges of the

Livonians, under, however, this clauſe of limitation; “ ſo

“ far as they ſhould be compatible with the ſyſtem of govern

“ ment:” a clauſe which had alſo been inſerted in the diplo

mas of his ſucceſſors. As ſoon as Anne was on the throne,

the maſter of the horſe, Lowenwolde, who was in high eſteem

with the Empreſs, tried to avail himſelf of this favor, to free

his country from this reſtrićtion. But the count Oſterman,

as a faithful miniſter, oppoſed this ; upon which Jagouzinſki

ſeized this occaſion, and inſinuated to Lowenwolde, that if

he was reſtored to his former poſt of attorney-general to the

femate, he would undertake to terminate the affair to his ſatiſ

faćtion. The maſter of horſe eaſily enough obtained from

the Empreſs the re-eſtabliſhment of Jagouzinſki, who, on his

part, kept his word with him, and procured the ſignature to

the privileges of Livonia. This affair being thus happily ended,

Jagouzinski, who had been one of the great favorites of Peter I.

imagined that he might exerciſe his function of office on the

ſame foot as he had done under the reign of that Prince, when

he had, in the ſenate, almoſt as much authority as the Emperor

himſelf. But the cabinet-council not approving this, ſtop
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ped his proceeding, not without ſome rather ſharp animadver

ſions on him. At this he was touched to the quick, and as he

believed that the count Biron had contributed to this treat

ment; who, according to him, had not perſonally paid

deference enough to him, he was highly incenſed againſt this

favorite, and did not fail to ſpeak ill enough of him on ſeveral

occaſions. But not thinking himſelf revenged enough by what

he ſaid of him behind his back, he was reſolved to go farther.

Happening then, one day, to dine at the count Biron's, he

could not refrain his reſentment; and having drank rather too

freely, gave him ſome coarſe language, inſomuch that a vio

lent quarrel enſued, and Jagouzinſki even laid his hand on his

ſword againſt the very man at whoſe table he was. They were

ſeparated, and he was carried home.

Any but Jagouzinſki would have paſſed his time very indif.

ferently in conſequence of ſuch an adventure; but the Empreſs,

unwilling ſo ſoon to forget the ſervices he had done her, after

having reprimanded him for his fault, ſent him as her miniſ.

ter to Berlin, by way of removing him from her court, and

of pacifying the chamberlain during his abſence.

Some years afterwards, the high-chancellor, count Golofkin,

being deceaſed, Jagouzinſki was recalled, and placed in the

cabinet.

The count Biron, who, at that time, had ſome diſcontent

againſt count Oſterman, was reconciled to Jagouzinski, in

order to counterbalance the influence of the other; for theſe

two miniſters had never been great friends. Their animo

ſity had taken its riſe from the congreſs of Nyſtadt. When

Peter I. in 1721, ſent thither the count Oſterman, he recom

mended to him, in his inſtructions, to inſiſt on the ceſſion of

Wybourg, but not ſo far as to break off thereon the confe

- - ICIlCeS.
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rences. Oſterman, who was ſenſible of the importance of this

place, did not fail of inceſſantly repreſenting, in all his letters

and reports, the neceſſity of preſerving it; offering, withal, to

anſwer with his head for the compliance of the Swedes at the

laſt extremity. It is pretended, that he had ſure notions of

this, through the treaſon of a Swediſh miniſter, who ſold the

ſecret for eighty thouſand rubles. And, in fact, the inſtruc

tions of theſe Swediſh plenipotentiaries, on this point, were

preciſely the ſame as thoſe of Oſterman; that is to ſay, not to

break off the treaty. Oſterman, who knew his maſter's turn

of mind, and the paſſionate deſire of Jagouzinski to make a

figure at the congreſs, was afraid that he would avail himſelf

of the impatience that Peter I. had to get out of the war, to

induce him to relax on this article. Judging then that, in

ſuch caſe, Jagouzinski would be himſelf, in perſon, the bearer

of the ultimatum to the congreſs, he concerted his meaſures

with general Schowalow, commandant of Wybourg, and his

intimate friend, of whom he deſired, that if it ſhould happen

that Jagouzinski paſſed that way, he would contrive to enter

tain and ſtop him as long as he poſſibly could, and diſpatch to

him an expreſs. The thing happened juſt as he had foreſeen

it. Jagouzinski, incapable of refuſing a party of drinking and

merriment, ſuffered himſelf to be detained for two whole days

together. Oſterman, receiving timely advice of this from Scho

walow, availed himſelf of the other's imprudence, and ac

uainted the Swedes, that he had juſt then received an order to

conclude within twenty-four hours, or, to break off the con

ferences. The artifice ſucceeded; the Swedes reduced to that

extremity, granted the ceſſion of Wybourg, and the treaty was

concluded and ſigned before the arrival of Jagouzinski. This

was a thunderſtroke to him, the more ſenſible, for that he

durſt not complain, which exaſperated him the more, inſo

much that he never forgave Oſterman this ſtroke. This juſ

tice, however, muſt be done him, that after his being admitted

H miniſter

f
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miniſter of the cabinet, he lived, at leaſt to all appearance, on

tolerable good terms with Oſterman. This too might be partly

owing to the ſtate of bodily infirmity to which they were both

otherwiſe no conſideration on earth could bridle the impetuo

fity of Jagouzinski, when he had got a glaſs too much in his

head. -

In the beginning of the year 1731, the Prince Don Manuel

of Portugal arrived at Moſcow, in the intention of marrying

the Empreſs Anne. It was the count Wratiſlaw, miniſter of

the Emperor, that had framed this projećt, and had previ

ouſly engaged him to go to Vienna, where the propoſal was

greatly approved and encouraged by the imperial court, who

ſent that Prince to Ruſſia. There he was received with all the

diſtinčtion and all the honors poſſible; but there was not ſo

much as the mention ſuffered of this match. He returned

to Vienna, after having ſtaid ſome months at Moſcow.

1731.

The count Biron could by no means reliſh this projećt of

count Wratiſlaw, and for ſome months behaved very coolly to.

him. Happily the court of Ruſſia did not at that time ſtand

in need of any aſſiſtance from Ruſſia: for certainly it would

have been refuſed, ſince the favorite was not in its intereſts,

Things however ſoon changed aſpect; and, during the reign

of Anne, the miniſtry of Vienna had a very great influence in.

all the affairs of Ruſſia. - *

The Empreſs The Empreſs, though of an age to marry again, would not,

... however, hear of it, and yet had a mind in her lifetime to.

Ruſſian reli- chooſe her ſucceſſor. The firſt ſtep ſhe took towards this was,
gion. to adopt her niece, daughter of Charles Leopold, duke of

Mecklenburgh, and of her fifter Catherine Iwanowna. This

Princeſs abjured in form the proteſtant religion, and took the

2 - - 11amC.

reduced, and which hindered their meeting over a bottle. For
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name of Anne, in lieu of that of Catherine given her at bap

tiſm. She was then but twelve years old, and yet the Empreſs

would chuſe her out a huſband. She firſt caſt her eyes on the

houſe of Pruſſia; the Margrave Charles was deſigned for her.

A negotiation was entered into, and the affair already far

advanced, when the marſhal Seckendorf, who at that time

reſided at Berlin, in quality of miniſter to the Emperor, ac

quainted his court of it, who took umbrage, and gave him

inſtrućtions to uſe his utmoſt endeavours to thwart the alli

ance in agitation. Upon this, ſo many engines were ſet to

work, that every thing was broken off; and there was from

the court of Vienna propoſed, the Prince Anthony Ulrick

of Brunſwick Lunenburgh, nephew of the Empreſs of the

Romans, for the Princeſs Anne. He was accepted, and this

Prince came in 1733 to Peterſburgh. Such were then all

appearances in his favor, that, one would have imagined, on his

undertaking this journey, fortune was opening her arms to

him, ſo as to place him on the pinacle of happineſs; but time

has ſhewn, that he arrived only for his own misfortune, and

that of many others.

Towards the end of the year 1731, an oath was impoſed onº.
O the ſucceſ

the whole mation, to acknowledge for ſucceſſor whomſoever the

Empreſs ſhould name. Anne took this meaſure in imitation

of Peter I. who in 1723 had done the ſame, but the ſequel will

ſhew us, that theſe oaths could not prevent revolutions. On

this occaſion, all the regiments that were at Moſcow were

aſſembled at night, and poſted in the ſtreets. At the ſame

time the guns were pointed, to obviate any ſtir or commotion

on this occaſion.

It was much about this time that the Empreſs had a great

mind to ſhut up in a convent the Princeſs Elizabeth, to deprive

her of any hopes of ever aſcending the throne of Ruſſia, and

- H 2 to
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to fix the crown the firmer on the head of ſuch ſucceſſor as ſhe

ſhould appoint. Anne was, and not without reaſon, afraid

that the order of ſucceſſion ſhe ſhould eſtabliſh would not hold

good while there remained at court a Princeſs, daughter of

Peter I. whom the contrary party might oppoſe to the ſucceſ

ſor ſhe ſhould name. Count Biron interceded for her, and

obtained her liberty, otherwiſe ſhe would have been compelled

to take the veil.

In the month of January 1732, the court quitted Moſcow,

and came to Peterſburgh. The winter-ſeaſon was choſen for

this removal, becauſe journeys in ſummer are extremely incom

modious, on account of the great marſhes of this country, and

of the gnats. In winter one may go from Moſcow to Peterſ

burgh, which is more than two hundred French leagues, very

eaſily in thrice twenty-four hours, in ſledges. Nor is there,

perhaps, a country in the world where the poſts are better

regulated, or at a cheaper rate, than on the road between theſe

two principal towns. Elſewhere you commonly give the poſ

tilions ſomething to drink to quicken their pace, but between

Moſcow and Peterſburgh you muſt give them ſomething to

make them go ſlower.

Some days before her departure, ſhe pitched upon the lieu

tenant-general Romanzow, to put him at the head of the reve

nue; but this officer, who had always ſerved in the army,

begged to be excuſed, ſaying, that ſo long as her M. would em

ploy him in the military, he would ſerve her with pleaſure, but

that he was obliged to confeſs to her his want of capacity for

the ſervice of the pen. The Empreſs was piqued at this refu

ſal, and obliged Romanzow to reſign his poſts of lieutenant

general, and lieutenant-colonel of the guards; his red ribbon

of St. Alexander was taken away, and he was baniſhed to.

one of his eſtates on the ſide of Caſan. In 1735, he was

- recalled
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recalled from his exile; the Empreſs reſtored to him the rib

bon, and named him governor of Kaſan. The next year he

had the government of the Ukraine; and in 1737, 1738,

1739, he made, as will be hereafter ſhewn, the campaigns.

againſt the Turks under marſhal Munich.

The exile of Romanzow reminds me here of two perſons.

who, much about that time, had the like fate.

* The firſt was the counſellor of ſtate, De Fick, whom

Peter I. had, in 1716, ſent to Sweden, to acquaint himſelf of

many things relative to the government of that country. For

at that time the Emperor had determined to introduce into

his dominions the ſame regulations as to the policy and oecono

my of the revenue as were praćtiſed in Sweden. But the

Swediſh inſtitutions not being compatible with thoſe of Ruſ

ſia, Peter I, abandoned that projećt ſome years afterwards.

De Fick, however, had, during his ſtay in Sweden, contračted

a taſte for the republican government; and when, after the

death of Peter II. the council of ſtate proceeded on the plan.

of limiting the royal authority, he ſought to make himſelf ſer

viceable to it, and had accordingly entered into a ſtrićt con

nexion with the Prince Demetrius Galitzin, on the foot of

ſuggeſting counſels to him for the more firmly eſtabliſhing the

new ſyſtem. The Empreſs Anne having declared herſelf abſo

lute ſovereign, this connexion was diſcovered, and as he had,

at the ſame time, had the indiſcretion to ſpeak with too much

liberty of her favorite, he was taken up, and, without having

been examined on any one article, was ſent to Siberia, where

he remained till the Empreſs Elizabeth mounted the throne. ,

The other ſufferer was the admiral Sivers, one who under

ſtcod well the marine. An overprecaution in him was the

cauſe of his misfortune. I have above obſerved, that the coun

cil.

|
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cil of ſtate had required of every one an oath of not ſerving

the Empreſs unleſs conjointly with the council. When this

Princeſs took the ſovereignty into her own hands, an ordinance

was iſſued for taking a new oath. The courier who had been

fent for the admiralty not getting to Peterſburgh at the ſame

time that the one did who had been diſpatched to the college

of war, De Sivers made a difficulty of tendering the oath to

the fleet, as he wanted to be aſſured of all that had paſſed at

Moſcow. But, as ſoon as he had received the orders for

which he had waited, he ſubmitted to all that was required of

Thefamily of
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him. Now, though there was nothing reprehenſible in this

condućt, there were, nevertheleſs, people who ſucceeded in

blackening him to the Empreſs, whom they ſet againſt him, by

a malignant miſconſtrućtion of his precautions, as if they had

been marks of a contempt for her orders, and a formal diſo

bedience. On this he was diſgraced, and had an order ſent

him to leave Peterſburgh in four hours. His penſion was taken

from him, and he was baniſhed to a ſmall eſtate he had in Fin

land, where he died miſerably, after ten years of exile. He

had two ſons, of which one was ſerving in the navy, the

other in the army. They were both diſmiſſed. Count Mu

nich is accuſed of having cauſed their fall, and that of De

Fick.

After having related ſome ačts of ſeverity by the Empreſs,

it is but juſt to ſpecify thoſe of her graciouſneſs. She recalled

ſeveral families from the exile into which they had been ſent

under the reigns of Catherine and of Peter II. and among others

the family of Menzikoff, to which ſhe ordered to be reſtored

a great part of the lands confiſcated from them, though ſhe

had great reaſon of reſentment againſt Menzikoff, who, during

the reign of Catherine, had given her every imaginable cauſe

of diſcontent.

The
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The court being arrived at Peterſburgh, the Empreſs applied

herſelf with great aſſiduity to buſineſs, determined as ſhe was

that every thing in her vaſt empire ſhould be put upon a bet

ter footing than ever. She began with the military.

The count Munich, whom the Empreſs had made preſident Count Mu:

of the college of war, after the fall of the marſhal Dolgo-º:

roucki, was raiſed to the rank of marſhal, and placed at the marſhal.

head of the war-department. She could not have made a

better choice, for it was by the care and management of this .

general that the Ruſſian army was put upon a more regular

footing than it had ever been, and that a certain diſcipline, till

then unknown among them, was introduced into the troops.

Munich had already, ſo far back as the beginning of the Eſtabliſh

year 1731, propoſed, that, in order to have in readineſs good ...”

ſubaltern officers to fill vacancies in the army, there ſhould be Cadets.

eſtabliſhed a kind of ſeminary of them, by inſtituting a corps

of cadets out of the young Ruſſian and Livonian nobility, as

alſo out of the ſons of the foreign officers, who ſhould take

on in the ſervice. This projećt was eſtabliſhed and approved.

He had the direétion of it, and under him the lieutenant-gene

ral baron de Louberas. The King of Pruſſia ſent officers and

ſubalterns for the firſt eſtabliſhment of this corps, and to teach

them the Pruſſian exerciſe. The palace of Menzikoff was

choſen to lodge the cadets. This is a ſpacious building, where.

the whole corps, conſiſting of three hundred and ſixty cadets,

are conveniently lodged, with all their officers and maſters.

This eſtabliſhment is one of the beſt that was made in Ruſſia.

The youth are very well educated in it; they are taught not

only the bodily exerciſes, but literature and polite learning,

where any of genius ſhew a deſire of applying to ſuch ſtudies.

The officers that are choſen out of this academy are, without

doubt, of the beſt that Ruſſia furniſhes of its own natives.

º

Its
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It was alſo, by the advice of count Munich, that the Em

preſs cauſed three regiments of cuiraſſiers to be raiſed. Till

then Ruſſia had not had any, and I rather think they might

have done very well without them; for this cavalry has been of

great expence to them, and hitherto the empire has hardly

made any uſe of them. The firſt was called the regiment of

the body-guards; the ſecond was given to count Munich, and

the third to the Prince of Brunſwick. Ruſſia itſelf not afford

ing horſes ſtrong enough to remount a heavy cavalry, there

was a neceſſity for buying them out of Holſtein. The King of

Pruſſia aſſiſted theſe regiments alſo with a certain number of

officers and ſubalterns, to put this cavalry in order, and upon

the Pruſſian footing.

Nor was this Prince ſatisfied with ſhewing his friendſhip

for the Empreſs, by furniſhing to her officers and ſubalterns

for exerciſing the corps of cadets, but he alſo, ſome time after,

ſent to her officers of the artillery to recruit her corps of engi

neers. He got, in return, fourſcore men of the requiſite ſtan

dard of ſtature for his regiment of tall grenadiers.

Nearly about this time the Empreſs approved another pro

jećt of the count of Munich; it was to raiſe the pay of the

Ruſſian officers, which till then had been very ſlender.

Peter I. in forming his army, had inſtituted three degrees

of pay.

The foreigners newly entered into the ſervice received a very

high pay. - -

Thoſe who were born in the country, and who had the ap

pellation of ſarie inoſirannie (antient foreigners), becauſe their

fathers and grandfathers were already eſtabliſhed in Ruſſia, had

a ſomewhat ſmaller.

The
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The Ruſſians had ſtill a leſs, that of an enſign not amount

ing to above eight German florins a month. Munich repreſented

to the court, that they could not ſubſiſt upon it, and that it was

unjuſt that foreigners ſhould have a higher pay than the na

tives, ſo that they were all rated alike, and the Ruſſian pay

became thus augmented to double.

It was alſo by the advice of count Munich, that a new mili

tary eſtabliſhment was undertaken, to put the army on a more

regular foot than it had before been. The court appointed for

this a committee of general officers, who were to frame the

plan of alterations under the direétion of count Munich, This

eſtabliſhment was publiſhed, and introduced in 1733.

The Empreſs was not content with ſeeing her army put on

a good footing, but ſhe meant alſo to have made trade floriſh in

her dominions. She leſſened the duties of import on ſome kind

of merchandiſe one third, and renewed all the ancient treaties

of commerce. .

To the miſunderſtanding which had exiſted for ſeveral years

between the courts of Peterſburgh and Copenhagen, there was

an end put, by a treaty of alliance concluded at Copenhagen,

under the mediation of the Emperor. The embroils between

theſe two courts had begun under Peter I. This Prince had

conceived a diſcontent againſt the King of Denmark, even at

the time he was his ally. But eſpecially, after having reſolved

to marry his daughter to the duke of Holſtein, he eſpouſed the

intereſts of his ſon-in-law againſt that crown. The ſame

maxims had been adhered to under the reigns of Catherine and

of Peter II. ſo that the good harmony between the two courts

had entirely ceaſed. But Anne having mounted the throne,

had nothing at heart of the duke of Holſtein's intereſts, ſo

that it became very eaſy to reconcile the two parties. The

King
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King of Denmark, who had not hitherto acknowledged the

ſovereigns of Ruſſia under the title of Emperor, did it by this

treaty, and the Empreſs obliged herſelf to guarantee all the

provinces poſſeſſed by the King of Denmark, without any

exception.

It was about this time, that there arrived at Peterſburgh an

embaſſy from China. It was the firſt that had ever been ſent

from that empire to any court of Europe. It conſiſted of three

embaſſadors, and a numerous retinue. In time paſt, the

envoys of China had been addreſſed to none but the gover

nors of Siberia, and had regulated all the affairs of the com

merce to Tobolskow.

The public was not, on this occaſion, much edified with the

Chineſe manners and education; though the embaſſadors were

mandarines of the ſecond order; that is to ſay, perſons of

great quality. One of them even had the peacock's feather,

which is a mark of high diſtinétion in China. The preſents

they brought to the court of Peterſburgh conſiſted of China por

celain, of images made of coral, and mother of pearl. Thoſe

they carried back, in return, were a great quantity of furs, and

eſpecially the model of a man of war in ſilver, which the court

might poſſibly chuſe the readier to ſend to the Emperor of

China, to give him an idea of the maritime power of Ruſſia.

The court of Peterſburgh, who would have long before been

highly pleaſed with any good pretence for getting rid with

honor of thoſe provinces which Peter I. had conquered from

Perſia, and of which the keeping coſt more than they were

worth (a prodigious number of people having periſhed in

them), an expedient was at length found. A negotiation was

entered upon to this purpoſe with the court of Iſpahan, and

the provinces were ceded to it, in conſideration of ſeveral

advantages
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advantages granted to commerce. But as Thomas Kooley

Khawn (Schach Nadir) deſigned to recommence the war againſt

the Turks, one of the articles of the treaty was, that Ruſſia

ſhould ſtill maintain the garriſons for ſome years; ſo that the

Empreſs kept thoſe places till 1739.

Ruſſia had been obliged to keep near thirty thouſand men

in garriſon in thoſe provinces, and not a year paſſed without

its being neceſſary to recruit the deficiency of above one half,

as the Ruſſians, not being able to endure the climate, died like

flies there. It was reckoned, that from the year 1722, in which

Peter I. had entered that country, to the time that the Ruſſians

evacuated it, there had periſhed a hundred and thirty thou

ſand men in it.

Some time after the concluſion of this treaty, Schach Nadir

having declared war againſt the Turks, laid ſiege to Ardebil,

but made no progreſs in his attacks: upon which the general

Lewaſthew, commander in chief of the Ruſſian troops in the

provinces of Perſia, ſent him, by order of his court, ſome of

his officers of artillery, and engineers, to direct the ſiege. The

town being about to ſurrender, general Lewaſthew offered his

mediation, which both parties accepting, he obtained for the

garriſon an exemption from being priſoners of war, and that

they ſhould be condućted to Schamakie, a place belonging to

the Porte: Inſomuch that Lewaſthew had great thanks on

both ſides. The Ruſſian officers, during the time of their

ſtay in the Perſian camp, had worn Perſian habits, that they

might not be known by the Turks.

It was much about this time that Ruſſia had a kind of fall.

ing out with Poland. This republic was bent on dividing the

dutchy of Courland into palatinates, after that the reigning duke

ſhould be deceaſed, and this affair was to be agitated at the diet.

I 2 But
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But the Empreſs ordered it to be declared, that ſhe would never

ſuffer ſuch a diviſion; and that as ſhe had pretenſions upon

Courland on account of her dowry, ſhe had propoſed to her

ſelf to preſerve to the nobility of it their right of electing a |

duke on the demiſe, without iſſue, of the reigning one. Her |

miniſter then at Warſaw gave in ſeveral memorials upon this \

matter; to which, as the court of Peterſburgh did not think

there was reſpect enough paid, ſeveral regiments had orders

to draw near to the frontiers of Poland, to give the more

weight to the ſolicitations of her miniſters; but after ſome

negotiations, the affair was pacified, and the troops returned

to quarters, ſo, however, as not to be at too great a diſtance

from the borders.

Another reaſon for the march of the troops to the frontiers:

of Poland was, that the primate, who was of the family of l

Potoski, was apprehenſive of the King's undertaking to break t

in upon the liberty of Poland, as he had done ſeveral acts con

trary to the pačia conventa. He wanted, among other things, P

to declare Poniatowski crown-general before the opening of

the diet. Upon which they ſent the palatine of Belsk, who

| was alſo of the family of Potoski, to the court of Ruſſia, to

ſolicit aſſiſtance againſt the King. This Prince being deceaſed

ſome months afterwards, thoſe very troops who had advanced

| to the borders againſt him, entered Poland, to place his ſon.

upon the throne. -

voyageofthe In the month of September, the Empreſs, with her whole

º º#. court, went to view the canal of Ladoga. This voyage was

doga. performed by water, in fourſcore veſſels, which were galleys,

and other ſmaller barks, called boyers. She went up the canal.

from one end to the other, and expreſſed great ſatisfaction at

ſeeing the work finiſhed.

Petcº,
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Peter I. had begun it in 1717. This Prince, when he laid

the foundations of Peterſburgh, had determined not only to

fix his reſidence in it, but to make it the moſt trading town in

his whole empire. To accompliſh which, it was neceſſary to

facilitate the carriage to it of merchandiſe, as well as of pro

viſions, from the moſt inward parts of his dominions; the

country around Peterſburgh not being able to ſupply ſo large a

town with proviſions for its conſumption. The beſt method

for this was, to form canals, and as this Prince was great in

every thing he undertook, he had thoughts of joining the Caſ

pian to the Baltic ſea. This projećt did not appear to be of

very difficult execution, by means of a ſmall canal which he

cauſed to be made near Wiſtchniwolotchkock *, between the

two rivers of Tzen and of Smila; the firſt of which is joined

to the Tweretz by the Wolga, and the ſecond enters into the,

Inſda, which, near the great Novogorod, is in confluence with

the Wolchowa, that runs into the lake of Ladoga, out of

which the river Newa iſſuing, diſembogues into the ſea below.

Peterſburgh. But there was no making uſe of the lake of La

doga, it being ſo ſubjećt to ſtorms, and full of rocks and

dangerous places, that a number of veſſels periſhed there every

year. It was neceſſary to have recourſe to ſome more conſi

derable work. The land along the ſhores of the lake was

ſurveyed, and as there occurred no great obſtacles, Peter I.

gave the undertaking in charge to Prince Menzikoff, and the

general Pizareu, neither of whom underſtood any thing in the

leaſt of this kind of works. Accordingly, they had the ground

dug for two years together, without it's being poſſible to

ſay that they made any advance, ſo that it is probable it never.

would have been finiſhed, if Munich had not entered into the

ſervice of Ruſſia. The Emperor gave him the direétion of it, ,

* Wºffehnlwolotchkock, a little town upon the road between Moſcow and :

Peterſburgh.

7 and,
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and he had the honor of finiſhing it, and of putting it into

the condition in which it is in at preſent.

This canal begins at Schluſelburgh, where it communicates

with the Newa, and continues along the lake of Ladoga, as far

as the town of that name, where it joins the river Wolkowa.

It is in length about a hundred and four werſts, or twenty-fix

French leagues. The breadth is ſeventy feet, and the depth

ſixteen. The fides are caſed with timbers, except a ſmall ſpace

that is faced with ſtone. There are ſluices along the canal to

raiſe or fall the water.

After that the court was returned from this voyage, Munich

had a broil with count Biron, by which he had like to have

been undone. And as Biron, Munich, and Oſterman have

aćted the moſt capital parts in the theatre of Ruſſia, it is in

cumbent in me to omit nothing that may give a clear idea of

their charaćter and way of thinking, in which view I ſhall here

ſtate this quarrel at full length.

As ſoon as the court was ſettled at Peterſburgh, Munich had

found means to infinuate himſelf with the count Biron, and

had managed to make himſelf ſo neceſſary to the favorite, that

he could not undertake or decide on any affairs of the leaſt

conſequence without having previouſly conſulted him. Munich

deſired nothing better than to be conſtantly employed, and,

animated by ambition, aſpired to be placed at the head of

affairs. In this view he ſeized every occaſion for infinuating

himſelf into the miniſtry, and into the cabinet; but as he had

been encroaching on the right of count Oſterman, he found

in him one that was not of a humor to ſuffer it, and who

loſt no opportunity of inſtilling ſuſpicions into the chamber

lain (the favorite) againſt the marſhal. He obſerved to him,

that the ambitious views of the general had clearly no other

- 4. - objećt

:
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objećt than to gain the entire confidence of the Empreſs ; no

ſooner would he be eſtabliſhed in which, than he would not

fail to remove at a diſtance from her all ſuch as were in

oppoſition to him; and that the firſt whom he would endea

vour to ſend away would doubtleſs be the high-chamberlain.

The count Lewenwold, the maſter of horſe, colonel of the

guards, and a great favorite of Biron, confirmed to him this

inſinuation; and as he was a mortal enemy to Munich, he

blew the flame as much as poſſible. Biron, who did not care

to come immediately to an open rupture, employed emiſſaries

to watch the conduct of Munich with regard to him. Many

days then did not paſs before there were reported to the favo

rite certain diſreſpectful expreſſions the marſhal had made uſe

of in ſpeaking of him. This ſerved to complete his perſuaſion

of the other's falſity to him, and he began to ſee clearly, that,

if he continued to allow Munich to ſee the Empreſs as fre

quently as he had done, his own ruin would be inevitable. He

greatly dreaded his wit, and was apprehenſive of being ſup

planted by him with the Empreſs, who was not unlikely to

take ſuch a fancy for him as might poſſibly make her the firſt

that would think of getting rid of her old favorite. This put

him on getting the ſtart of his enemy; the firſt thing then

he did was, to make him remove to a houſe in a part of the

town, at a diſtance from the court, inſtead of the apartment

which he before occupied, and which joined to his own; and

that he might have a pretext for thus diſgracing him, he per

ſuaded the Empreſs to give his apartment to the Princeſs Anne.

of Mecklenburgh. Munich received all on a ſudden an order

to quit his apartment, and to go and ſettle on the other fide

of the Newa. He requeſted of the count Biron ſome delay,

for the more convenient removal of his houſehold goods, but

could not obtain it. He was obliged to obey immediately;

and as the favorite was entirely altered towards him, he was,

and that not without reaſon, afraid of greater miſchief to him,

if
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if he did not manage ſo as to appeaſe him. He ſoon then

tried every earthly means to recover his favor with him. A

number of friends on each ſide interpoſed their good offices,

and uſed their beſt endeavours to reconcile them. They ſuc

ceeded only by halves; for ever ſince that time Biron and Oſ

terman had a miſtruſt of Munich, who on his part had an

equal one of them.

Aðion be. Towards the cloſe of the year 1732, the Ruſſian troops,

... under the orders of the Prince Heſſe Hombourg, had a ſmart

ºf engagement with the Tartars of Crimea, in the conquered

...},i.e provinces of Perſia, where that Prince had been ſent to take

"... Hºmº the command of a part of the forces. I have above mentioned

- the treaty made with the Schach Nadir. This Prince being at

war with the Turks, wanted to have the rear of his dominions

covered by the Ruſſian garriſons, that he might be the freer

to make conqueſts upon the enemies. He had laid ſiege to

Bagdad, which he was cloſely preſſing. The court of Conſtan

tinople, anxious for the fate of this town, had ſent orders

to the Khawn of Crimea to march with his beſt troops to the

relief of the town, and to take preferably the ſhorteſt and the

moſt convenient way for entering Perſia, and making a diver

fion. The Khawn, without delay, put his troops in motion,

and made them take their march through the Ruſſian fron

tiers, without taking leave. Upon this the Prince Heſſe Hom

bourg ſent word to the Sultan, Terti-Gherai, who com

manded the Tartars, that he ſhould abſtain from paſſing

through the Ruſſian dominions, or that, in caſe of his advanc

ing, he would oppoſe him, and treat him as an enemy. So

far was the Sultan from paying any regard to this remon

ſtrance, that he not only perſiſted in his deſign of croſſing the

forbidden country, but endeavoured to ſtir up to a revolt ſeve

ral of the Tartar Hordes, ſubjećts to Ruſſia, and inhabitants in

or about thoſe parts. He ſent them letters to excite them to
3ll
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an inſurrečtion, but the chiefs of the Tartars were ſo far

from liſtening to his propoſals, that they ſent his letters un

opened, and under their unbroken ſeal, to the Prince of Heſſe.

Mean while, the Sultan having, with his army, paſſed the river

of Terki, near the village Tcheltchney, and made all the diſ

poſitions for paſſing onward; the Prince's ſpies gave him notice

that he was preparing to advance to another village, called

Goraitſchkie, but as there were two ways of getting into it, and

both lay through two narrow paſſages or defiles, at a ſmall

diſtance one from the other, of which the firſt was confider

ably leſs narrow than the other, he made three diviſions of

the forces with him. He ſent a colonel with five hundred

dragoons to take poſſeſſion of the moſt difficult of the defiles.

The other he cauſed to be occupied by the major-general Jerep

kin, with five hundred dragoons, eight hundred infantry, and

ſome hundreds of Coſſacks: the remainder of the troops,

which might be about four hundred dragoons and as many

infantry, he kept with himſelf, and took poſt in ſuch a man

ner as to be able to give ſuccour where the greateſt danger

ſhould require it. The Tartars made at firſt as if they would

attack the poſt of general Jerepkin, but all on a ſudden they

detached their main ſtrength towards the other defile, which

they vigorouſly attacked. The colonel who commanded there

defended himſelf a long while, but would have been obliged

at length to give way, if he had not been quickly ſuccoured

by the Prince, who, having notice of his danger, haſtened

inſtantly to his aſſiſtence with his reſerve, and ſent an order

to general Jerepkin to march alſo thither, with a part of his

forces. Scarce had they had time to form, when the Tartars

fell with fury upon them, attacking the Ruſſians ſword in

hand. They were received with ſuch a briſk fire of their ſmall

arms and field-pieces as cooled a little their ardor; they

retreated out of gun-ſhot, but having formed afreſh their

order of battle, they returned to the attack, and obliged the

K - left
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left wing, commanded by general Jerepkin, to give way, ſo that

they loſt ground for above five hundred paces. A firing was

then begun from ſome field-pieces which the Prince had placed

for the defence of the larger defiles; theſe took the enemies in

flank, and ſtopped them ſhort. They abandoned the vićtory,

which they had in their own hands, and fled in great confu

fion, leaving above a thouſand of their dead on the field of

battle. The Ruſſians had in this ačtion about four hundred

killed and wounded. The general Jerepkin received a cut in

his face with a ſabre; and the Prince, who had been ſur

rounded with the enemies, had certainly been taken priſoner,

but for the goodneſs of his horſe. The Tartars were above

twenty-five thouſand ſtrong, and the Ruſſians were in all but

four thouſand, the Coſſacks included.

1733. The diſturbances of Poland began with the year 1733. The

Fº: King, Auguſtus II. who had repaired to Warſaw to hold a

land. Ágºſ. diet extraordinary, died there the 11th of February. The

#. archbiſhop of Gnezen, primate of the kingdom, took the

in that coun-regency, and convened the diet of convocation, in which it
try. was unanimouſly ſtipulated to give the excluſion to all foreign

Princes, and to elect none but a piaſe, or native nobleman.

The courts of Vienna and of Peterſburgh at firſt much ap

proved of this reſolution of the diet, and gave orders to their

embaſſadors to expreſs their ſatisfaction at it to the republic,

but to add, at the ſame time, that they could never ſuffer King

Staniſlaus to be choſen, who had been, by the reſult of a diet,

declared incapable of the crown. Theſe two courts were, at

that time, very far from a diſpoſition in favor of the Elector

of Saxony: on the contrary, there had, for ſome years, pre

vailed ſo great a coolneſs in them towards him, as was not

unlikely to have brought on a war, if the death of the King

had not prevented it. As to the court of Vienna, the cauſe of

diſpute

-

º
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diſpute was, that he had not only refuſed to ſign the Pragma

tic Sančtion, but had even entered into a cloſe conneétion with

France againſt the intereſts of the houſe of Auſtria. As to

Ruſſia, its motives of diſcontent were, the King's not having

aćted according to the views of the court of Peterſburgh in the

affairs of Courland; beſides which, the primate, and a part of

the nobility, who had ſuſpected the King of deſigns upon the

liberty of Poland, had applied to Ruſſia, imploring its aſſiſt

ance in caſe of his undertaking any thing againſt the

republic. -

Affairs ſoon changed aſpe&t. The new Elector of Saxony

found means to appeaſe the court of Vienna, by ſigning the

Pragmatic Sanétion; and as to Ruſſia, he promiſed to conform

to the will of the Empreſs with regard to the affairs of Cour

land, ſo that both courts united to procure him the crown of

Poland. Their embaſſadors had orders to declare, eſpecially

to the primate, that they would recogniſe no other King of

Poland than the Elečtor of Saxony, and that her Ruſſian Ma

jeſty would ſupport the election of that Prince with all her

forces, in caſe of the republic's not taking ſuch a reſolution

with a good grace.

The court of Peterſburgh had cauſed two bodies of troops

to be aſſembled, the one in Ukrain, on the frontiers of Lithu

ania, the other in Livonia, upon thoſe of Courland. In the

mean while, France had ſpared neither pains nor money to get

King Staniſlaus eleēted. The primate, and the greateſt part

of the nobility, ſeeing that the Ruſſians ſignified their com

mands to them in the tone of maſters, and that the point

inſiſted on was nothing leſs than ſuch a compulſion to receive

the law from foreign powers as totally deſtroyed the liberum

veto, which was the great eſſential of the Poliſh liberty, united

in favor of Staniſlaus. They wrote accordingly to France to

K 2 haſten

***
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haſten his departure, that he might come to Poland time

Staniſlaus re

pairs to Po

land, and is

elected King.

Meaſures

taken by the

court of Pe

terſburgh,

enough to be preſent at the proclamation.

The diet of eleētion began on the twenty-fifth of Auguſt,

ând continued, though often not without violent conteſta

tions, till the twelfth of September, when Staniſlaus Leck

zinski was, for the ſecond time, elećted King of Poland,

unanimouſly by all the gentlemen who were at the kola, or field

of ele&tion. This Prince had arrived on the ninth, and had

kept incognito in the houſe of the French embaſſador. The

primate, and all the nobility of his party, now imagined that

they had triumphed over all oppoſition, and were in hopes,

that though the courts of Vienna and Peterſburgh might not

be pleaſed with their procedure, they could never, however,

carry the point of overturning the act of almoſt the whole

nation.

The courts of Vienna and Peterſburgh had been duly in

formed of the ſchemes of France, and cabals of the primate.

The Empreſs of Ruſſia had cauſed to be played off all the

ſprings of policy imaginable, to embarraſs and retard the elec

tion of Staniſlaus, in the hope that, by gaining time, the

Elector's party would increaſe, and that he might be choſen

King without the neceſſity of coming to an open rupture.

Her embaſſadors at Warſaw had orders to ſpare neither fair

promiſes nor money to weaken the French party. She wrote

to the ſtates of Lithuania, and made a mention to them of the

concern ſhe took in the maintenance of the liberty of the

republic. Her aim was to perſuade the ſenators of the grand

dutchy to detach themſelves from Poland. She did not, how

ever, entirely ſucceed. There were but a few who came into

a ſeparation, and retired on the other ſide of the Wiſtula, to

a village called Praag. The biſhops of Cracovia, of Poſna

nia, the Princes Wieſinowiski, and ſome others, were of the

7 number,
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number, which altogether appeared but a ſmall one in com

pariſon of the reſt of the nobility. And yet it was theſe that

gave the firſt impulſe to the whole machine, and placed Au

guſtus III. on the throne of Poland. Some of the ſeparatiſts

had aſpired to the crown for themſelves, but finding that they

could not ſucceed, they united to procure it for the Elector of

Saxony, rather than ſuffer it quietly in the poſſeſſion of King

Staniſlaus. - -

They wrote to Peterſburgh, and requeſted the protećtion of

Ruſſia againſt the primate and the French party. The Em

preſs, who only wanted a pretext for ſending troops into Poland,

could not have wiſhed a fairer one than the being called in by

the Poles themſelves. Upon this, ſhe ſent orders to count

Lacy to enter Lithuania, at the head of twenty thouſand men.

On receipt of them, he advanced in haſty marches towards

Warſaw, in the hope that he ſhould arrive time enough to hin

der the proclamation of King Staniſlaus. But the primate had

taken his meaſures too well. In the mean while, the male

content nobility went out to meet count Lacy, and on the thir

tieth of September came along with him to the banks of the

Wiſtula. They propoſed paſſing the river, and to repair

directly to the field of elečtion, but the Poles of the contrary

party had broke down all the bridges, as ſoon as Staniſlaus had

retreated to make himſelf maſter of the town of Dantzick.

The Ruſſian

troops enter

Poland.

Not to loſe time then, they proceeded to the election of the The Eledor

Elečtor of Saxony, near the village of Comiez, upon the ſame
of Saxony is

elected King

field, where Henry of Valois (the Third of France) had been of Poland,

choſen. It was on the fifth of October that this great affair

under the

name of Au

was determined, on the eve of the day fixed to be the laſt of guſtus III.

the diet of elećtion. About fifteen ſenators and ſix hundred

gentlemen were preſent at it.

While
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While the count Lacy, with the Ruſſian troops, was taken

up with giving a new King to the Poles, theſe had inſinuated

an intimation to the miniſters of the courts of Peterſburgh

and Dreſden, to quit Warſaw within a limited time. Which

term being expired on the twenty-ninth of September, with

out their having left the town, they plundered the palace of

the count Lowenwold the younger, and ſecond of the Ruſſian

embaſſy, and attacked the palace of Saxony, with ſix pieces of

of cannon. Twenty or thirty ſhot were fired before they could

break open the door; after which they proceeded to ſtorm it,

with deſign to take it by aſſault, when, having near forty men

killed, their courage being cooled, they granted a capitulation

to thoſe that were in the houſe; the miniſters having with

drawn themſelves out of it ſome days before, and taken

ſhelter at count Weldſeck's, the Emperor's embaſſador.

After the proclamation of King Auguſtus, Lacy, with the

troops under his command, paſſed the Wiſtula, and put ſome

regiments into quarters at Warſaw.

The Empreſs alſo ordered ſeveral more bodies of troops to

file off into Poland and Lithuania, under the command of the

Prince Boraitinski, and the general Keith. The whole of the

forces might amount to fifty thouſand men. The general

often received reiterated orders from court, not to remain a

moment in ina&tion, but to undertake every thing that might

ſtrengthen the party of Auguſtus, and weaken that of Staniſ.

laus. The court of Peterſburgh had at heart the terminating

the affairs of Poland before the opening of the next campaign,

but in vain; almoſt all Poland being in the intereſt of Sta

niſlaus, and the nobility too attached to their liberty of chufing

their King, to renounce ſo eaſily an act of their own. So

that it was plainly ſeen, that while Staniſlaus remained in the

country, there could be no hope of tranquillity. The count

Lacy
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Lacy then had orders to aſſemble the moſt troops that he could,

and march ſtrait to Dantzick, to force Staniſlaus to quit that

town, as likewiſe all the territories of the republic. Such an

enterpriſe was not without many difficulties, for, notwithſtand

ing the great forces that Ruſſia had in Poland, its troops were

diſperſed over various provinces, both for the ſake of their

ſubſiſtence, and of keeping the whole country equally in awe;

ſo that Lacy could not aſſemble above twelve thouſand men to

aćt in that part. With this body he advanced towards Poliſh

Pruſſia, and on the ſixteenth of January arrived at Thorn.

This town ſubmitted without any heſitation to the new King,

and received a Ruſſian garriſon. After making the neceſſary

arrangements there for the eſtabliſhing a magazine, he purſued

his march. -

On the ſixth of February, the troops took up their firſt

quarters in the territory of Dantzick. The 22d, they made

their approaches to the town, and took poſt in the neighbour

ing villages. The general's quarters were at Pruſt, about half

a mile from Dantzick. Thence he ſent a trumpet to the town,

to exhort the ſenate to abandon the party of Staniſlaus, and

to ſubmit to their lawful King, Auguſtus III. by receiving a

Ruſſian garriſon; intimating to them, at the ſame time, the

bad conſequences of their refuſal. But the magiſtracy of

Dantzick had taken their reſolution; the preſence of the King,

and the promiſes of the Marqueſs de Monti on the part of

France, had determined them to riſk every thing ſooner than

abandon a King who had taken refuge among them, and

placed his confidence in their fidelity. It is true, however,

that neither the King nor the town had believed that things

would be puſhed ſo far as they at length were. In the mean

while, they in the town had taken all the neceſſary arrange

ments for making a long and vigorous reſiſtence. There were

ſeveral new regiments raiſed. The burghers themſelves

4. repaired

1734.

Blockade and

fiege ofDant

zick.

PLAN I.
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repaired to their banners, to ſerve on the ramparts. France

had ſent them engineers; and from Sweden there were come

above a hundred officers, with a good quantity of muſquets

and ammunition of war. All this, together with the promiſes

of a large ſuccour ſoon to follow, had more and more animat

ed the town to perſevere in its fidelity. Moſt certain too it is,

that if they had had very determinate people, with able officers

at their head, that would have undertaken any thing of con

ſequence, the Ruſſians would have been obliged to abandon

their projećt of rendering themſelves maſters of Dantzick, even

before opening the trenches. For, at the beginning, their

forces did not conſiſt of above twelve thouſand men, whereas

thoſe of the beſieged were thrice the number. Now, as the

beſicgers had ground at great diſtances to keep, they were

diſperſed over the villages for the ſpace of above two miles.

Nothing could have been more eaſy than to have fallen with a

great ſuperiority upon ſome of their quarters; to have beaten

them, and conſequently, to have broken all their meaſures."

The party of Staniſlaus had alſo under its orders ſeveral Poliſh

lords, with above fifty thouſand men in the field, who, inſtead

of any attention to act in aid of the King, minded nothing but

plundering, and ruining their own country, ſo that the Ruſ.

iians had all the time they could wiſh to take their meaſures,

and to reduce the town to a deſperate condition.

The month of February paſſed over without Lacy's under

taking any thing; for, beſides that the ſeaſon was not proper

for the beginning a ſiege, he was in want of every neceſſary

for it, ſo that he was taken up with nothing but forming his

magazines, and rendering ſubſiſtence difficult to the town, by

intercepting the proviſions it uſed to receive from the country,

and by a cut of the river, making ſuch a drain as ſtopped

the working of the beſt, if not the only mill that Dantzick

had.

Such
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Such was the ſituation of things when, on the 9th of March,jº

the marſhal count Munich arrived, under a Pruſſian eſcort, ...
before Dantzick. Dantzick.

ſº

|

ſ

$

Count Biron, unable to conquer his ſuſpicions of Munich,

had wiſhed to ſee him removed at a diſtance from the court,

and had managed ſo as to get the command in chief beſtowed

on him of all the troops in Poland, with orders to ačt vigor

ouſly for the redućtion of the town of Dantzick. Not that at

bottom the intention of Biron was, that he ſhould ſucceed in

it. The marſhal, finding that he had too ſmall a force for an

expedition of this importance, diſpatched orders to ſeveral

regiments to come and join him. He next began with ſend

ing a manifeſto to Dantzick, by which he admoniſhed the

inhabitants of the town to renounce Staniſlaus, to ſubmit to

Auguſtus III. and to receive a Ruſſian garriſon; allowing them

only twenty-four hours time to come to a determination. This

term being expired, without their having changed their reſo

lution, he cauſed the trenches to be opened, and a redoubt to

be made on the ſide of Zigankenberg.

On the night between the nineteenth and twentieth, the be

ſiegers attacked the fort called Ohra, where there was a garri

ſon of four hundred men, and made themſelves maſters of it,

after a reſiſtence of two hours.

The twenty-firſt, there were fired the firſt ſhot at the town,

but without effect; for they had hardly any thing but field

pieces, the greateſt not being above eight pounders, which

they had taken, together with the mortars, at Ohra.

In the mean while, the town was more and more cloſely

inveſted. The beſiegers took a fort, which was called the

Head of Dantzick, and were maſters of all the ground between

the town and the ſea.

L Munich
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Munich having judged that the town of Elbing would be of

great ſervice to him, detached a colonel, with five hundred

dragoons, and four hundred foot, to ſummon it; upon which

it ſurrendered, without any demur : the Poliſh regiments that

were in it took an oath to the King Auguſtus, and the town

received a Ruſſian garriſon. The cannon and ammunition

found there were ſent to the camp before Dantzick.

The count Munich receiving advice that a great body of the

confederates, under the gount Tarlo and the Caſtellan Czerzky,

had paſſed the Wiſtula, and were drawing near to ſuccour the

town, detached the lieutenant-general Sagraiski, and the ma

jor-general Charles Biron, with two thouſand dragoons, and a

thouſand Coſſacks, to keep a check upon them. This detach

ment, near the little town of Schwetz, fell in with a body of

the enemy's troops, under the command of the Caſtellan

Czerzky, conſiſting of thirty-three banners, or about three

thouſand Poliſh gentlemen on horſeback, and of at leaſt two

thouſand foot, regulars, who had poſted themſelves behind the

river of Brede, of which they had ruined the bridge. The

general Segraiski inſtantly ordered workmen to repair it, and

two thouſand dragoons alighted to ſupport them. The Poles.

having fired the firſt on the Ruſſians, theſe returned it with

ſome fieldpieces, which frightened them ſo, that they began

to retreat. As ſoon as the bridge was in order again, the

Ruſſians paſſed it, and purſued the remainder of them. At

Schwetz there was found a magazine, conſiſting of eighty

buſhels of rye, as many of oats, but eſpecially a great quan

tity of ſtraw and hay.

Some days afterwards, advice was received, that the count

Tarlo was advancing with a hundred and thirty Poliſh ban

ners, two regiments of infantry, and the remains of the body

that had fled under the Caſtellan Czerzky. His deſign was to

attack
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attack general Segraiski, after that to draw near to Dantzick,

and to raiſe the ſiege. Upon this, Munich detached the general

Lacy, on the ſeventeenth of April, with fifteen hundred dra

goons, to join Segraiski, and to drive the enemies from thoſe

parts. Lacy, making a forced march, joined Segraiski the

ſame day, and took the command of all the troops. They

marched the eighteenth and nineteenth, and at length, on the

twentieth, they came up with the enemy near a village called

Waicezina, ſituate near the ſea-ſide, and not far from the

frontiers of Pomerania. The enemy had there put themſelves

into order of battle: they had in front two very difficult de

files, one behind the other, which were to be paſſed before

they could be attacked. Two regiments of dragoons immedi

ately diſmounting, paſſed the firſt defile; and to make the

enemy believe that they had alſo infantry with them, the

drums were ordered to beat the Ruſſian march. The Ruſſians,

after having got through the firſt defile, formed, and advanced

to paſs the ſecond, which was very near the enemy. Some

hundreds of Coſſacks were ſent before to haraſs the Poles, and

give the regular troops time to diſplay themſelves. The Coſ

ſacks were at firſt repulſed, but having been joined by the

other troops, the enemies were attacked, and routed. The

Poliſh noblemen were the firſt that ſet up a run, abandoning

the regular troops; who, ſeeing themſelves thus deſerted, ſoon

followed their example. The Poles were at leaſt ten thouſand

ſtrong, whereas the Ruſſians had not above three thouſand

two hundred dragoons, and a thouſand Coſſacks. This was

the only attempt the confederate Poles made to ſuccour Staniſ

laus, and relieve the town of Dantzick.

During the laſt days of the month of March, the beſiegers

had entered a redoubt on the bank of the Wiſtula, to cut off

the communication between the town and the fort of Weich

ſelmunde, and as the river was very narrow in that part, this

L 2 ſucceeded
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ſucceeded nearly to their purpoſe; no veſſel being able to paſs

but with great difficulty.

It was, however, impoſſible for Munich to puſh the ſiege

with the vigor that he could have wiſhed, for want of proper

battering cannon. The King of Pruſſia had, even at the be

ginning, objećted to the giving leave for the carriage of artil

lery for the fiege through his country; but, after repeated

requiſitions, he conſented at length to its being diſembarked

at Pillaw, and conveyed by water to the army.

Here I cannot help mentioning a very fingular, and, per

haps, the only incident that ever was of this kind, which is,

that mortars were ſent for, and brought poſt from Saxony.

They came in covered waggons, and paſſed through the King

of Pruſſia's country, under the name of the duke of Weiſſen

fel's equipage. Theſe mortars arrived on the twenty-ninth of

April before Dantzick; and as the artillery which had been

diſembarked at Pillaw came pretty near at the ſame time, the

marſhal now made the neceſſary diſpoſitions for attacking the

town with more vivacity.

On the thirtieth they began to throw the firſt bombs: the

town took fire in ſeveral places, but with no great conſe-

quence.

On the night between the ſixth and ſeventh of May, the

marſhal ordered an aſſault on the fort called Sommerſthantz,

which was carried after an hour's reſiſtance, The officer who

commanded in it, with about twenty men, found means to

retreat to Weichſelmunde. The taking this fort was of ſo

much the more importance, that it was the only place by

which the town could by this time have any communication

with Weichſelmunde.

I have
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I have precedently obſerved, that Munich had with him too

ſmall a force for ſo great an enterpriſe as the ſiege of Dant

zick, ſo that judging ſo many troops as were at Warſaw,

and in the neighbourhood of that town, not to be ſo neceſſary,

he ſent orders to major Louberas, who commanded a part of

them, to march with ſome regiments to join him. But this

officer, who thought the quarters of Warſaw better than thoſe

before Dantzick, alledged ſome excuſes, and ſtaid where he

was. Munich ſent him a ſecond order, which Louberas

obeyed as little as the firſt. Upon this Munich had him put

under arreſt, and gave the command to the ſenior officer of

the corps, and theſe troops were embarked in great boats, with

which they came down the Wiſtula to the camp before Dant

zick. Mean while, Louberas, who had the intereſt and patro

nage of the maſter of horſe, Lowenwolde, eaſily found means

to excuſe himſelf to the court, and was ſet at liberty. Lowen

wolde would not have been ſorry that Munich ſhould have miſ

carried in his undertakings.

The taking Sommerſthantz, and taking it with ſo little a

loſs of men, had inſpired Munich with the confidence of be

ing able, with the ſame facility, to make himſelf maſter of

Hagelſberg; and as a courier from Peterſburgh had brought

him order to preſs the ſiege, he was in hopes of compel

king the Dantzickers to beg a capitulation after his taking that

place. On the eighth of May, accompanied by count Lacy

and general Biron, he went to reconnoitre the outworks of

that hill. Upon the right hand, on the ſide of the gate of

Oliva, it is very ſteep, and almoſt inacceſſible. At the head of

it there is a regular horn-work, with a ravelin, a counterſcarp,

and a glacis; and the whole is well paliſaded, fraiſed, and

defended by ſeveral pieces of cannon. But upon the left, on

the ſide of Scheidlitz, there is but one earthen fortification,

without covered-way or glacis. The ditch is dry, and without

paliſades;
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paliſades; there is only the berm that is provided with a quick

ſet hedge. It was then reſolved to attack it on that ſide. Upon

the ninth, all the neceſſary diſpoſitions were made. Eight

thouſand men were ordered, of which three thouſand were to

give the aſſault, and the other were to ſuſtain them. They

aſſembled, towards the evening, at the tail of the trench. About

ten o'clock the troops began their march in three columns.

There were, beſides, fifteen hundred men ſent on command,

to make three falſe attacks: the firſt on the other ſide of the

Wiſtula; the ſecond againſt the Biſchofſberg; the third againſt

the right of Hagelſberg. The officer who commanded this

laſt attack, penetrated as far as into the covered-way. The

troops who were to give the aſſault had advanced in admir

able order and ſilence to the place where they were to mount.

The attack began towards midnight. After having paſſed the

ditch, the troops marched to the aſſault with all the firmneſs

imaginable, and made themſelves maſters of a battery of ſeven

pieces of cannon; but by a ſtrangely ſingular misfortune, the

commanders of the three columns, and almoſt all the principal

officers, as well as engineers, were killed or wounded at the

firſt diſcharge from the enemy. The column, inſtead of keep

ing their diſtances, and of ačting each ſeparately, had mixed

ſo, that the ſoldiers, having now no leaders that could avail

themſelves of the advantage they had gained, did not go on,

and yet were determined to maintain the poſt they had got.

They remained on it for three whole hours together, and ſtood

a terrible fire from the beſieged. Count Munich and the

other generals, who were at the head of the trenches, ſent their

aid-de-camps to order them to retreat. The ſoldiers would not

obey, and ſent word they would ſooner ſuffer themſelves to be

knocked on the head on the ſpot than give way an inch. Ge

neral Lacy was at length obliged to go himſelf to them to

perſuade them, upon which they obeyed him. The Ruſ

fians, at this attack, had above two thouſand men killed and

- wounded,
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wounded, and a hundred and twenty officers. The loſs was

not half ſo great on the part of the beſieged. If the garriſon

had known how to take its advantage of the ill ſucceſs of this

aſſault; and had immediately, on that inſtant, made a ſally

with the beſt part of their troops, they would have forced the

Ruſſians to raiſe the ſiege.

Munich, who found his numbers confiderably thinned by

this check, ſent orders to the regiments, who were coming

from Warſaw, to haſten their march, and called in to the

camp ſeveral detachments who had been ſent to the neighbour

ing towns.

At that time, there was more talk than ever of the expe&ted

French ſuccours: there was even advices of ſome ſhips being

arrived in the road of Dantzick. Munich, in order to de

prive the French of all hopes of ſubſiſting, in caſe of their

diſembarking, ſet fire to all the villages along the coaſt; and

to render it impračticable for them to throw in ſuccours to the

town on the ſide of the ſea, he cauſed the river to be ſo effec

tually barricaded, as to cut off all communication with

Weichſelmunde, and the veſſels that attempted to paſs were

all obliged to return. -

On the fourteenth, a part of the troops that were to come

from Warſaw, entered the camp, and the remainder arrived

the following days, within the twentieth. -

The twenty-ſecond, the marſhal, at the repeated requeſt of

the magiſtracy, granted the town a ſuſpenſion of arms for

eight and forty hours. The magiſtracy wanted to confer with

all the orders of the towns-people, upon the propoſals which

marſhal Munich had afreſh made to them, to ſubmit to the

clemency of the Empreſs of Ruſſia, and to acknowledge the

King
3.
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King Auguſtus III. The armiſtice ended without any thing

having been concluded, and the hoſtilities re-commenced on the

twenty-fourth with greater vivacity than ever.

On the ſame day, the French fleet, conſiſting of ſixteen ſail,

arrived, and landed three regiments of French infantry, Blai

ſois, Perigord, and La Marche, under the command of briga

dier de la Motte Perouſe. There were two thouſand four

hundred of them in all. They came too late, and in too ſmall

a number, to oblige the Ruſſians to raiſe the ſiege. -

On the 25th, the Saxons, under the orders of the duke of

Weiſenfels arrived at the camp : they conſiſted of eight bat

talions and twenty-two ſquadrons. Their right encamped on

the ſide of Newſtholland; their left towards Oliva; the duke's

quarters were at Langfour.

On the twenty-ſeventh, the French troops, who had en

camped along the ſhore, between the canal and the ſea,

came out of their camp, and advanced in three columns

towards the Ruſſian intrenchments. They made ſeveral ſignals

to the town to favour their enterpriſe by a ſally. And in fact

a great detachment of infantry was ſeen to come out of the

town, which advanced towards the left wing of the Ruſſians,

while the French attacked them on the other ſide with all ima

ginable vigor. The French had paſſed the barricade of felled

trees, which covered the retrenchment, to within fifteen paces

of which they had advanced, before the Ruſſians fired a ſingle

ſhot at them ; but when they began their diſcharge, the fire of

it was kept up effectually. The French, after ſeveral attempts

to force the retrenchment, finding that they could not accom

pliſh it, retreated, leaving a hundred and ſixty men killed on

the ſpot, among whom was the count of Plelo, the French

King's cºmbaſſador at Copenhagen. Thoſe of the town, ſeeing

9 * that
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that the French had been repulſed, retreated under their walls.

They were purſued to the glacis.

Munich had expended all his baſis, bomb-ſhells, and ammu

, nition, by the continued firing he had kept up againſt the town.

He had hoped that the Saxons would have brought him a new

ſupply, but that not being the caſe, the fire ſlackened a good

deal; and they were waiting with impatience for the arrival of

the Ruſſian fleet, on board of which there had been put a

good quantity.

The night between the twenty-eight and twenty-ninth, the

Saxons, for the firſt time, relieved the Ruſſians in the trenches.

The beſiegers were taken up with nothing, to the twelfth of

June, but puſhing their works, and putting their batteries in

order, to attack the town with the more force, when the artil

lery ſhould arrive.

On the twelfth of June, at length, the Ruſſian fleet appeared

in the Offing, conſiſting of ſixteen ſhips of the line, ſix fri

gates, and ſeven other veſſels. They came into the road of

Dantzick, and no time was loſt in landing the artillery and

ammunition they had brought for the ſiege.

The fourteenth, the Ruſſians had already began to employ

them in their batteries againſt the town, and the fire continued

very violent the reſt of the ſiege.

The three French regiments had encamped under the cannon

of Weichſelmunde, on a ſmall iſland called La Platte, where

they had remained very quiet, without being moleſted by the

beſiegers. But, after the arrival of the fleet, it was determined

not to ſpare them any longer. The bombketches that came

with

|
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with the fleet drew near the ſhore, and began to bombard and

cannonade the fort of Weichſelmunde and the camp.

On the fifteenth, the magazine of gunpowder in the fort

blew up, and the French ſuffered a great deal from the artillery

of the ſhips.

On the nineteenth, the count of Munich cauſed the French ,

brigadier, and commander of the fleet, to be ſummoned to

ſurrender. They aſked a ſuſpenſion of arms for three days,

which was granted them. During that time, a conference was

entered into with the French, who deſired to be embarked, and

tranſported to Copenhagen, which was granted them. At

length, after a great deal of going backward and forward, it

was allowed, that they ſhould go out of their camp with

all the military honors; that they ſhould be embarked on

board the Ruſſian fleet, where they were to lay down their

arms, till their landing at ſome port of the Baltic, which ſhould

be agreed upon by the Ruſſian admirals. In conſequence of

this capitulation, they were embarked on the twenty-ninth;

but as the port at which they were to be landed was not ſettled

by the capitulation, inſtead of being conveyed to a neutral port,

they were carried to Cronſtadt, and afterwards ſent into quar

ters at Livonia; and ſome months after, they were ſent back to

France.

The fort of Weichſelmunde alſo ſurrendered the twenty

fourth. The garriſon evacuated it the twenty-fifth, to the

number of four hundred and fixty-eight men, with the accuſ

tomed honors of war. They took the oaths to the King

Auguſtus.

On the twenty-eighth, the magiſtracy of Dantzick ſent depu

ties to count Munich, to offer a parley; but nothing could be

granted
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granted them without the preliminary conditions of delivering

up King Staniſlaus, the primate, and the Marqueſs de Monti.

On the twenty-ninth, the magiſtracy ſent to acquaint the

marſhal Munich, that count Staniſlaus had privately with

drawn himſelf. This ſo irritated the marſhal, that he cauſed

the bombardment to begin afreſh, which had ceaſed for two

days. Affairs were at length made up, and, on the thirtieth,

the capitulation was ſettled with the town, which ſubmitted to

Auguſtus III. The Poliſh nobles, who were at that time in

it, did the ſame, and obtained the liberty of retiring to where

ever they choſe it. There were none put under arreſt but the

primate of the kingdom, the count Poniatowski, and the mar

queſs de Monti, who were conveyed under guard to Thorn.

The fiege of Dantzick had laſted one hundred and thirty

five days, reckoning from the twenty-ſecond of February, that

the count Lacy made the firſt approaches to the town; and

had coſt the Ruſſians more than eight thouſand men, and near

two hundred officers. The damage cauſed by four or five

thouſand bombs thrown into the town, was not ſo great as

one would have imagined it from ſuch a quantity.

The town was taxed at two millions of crowns, which it

was to pay to the Empreſs of Ruſſia; one million of which

was by way of fine, for not having hindered the retreat of

King Staniſlaus. The Empreſs forgave them half the ſum.

While one part of the Ruſſian army had been applied to the other expe.

fiege of Dantzick, the reſt of the troops that were diſperſed over

the provinces of Poland, were employed in making war with the troops in Po
l

adherents to the party of Staniſlaus.

I have already antecedently obſerved, that almoſt all the

lords of the kingdom, and the greateſt part of the leſſer nobi

M 2 lity,

ditions of the
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lity, had embraced the party of that Prince. They had raiſed

a great number of troops, with which they infeſted all Poland,

but they were more taken up with ravaging and burning the

property and lands of their adverſaries in the party of Auguſtus,

than in making war againſt the Ruſſians. The whole of their

enterpriſes conſiſted in nothing more than in haraſſing them

with the needleſs marches they obliged them to make from time

to time. They would aſſemble at ſome miles from the Ruſ

ſian camp or quarters; then ſetting fire to every thing in the

eſtates of their countrymen, they boaſted loudly, that they

1735.

The Empreſs

fends ten

thouſand men

to the Rhine.

would give the enemy battle, if they could but light upon him;

but no ſooner did they ſee the Ruſſians, though at a diſtance,

than, without giving them time to fire above a ſhot or two at

them, they ſcampered away. During this war, never did three

hundred Ruſſians go a ſtep out of their way to avoid three

thouſand Poles. They beat them in every engagement or ren

counter they had with them. The Saxons were not ſo fortu

nate, having come off by the worſt in ſeveral occaſions of

trial with the Poles, who at length came to hold them in

contempt, whereas they were extremely afraid of the Ruſſians.

As the greateſt part of the Poliſh nobility, having been made

priſoners at Dantzick, had ſubmitted to the King Auguſtus,

this determined near half the kingdom to follow their example.

The reſt, nevertheleſs, continued the war, and detained the

Ruſſians a whole year more in Poland.

The Empreſs, however, finding that there was no longer a

neceſſity for keeping up quite ſo numerous an army in this

kingdom, and as the Emperor, Charles IV. had repeatedly

urged to her his requeſt of her ſending ſuccours to him on the

Rhine, ſhe ordered ſixteen regiments of infantry to march for

that purpoſe. The count Lacy had the command of them.

He led them to near the frontiers of Sileſia, where thoſe troops

had
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had their-winter quarters, and were brought into fine con

dition.

At the opening of the ſpring, Lacy had orders to march with

eight regiments, about ten thouſand men, to the Rhine : the

others remained on the confines of Sileſia, waiting for ulterio

orders.

The generals, who commanded under Lacy, were the lieu

tenant-general Keith, the major-generals Bachmetew and

Charles Biron.

The troops that were to go on, being entered into Sileſia,

paſſed in review before the commiſſaries of the Emperor.

Theſe were the marſhal count Wildocheck, and lieutenant

general baron Haſlinger. They croſſed Bohemia and the high

Palatinate, and arrived in the month of June at the banks of

the Rhine. Every one admired, and was aſtoniſhed, at the

good diſcipline they obſerved on their march and in their

quarters.

While the marſhal Munich had been employed in Poland,

his enemies at court had loſt no opportunity of blackening him

to the Empreſs. He had given ſome opening for blame in his

attack of Hagelſberg, which, as it was ſaid, he had undertaken

too lightly.

campaign, he found means to juſtify himſelf, and was reſtored

to favor. He was of all the councils; and it was then reſolved

to declare war againſt the Turks, as ſoon as the affairs of

Poland ſhould be entirely ſettled. Munich was ſent back to

Warſaw to put the finiſhing hand to them. At length, every

thing was terminated there agreeably to their wiſh: peace was

concluded; and all Poland ſubmitted to the King that Ruſſia

had given it. Count Munich then left Warſaw, and repaired

- to

But when he returned to court at the end of the

1735.
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1735. to the Ukrain, where the command of the troops had been

beſtowed upon him.

As I have precedently had in view to treat of the affairs of

Poland, without interruption, I ſhall here ſet down ſome other

remarkable events that colaterally took place in the year 1734

and 1735. -

Projects of The advantages which Thomas Kooley-Khawn (afterwards

#. Schach Nadir) gained over the Turks, gave great pleaſure to

#.;i the court of Peterſburgh, as it had received repeated advices

tia. * that the French embaſſador at Conſtantinople had exerted his

beſt endeavours to determine the Porte to come to a rupture

with Ruſſia, which could not but give ſome uneaſineſs to the

Empreſs, though there were no apparent ſigns of it outwardly.

This uneaſineſs was greatly augmented, when it was known at

Peterſburgh, that the count, or rather then Baſhaw Bonneval,

had taught a body of Turkiſh troops all the exerciſes and evo

lutions which were practiſed in the other armies of Europe;

and that his projećt was to put the whole militia of that vaſt

empire upon a regular footing. The count Bonneval had, for

the exerciſing theſe troops, availed himſelf of the ſervice of

ſeveral Frenchmen who had taken the turbant, and among

others of Meſſieurs Ramſay and De Montchevreuil, who left

France in company with the abbot Maccartny. But this pro

ject did not ſucceed. So long as Bonneval contented himſelf

with the training of three thouſand men, the Turks diverted

themſelves with it as at a comedy. The Sultan alſo, and all

the miniſters of the Porte, were extremely pleaſed at ſeeing the

dexterity and expertneſs of thoſe people at their exerciſe. But

ſo ſoon as he gave ſigns of wanting to go farther, and make

the improvement more general, he found unſurmountable

obſtacles; the count gave it over, fearing an univerſal revolt, in

caſe of an attempt to introduce any innovation in the militia.

But
!

C
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But it was not enough for the Empreſs of Ruſſia to ſee that

this projećt had come to nothing; ſhe wanted to withdraw from

Conſtantinople any ſuch perſons as might be the moſt capable

of ſerving the Porte, in caſe of its reſuming that plan. Her

miniſter at that court had orders then to tamper with thoſe

officers to quit Turky, to tempt them with great offers, and to

aſſure them that they ſhould make their fortune in Ruſſia.

Ramſay and Montchevreuil ſuffered themſelves to be perſuaded.

They concealed themſelves for ſome days in the houſe of the

Engliſh embaſſador, and afterwards got their paſſage in a

ſhip for Holland. Montchevreuil died by the way. Ramſay

got to Peterſburgh, where he was taken into the ſervice as ma

jor. He took the name of count of Balmaine, and diſtinguiſhed

himſelf on all occaſions, inſomuch that he roſe to the rank of

colonel, and was killed in the action of Wilmanſtrand.

It was in the courſe of the year 1734, that the court of

Peterſburgh once more renewed its treaty of alliance with

Thomas Kooley Khawn, who engaged not to make a peace

with the Porte without including the intereſts of Ruſſia. The

Empreſs tried as much as poſſible to eſtabliſh a cloſe connexion

and friendſhip with that power, but the Schach did not keep

faith with her. He made a peace with the Porte at the

very time that Ruſſia was in the greateſt heat of its war with

the Turks.

In 1735, Sweden held a diet, which gave ſome inquietude

to the Ruſſians. They well knºw that France was uſing its

utmoſt cfforts to engage the Swedes to a rupture. This nation

had already given ſome indications of its ill-will to them. For

when Staniſlaus had taken refuge at Dantzick, a number of

Swediſh officers had, with the conſent of the ſenate, repaired

thither, to offer their ſervice to that Prince : and when the

town was taken they were made priſoners. But the Empreſs

immediately

1735.

Renewal of

the treaty

with Perſia.

--

Renewal of

an alliance

with Sweden.
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1-35. immediately releaſed, and ſent them back to Stockholm. Some

complaints too were made on this occaſion, but as it was of

great conſequence to the Empreſs to have peace on that ſide,

ſhe made ſuch offers to the court of Sweden, as determined it

to renew the treaties of alliance and commerce which had ſub

ſiſted between theſe two powers. Ruſſia took upon itſelf to

pay three or four hundred thouſand florins which Sweden

owed to the republic of Holland, and engaged to give to Swe

den, preferably to all other nations, the liberty of purchaſing

and exporting grains from the ports of Livonia.

The head gº. In the month of July, there happened at the court of
verneſs of the -

#. Peterſburgh a ſmall adventure, which may, however, deſerve

is diſmiſſed a place among the anecdotes in theſe memoirs. It was im

puted to madam d'Aderkas, the head governeſs of the Princeſs

Anne, that inſtead of vigilance and attention to her conduct,

and to the giving her a good education, ſhe had been induced

to lend her aſſiſtance to the carrying on an intrigue between

the Princeſs and a certain foreign miniſter. This being diſco

vered, madam, the governeſs, was diſmiſſed, and ſhipped off in

a veſſel that carried her back to Germany. The miniſter, who

had aſpired to this great conqueſt, had, ſometime afterwards,

in charge an affair that obliged him to return to his court, to

which there was at the ſame time a hint conveyed, that his

being ſent back to Peterſburgh would not be acceptable. A

gentleman of the chamber to the Empreſs, called Briltzin, be

ing ſuſpected of a privity to this intrigue, was ſent away from

the court, and had a place of captain in the garriſon of Kaſan.

There he remained till the princeſs Anne made the duke of

Courland be put under arreſt: then ſhe recalled him, and

made him chamberlain, and firſt ſolicitor of the ſenate.

After that the diſturbances in Poland were quieted, Ruſſia

thought fit to begin a new war againſt the Turks. It was the

* frequent
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frequent incurſions which the Tartars had made into the Ruſ.Peº
ſian provinces, that ſerved for a pretext to this rupture. The ºgºs of

court of Peterſburgh had made reiterated complaints of them, º.º.

without receiving any ſatisfactory anſwer. In revenge of this, -

they entered into a war, which coſt them immenſe ſums, and a

great number of lives, without gaining any real advantage.

The truth, however, is, that Peter I. had already projećted

this war; having never been able to digeſt the peace of Pruth.

He had prepared large magazines on the Don, and had amaſſed a

great quantity of materials for building flat-bottomed boats to go

down the Kuieper and the Don, at Woronitz, Nowa Paulowska,

and other places on the frontiers; as alſo an ample proviſion of

arms, ammunition, and cloathing for the ſoldiers; in ſhort,

every thing was ready for opening the campaign, when death

prevented the execution of his deſigns.

As ſoon as Anne had aſcended the throne, Lowenwold, the

maſter of the horſe, brought this projećt again upon the car

pet; and Keith, who was at that time major-general, and

inſpector-general of the army, had had, in 1732, orders, when

he was to review the troops, to viſit the ſtores that had been

collected on the frontier-places, and, in caſe of his finding that

the proviſions lodged there were damaged, that he ſhould pur

chaſe freſh, and repleniſh the magazines. Keith found a great

quantity of flour in them ſpoiled, all the cloaths that had been

kept in them for years, laid in heaps, and rotten, and the arms

eaten up with ruſt; and all this through the negligence of thoſe

who had the care of them. He then laid in a great ſtore of

corn, and put the magazines into better order. The diſ

turbance that came on in Poland hindered the Empreſs

from immediately attacking the Turks, but every thing being

pacified in the reſt of Europe, ſhe judged it a favorable

time to take revenge on the Ottomans, and the more ſo, for

N their
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1735. their being engaged in a diſadvantageous war to them with

Perſia.

Ruſſia did not, however, chuſe as yet to declare herſelf

openly, it being neceſſary to complete firſt her projećted

arrangements. Her miniſter at Conſtantinople, Nepluew, who

had reſided there ſeveral years, was recalled, in order to receive

from him perſonally the moſt authentic accounts of the cir

cumſtances in which the Porte then ačtually was. He had his

audience of leave preciſely at the junčture that the Turks had

ſuffered a freſh blow from Thomas Kooley Khawn, which had

a good deal abated of the Grand Vizier's haughtineſs, inſo

much that he treated him with all the politeneſs imaginable,

endeavouring to excuſe the invaſions of the Tartars, with pro

miſe not only to hinder the like for the future, but to give all

fort of ſatisfaction to Ruſſia for the paſt. But theſe conceſſions.

came too late: the court of Peterſburgh had already taken its

reſolutions.

The general count Weiſbach, who commanded in Ukraine,

had orders, in the month of Auguſt, to aſſemble twenty thou

ſand men, and to hold them in readineſs to march ; but this.

general died juſt about the time that he was to begin the opera

tions. Upon this, the court gave the command to the lieu

tenant-general count Douglaſs; but he too happened to be.

under the circumſtances of a burning fever when the com

miſſion was brought him. At length, general Leontew was

put at the head of the troops. But by theſe meſſages to and

from Peterſburgh, there was near ſix weeks time loſt, and this.

general could not get ready to march before the beginning of

Expedition of

lieutenant

general Leon

tew againſt

the Crimea.

October.

His inſtrućtions chiefly turned on the deſigns of Ruſſia, to.

take ſatisfaction for the invaſions of the Tartars. . As to ſpeci--

fically
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fically this time of falling upon the Crimea, it had been choſen,

becauſe the Khawn was gone out of it with his beſt troops,

upon an invaſion of the Dagheſtan, a province of Perſia. The

general then had orders to march into Crimea with all poſſible

expedition, and put every thing to fire and ſword; to deliver

from ſlavery the ſubjećts of Ruſſia, and entirely to deſtroy and

exterminate the Nogay-Tartars, who inhabit the deſarts or ſteps

between the Ukrain and the Crimea, in huts which they tran

ſport from one place to another.

Leontew, for this expedition, had with him twenty thou

ſand regulars, the moſt part dragoons, and eight thouſand

Coſſacks. With this army he entered the ſteps the beginning

of Oétober. The firſt onſet of this enterpriſe was auſpicious

enough. His parties found ſeveral hordes of the Nogay

Tartars, above four thouſand of whom were maſſacred, and

very few ſpared. They got from them a great quantity of

cattle, and eſpecially of ſheep. But theſe advantages coſt the

Ruſſians dear. This expedition had been entered upon in too

advanced a ſeaſon: the paſturages began to fail; the nights,

which in that country are cold even in ſummer, began by this

time to be intolerably ſo. A ſickneſs got into the army, both

among the men and the horſes. Hardly a day paſſed without

numbers dying. They were obliged too to drag the ſick along

with them in the army, for there were no towns in thoſe deſarts

in which to form hoſpitals. The army was already in want of

many neceſſaries, and had yet ten marches to make before it could

arrive at the lines of Crimea. Leontew, with the generals and

head-officers of the regiments, held a council of war, in which

it was reſolved to return back. The army lay then incamped

near Cammenoy Saton, and the night before it ſet out on its

march back, the ſnow had fallen a foot thick on the ground,

inſomuch that above a thouſand horſes periſhed by it. The

regiments then were in a very bad pſight, when they returned

N 2 into

1735.
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1735

Lines of the

Ukrain.

into the Ukrain, where they took up their winter-quarters

towards the end of November. This expedition coſt above nine

thouſand men, and at leaſt as many horſes, without the Ruſ

ſians having obtained any advantage by it.

The court was extremely vexed at the miſcarriage of this

projećt, which they had judged impoſſible to fail. The plan

of it had been furniſhed by the deceaſed count Weiſbach; per

haps he would himſelf have executed it better than his ſucceſ

for, if he could have lived to take charge of it. The court had

not been pleaſed with Leontew's conduct, but he juſtified him

ſelf before a court-martial.

While Leontew had been taken up with his unfortunate

march, marſhal Munich was arrived in the Ukraine, and had

taken upon him the command of the troops. He then ſet to

work with all imaginable diligence, in making the proper diſ

poſitions for the enſuing campaign. He began with inſpect

ing the dock of Woronitz, and with ordering a new one to

be made at Briansk, for building ſmall veſſels that might be of

ſervice on the Boriſthenes, on the Don, and on the Black-Sea.

On his return thence, he went to viſit the lines of the Ukrain,

which he took care ſhould be repaired in many places. He

alſo had all the fortifications, or rather towns and retrenched

villages along the frontiers, put into a condition of defence

againſt the inſults of Tartars. It will be eaſily enough conceived,

that this required no great matter to accompliſh, ſince two

thouſand Tartars will never ſo much as think of attacking a

redoubt guarded by fifty men.

Here, I preſume, it will not be from my purpoſe to give an

idea of the lines of the Ukrain. They had been projected by

Peter I. to prevent the invaſion of the Tartars. After his

death, nothing was done in it, till the year 1731, that the

making
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making the lines was begun. They were finiſhed in 1733, but

the forts were not ſo till 1738. The right of theſe lines is

covered by the Knieper, the left by the Donitz. They are in

length above a hundred French leagues. At convenient diſ

tances there are forts; fifteen of which have an earthen para

pet, fraiſed; a ditch full of water, a glacis, and a paliſaded

counterſcarp. Between theſe forts there are, beſides, ſome good

redoubts and redans. There is a body of militians, twenty

thouſand dragoons, to guard them, poſted in the forts and

villages built on purpoſe for them. In time of peace they

receive one third leſs pay than the other troops; to make

amends for which, they have lands diſtributed to them, which

they cultivate. This militia is draughted from two hundred

thouſand families of gentlemen of ſmall fortunes, who inhabit

the provinces of Coursk and Rilsk. They are called in Ruſſia

Odnodwortzi; that is ſay, people poſſeſſed of but one dwelling,

They cultivate their grounds with their own hands. The two

hundred thouſand families, out of which this militia is draught

ed, are obliged to ſend every year a certain number of laborers

to aſſiſt the militia in its work at the lines. And here let me

tranſiently remark, that it is the fineſt body of troops in

Ruſſia. It is out of this body that the Empreſs Anne draughted

the regiment of guards of Iſhmaelow, and the regiment of

cuiraſſiers of count Munich. It was alſo by the counſel of

Munich that this body of militia was formed, or rather aug

mented, in 1731. For there were already ſix thouſand of

them on foot in the time of Peter I. and it was out of them

that the regiment of Iſhmaelow was taken. Theſe arrange

ments have not, however, been capable of preventing the Tar

tars from making incurſions into the Ukrain, the extent being

too great to be eaſily guarded. They have often paſſed and

repaſſed theſe lines, without the militia having hindered them.

It was only in this war that theſe vagabonds have been ſome

times well-beaten, and their plunder recovered from them,

through the good diſpoſitions made by marſhal Munich,

T]he
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1735. The plan which the count bad laid down for the campaign

was, to begin with the ſiege of Azoph, and at the ſame time to

make the greateſt efforts againſt the Tartars of Crimea, ſo as

to conquer, if poſſible, all their country, and make a ſettle

ment on the ſhore of the Black-Sea. In conſequence of this

arrangement, a great part of their magazines, which they had

been ſo long preparing, became uſeleſs to them. Munich tried

to remedy this, by having a great quantity of grain brought

from Ruſſia But notwithſtanding all the pains he took, things

did not go on ſo faſt as he wiſhed.

The regiments had orders to prepare their equipages for the

campaign. Munich introduced anew the uſe of pikes, whichhad

been abſolutely left off fince the peace of New-Stadt. Every regi

ment was obliged to provide for itſelf three hundred and fifty,

of eighteen foot long; and twenty chevaux de friſe, of a fathom

height, to defend the head of their camp. Theſe chevaux de

friſe were of great ſervice; for, as ſoon as the troops were

entered into camp, they were planted, and the army was ſafe

from all ſurpriſe, as they formed a kind of retrenchment. But

the pikes werehardly ever of any uſe but to embarraſs the ſoldiers

in their march, the ſecond rank being obliged to carry them;

beſides, their requiring the augmenting the equipages of each

regiment with two waggons, to carry the pikes of the ſick *.

The arrangements which the Ruſſians were making in the

Ukrain, and the march, however unfortunate, of general Leon

tew, gave the Porte uneaſineſs. They had received another

blow on the fide of Perſia, and were afraid of having much

the worſt of it if they were attacked at the ſame time by Ruſſia.

The Grand Vizier ſent for Mr. Wiſniako, who had ſucceeded

• Munich ordered alſo the officers and ſubalterns to quit their eſpontons and

halberds, and, in lieu of them, to take ſmall fuſils with bayonets, as being judged
of more effectual ſervice. -

7 Nepluew,

it.

3||

fit

;
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Nepleuw, and treating him very graciouſly, declared to him,

that he was fully determined to preſerve peace with all the

Chriſtian powers. He even offered to oblige the Tartars to

make good the damages they had done on the Ruſſian frontiers.

He ſpoke at the ſame time to Mr. Thalmann, embaſſador from

the court of Vienna, and to the other foreign miniſters, to en

gage them to interpoſe their good offices for reconciling the:

differences between the two courts. -

The Great Vizier did not, however, collaterally neglect to

take all the neceſſary meaſures for putting the frontiers into a

ſtate of defence. He had the garriſon of Azoph augmented,

and ſent a fleet to the Black-Sea to cover the places on that

ſide.

The maritime powers tried to diſſuade the Empreſs from be

ginning this war; but the reſolution of it was already taken.

1735. .

A part of the miniſtry of Peterſburgh, and eſpecially count Reaſon, al

Oſterman, were againſt the war. They made it appear, that ledged by a
- - t of th

the Ruſſian nation could never hope to gain any the leaſt;"

advantage by a war with the Turks; that it would coſt an im-**

menſe waſte of treaſure and of blood, without any real good

poſſible to reſult from it. Their opinion alſo was, that ſince.

the Tartars were ſpecifically thoſe that had committed hoſtili

ties on the provinces, revenge ſhould be taken on them alone,

without the making any formal declaration againſt the Porte::

that, for this purpoſe, there ſhould be got ready a competent

number of light troops, to which there ſhould be joined as

body of regulars, to march, in the proper ſeaſon, into Crimea,

carry fire and ſword into the country, as far as they could

penetrate, and then retire into the Ukrain. Of which if the

Ottoman court ſhould complain, the juſtification was ready, ,

by anſwering, that there was no ſort of intention to come to at

- rupture.
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Peclaration

of war.

rupture with them; but that, ſince after ſatisfaction had been

frequently aſked for the damages cauſed by the Tartar inva

fions, it was not obtained, poſſibly becauſe the Porte, being

otherwiſe embarraſſed, was willing to keep meaſures with the

Tartars, the Empreſs had found herſelf obliged to make uſe of

the power ſhe had in her hand, to puniſh thoſe vagrant rob

bers, whoſe intention appeared to be not only to ruin the

country, but to embroil Ruſſia with the Porte; that otherwiſe.

the Empreſs did not deſire any thing more than the living in a

perfect good underſtanding with that court.

After the war was over, it appeared very clearly, that thoſe

who were of this opinion were intirely in the right. For Ruſſia

loſt an infinite number of lives in the quarrel, and ſcarce got

any advantage by it; as, among the advantages to the ſtate,

there can hardly be reckoned the glory that her army, or rather

ſome individuals of it, acquired in the courſe of the war. But

even marſhal Munich himſelf was not of the opinion for begin

ning the war againſt the Turks, but after it was once declared,

he was not ſorry for its being ſtill continued for ſome years.

The count Oſterman, by order of the Empreſs, wrote the

Grand Vizier a long letter, which ſerved at once for a manifeſto

and for a declaration of war. IIe entered therein, into a ſpe

cification of all the infračtions of the peace, committed by the

Turks and Tartars, ſince the beginning of the current century,

and concluded with ſaying, that her Majeſty found herſelf

obliged, to have recourſe to the power which God had given her

to employ it againſt the Porte, in order to provide for the ſecu

rity of her ſubjects againſt all inſult; that ſhe did not, however,

take this reſolution without regret, and to procure to herſelf a

due ſatisfaction in proportion to the injuries and loſſes which

her empire had ſuſtained; as alſo to obtain the eſtabliſhment

of a peace, on conditions capable of guaranteeing in future, in

- the
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the moſt ſolid manner, the ſafety and tranquility of her ſtates

and ſubjećts: that ſhe would readily come into any reaſonable

terms of accommodation, to ſpare effuſion of blood; ſo that

if the Porte was in the ſame diſpoſitions, it might acquaint

her Majeſty of it, and ſend its miniſters to the frontiers, with

powers ample enough to enter into an innmediate nego

tlatl Oil.

The Grand Vizier received this letter of count Oſterman juſt

at the ſame time that he had advice of the ſiege being laid to

Azoph, and that the Ruſſian army was in full march into the

Crimea. This determined the Porte to publiſh a manifeſto at

Conſtantinople, in which war was declared againſt Ruſſia. The

Grand Vizier had a numerous army aſſembled, with which he

paſſed the Danube, but did not undertake any the leaſt thing

during the whole campaign. The Porte, in this war, obſerved

a point of policy, which it had never before pračtiſed: for it

permitted M. Wiſchniako, miniſter of Ruſſia, to withdraw

out of the Turkiſh territories; whereas, formerly, it was con

ſtantly the cuſtom of the Porte to put the miniſters of ſuch

courts as they were going to war with, under an arreſt, and to

ſend them priſoners to the Seven Towers, until the peace.

1736.

Count Munich having made all the neceſſary arrangements ºgºc of the can

for opening early the campaign, went, on the beginning of the paign, and of
month of March, to St. Anne, a fort which had been built on A..." of

the frontiers of Turky, about eight leagues from Azoph. He

there aſſembled fix regiments of infantry, three regiments of

dragoons, and full three thouſand Coſſacks of the Don. The

commandant of Azoph having intelligence of this, ſent one of

his officers to the marſhal to congratulate him on his arrival

at the frontiers; feigning to have not the leaſt apprehenſion of

his attacking him : giving him all the aſſurances of friendſhip,

with abundance of offers of ſervice on his part; adding, that

O . he
--- ---
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1736. he hoped the ſame diſpoſition from marſhal Munich, as he

could not entertain a belief that he was come into thoſe parts

with any bad intentions againſt the Porte, ſince there was no

war declared, and that, on his ſide, he had never given any cauſe

of complaint.

The Turkiſh officer was very civilly received by the marſhal,

who cauſed his forces to defile before him; but managed the

parade of them in ſuch a manner as to make this ſmall force

appear an army of twenty thouſand men. After which he ſent

him back to Azoph without any poſitive anſwer, only charging.

him with ſome compliments to the Baſhaw.

Hitherto it had ačtually been the cuſtom to aſſemble every.

year before the fort of St. Anne, a body of troops, which,

commonly remained encamped there for ſix months.

On the 27th of March, Munich paſſed the Don, and begun.

his march towards Azoph.

31ſt, Before break of day, the army being upon march, the

major-general Sparreuter was detached with fix hundred foot,

and a party of Coſſacks that were to ſerve for the vanguard, and,

to drive before them the advanced poſts of the enemy.

The general had direéted his march with ſo much precau--

tion and ſilence, that he was got to the two caſtles, ſituate on the:

banks of the Don, near Azoph, without having been perceived:

by the enemy. Theſe he attacked, and carried without the loſs,

of a ſingle man. The marſhal, who had, at the ſame time,

drawn near to the town with his army, ſeized ſeveral poſts,.

cauſed redoubts to be built at convenient diſtances to cover his

troops from any fallics from the town, which he entirely.

blockaded on the land ſide.

The
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:

The Baſhaw had, for the whole day, kept firing cannon, for

a ſignal to the inhabitants in the neighbourhood, that he was

going to be attacked, and that they ſhould retire into the town;

but all thoſe people choſe rather to ſeek ſhelter among the Tar

tars of Cuban. -

April 3, The marſhal ordered, in the night-time, the fort

of Lutick to be attacked, which was alſo carried with very

little loſs, having had but a lieutenant and three men killed, and

twelve wounded. They found there twenty cannons, iron and

braſs. Fifty Janizaries and an officer were taken priſoners in

it, and as many, at leaſt, had been killed. It was the ſame

general Sparreuter who alſo happened to be at the head of

this detachment.

April 4, The general Lewaſtchew joined the camp with a

regiment of dragoons, and three regiments of infantry. Munich

gave him the command of the troops that were to continue the

blockade of Azoph on the land ſide, till the arrival of count

Lacy, who had in charge the ſiege of the place.

1736.

April 5, Count Munich left the camp before Azoph, in March into

order to put himſelf at the head of the grand army that was

forming near Zaritzinka, a little town ſituate at the extremity

of the lines of the Ukrain, at the diſtance of two leagues from

the Boriſthenes, or Dnieper.

He arrived there the 18th. There were already at that ren

dezvous ſeveral regiments of foot and dragoons, under the

orders of the Prince of Heſſe Hombourg. The reſt of the

army got there by the 19th, 20th, and 21ſt. It conſiſted of

twelve regiments of dragoons, fifteen of foot, ten of the militia,

ten ſquadrons of Huſſars, and twelve thouſand Coſſacks, of

whom five thouſand were of the Don, three thouſand Zapo

O 2. ravians,

Crimea.

;
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1736. ravians, and the reſt from the Ukrain; ſo that, on the whole,

the army amounted to between fifty and fifty-four thouſand

II].CI]. -

The generals, who ſerved this campaign under Munich,

were the Prince of Heſſe Hombourg, grand maſter of the

ordnance, the lieutenant-generals Leontew and Iſhmaelow,

the major-generals Spiegel, Prince Repnin, Magnus Biron,

Stoffeln, Hein, Tarakanow, Leſley, and Aračtachew.

The regiments received an allowance of two months bread,

and the officers had orders to provide themſelves for at leaſt

that time. The marſhal would fain have taken with him a

greater quantity of proviſions for the army. There had been

ſtore enough laid in during the winter; but there was a want

of carriages for more. Yet he would not for that delay the

opening of the campaign, but left to the lieutenant-general

Prince Troubeltzkoi the care of this concern, with orders to

ſend him large convoys as ſoon as he could procure draught

beaſts, and for himſelf to follow. Several regiments, that, having

had their winter-quarters at too great a diſtance from the fron

tiers, could not arrive time enough at the rendezvous of the

grand army, were ordered to eſcort the convoys. But the Prince

Troubeltzkoi ačied ſo remiſsly, and with ſo much ſlowneſs,

that he had not finiſhed every thing when the army returned

into the Ukrain. The convoys he did ſend were too ſcanty

to ſuffice for the ſubſiſtence of the army, which ſuffered greatly

by famine, as will hereafter appear. Another great reaſon that

determined Munich to take the field thus, was, that never having

been in a war in that country, he knew nothing of the Crimea

but from what he had learnt of the Coſſacks, who had been

there for their trade, and believed that, as it was a country

abundantly fertile, the army would, as ſoon as it arrived there,

find ſubſiſtence enough in the enemy's territories, without need

ing advečtitious ſupplies.

The
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The army was divided into five columns. The general Spiegel rºse.

led the firſt, which made the vanguard, with three regiments of

infantry, three regiments of dragoons, and a part of the light

troops.

The Prince of Heſſe Hombourg led the ſecond.

The lieutenant-general Leontew, the third.

The lieutenant-general Iſhmaelow, the fourth.

The major-general Tarakanow, the fifth.

The marſhal, for the moſt part, marched with the vanguard.

Four of theſe columns were ſeparate from each other about the

diſtance of a march. The general Tarakanow followed more

ſlowly, not having got to the rendezvous before the others were

ſet out.

The army purſued its march along the Dnieper, or at but a

ſmall diſtance from that river, till near Kammenoi Saton, oppo

ſite to Setz, the capital of the Zaporavian Coſſacks. It was

there that the firſt columns aſſembled on the Ioth of May.

The army made ſtill five more marches without ſeeing any

thing in the leaſt of the enemy. At length, on the 17th of

May, being incamped on the ſmall river Droitzka, a party, as

near as could be gueſſed, of a hundred men, ſhewed themſelves

at about half a league diſtance from the advanced poſts. The

Coſſacks inſtantly mounted, and purſued them, but could

not overtake one. The next day, a more conſiderable body

of the enemy drew near the right wing of the army, and

retreated, without ſo much as coming to any ſkirmiſh with the

Coſſacks. - - -

- May
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1736. May 19, The marſhal ſent off five detachments, each com

tºº. poſed of four hundred dragoons, and one hundred and fifty

tars. Coſſacks; and as this country was one vaſt plain, theſe de

- tachments had orders to march at certain diſtances, within

view of each other, ſo as occaſionally to join that which ſhould

be neareſt the enemy. General Spiegel had all theſe divi

ſions under his command. They had not marched above two

leagues before they met with a party of two hundred Nogay

Tartars, who fled the inſtant that they ſaw them from afar;

but the Coſſacks overtook them, killed ſome, and made two

priſoners. The general, having orders to get as near the enemy

as he poſſibly could, had hardly proceeded two leagues farther,

before he was obliged to unite all the detachments as quick as

he could, as there was a body of twenty thouſand men advanc

ing upon him in full march. Spiegel had but juſt time to form

a ſquare of his dragoons, ordering the firſt rank to diſmount,

which found itſelf entirely ſurrounded. The enemies attacked

with the moſt horrid yells, and poured a cloud of arrows on

them. The dragoons, without being in the leaſt diſconcerted,

reſerved their fire, never diſcharging their pieces but when they

were ſure of their mark. This kept the Tartars in ſuch awe,

that they durſt not approach within a hundred paces of the

ſquare. They contented themſelves with haraſſing the troops

on all ſides, with popping off ſome carbines, and with letting

fly at them a predigious quantity of arrows. Marſhal Munich,

being appriſed of the danger in which general Spiegel was, put

himſelf at the head of three thouſand dragoons and two thou

ſand Coſſacks, and marched directly, with general Leontew,

to his relief. The colonel Dewitz, with ten companies of gre

nadiers and all the piquets of foot, followed cloſe after. As

ſoon as the enemy ſaw them approach they retreated with great

precipitation, leaving above two hundred of their dead upon

the ſpot. Spiegel had ſtood their attack for above ſix hours

running, and had not above fifty killed and wounded; among

theſe

*
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theſe laſt were he himſelf, and colonel Weiſback, and both

with arrows. This ačtion had a great effect on both ſides. The

Tartars began to ſtand more in awe of the Ruſſians than they

had ever done, who, on the other hand, conceived a hearty

‘contempt for their enemies: and this firſt impreſſion it was

that greatly contributed to the vićtories which the Ruſſians

afterwards gained over them in the courſe of this war.

It was known from the priſoners, that the Khawn, with his

whole army, conſiſting of above a hundred thouſand men, was.

encamped at twenty leagues diſtance from this ſpot, and that

the body which had retreated was commanded by the Kalga

Sultan *, who had been ſent to reconnoitre the Ruſſians, of

whoſe march the Khawn had not been appriſed above two days

before.

The army had all advanced to the field of Spiegel's battle,

the name of which was Czornia Dolina, or Black-ſoil. Here

they encamped.

May 21, The army, for the firſt time, marched in form of

a hollow-ſquare, having the baggage in the middle ; and this

order was obſerved during the whole war, whenever the army.

found itſelf near the enemy.

Some more priſoners, whom the Coſſacks took, confirmed

that the army of the enemy was at leaſt a hundred thouſand.

ſtrong; adding withal, that all the inhabitants had been

obliged to take arms to defend their lines.

* The Kalga Sultan, is the title of the generalíſimo of the Tartars. It is the

firſt poſt in that country: the Khawn generally beſtows it on his brother, or on .

the neareit of his relations, and the Kaga Sultan commonly ſucceeds to the

Khawn.

The
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1736. The army encamped at a place called Tatarſ. Kolºdºri, which

ſignifics the Tartar's well. There is no running water for above

four leagues round; but, on digging the earth, you find very

good water, at not more than a foot from the ſurface.

The army remained a few days in this camp; and, on the

24th, the Coſſacks intercepted two couriers coming from Con

ſtantinople, upon whom were found ſome letters from the

Grand Vizier to the Khawn, in which he abſolutely cut off all

hopes from him of receiving any ſuccours for that campaign.

There were alſo ſome expreſſions of anger againſt the Tartars

for drawing upon the Porte this new war.

On the 26th May, the army made a march of ſix French

leagues, and encamped on the banks of the ſmall river of Ka

lantſchi. Scarce had it marched out of its former camp, before

the ſquare of them was ſurrounded with Tartars, who attacked

them on all ſides, making hideous outcries. The Ruſſians fired

no ſmall arms at them, but played their field-pieces upon them

with ſuch ſucceſs, that, at the firſt ſhot, they killed a great num

ber. This ſtruck ſuch terror into them, that they fled in a hurry,

and took ſhelter behind their lines.

May 23, The army pitched its camp within a cannon-ſhot

of Precop. The following days were employed in erecting

batteries; and they began to bombard the town.

As ſoon as the army was arrived at the lines of Crimea,

Munich ſent a letter to the Khawn, acquainting him, that he

was ſent on the part of the Empreſs to puniſh the Tartars for

the frequent incurſions they had made into the Ukrain; that

he was proceeding to execute this order, and lay all Crimea

waſe, but that if the Khawn would ſubmit to the protection

of her imperial Majeſty, receive a Ruſſian garriſon in Precop,

and
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and oblige himſelf to acknowledge the ſovereignty of Ruſſia,

he would immediately enter into a negotiation, and ceaſe all

hoſtilities; but that the ſurrender of the town of Precop was

an indiſpenſable preliminary. In anſwer to this letter the

Khawn, on the 30th, ſent a Mirza, or Tartar gentleman, to

count Munich, to repreſent to him, that no war having been

declared, he was aſtoniſhed that they ſhould come to attack

him in his own country; that the Tartars of Crimea had never

made any irruption into Ruſſia; that if any there had been, it

muſt have been committed by the Nogays, who, though they

were under the protećtion of the Tartars of Crimea, theſe had

never been able to keep thoſe vagabonds to order, ſo that

Ruſſia ought to confine her reſentment to the guilty, and puniſh

at pleaſure all that ſhe could lay her hands on ; as, in fast, a

beginning had been made with them the laſt year; that as to

himſelf, he was too much engaged with the court of Conſtan

tinople to break with it; and that as to Precop, were he even

willing to ſurrender it, the garriſon would not conſent, con

ſiſting, as it did, of Turks, and being independent of his

orders: he entreated of the marſhal that he would in the mean

while ſuſpend hoſtilities, offering to enter into immediate nego

tiation; concluding withal, that if he was attacked he would

defend himſelf as well as he was able.

The marſhal finding there was nothing to be done with theſe

Tartars but ſword in hand, ſent the Mirza back with his

reply, that ſince his maſter would not acknowledge the favor

done him by the court of Ruſſia, in the offer of theſe mild

terms, he would ſoon ſee his country ranſacked, and his towns

burnt; that Tartar faith was too well known to be truſted on

nothing but the bare propoſal of a negotiation. The Tartar

meſſenger being diſpatched, the marſhal ordered the army to

hold itſelf in readineſs for marching.

P As

1736.
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As ſoon as the tattoo was beat, the regiments ſtood to their

arms, and marched. None were left in the camp but the ſick,

and ten men of a company to guard the baggage. The army

marched to the right in ſix columns. The fifteen hundred men

that had been allotted for the batteries had a thouſand added

to them, with orders to approach the right of the lines, and

to make a falſe attack an hour before day, to draw the atten

tion of the enemy that way. -

The army marched all night in a profound filence. They

reſted about two hours, waiting the break of day, at about a

quarter of a league's diſtance from the lines. The Tartars,

who had known nothing of the march of the army, and who

had bent the greateſt part of their forces to the ſide of the falſe

attack, were much ſurpriſed when they ſaw the Ruſſian army

formed in ſix columns, in erder of battle, on their left.

The Ruſſian troops marched with all imaginable boldneſs to

the attack. The fire of the enemy was at firſt extremely briſk;

and the ſoldiers were greatly aſtoniſhed on coming to the fide

of the ditch, at finding it ſo deep and ſo broad; but as it was

dry they threw themſelves into it, and, preſſing on, aſſiſted one

another to clamber with their pikes and bayonets; the artillery,

in the mean while, keeping up a conſtant fire againſt the

parapet.

The Tartars, ſeeing that the affair began to be ſerious, did

not wait for the ſoldiers mounting to the top, but betook them

ſelves to flight, abandoning their camp, which was poorly

enough provided. There did not then remain any the leaſt

impediment to the troops in their paſſing the lines, which are

extraordinary enough, as may be judged by the plan N° 2,

and by the following ſummary deſcription.

Their
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Attack, and

taking of the

lines of Pre
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As ſoon as the tattoo was beat, the regiments ſtood to their

arms, and marched. None were left in the camp but the ſick,

and ten men of a company to guard the baggage. The army

marched to the right in ſix columns. The fifteen hundred men

that had been allotted for the batteries had a thouſand added

to them, with orders to approach the right of the lines, and

to make a falſe attack an hour before day, to draw the atten

tion of the enemy that way. -

The army marched all night in a profound ſilence. They

reſted about two hours, waiting the break of day, at about a

quarter of a league's diſtance from the lines. The Tartars,

who had known nothing of the march of the army, and who

had bent the greateſt part of their forces to the ſide of the falſe

attack, were much ſurpriſed when they ſaw the Ruſſian army

formed in fix columns, in order of battle, on their left.

The Ruſſian troops marched with all imaginable boldneſs to

the attack. The fire of the enemy was at firſt extremely briſk;

and the ſoldiers were greatly aſtoniſhed on coming to the fide

of the ditch, at finding it ſo deep and ſo broad; but as it was

dry they threw themſelves into it, and, preſſing on, aſſiſted one

another to clamber with their pikes and bayonets; the artillery,

in the mean while, keeping up a conſtant fire againſt the

parapet.

The Tartars, ſeeing that the affair began to be ſerious, did

not wait for the ſoldiers mounting to the top, but betook them

ſelves to flight, abandoning their camp, which was poorly

enough provided. There did not then remain any the leaſt

impediment to the troops in their paſſing the lines, which are

extraordinary enough, as may be judged by the plan N° 2,

and by the following ſummary deſcription.

i

Their
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Their length is about ſeven werſts, or near two French

leagues, extending from the ſea of Azoph, or Palus Maeotis, to

to the Black-Sea. There is but one entrance to them from the

highway of the city of Precop, which is comprehended in the

lines. Along the lines there are ſix towers, defended with

cannon. The ditch is ſeventy-two feet broad, and forty-two

deep. The height, from the bottom of the ditch to the creſt

of the parapet, is ſeventy feet. The thickneſs of the parapet

is in proportion. Five thouſand men had, for ſeveral years

together, been at work to put the lines in this condition, ſo

that the Tartars imagined them inexpugnable. True it is,

that any other troops than they might have made the paſſing

them very difficult, and yet the entry into Crimea would not

have been the leſs pračticable, if they had not been paſſed.

For it was afterwards known, that the arm of the ſea of Azoph,

joining to theſe lines, is ſo near dryneſs in ſummer, as not to

have above three feet water, ſo that the lines may be turned.

The count Lacy entered Crimea by that way, the two cam

paigns following.

The towers, which, as I have remarked, are along the

lines, ſtill retained their garriſon, conſiſting of Janiſſaries.

That which was next to the army continued to fire cannon, and

killed ſome of the Ruffians. Upon which, Munich ordered

the Prince of Heſſe Hombourg to ſend againſt it an officer,

with a detachment, to ſtorm it. The captain of the grena

diers” of the regiment of Peterſburgh, happening to be near the

Prince when he received the order, deſired to be ſent on this

occaſion. The Prince granted his requeſt, and he marched

with fixty men of his company. The gate was forced open

with hatchets, notwithſtanding the conſtant firing of the

Turks. The captain entered with his men, offering to give

* Manſein, author of theſe Memoirs.

P 2 good

1735.
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Surrender of

Prºcop.

good quarter to the cnemy. They accepted it, and began to

lay down their arms, when a grenadier, giving a ſtroke with

his bayonet to a Janizary, the other Turks, irritated at this

aćtion, took to their ſabres again, and ſtood to their defence.

They killed ſix grenadiers, and wounded ſixteen, including the

captain ; in revenge of which, the whole hundred and ſixty,

who were the garriſon of this tower, were, every man, maſ

ſacred. Thoſe of the other towers were wiſer; they fled in

time, and followed the Tartars.

Marſhal Munich next ordered the Baſhaw, commander of

Precop, to be ſummoned to ſurrender the place. He aſked a

truce of twenty-four hours to conſider of it, which was granted

*

him.

June 1, The Baſhaw ſent two officers to the marſhal, to

demand a free paſſage out with his garriſon to go and join the

Khawn of Tartary. But it was inſiſted that they ſhould ſur

render as priſoners of war. However, upon his refuſal, and

after ſeveral parleys, it was promiſed him, that he ſhould be

eſcorted to the firſt ſeaport, to be embarked there with his

garriſon and attendants for Turky, upon engaging not to ſerve

for two years to come againſt the Ruſſian army. But this

capitulation was not obſerved: on coming out of the town,

the commandant, with his whole garriſon, of full two thouſand

five hundred and fifty-four men, were made priſoners of war;

and when he complained of this treatment, he was told for an

ſwer, that the Porte and the Khawn had detained above two

hundred Ruſſian merchants, contrary to the ſtipulation made

in the laſt treaty, for which reaſon they would not be releaſed

till thoſe people were ſet at liberty.

The place of the Turkiſh garriſon was now ſupplied by eight

hundred grenadiers. Count Munich took up his quarters in

the

8
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the town; the magazines in which were not over well pro

vided. There were found ſixty cannon in the place and in the

towers, ſome with the Ruſſian arms upon them, that had been

loſt in the laſt unfortunate march that Gallitzin had made into

Crimea in the laſt century, The town of Precop contains

about eight hundred houſes, the greateſt part of which are of

wood : the ſtreets are, as in all the Turkiſh towns, very nar

row; the walls are flanked with towers, built in the ancient

manner of fortification, but of a kind of bad ſand-ſtone that

crumbles away at the firſt cannon-ſhot. In ſhort, Precop was

in no condition to ſtand a ſiege.

The marſhal put the regiment of Beloſer into the town, and

made Dewitz, colonel of that regiment, commandant of the

place. He left him, beſides, fix hundred Coſſacks, and made

the other requiſite diſpoſitions for the guard of the lines.

1736.

* *

On the fourth of June, lieutenant-general Leontew was Gen. Leon

detached with ten thouſand regulars, and three thouſand Coſ- ...”

ſacks, toward Kinburn, a ſmall fortified town on the ſide of to take sin.
burn.

\

|

the mouth of the Knieper, oppoſite to Ockzakow, with orders

to take it, and hinder the Tartars of Budziach from paſſing the

river.

*

On the ſame day, the marſhal held a council of war on the

operations that were to be reſolved on for the remainder of the

campaign. The opinion of almoſt all the generals was, to

encamp with the army about Precop, to wait there the end of

the campaign, and only to ſend parties into the country to lay

it waſte. But Munich, whoſe mind, did not run upon any

thing leſs than the conqueſt of Crimea, did not reliſh this

counſel. He remonſtrated, to them that they would gain nothing

by that; that the redućtion of Precop would be of no ſervice

if they did not purſue the victory; that it was too dangerous to

- -- ſend.
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1736. ſend off ſmall parties, as they could not penetrate any confi

derable way into the country without being cut off or defeated.

The generals repreſented thereon, that the army not having

bread for above twelve days, there was a neceſſity for at leaſt

waiting for the arrival of the firſt convoys with proviſions.

To this Munich rejoined, that as the army was in an enemy's

country, it was but right to endeavour to make it ſubſiſt at the

expence of the Tartars; that the capital advantage which the

court had to expect from that campaign was, their not giving

a moment's breathing-time to thoſe robbers, and the ruining

their whole country, if it was not found practicable to gain a

more ſolid ſettlement in it. At the ſame time, he ordered the

army to be ready for marching the next day. It is from that

moment that marſhal Munich and the Prince Heſſe Hombourg

ceaſed to be friends: the condućt of that Prince, during this

campaign and the enſuing one, did not do him much honor.

Thearmyen. It was on the 5th of June that the marſhal left the adjacent

.º:. parts of Precop to penetrate into the center of the Crimea. The

Tartars had entirely ſurrounded the army, who kept on con

ſtantly marching in a ſquare; they haraſſed them inceſſantly,

but always at a good diſtance; and if they approached within

the reach of the cannon, it was only firing a few ſhot at them,

and they preſently ſcampered away.

June the 8th, they might have gained a confiderable advan

tage over the Ruſſians, if they had but known how to avail

themſelves of the opportune moment. The army marching on

the road of Korlow, was arrived at an arm of the ſea, called

Baltſtchick, which it was neceſſary to paſs. They had no

bridge; the Coſſacks diſcovered ſeveral fords, which the army

paſſed, but this made an opening of more than fifteen hundred

paces in the ſquare. The Tartars ſeeing this, a troop of about

two hundred horſe ruſhed into it, full ſpeed; but, inſtead of

attacking
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attacking the troops, they ran ſtrait to the baggage for plunder,

and their army, which was not above a cannon-ſhot diſtant,

remained tranquil ſpectators; this gave time to the Ruſſians to

cloſe their ranks again, and a good number of the enemy were

killed, the reſt had courage enough to cut their way out with

their ſabres. -

l 736.

On the 9th, the army halted. The general having notice Expedition

that the enemy were encamped at not above three leagues from

him, detached in the evening all the grenadiers in the army,

under general Hein, with fifteen hundred dragoons, and two

thouſand Coſſacks of the Don, with order to march in the

night, with all poſſible precaution, and to try to ſurpriſe the

enemies by break of day.

If any other than general Hein had been pitched upon for

this expedition, it would, in all probability, have ſucceeded,

and the beſt part of the enemy's army would have been de

ſtroyed; but this man, inſtead of haſtening his march, amuſed

himſelf half the night with marſhaling his troops, and then

kept marching very ſlowly. The Coſſacks of the Don, who

were gone on before, fell, by break of day, upon the camp of

the Tartars, whom they found, for the moſt part, aſleep, and

immediately put all to the ſword that were in their way. In

the mean time, the alarm ſpreading through the camp of the

enemies, they ran to their horſes, mounted, and ſeeing they

had none but Coſſacks to deal with, attacked them in their turn,

and obliged them to retreat with confiderable loſs; they would

even have totally defeated them, if they had not perceived the

march of the detachment under general Hein. Then, indeed,

they themſelves fled, and abandoned their camp, with a great

quantity of forage, and a number of tents. -

The marſhal had, at the firſt break of day, begun his march

with the whole army; and, coming up, pitched his camp on

3 - the

of general

Hein.
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The taking

of Korlow.

the ground which the enemies had juſt quitted. The loſs had

been near equal on both fides; about three hundred men of

each ; the greateſt difference was, that the enemies had loſt

ſeveral officers of diſtinčtion. Hein, who had failed of execut

ing the marſhal's orders, was put under arreſt, and tried by a

court-martial, who condemned him to be degraded from his

rank and nobility, and to ſerve the reſt of his life in quality of

a private dragoon in the militia. This ſentence was literally

executed : a puniſhment rigorous enough for one ſingle act of

cowardice, or perhaps only of ſtupidity, for want of knowing

how to make the proper diſpoſitions: but ſuch ſtrictneſs is

indiſpenſably neceſſary in Ruſſia, where inſtances of mildneſs do

not make ſo much impreſſion as examples of ſeverity, none being

accuſtomed to do any thing but as they are compelled to it by

force. -

Though the projećt of ſurpriſing and defeating the Tartar

army had not ſucceeded according to deſire, they durſt not,

however, after that, encamp ſo near the Ruſſian army, and

would let it paſs unmoleſted for many days together, never

ſhewing themſelves but in ſmall parties, and at a great diſtance.

The army ſtill continued its march towards Korlow, and on

the 15th of June arrived within two leagues of the town, in

which they ſaw a great fire.

On the 16th, count Munich detached all the grenadiers of

the army, with the Coſſacks of the Don, and the Zaporavians,

under the command of the general Magnus Biron, to attack

Korlow. They found the gates of the town open, and all the

ſuburbs burnt, in which the Tartars had been, who had ſet fire

to the greateſt part of the houſes belonging to the Chriſtian

merchants. All the Turkiſh inhabitants had retreated towards

Bächti-Serai, and the Turkiſh garriſon had embarked on board

- thirty
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thirty veſſels for Conſtantinople. There had remained in the

town only about forty Armenian merchants.

Korlow has good ſtone-walls, flanked with great towers; the

ditch is cut into the rock, and very broad. The port is very

ſafe and ſpacious, capable of containing two hundred veſſels.

It is the moſt trading town of the Crimea. There are two

thouſand five hundred houſes in it, moſt of them of ſtone. It

has ſome fine moſques, and the Chriſtians have a church in the

ſuburbs. The Turks commonly keep a garriſon of three thou

ſand men in it. The inhabitants had, on their retreating,

endeavoured as much as poſſible to conceal their effects, bury

ing them under ground, or throwing them into wells, but the

Coſſacks and ſoldiers ſoon knew how to find them out, and

made a very great booty of gold and filver, pearls, rich ſtuffs,

cloaths, &c. There was particularly ſo great a quantity of

copper-veſſels, that it was impoſſible to carry them all away.

There were, beſides, found one and twenty braſs cannon,

and a prodigious quantity of lead; as alſo ſuch great ſtores

of rice and wheat as were ſufficient to have formed a ma

gazine for an army much more numerous than that of Ruſſia.

Marſhal Munich cauſed an allowance of theſe for thirty-four

days to be diſtributed to the whole army, for it had already

begun to be in want of bread. Water had alſo been very

ſcanty on the road from Precop to Korlow. The Tartars, in

their flight from the villages, not content with conſuming and

burning all the forages, had ſpoilt all the water of the wells,

by throwing all ſort of filth into them, and river-water is very

ſcarce in thoſe countries; there not being from Precop to Kor

low, which is a diſtance of about thirty-five French leagues,

but three ſtreams of freſh water; for, in the Crimea, there are

lakes of ſalt water, from which iſſue rivulets, the water of

which is not dinkable. It may eaſily be imagined that this

made the troops ſuffer a good deal, and that diſeaſes could not

Q_ fail

1736.
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1736. fail of getting among them. But what completed the enfeebling

them, was, that the common ſoldiers, who are not uſed to eat

other than ſouriſh bread, made of rice, were obliged to eat the

ſweeter bread of wheat, which they ground themſelves in hand

mills that were taken in the villages through which the army

paſſed, and which were all reduced to aſhes. The Coſſacks

had found means to carry off ten thouſand ſheep, and ſome

hundreds of horned cattle, which rejoiced the ſoldiers extremely,

who had not eaten a bit of fleſh-meat for fifteen days paſt.

On the 18th of June, major-general Leſly arrived at the

army, with a convoy he had brought of ſome proviſions from

the Ukrain, under the eſcort of two thouſand men. He had

been on the 11th attacked by the whole army of the enemy,

but he had made ſo good an uſe of two field-pieces which he

had taken with him from Precop, that the enemy, after having

haraſſed him for four hours together, and loſt a great number

of their people, had been obliged to retreat. The Tartars had

come as far as the chevaux de friſe, ſo near, that the general

killed one of them with his own hand, by a ſtroke of his

ſword.

The army remained encamped five days near Korlow, to take

reſt, and to have ſome bread baked. On the 21ſt, they reſumed

their march for Bachtſchi-Serai, keeping along the ſhore of the

Black-Sea.

Since that the troops had entered the Crimea, they had never

yet found water or forage in ſuch plenty as now: for the ene

my, not having imagined that they would take this road, had

ſpoilt nothing. Munich, to deceive them the more, had had

it given out, that he would return to Precop by another road,

The Tartars bit at this, and made a great waſte on the other

fide of the country.

On
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On the 22d, the marſhal diſpatched the lieutenant-general 1736.

Iſhmaelow, and the major-general Leſly, with two regiments of

dragoons, four regiments of foot, and ſome Coſſacks, to the left

of the army, to diſlodge the enemies from ſome villages. They

made a greater reſiſtance than had been expected, but, at length,

they were forced, and put to flight. There was found in them

a great quantity of cattle, which were brought to the army, and

diſtributed to the ſoldiers. The Ruſſians had, at this rencoun

ter, an officer and two Coſſacks killed, a major and twenty

men wounded.

On the ſame day, intelligence was got from the priſoners, that

the Khawn expected ſix or ſeven thouſand Turks, which the

captain Baſhaw was to ſend him from the fleet that was arrived

in the port of Caffa, not having been able to undertake any

thing againſt the Ruſſians before Azoph.

On the 27th, the army reached the ſtreights of the defiles The taking.

that cover that country about Bachtſchi-Serai. The enemies ...”

were diſcovered encamped oppoſite to them, advantageouſly, on

the eminences. As the road, unavoidably to be paſſed for

getting to Bachtſchi-Serai, was extremely difficult, it was neceſ

ſary to ſteal this march upon the enemy; the marſhal was then

reſolved to go on with none but the flower of his army, leaving

the baggages and the ſick, with the reſt of the troops, behind,

under the orders of the major-general Spiegel. As ſoon as the

retreat was beat in the evening, he began his march, which

they continued with ſo much order and filence, that he turned

the camp of the enemies, without their knowing in the leaſt

any thing of the matter; ſo that they were much ſurpriſed at

ſeeing, by the break of day, the Ruſſians juſt by Bachtſchi

Serai. A body of Tartars, intermixed with Janiſſaries, advanced

with fury directly againſt the Coſſacks of the Don, and Wolo

dimer's regiment of foot poſted near them: they attacked with

Q_2 ſuch
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1736. ſuch vigor, that they made the Coſſacks give way, and took a

cannon of that regiment: but the marſhal cauſing five other

regiments to advance, with ſome pieces of cannon, under

major-general Leſley, the enemies could not long ſtand the fire,

but fled, and left behind them the cannon which they had taken.

After the retreat of the enemy, Munich ſent one fourth of

the army into the town, to plunder it, while the reſt remained

under arms. All the inhabitants had quitted the town, and

carried off the beſt of their effects into the mountains ; not

withſtanding which, there was ſtill a conſiderably booty made."

Bachtſchi-Seraj ſignifies in Engliſh the palace of the garden,

and is the uſual reſidence of the Khawn of Crimea. It is ſitu

ate in a deep valley, and contains about two thouſand houſes,

of which one third belongs to the Chriſtian Greeks, who have

a church there. Here is alſo a miſſion of Jeſuits, but as they

had been obliged to follow the Khawn, their dwelling and

library were as little ſpared as the other houſes. The palace

of the Khawn, which contained ſeveral ſpacious buildings,

tolerably good and very neat, was, as well as the whole town,

reduced to aſhes. It had no fortification. -

As ſoon as the enemies had been repulſed from about

Bachtſchi-Serai, they detached a large body of troops to attack

general Spiegel andthe baggage. They found the Coſſacks of

Ukrain out of the camp, buſy at foraging: theſe they attacked,

and had ſome advantage over them, killing two hundred of

them, and making ſome priſoners; but they could make no

impreſſions on the regulars; they attacked ſeveral times the

barricades, formed with the baggage-waggons, but were always.

repulſed with loſs, ſo that, at length, they abandoned their

enterpriſe.

June
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June 29, The army quitted the neighbourhood of Bachtſchi

Serai, and encamped on the banks of the river Almas, where

it was joined by the baggage.

July 3, The marſhal detached lieutenant-general Iſhmaélow

and the major-general Biron, with eight thouſand regulars, two

thouſand Coſſacks, and ten pieces of cannon, to attack the town

of Ach-Metzid, or Sultan-Serai (this laſt ſignifies the palace of

the Sultan) being the reſidence of the Kalga Sultan, and of the

principal Mirzas. They found hardly any one in it, the inha

bitants having quitted it two days before. All the proviſions

were carried to the camp; the town itſelf, which contained

about eighteen hundred houſes, moſtly of wood, was reduced

to aſhes. The enemies attacked this detachment in their return,

and met with their uſual treatment. The Ruſſians had four

ſoldiers and fix Coſſacks killed, and a few wounded.

Since that day, the army never ſaw the enemy but at a diſ

tance, and divided into ſmall parties. A Georgian, who had

made his eſcape from ſlavery, brought advice, that the Turks

were retreated to Caffa, and the Tartars into the mountains,

in the reſolution of not fatiguing themſelves any longer to no

purpoſe, in diſputing the paſſes, but only to have ſmall parties

of obſervation follow the Ruſſian army.

Hitherto the army had conſtantly kept the road to Caffa,

and the marſhal would have been very glad to make himſelf

maſter of it, and to have formed there a ſolid ſettlement, but

the army was almoſt viſibly diminiſhing; a third of it was ſick,

and the reſt of it was ſo weak, that they could hardly draw

their legs after them. I have above ſet forth ſome of the rea

ſons of this, to which was added, the heat, which became ex

ceſſive; ſo that it was decided for returning to Precop, to give

the troops reſt and refreſhment from the overpowering heats.

* .. * - - The

3

1736.
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1736. The enemies had laid the whole country waſte round Caffa,

and burnt all the villages, to deprive the Ruſſians of all ſubſiſt

ence, a meaſure they much repented, when they ſaw them take

the way to Precop.

July 17, The army encamped near Precop, and were extremely

rejoiced at finding biſcuits there for fifteen day's allowance,

which the major-general Arachtſchew had brought from Ukrain,

with two regiments of dragoons. On this occaſion, a good

number of vićtualers were arrived there, with wine and other

proviſions, ſo that the troops, after all the fatigues they had

undergone, ſaw a kind of abundance reign in the camp.

July 18, Colonel Wedell arrived, with a reinforcement of

three regiments of dragoons, who had been upon the Don; under

whoſe eſcort there came another convoy of proviſions, but an

inconſiderable one. Forages being very ſcarce in the lines,

Wedell had orders to encamp in the deſert, ſix leagues from

Precop. The marſhal, on his arrival at Precop, received advice

from general Leontew, that he had, with his body of troops,

advanced to near Kinburn, whence he had ſent an aid-de

camp to ſummon the commandant, who had immediately

entered into negotiation, and had ſurrendered the place upon

the terms granted to him of retreating to Ockzakow with his

garriſon, conſiſting of two thouſand Janiſſaries, ſo that the

taking this town did not coſt Ruſſia a ſingle man; and, indeed,

in the whole expedition, there had not been above three or four

men killed in any ſkirmiſh. Two hundred and fifty Ruſſians, de

tained in ſlavery at Kinburn, were delivered; and, in the town,

there were found forty-five braſs cannon, and three thouſand

horſes.

The Coſſacks had carried off from the country thirty thou

ſand ſheep, and four or five thouſand horned cattle, which the

inhabitants
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inhabitants had hid in the woods. After the redućtion of Kin- 1736.

burn, Leontew remained quiet with his troops, encamped

under that fort, having nothing to do, as neither the Turks nor

the Tartars of Budziack preſented themſelves to paſs the

Dnieper.

The Turkiſh garriſon of Precop, made priſoners as above

ſet forth, who had been carried with the army in all its marches,

were ſent to the Ukrain, under a good eſcort; for the Khawn

not having releaſed the Ruſſian merchants whom he kept pri

ſoners, againſt the ſtipulation of the laſt treaties, the court of

Peterſburgh thought it juſt to uſe repriſals with this garriſon.

ſea of Azoph, adjoining to the lines of Precop, is fordable in:

many places, and that the Tartars were, by that way, ſending

great detachments to attack the redoubts, which had been built

in the deſerts, to facilitate the communication with the Ukrain,

as alſo the arrival thence of the convoys, he ſent general Spie

gel, with five regiments of dragoons and two thouſand Coſ

ſacks, to hinder the enemies getting out of the Crimea, and to

examine well the paſſes.

Upon advice which the marſhal received, that the arm of the Gen. Spiegel

Notwithſtanding all the precautions that the marſhal could

take againſt the Tartars, theſe vagrant robbers found means,

from time to time, to carry off horſes and cattle from the army,

eſpecially ſince its return under Precop; for the forage failing

all round the camp, they were obliged to ſend the horſes to the

other ſide of the lines, at ſix leagues diſtance from the camp.

This, it is true, was never done but under a good guard, and

yet the Tartars ſurpriſed ſome, and in fifteen days carried off

from the army more than fifteen hundred horſes. Purſuits

were often ſent after them, but there was no overtaking

them.

4. - To
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1736. To economiſe the proviſions and forage, which became every

day more and more ſcarce, the Zaporavian Coſſacks, and

thoſe of the Ukrain, had permiſſion to return home. The

former had orders to ſend often parties toward Ockzakow and

Bender, to get intelligence of the deſigns of the Turks, and of

where their army lay.

ºãº The marſhal, having repreſented to the court the impoſſibility

...of maintaining himſelf in the Crimea, received orders to return

turns to the into the Ukrain with his army. To facilitate his march, he
Ukrain, - - - -

detached major-general Biron, with ſix regiments of dragoons

and two thouſand Coſſacks of the Don, to eſcort the ſick.

Auguſt 25, Three thouſand men were ordered to raze the

lines in ſeveral places, and to demoliſh the towers. There were

mines alſo applied to the walls of Precop.

Auguſt 27, All the artillery and the garriſon were withdrawn

from the place, and, on the 28th, in the morning, the Ruſſian

army departed out of the Crimea, marching in two columns.

About an hour afterwards, the mines ſprung, and threw down

a part of the walls, and ſome of the houſes of the town of Precop.

The army marched on very quietly, from its leaving Crimea,

to the 27th of September, that it arrived on the banks of the

Samara, without the enemies having once dared to attack them.

They were too much taken up with their joy, at ſeeing them

ſelves delivered from ſuch troubleſome gueſts, and had, beſides,

too much to do to get themſelves into ſome order again, for

them to think of undertaking to moleſt the Ruſſians in their

I'etreat.

. Sept. 2, General Leontew rejoined the army, with the body

of troops under his command, and brought to it twenty thou

ſand
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ſand out of the thirty thouſand ſheep they had taken. They

were diſtributed among the army. Spiegel, who had been ſent

to hinder the Tartars from paſſing the fords of the ſea at

Azoph, had orders to march ſtrait to Backmouth, and to recon

noitre well the ground there, in order to know whether it was

eaſier to march into Crimea by that way, or along the Dnieper.

The reſult was, that they would not only, by that way, be

gainers, in point of diſtance, but that the marches were even

more commodious as to wood and water. Accordingly, marſhal

Lacy, who commanded in the two following campaigns the

expeditions into Crimea, ever took that road.

Spiegel had been attacked one only time upon his march,

but having repulſed the enemy with a conſiderable loſs, they

durſt not return to it.

The marſhal being arrived at the river Samara, took a

review of all his regiments, and found thoſe that had gone

through the march with him into Crimea terribly changed.

All of them had been complete * at the opening of the cam

paign, and now there was not one that could muſter ſix hun

dred men under its colors, ſo that the one half of this army

had periſhed in this one campaign: and what is the more

remarkable, not two thouſand men had been killed or taken

by the enemy, including even the loſs of the Coſſacks. There

were none but the body of troops detached under lieutenant

general Leontew that were in any ſtate of preſervation, and he

had had no loſs, having remained quiet in the camp at Kin

bourn after the taking that town.

* A regiment of foot at that time had two battalions, and was compoſed of

twelve hundred and eighty rank and file men; and with the officers, ſubalterns,

&c. amounted to fifteen hundred and ſeventy-five men. The complement of

a regiment of dragoons, including officers, ſubalterns and private, was twelve

hundred and thirty-one.

R The
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1736.

Continua

tion of the

ſiege of

Azoph.

The regiments were ſent back into winter-quarters in the

Ukrain, but care was taken to diſtribute them ſo, that they

could aſſemble at the ſhorteſt warning, in caſe of the Tartars

attempting in winter an invaſion of the Ruſſian territories.

While the marſhal Munich had been engaged in the Crimea,

general Lacy had carried on the ſiege of Azoph, of which I

ſhall here ſet down the moſt remarkable events.

Munich having quitted the body of troops appointed to form

this ſiege, general Lewaſchew, who was to have the command

of it till the arrival of count Lacy, ſtreightened more and more

the blockade, and took particular care to fortify his camp, ſo

as not to have any inſult to fear from the beſieged; their gar

riſon being at the leaſt as numerous as the regular troops the

Ruſſians had before the place.

April 14, Three hundred horſe, and as many foot of the

garriſon, made a ſally to carry off a convoy of a hundred and

fifty waggons, that were eſcorted by only a lieutenant and a

hundred men; this officer, ſeeing, from a good diſtance, the

Turks coming towards him, formed a retrenchment of theſe

waggons, and defended himſelf ſo well for two hours together,

that he gave the Coſſacks time to come to his aſſiſtance, and

the enemy was driven back to the town again.

The beſiegers, not diſcouraged by this bad ſucceſs, ventured,

two days afterwards, another ſally, of a thouſand Janiſaries,

and five hundred horſe, who came to attack the redoubts which

had been built to ſtreigthen the place. Their cavalry fell im

petuouſly on the Coſſacks of the Don, poſted between the

redoubts, while the Janiſaries attacked one of the redoubts

with all the bravery imaginable, but they were ſeveral times

repulſed, and at length put to flight, and purſued to the town.

9 The
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1736.

Continua

tion of the

ſiege of

Azoph.

The regiments were ſent back into winter-quarters in the

Ukrain, but care was taken to diſtribute them ſo, that they

could aſſemble at the ſhorteſt warning, in caſe of the Tartars

attempting in winter an invaſion of the Ruſſian territories.

While the marſhal Munich had been engaged in the Crimea,

general Lacy had carried on the fiege of Azoph, of which I

ſhall here ſet down the moſt remarkable events.

Munich having quitted the body of troops appointed to form

this ſiege, general Lewaſchew, who was to have the command

of it till the arrival of count Lacy, ſtreightened more and more

the blockade, and took particular care to fortify his camp, ſo

as not to have any inſult to fear from the beſieged; their gar

riſon being at the leaſt as numerous as the regular troops the

Ruſſians had before the place.

April 14, Three hundred horſe, and as many foot of the

garriſon, made a ſally to carry off a convoy of a hundred and

fifty waggons, that were eſcorted by only a lieutenant and a

hundred men; this officer, ſeeing, from a good diſtance, the

Turks coming towards him, formed a retrenchment of theſe

waggons, and defended himſelf ſo well for two hours together,

that he gave the Coſſacks time to come to his aſſiſtance, and

the enemy was driven back to the town again.

The beſiegers, not diſcouraged by this bad ſucceſs, ventured,

two days afterwards, another ſally, of a thouſand Janiſaries,

and five hundred horſe, who came to attack the redoubts which

had been built to ſtreigthen the place. Their cavalry fell im

petuouſly on the Coſſacks of the Don, poſted between the

redoubts, while the Janiſaries attacked one of the redoubts

with all the bravery imaginable, but they were ſeveral times

repulſed, and at length put to flight, and purſued to the town.

9 The
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1736.

Continua

tion of the

ſiege of

Azoph.

The regiments were ſent back into winter-quarters in the

Ukrain, but care was taken to diſtribute them ſo, that they

could aſſemble at the ſhorteſt warning, in caſe of the Tartars

attempting in winter an invaſion of the Ruſſian territories.

While the marſhal Munich had been engaged in the Crimea,

general Lacy had carried on the ſiege of Azoph, of which I

ſhall here ſet down the moſt remarkable events.

Munich having quitted the body of troops appointed to form

this ſiege, general Lewaſchew, who was to have the command

of it till the arrival of count Lacy, ſtreightened more and more

the blockade, and took particular care to fortify his camp, ſo

as not to have any inſult to fear from the beſieged; their gar

riſon being at the leaſt as numerous as the regular troops the

Ruſſians had before the place.

April 14, Three hundred horſe, and as many foot of the

garriſon, made a ſally to carry off a convoy of a hundred and

fifty waggons, that were eſcorted by only a lieutenant and a

hundred men; this officer, ſeeing, from a good diſtance, the

Turks coming towards him, formed a retrenchment of theſe

waggons, and defended himſelf ſo well for two hours together,

that he gave the Coſſacks time to come to his aſſiſtance, and,

the enemy was driven back to the town again.

The beſiegers, not diſcouraged by this bad ſucceſs, ventured,

two days afterwards, another ſally, of a thouſand Janiſaries,

and five hundred horſe, who came to attack the redoubts which

had been built to ſtreigthen the place. Their cavalry fell im

petuouſly on the Coſſacks of the Don, poſted between the

redoubts, while the Janiſaries attacked one of the redoubts

with all the bravery imaginable, but they were ſeveral times

repulſed, and at length put to flight, and purſued to the town.
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1736.

Continua

tion of the

ſiege of

Azoph.

The regiments were ſent back into winter-quarters in the

Ukrain, but care was taken to diſtribute them ſo, that they

could aſſemble at the ſhorteſt warning, in caſe of the Tartars

attempting in winter an invaſion of the Ruſſian territories.

While the marſhal Munich had been engaged in the Crimea,

general Lacy had carried on the ſiege of Azoph, of which I

ſhall here ſet down the moſt remarkable events.

Munich having quitted the body of troops appointed to form

this ſiege, general Lewaſchew, who was to have the command

of it till the arrival of count Lacy, ſtreightened more and more

the blockade, and took particular care to fortify his camp, ſo

as not to have any inſult to fear from the beſieged; their gar

riſon being at the leaſt as numerous as the regular troops the

Ruſſians had before the place.

April 14, Three hundred horſe, and as many foot of the

garriſon, made a ſally to carry off a convoy of a hundred and

fifty waggons, that were eſcorted by only a lieutenant and a

hundred men; this officer, ſeeing, from a good diſtance, the

Turks coming towards him, formed a retrenchment of theſe

waggons, and defended himſelf ſo well for two hours together,

that he gave the Coſſacks time to come to his aſſiſtance, and

the enemy was driven back to the town again.

The beſiegers, not diſcouraged by this bad ſucceſs, ventured,

two days afterwards, another ſally, of a thouſand Janiſaries,

and five hundred horſe, who came to attack the redoubts which

had been built to ſtreigthen the place. Their cavalry fell im

petuouſly on the Coſſacks of the Don, poſted between the

redoubts, while the Janiſaries attacked one of the redoubts

with all the bravery imaginable, but they were ſeveral times

repulſed, and at length put to flight, and purſued to the town.
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The enemy loſt above a hundred men in this affair, together

with the commanding officer of the ſally. The beſiegers had

in all but ſeventeen men killed and wounded.

May 6, Almoſt the whole garriſon ſallied out of the town to

attack the Ruſſian army. The general, who had had previous

information of it, poſted the Coſſacks of the Don in an ambuſ

cade, where they waited till the greateſt part of the enemies

were paſſed; then, ruſhing out on a ſudden, attacked the ene

mies at once flank and rear, overthrew all in their way, and

obliged them to fly for ſhelter to their walls, after having ſuf

fered a confiderable loſs. After this rencounter, the beſieged

remained quiet for ſome time.

May 15, General Lacy arrived at length at the camp before

Azoph, having narrowly eſcaped being taken by the Tartars.

This general, whom the Empreſs had, in the month of

February, raiſed to the rank of marſhal, had commanded the

auxiliary troops ſent to the Emperor of Germany. Theſe he

had orders to quit, and to repair to Azoph, to take charge of the

ſiege. To accelerate his voyage and arrival at the army, he

had taken but a ſmall eſcort of Coſſacks, who rode before his

poſt-chaiſe, at ſome hundreds of paces diſtance. In the way

from the lines of the Ukrain to Izoum, it is neceſſary to paſs a

deſart of about three French leagues in length. The eſcort

was attacked by a party of Tartars, who were hovering there

abouts, and all of it diſperſed or taken, ſo that the marſhal

had ſcarce time to ſave himſelf on horſeback. He owed his

eſcape then purely to the paſſion which the Tartars had for

pillaging his carriage; for without that retardment it would

have been impoſſible for him to have got off.

On the ſame day that Lacy arrived before Azoph, the trenches

were opened, and puſhed with great vivacity.

R 2 The
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1736. The generals, who commanded under the marſhal Lacy,

were the general Lewaſchew, the lieutenant-general count Dou

glaſs, and the major-generals Brigny, ſenior, Brilly, Spar

reuter, and Brigny, junior.

May 19, The vice-admiral Bredal, who had come down the

Don with fifteen galleys, nine prahms, and a number of other

veſſels, arrived near Azoph, having the heavy artillery or bat

tering pieces on board, which were immediately landed. The

ſame day a reinforcement of four regiments of foot and two of

dragoons arrived at the camp.

May 20, Major-general Brigny was ordered, with four huri

dred foot, and a hundred and fifty Coſſacks, to ſeize a poſt near

the retrenchment that covered the town. He ſucceeded, and

made a lodgment there. Upon which the enemies made a ſally

with three hundred horſe, and five hundred Janiſaries, to retake

it. They attacked with ſuch fury, that the detachment of the

beſiegers was obliged to retreat, with a good deal of loſs: but

Brigny being ſuſtained in time, the enemy were, on their part,

repulſed, having a conſiderable number of men killed. After

that the artillery was landed, the marſhal ordered the vice

admiral Bredal to poſt himſelf with his fleet in ſuch a manner

as to batter the town on its ſide to the water. This order was

ſupremely well executed; the prahms never ceaſed, night or

day, battering the place, and throwing bombs into it.

TheTurkiſh fleet, under the captain Baſhaw Dgianam Codja,

came to the Palus Maeotis, to ſuccour Azoph, but could under

take nothing, the mouth of the Don being almoſt entirely bar

red with the ſands and ſhallows, ſo that in the deepeſt places

there were not above three or four feet water: whereas the

Ruſſian fleet was ſo advantageouſly poſted, that the captain

Baſhaw could not ſend any the leaſt aſſiſtance to Azoph, either

l ll
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in ſloops, or other flat-bottomed veſſels, and conſequently was

obliged to go away without doing any thing. It is, however,

theſe ſhallows at the mouth of the Don that were the cauſe of

the Ruſſian ſleet's not ačting more effectually on the ſea of

Azoph, as there was no getting any veſſels into it, but double

floops and other ſmall flat-bottomed veſſels, with which admiral

Bredal aſſiſted the two next campaigns, as will be ſubſequently

ſhewn.

Lacy, willing to ſpare his men, had the works carried on only

by the ſap, which he continued till the nineteenth of June. In

the mean while, the beſieged made ſeveral ſallies, but without

any effect. -

June 14, The beſiegers having advanced to within forty

paces of the paliſaded line, the Turks made a grand ſally upon

them, drove them from the trenches, and filled up a part of

their works. Marſhal Lacy and general Douglaſs, having haſten

ed to their aſſiſtance with freſh troops, made the enemies be

attacked, who were not only repulſed, but diſpoſſeſſed of a

poſt which they had maintained within twenty paces of the

paliſades. The Ruſſians inſtantly made a lodgment there, and

began to raiſe three batteries on that ſpot. The Ruſſians,

however, loſt a good many men in that encounter; the marſhal

himſelf was wounded in the thigh with a gun-ſhot, and had

run a great riſque of being taken priſoner, as he advanced

rather too far, to animate his men: he had been ſurrounded by

the Turks. -

The enemies, not chufing to have the beſiegers in quiet poſ

feſſion of the poſt they had taken from them, made continually

ſailies; but as they were expected, there was a double guard

prepared to receive them: they were always repulſed, and the

lodgment and batteries were at length eſtabliſhed.
-i- June
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1736. June 18, A bomb-ſhell fell on one of their greateſt powder

magazines, ſituated in the middle of the place. Five moſchs,

and more than a hundred houſes, were ſhaken down with the

exploſion, and about three hundred men loſt their lives by it.

The work of the ſap was continued till the 28th of June,

when the beſiegers found themſelves at the foot of the retrench

ment, the enemies having diſputed the ground with them inch

by inch. Lacy, who began to be tired with the length of the

ſiege, ordered colonel Lockman, with eight hundred grenadiers,

ſeven hundred fuſileers, and ſix hundred pioneers, to force the

line. The attack began at midnight, when the beſieged defend

ed themſelves with great obſtinacy,and with ſpringing two mines,

which did no damage. They were, however, obliged at length

to betake themſelves to flight, and abandon ſome cannon.

They were purſued to the gates of the town, and the beſiegers

made a lodgment in the retrenchment. The Ruſſians had no

more than twenty men killed and wounded.

June 29, The Baſhaw commandant ſent a letter by an officer

to the marſhal, to requeſt a capitulation.

July 1, Four Turkiſh officers, deputed by the commandant,

arrived at the camp, to ſettle the capitulation. Lacy inſiſted

a good while on the garriſon's ſurrendering priſoners of war:

but the commandant having conſtantly anſwered, that rather

than yield to thoſe conditions, he would bury himſelf under

the ruins of the town, it was at length agreed to grant him

liberty of coming out of the town with his garriſon, but with

out the military honors, to be conducted to Abſcouk, a town

belonging to the Grand Signor, on the condition of not ſerving

for the whole next year againſt Ruſſia. As ſoon as this capi

tulation was ſigned, the commandant gave to the Ruſſians

poſièſſion of a gate, and the 4th of July, the Baſhaw came out

of
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of Azoph, at the head of his garriſon, which conſiſted in 3463

men, with whom were 2233 women and children. In the

town there were found two hundred and ninety-one Chriſtians,

who had been made ſlaves, and were now delivered. Sixty

three merchants, partly Armenians, partly Greeks, ſtaid in the

toW11.

The ramparts were provided with a hundred and thirty

ſeven braſs cannon and mortars, and twenty-ſix iron cannon

and four mortars. There was alſo in the town a great quan

tity of ammunition and utenſils of war; but very little other

proviſions, the magazines having been ruined by the bombs,

which had ſpoiled a great deal of the vićtualment, and obliged

the commandant to give up the place ſooner than he would

otherwiſe have done without thoſe accidents, for the Ruſſians

had not as yet forced the paliſades of the covered-way, nor

made the leaſt breach in the body of the place; but the inſide

was nothing but a heap of ruins, through the great quantity

of ſhells thrown into it. See the plan N° 3.

After the ſurrender of the place, marſhal Lacy ſet to work

to have it reſtored to a condition of defence, and remained with

the army in the neighbourhood till the beginning of Auguſt.

General Lewaſchew was appointed governor, and major-general

Brigny, ſenior, commandant of Azoph. Four thouſand men

were put into it for garriſon, and the town was provided with

every thing needful.

Marſhal Lacy, having made all the neceſſary arrangements,

had orders from court to go with the troops under him to join

the marſhal Munich in Crimea. Lacy could take no more with

him than ſeven thouſand men. With theſe he began his

march. Having advanced as far as the river Calmius, his van

guard met with three Coſſacks, who told him they belonged to

- - thc.
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the Tartars.

the corps commanded by general Spiegel, with which he was

maching to Backmouth; that they had loſt their way in the

/*ps, and were ſeeking to rejoin him. The marſhal would not

believe this account, and o, dering the Coſſacks to be ſecured,

purſued his march. The next day, ſome other Coſſacks were

brought to him, who confirmed the ſame thing, adding, that

marſhal Munich had, with his army, quitted the Crimea, and

returned into the Ukrain; upon which Lacy wheeled about,

and meaſured back his ſteps. Without this lucky meeting of

the Coſſacks, he would have marched on to Crimea, and have

probably run a great riſque, with ſo ſmall a force as he had

with him.

In the beginning of October, marſhal Lacy arrived at Izoum,

and ordered the Ruſſians, who compoſed his army, into winter

quarters, at the eaſtern extremity of the lines of the Ukrain,

at no great diſtance from Donetz. Theſe quarters were ſo diſ.

poſed, that they could aſſemble and aſſiſt one another at any

the leaſt notice of the approach of the Tartars. Marſhal Lacy

had his quarters at Charkow.

Scarce had he ſent away part of his troops, before he had

advice that the Tartars had made an invaſion upon the fron

tiers, carried off a number of people and cattle, and ruined

ſeveral villages. Upon this, he detached the colonel Kraſna

tſchoka, of the Coſſacks of the Don, with two thouſand Coſ

ſacks and Calmucks, to give them chace. Kraſna-tſchoka

marched two days, almoſt without a moment of reſt. At

length, on the third, at break of deay, being the 27th of Oc

tober, he came up with a troop of two hundred Tartars, between

the rivers of Konskie and Molotſchnie-Wodidanz, at a place

called Woltzien-Buraik : there he fell upon them, and killed a

hundred and ſeventy, and made the other thirty priſoners.

From theſe he learnt, that a more conſiderable party, with a

brother
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brother of the Khawn at their head, was got before them.

Upon this, he reſumed his march, and came up with them

before the noon of the ſame day. This troop conſiſted of eight

hundred men, partly Turks, partly Tartars. He attacked, and

defeated them, killed three hundred, and took priſoners forty

ſeven Tartars, and three Turks. All the Ruſſian ſubjećts, that

had been made ſlaves, amounting to the number of three thou

ſand men, were delivered, and the Coſſacks made a booty of

four hundred horſes. The Porte, not being ſatisfied with the

condućt of the Khawn of the Tartars of Crimea, depoſed him,

and ſet up the Kalga-Sultan in his ſtead.

The court of Peterſburgh, not content with having attacked

the Porte on the ſide of the Crimea, and by the ſiege of Azoph,

had a mind to humble the Tartars of Kuban. For this pur

poſe, it ſent orders to Don-Duc-Ombo, chief or Prince of the

Calmucks, who inhabit between Ozaritzen and Aſtracan, to

make an invaſion.

In the beginning of April, Don-Duc-Ombo ſet out on his

march, with twenty thouſand of his ſubjećts. A party, which he

had ſent to reconnoitre the land, brought to him a priſoner.

Of him they learnt, that five thouſand Kibitzes, or Kuban

Tartars, each of whom had a family, had aſſembled together,

in order to retire as far as poſiible into the deſarts, there to

ſettle, and place their wives and children in ſafety from the

Calmucks.

Upon this advice, Don-Duc-Ombo accelerated his march,

and overtook the Tartars between the rivers of Kuban and

Orp. They had poſted themſelves very advantageouſly, having

formed their waggons into three lines of barricade before them,

by way of intrenchment. But this did not hinder Don-Duc

Ombo from attacking them. He put his ſon Goldan Narma
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at the head of ten thouſand men, and ordered him to force the

enemies barricades. Goldan marched ſtrait up to them, and

making his men diſmount, he attacked the Tartars with a great

deal of bravery. They received him with equal valor, but after

two hours reſiſtence they were at length broke through, and

the carnage was great ; all the men were maſſacred; none were

ſpared but the women and children, to the number of about ten

thouſand ſouls, and the Calmucks made a conſiderable booty

of cattle. Twenty-four Mirzas, or chiefs of the Tartars, and

near ſix thouſand men, were killed on the ſpot.

Don-Duc-Ombo, after having ſent the booty and the ſlaves

under a good eſcort to his own reſidence, continued his march

to the river Gegorlika, and incamped there, to give his people

and horſes time to refreſh themſelves. Some time after, hav

ing had advice that the four principal Hordes, conſiſting of

thirty thouſand Cubans, had aſſembled at forty leagues diſtance

behind certain defiles, where they had reſolved to wait for

him; he marched to them with his troops, and kept the Tar

tars blocked up for thirty-ſeven days, not being ſtrong enough

to attack them in the poſt they occupied. On the other hand,

the Tartars did not avail themſelves of the inferiority to them

in number of Don-Duc-Ombo's troops. They were afraid of

foregoing their advantages, and remained behind the defiles,

in the hopes that the want of proviſions would at length

oblige the Tartars to retreat. But Don-Duc-Ombo, being

joined by a reinforcement of a large body of Coſſacks, made

the neceſſary diſpoſitions for forcing the enemy. Theſe had

intelligence of his deſign, and being afraid of loſing every

thing, ſhould they wait the extremity, deputed ſome of their

principal Mirzas to the Calmuck Prince, with a declaration to

him, that they would ſubmit to the empire of Ruſſia, and deſired

of him to receive them as the ſubjects of her Imperial Majeſty.

This requeſt was granted to them with pleaſure. Their Sultan,
7 with
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with two hundred Mirzas, repaired to the camp, and took the 1736.
oath of allegiance, leaving ſome of their principal menashoſtages. s

While the Ruſſian armies, under the marſhals Munich andº:
vulan

Lacy, had been taken up with their operations in the Crimea, mºnºi

and with the ſiege of Azoph, the body of troops which the ...”

Empreſs had ſent into Germany, was brought back by the -

lieutenant-general Keith into the Ukrain. Theſe troops had

had their winter-quarters in the empire, and having croſſed

Bohemia and Poland, they, at the end of September, arrived

at Kiow, where they remained in garriſon for the winter.

It will have been remarked, by the account I have given of...

this campaign, that the Turks and Tartars, whom the Ruſſian ºfº

army had to combat, were what it had the leaſt to dread;

hunger, thirſt, penury, continual fatigues, the marches in the

intenſeſt heats of the ſeaſon, were much more fatal to it. And

though I am a great admirer of count Munich, it is impoſſible

for me to acquit him entirely of the faults made in this cam

paign, which coſt Ruſſia near thirty thouſand men. It muſt

be owned, that, during the preceding winter, he had taken

all the pains imaginable to have the magazines well ſtored,

and that it was not his fault but that of the commiſſaries of

war, his not having carriages ſufficient for the proviſions neceſ

ſary for the ſubſiſtence of the army. It would, however, have

been better to have begun the campaign two months later, or

to have entirely renounced the command of the army, than to

lead ſo many thouſand men into a diſtant country, at the ha

zard of loſing them all, in the hope of a bare poſſibility of

ſubſiſting them at the expence of the enemy; add to this, that

marſhal Munich was too harſh ; he unneceſſarily fatigued his

troops too much : in the burning heat of ſummer, inſtead of

making them march in the night, or ſome hours before day

break, to take the benefit of the freſhneſs of that time, the

S 2 army
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1736. army never uſed to begin its march till two or three hours after

ſunriſe, which-greatly contributed to the diſtempers that got

among the troops; and the ſuffocating heats extenuated or

overcame them ſo, that ſome dropped down dead in the march.

There were even officers that, in this campaign, died of hun

ger, and miſery of all kinds.

But what completed the ruin of the army was, the diſſen

ſions and feuds that prevailed among the head generals. Mar

ſhal Munich had, as I have before obſerved, the Prince of

Heſſe Hombourg under his orders, who, by no means, loved

the fatigues of war. This Prince, not content with being him

ſelf ſlothful, and with neglecting the orders given him, ſtirred

up ſeveral factions in the army. He found fault with all the

arrangements that the marſhal was making, and uſed to ſpeak

ſlightly of the general before the officers, and even before the

common ſoldiers, expreſſing to them his pity of their caſe every

time that they had ſuffered any the leaſt hardſhip; adding, that

all this proceeded from the little precaution taken by the gene

ral of the army, who was doing every thing in his power to

make them all periſh with hunger and fatigue. This tenor

of behavior, which was owing to his perſonal hatred to the

intereſts of the ſovereign the Empreſs, could not but produce

very bad effects in the army. The ſoldiers did nothing with

a good heart; they were diſcontented at every thing, and any

the leaſt fatigue made them murmur.

The Prince of Heſſe carried things yet farther. He found

means to gain over to his way of thinking the native Ruſſian

gencrals, as alſo the major-general Magnus Biron, couſin to the

favorite, the high-chamberlain, and who had one of the pooreſt,

narroweſt underſtandings in the univerſe; the others were not

much better. However, the Prince often held councils with

them; and when the army was in the Crimea, near to Bachtſchi

Serai,
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Serai, he propoſed to them, in caſe of the marſhal's intending

to march farther, that they ſhould oppoſe his orders; and if he

pretended to exert his authority, to put him under an arreſt,

and confer the command upon him, as being the ſenior general

of the army. His counſellors were, on this occaſion, more

confiderate than him ; repreſenting to him, that it was as much

as their heads were worth the daring to attempt ſuch an action:

that there could be no convićting marſhal Munich of any

crime, as they did not know his inſtructions, ſo that it would

be riſquing too much to proceed in ſuch a manner againſt the

general of the army: that the moſt they could do would be, to

repreſent to the marſhal, in writing, that the diſtempers were

encreaſing, and that if other meaſures were not taken, the whole

army would periſh. The Prince was obliged to conform to

this opinion. He wrote, however, to the court, and ſecretly

diſpatched a courier to the high-chamberlain, who ſent the ori

ginal back to the marſhal Munich. It is eaſy to judge how

much this muſt augment the animoſity of the two generals, and

whether it was ſtrange they ſhould afterwards hate one another

mortally. The Prince, indeed, often wiſhed to reconcile him

ſelf to Munich, and made all poſſible advances for that purpoſe,

but the marſhal never could prevail upon himſelf to give him

any the leaſt mark of friendſhip. This went even ſo far, that,

on occaſions of meeting, when it was indiſpenſable the ſhew

ing him ſome civilities, any one might plainly ſee by his air.

that they were forced. -

Though Biron had ſent back to Munich the letter of the

Prince of Heſſe, it had, nevertheleſs, made ſome impreſſion at:

court, and on the miniſtry, where the marſhal did not want for:

enemies. It was there reſolved to have his condućt examined.

by a council of war, of which marſhal Lacy was to be the pre

ſident. But Lacy deſired to be excuſed, and the affair ſtopped

there. By great good luck for the count Munich, his moſt.

11\VCtellate
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inveterate enemy, the maſter of horſe, count Lowenwolde, had

died towards the end of the year 1735, or he might not have

come off ſo well.

During the winter, marſhal Munich made a trip to Peterſ

burgh, where he found means to re-eſtabliſh his intereſt, which

had ſuffered a decline in his abſence. To the Empreſs then he

cleared himſelf ſo thoroughly, that, ſo far from blaming him,

ſhe made him a preſent of conſiderable lands in the Ukrain,

which had reverted to the crown on the death of the count

Weiſbach. -

As to the Prince of Heſſe, he never could retrieve that falſe

ſtep ; on the contrary, committing fault upon fault, he came to

be hated by the whole world.

The manner of marching obſerved by the Ruſſians in their

campaigns againſt the Turks, is rather ſingular. As ſoon as

the general had notice of the enemy not being far off, the army

was formed into one or more ſquares, with the baggage in the

middle. But ſuch an order of marching would be praćticable

no where but in ſuch deſerts as thoſe of that country, which

is one whole plain, with very few defiles or ſtreights. In ten

leagues of ground there is perhaps a hillock to go up, or a ravin

to deſcend. Beſides, there is no neceſſity for keeping the road,

ſo that the marches are eaſy enough. But then the baggage,

which the army is obliged to drag along with it, is the more

embarraſſing; for, as there is no town in the whole country be

tween the Ukrain and the Crimea, except only the capital of

the Zaporavians, which is not equal to a good village, it is

abſolutely indiſpenſable the providing every neceſſary for the

whole campaign, and this goes ſo far, that there is ſometimes a

neceſſity for carrying water from one place of encampment to

the next. It muſt then be eaſily conceived, that the baggage

and
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and equipages of ſuch an army muſt be immenſe. I am very

clear that I do not exagerate in averring, that never did the

army under count Munich take the field without having ninety

thouſand carriages in its train, eſpecially after the experience

ſo lately made of the difficulty of ſubſiſting at the expence of

the enemy. But as the mention of ſuch a prodigious quan

tity of carriages may ſtagger the belief of the reader, I think

myſelf obliged to ſtate the exigency of them. For an army of

fourſcore thouſand men, there were carriages required for ſix

months proviſion of flour: this alone took up forty thouſand

waggons. The baggage of a regiment employed two hundred

and fifty waggons each. Add thoſe of the generals, of the irregu

lar troops, of the train of artillery, with ſeven or eight thouſand

ſutlers and vićtualers, and I leave any one to judge whether I

have exceeded the bounds of truth. Certain it is, that, with

out this terrible incumbrance, the campaigns of M. Munich

would not have been ſo fatiguing, and Ruſſia might have

derived greater advantages from them. One of the conveni

ences, indeed, of the army was, that there was no need of pro

viding forage, the Ruſſian horſes being, all the ſummer, accuſ.

tomed to be at graſs, and the ſteps or deſerts through which they

paſs afford the beſt herbage in the world. The country is one

of the fineſt in Europe, and ſurely a great pity it is that it

remains uncultivated for want of wood and water; as one

may ſometimes go four or five leagues together without ſeeing

ſo much as the leaſt buſh, or the leaſt rivulet, which makes it

a neceſſity of carrying wood from one reſting-place to another,

in the uncertainty of finding any. For every company there

was alſo conſtantly carried a large caſk of water for the ſoldiers

to drink by the way. There was alſo another uſe for ſuch

caſks. Every regiment was obliged to have with it eight or ten

of them, with as many thick planks, of which bridges were

occaſionally made, to paſs the infantry, and the lighter carri

ages; pontoons were only uſed for the heavier baggage, and

the

1736.
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1736. the cavalry. In two places of theſe deſerts, there are found

traces of towns, that once exiſted in them ; the one called Sa

mara, the other Beloſeska, both names taken from thoſe of the

rivers, on the ſides of which they were built. The firſt was

demoliſhed in conformity to the articles of the peace made by

Ruſſia with the Turks in the laſt century: The other, which

had its own proper ſovereign, was demoliſhed by a Tartar

Prince, called Sultan Mamay, a man very renowned among

thoſe people, in the fourteenth century.

The ſepulchral barrows of the Tartars are alſo very remark

able in thoſe deſerts. They are on conſpicuous eminences or

hillocks, to be found, here and there, between Samara to with

in twenty leagues of Precop. On the top of ſeveral of theſe

eminences, there are ſtatues of a coarſe enough workmanſhip,

made of free-ſtone, of which ſome repreſent men, others wo

men. Some of theſe barrows have been ſearched, and urns

found in them full of aſhes; and, at bottom, ſome coins of

gold or of copper, with Arab characters, half obliterated.

... To give an idea of the fertility of theſe countries, I need only

obſerve, that the graſs grows above the height of the talleſt man.

Aſparagus there is in great quantity, and botaniſts have found

plants there extremely rare, and well worth cultivating with

care in our phyſic-gardens. There grows alſo in theſe ſteps a

kind of graſs, of which the Turks and Tartars uſe to make their

matches. In the months of July or of Auguſt, the Tartars

are obliged to burn the herbage on the ſteps, otherwiſe the old

blades of the graſs would choak the new. The Tartars have

often ſet fire to it, to deprive the Ruſſian army of forage; and

if care is not taken to preſerve the camp againſt the conflagra

tion, it would run the riſque of being burnt. To obviate this

accident, Munich ordered there ſhould be a broom in each

waggon; a number of which were occaſionally ſo managed as

to
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to check the fire; beſides which, they dug a trench two feet 1736,

broad before the camp, and with theſe precautions it was juſt

poſſible not to be burnt alive. The game, ſuch as hares, par

tridges, heathcocks, &c. are met with there in great plenty;

the ſoldiers would take a number of them with their hands:

there was, withal, ſuch a multitude of quails, that there was

not a march on which they did not catch abundance.

Count Munich kept the communication open with the

Ukrain during the campaign 1736, by the following means:

As ſoon as the army was out of the Ruſſian limits, he cauſed Manner of

ſome redoubts to be made at certain diſtances, in ſuch ſort, ..."

that, if their ſituation, with reſpect to wood and water, allowed nicatiºn with
of it, they were no farther from each other than one or two * Ukrain.

French leagues. There were alſo, in the more advantageous

places, more confiderable intrenchments made, as at Samara, on

the ſmall river of Belozeska, and at Kifikormew, onthe Dnieper.

There had been left in guard of the fimpleſt redoubt, an officer,

with ten or twenty ſoldiers or dragoons, and as far as thirty

Coſſacks. The intrenchments were guarded by four or five

hundred regulars, and almoſt as many Coſſacks, under the

command of a field officer. Theſe detachments were to eſcort

the couriers, and to work at making hay, to ſupply the equi

pages of the army, in caſe of its returning ſo late in the ſeaſon,

that there was no graſs to be had in the fields. Theſe redoubts

and retrenchments were alſo of great uſe for the convoys that

followed the army, who found in them a ſecurity againſt all

ſurpriſe from the enemy, and commonly paſſed the night in

one of theſe places. But what is moſt aſtoniſhing is, that

though theſe little block-houſes were in the midſt of the deſerts,

and that the Tartars had attacked ſeveral of them, they had not

taken one, nor had even intercepted above one or two couriers

ſent by count Munich to the court. - - -

- - - - - T Munich,
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Munich, on his return into the Ukrain, withdrew all the

garriſons from theſe fortifications, except from the retrenchment

of Samara, where there was one kept all the time of the war.

There has even remained one after the peace, and a kind of

fortified town was made of the place. There was no need of

demoliſhing the redoubts, as the Tartars knew as little of

defending themſelves behind ramparts as of attacking them.

1736.

Though this method of keeping up a communication with

the Ruſſian dominions ſucceeded perfectly well in the campaign

of 1736, the marſhal Munich did not, however, chuſe to make

uſe of it in the following campaigns, leſt the enemies, grow

ing bolder in time, ſhould take theſe fortifications, and by that

means get a great number of priſoners; beſides, that all theſe

little garriſons could not but in ſome degree weaken the army.

Winter quar. It is natural to imagine, that, after ſo fatiguing a campaign as

Kºi." that which the Ruſſian army had juſt undergone, it would beRuſſian

troops. allowed to enjoy reſt for ſome days during the winter. But

no, nothing like it; near half of them were employed in guard

ing the frontiers, to hinder the incurſions of the Tartars:

more than thirty thouſand men were diſperſed along the Boryſ

thenes, from Kiow to the lines of the Ukrain, upon an extent

of near two hundred French leagues of country, to break the

ice of that river, and thereby hinder the Tartars from paſſing.

It is eaſy to conceive the hardſhips of ſuch a labor, and the

impoſſibility of ſucceeding entirely in it, yet was it of ſome uſe,

as it rendered invaſions the more difficult to the Tartars,

though it could not quite hinder them. For, with all the ima

ginable precautions, there was no preventing the incurſions of

theſe vagabonds, their carrying off people, and their burning

a great number of villages. They were twice or thrice over

taken, and the booty they had made was recovered from them;

but all that was nothing in compariſon to the damages which

2 the
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the Ukrain ſuffered from them, in the four years that the war

laſted with the Turks.

The Ruſſian army had, during its ſtay in the Crimea, plun

dered and ruined a great part of the country. The Tartars

thirſted for revenge, by means of their invaſions of the Ukrain.

They made ſeveral impreſſions during the winter of the year

1736 to 1737, notwithſtanding all the precautions that Munich

had taken to bar them the way in all parts. Some of their

incurſions ſucceeded, they burned ſome ſmall towns and villages,

and carried off above a thouſand families, of whom they made

ſlaves. -

The moſt conſiderable of all the invaſions they undertook

was in the month of February of the year 1737, that ſome

thouſands, on the 24th, paſſed the Dnieper on the ice, near the

ſmall town of Kilbernda. The major-general Leſly, whoſe

head-quarters were not far from there, ſeeing that the Tartars

had found means to enter the country through the poſts com

mitted to his guard, aſſembled haſtily two hundred men, with

whom he went to attack the enemy ; who, imagining at firſt

that it was the vanguard of ſome large body, was beginning

to retreat, but ſeeing that Leſly received no reinforcement,

they returned ſtrait, and attacked this detachment, of which

the general, and the greateſt part of thoſe with him, were

killed on the ſpot. There were none taken priſoners but

Leſly's ſon, who ſerved in quality of aid-de-camp, and

about twenty men. After this blow, the Tartars entered far

ther into the country, burning and deſtroying for eight and

forty hours together ; but, in this interval, the troops having

had time to aſſemble, the paſſes were foreſeized through which

they were to return. They were repulſed at ſeveral, and hav

ing at length found a free place, they could not paſs it ſo quick

as not to be overtaken by major-general Rading, who fell upon

T 2 their

Incurſions of

the Tartars.
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1736.

Tartars man

mer of march

ing.

their rearguard with two thouſand dragoons, killed near three

hundred, and retook part of the booty they had made. On

their return to Crimea, they attacked the capital of the Zapo

ravian Coſſacks, but were repulſed thence with a conſiderable

loſs; and all the damage they could do them was, to burn a few

farm-houſes.

The manner in which theſe Tartars march, when they make

their irruptions, has ſomething fingular in it. Each of them,

on taking the field upon ſuch an expedition, has two or three

led horſes with him, beſides the horſe he rides himſelf, for a

ſhift in caſe of that's being fatigued; or, if one of theſe horſes

ſhould be ſo extenuated or foundered as no longer to hold out

the march, the maſter leaves him to run the common in the

deſert; and generally, at his return, finds him again in good

plight. One may judge of the goodneſs of the Tartar horſes

by the incurſions of thoſe people, who make them ſometimes

at the rate of five and twenty leagues a day without the horſes

being hurt by it: thence too may be judged, with what rapi

dity they muſt execute their marches. All their proviſion con

ſiſts of what they can carry with them, which is commonly no

great matter. They are frugal when their intereſt requires

them to be ſo, contenting themſelves with bread and biſcuit till

they have carried their invaſion into the enemy's country, where

they generally get wherewith to make better cheer on their

return. They never enter with their whole army into the

Ukrain; it is commonly about a third, cr ſometimes a half,

that they detach, and theſe never dare venture to ſtay in the

enemy's country above eight and forty hours; at the end of

which they are to make the beſt of their way back again, to

rejoin the main body, with the booty, they ſhall have got.

In order to be informed of all the deſigns of the Turks, the

court of Ruſſia had corrupted ſome of the ſecretaries or inter

preters
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preters of the Porte, and of the Prince of Moldavia, who did ... 1736.

not fail of giving Munich the earlieſt intelligence, as ſoon asM.ave

any the leaſt enterpriſe was under confideration. But that was notice of the

not ſufficient to guard them againſt the ſurpriſes of the Tartars. ...

The Zaporavian Coſſacks then had always ſome ſcouting par

ties out towards the line of Crimea, obſerving any the leaſt

motions of the Tartars, and duly gave advice on the enemy's

ſetting out on a march. There were erected, along the fron

tiers, every half mile, three pyramids, on the tops of which

were placed three tarred and pitched barrels, with ſome dry wood

and ſtraw. As ſoon as notice was had that the Tartars were

on march, the beacon was lighted on the firſt pyramid of

the three, and ſo continued on by the reſt along the frontiers,

for a warning to the poſts, and to the inhabitants, to be on

their guard. When the enemies drew near any poſt, the ſecond

beacon was lighted; and as ſoon as they had made their way

through any place, and penetrated into the country, the third

was lighted, and then all the troops, without any the leaſt

delay, ſet out towards the part where the fire was firſt kindled,

to cut off the retreat of the enemy; and, to quicken their march,

there were diſtributed to each regiment of foot two hundred

horſes, that were put, two and two, to a ſledge; on each of

which there were placed three or four men. I ſhould imagine

that, humanly ſpeaking, it is hardly poſſibly to take greater

precautions, and yet, for all that, there did not paſs a ſingle

year in which one of the Tartars invaſions did not ſucceed; for

every year they made ſeveral.

Having ſaid enough of the Tartars of Crimea, let me now Fxpedition

allot a few words to the expeditions made anew by the Cal- ºf the ºl.
> -º - mucks into

mucks and the Coſſacks of the Don, under the famous Don- the Cºtºn.

Duc-Ombo, againſt the Tartars of Cuban.

Theſe ſame Tartars had been defeated in the month of May,

and ſeveral Hords had ſubmitted to Ruſſia, but the greater part

of
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1736. of them had remained faithful to the Porte. The court of

Peterſburgh, who wanted to be completely ſecure on that ſide,

fent orders to the Calmuck Prince to enter with his troops, and

with the Coſſacks of the Don, under Kraſnatzchoka and Jef

remow, both of them colonels of the Coſſacks, into the Cuban,

and to reduce thoſe Tartars ſo thoroughly, that they ſhould not

ſoon be able to lift their heads again. Theſe troops, to the

number of twenty-five thouſand men, got under march on the

thirtieth of November, and having advanced as far as the river

Jegorlick, they ſent a ſmall detachment to get intelligence.

Theſe were ſo fortunate as to fall in with a party of the enemy,

whom they defeated, and brought away a priſoner, of whom

they learnt, that one of the moſt powerful Hords, called the

Hord of Jetiskooly, which could bring twenty thouſand horſe

into the field, was come out of the mountains, where it

could ſubſiſt no longer, and was actually then grazing its

horſes and cattle in the fields, beyond the river Cuban ; and, to

cover them from the Calmuck and Coſſack incurſions, had

eſtabliſhed ſeveral well-fortified poſts in the defiles or ſtreights,

which were neceſſary to be paſſed to attack them. Upon this

intelligence, Don-Duc-Ombo detached a body of Coſſacks,

under the command of the two colonels Kraſnatzchoka and

Jefremow, to reconnoitre the ſituation of the Tartar-poſts, and

followed with the reſt of his troops. During the day, they

viewed and examined the places all round the retrenchments of

the enemy; and, in the night, the Coſſacks attacked one of the

principal poſts, guarded by a thouſand men, and forced it,

notwithſtanding an obſtinate reſiſtence; and as they had been

fortunate enough to carry off from the Tartars, who defended

this poſt, all their horſes, not a man could eſcape; they were

every ſoul maſſacred, except the commanding officer of that

body, who was brought to the camp to get ſome farther intel

ligence out of him. As ſoon as Don-Duc-Ombo had examined

him, he divided his troops into ſeveral parties, marched to the

enemy,
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enemy, and attacked them on ſeveral ſides at once. Having 1736.

defeated them, he ranged the whole extent of the country that

lies along the river of Cuban to the ſea of Azoph, and ruined

entirely this Hord. All the inhabited places along the river,

were ſacked and deſolated. Don-Duc-Ombo penetrated even

to Kapil, which is a walled town, and the uſual reſidence of the

Sultan Bachti-Geréi, chief of thoſe Tartars, took it by ſtorm,

and totally deſtroyed it. This incurſion laſted from the firſt

to the fourteenth of December. The booty the Calmucks and

Coſſacks made in this expedition was very confiderable. Above

ten thouſand women and children were made ſlaves: the quan

tity of cattle taken was prodigious. The Calmucks had for

their ſhare twenty thouſand horſes, beſides horned cattle and

ſheep. Don-Duc-Ombo averred, that there had not for a long

time been obtained ſo complete a vićtory, for it had coſt the

enemy at leaſt thirty thouſand ſouls, including the ſlaves that

were made ; near fifteen thouſand men had been maſſacred -

upon the ſpot, the reſt drowned in endeavoring to paſs the

river Cuban by ſwimming, the ſides being frozen, and the waters

high, Don-Duc-Ombo, not contented with this vićtory, ſent

off the booty, and barricaded himſelf with his troops along the

Cuban. Some time afterwards, having notice that three thou

ſand Tartars had advanced, he detached a body that attacked

them. They made a vigorous reſiſtance; however, they were

at length routed and put to flight.

The campaign which Munich had made in the Crimea, had Diſpoſitions.

taught him how difficult it was to condućt marches through ..."

thoſe vaſt deſerts. As ſoon therefore as his troops were diſtri- iſ 37.

buted into their quarters, he began the arrangements for the

next campaign. In the courſe of the winter, he had repaired

to the court of Peterſburgh, and managed every thing ſo ſuc-.

ceſsfully, that there was ſcarce felt the leaſt want of any thing

during the campaign of 1737. The regiments were completed

by
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1736.

1737.

Campaign o
Munich in

1737s

by forty thouſand recruits, which the empire furniſhed. Great

diligence was alſo uſed in working at the new docks of Briansk,

for the building there flat-bottomed veſſels, to be uſed for go

ing down the Dnieper, and for ačting in the Black-Sea. They

were called double ſloops, and carried four four-pounders,

and eight one-pounders, and could contain a hundred men.

It was neceſſary to make them very flat, on account of the

falls of the Dnieper, which it is very difficult to paſs in com

mon boats. Yet did the Ruſſians draw but little advantage

from this new fleet: the only ſervice it did was, its carrying

proviſions to Ockzakow ; no officer having choſen to attempt

the doing any thing with it on the Black-Sea.

f The campaign of 1737, in which the Ruſſian army took

Ockzakow, was the moſt bloody one of the whole war, confi--

dering the numbers loſt through the enemy. Munich returned

from court on the end of February. As ſoon as he was arrived

at the head-quarters at Kiow, he completed the arrangements

which had been begun for the enſuing campaign. On the

middle of February, all the regiments had notice to hold them

ſelves in readineſs for marching in twenty-four hours after they

ſhould receive the order.

On the beginning of April, the whole army came out of

quarters; the infantry was embarked in great boats, on which

it fell down the Dnieper, to within ſome leagues of Perevo

lotſchna", where the regiments were put into quarters of can

tonment in the neighbouring little towns and villages, as the

time for encamping was not come, for want of graſs.

Towards the end of April, the army took the field, and

paſſed the Dnieper in three different places. One diviſion under

* It was near this little town that Charles XII. of Sweden paſſed the Dnieper,

after his unfortunate battle at Pultowa.

5 - the
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the general Romantzow at Krementzchook, another under

the lieutenant-general Leontew at Orlick, and the third

under the Prince of Heſſe Hombourg at Perewolotſchna, upon

a bridge of boats of five hundred and three fathoms in length,

and that had taken one hundred and twenty-eight boats to

conſtruct it.

By May 26, the whole army had paſſed, and the ſame day

three battalions of the foot-guards, and three hundred horſe

guards, entered the camp. Prince Ulrick of Brunſwick alſo

joined the army, to perform the campaign in quality of

volunteer.

May 12, The army went under march, and the diviſions all

joined on the third of June, in the whole camp, by the river

Omelnick.

The army was compoſed of ſixty-three battalions of foot,

two ſquadrons of horſe-guards, one ſquadron of Cuiraſſiers of

the regiment of Munich, and of twenty-nine regiments, or a

hundred and forty-five ſquadrons of dragoons. The body of

engineers was of three thouſand men. The light troops con

ſiſted of fifteen hundred huſſars, and of at leaſt thirteen thou

ſand Coſſacks of all kinds; ſo that the army might be reckoned

to amount to between ſixty and ſeventy thouſand men. There

was in the train of artillery ſixty-two battering-pieces, from

eighteen to twenty-four pounders, eleven mortars, ſixteen hau

witzers, a hundred and ſeventy-five field-pieces, of from three

to twelve pounders, and three hundred and ninety-two ſmall

mortars for grenades, of ſix pound weight.

The generals who commanded under the marſhal were, the

Prince of Heſſe Hombourg, grand maſter of the ordinance, the

general Romantzow, the lieutenant-generals Leontew, Keith,

U Charles

1737.
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1737. Charles Biron and Lowendal, the major-generals Tarakanow,

Magnus Biron, Prince Baſilius Repnin, Stoffeln, Bachmetew,

Arachtſchew, and Guſtavus Biron, who commanded the three

battalions of guards. -

This army marched in ſeveral columns to the river of Bogh,

keeping as cloſe as poſſible along the ſide of the river Dnieper.

June the 28th, The army arrived at the river Bogh, and

the 26th was taken up with throwing three bridges over it,

one of pontoons, the other two of caſks. The army had paſſed

the river in three days, without any the leaſt obſtruction from

the enemy. The rendezvous of their army being under Bender,

and not being entirely aſſembled, they could not imagine to

themſelves that that of the Ruſſians was already ſo far advanced.

Before that the army quitted the river Bogh, it was joined by

ſeveral foreign officers, who came to make the campaign in

quality of volunteers, and by more than twenty-eight thouſand

waggons of proviſions, as alſo by two thouſand camels, which

were diſtributed among the regiments ; each company having

two, for the carrying their tents.

July the 2d, The army having left the Bogh, did not

advance above four werſts, or a French league, to the ſmall river

Souchaia-tzchertala. This was the firſt time that the army

marched in a ſquare this campaign; and as it was more

numerous than the preceding year, and had much more equi

pages and baggage than it had ever had till then, it was divided

into three ſquares, which marched in ſuch a diſpoſition as to

be able to ſecond each other.

July the 3d, The army advanced ſeventeen werſts, or about

four leagues, to the ſmall river Mertwie-Wody. There were

ſeveral defiles or ſtreights to be paſſed, ſo that a part of the bag

gage,
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gage, as well as of the magazine of proviſions, with the rear

guard, could not get to the camp before the 4th; and what

was the moſt vexatious in this march was, that there was not a

drop of water from Tzchertala to Mertwie-Wody, ſo that the

cattle remained twenty-four hours without watering. As to

the men, they had provided themſelves, having been each or

dered to fill his flaſk, beſides taking care to repleniſh the caſks.

Hitherto the army had not deviated from the road that leads to

Bender, that they might put the enemies upon a falſe ſcent, ſo as

to make them withdraw part of their troops from Ockzakow, but

the marſhal learning, that ſo far from biting at this deception,

the Turks were detaching ſome of their beſt troops to reinforce

the garriſon of that town, it was reſolved to quicken as much

as poſſible their march, to reach the place, without giving time

to the enemy to fortify it more, or even to arrive there with all

their army. To be leſs incumbered in the march, the heavier

baggage, the magazines of proviſions, and a part of the batter

ing artillery, were left behind, under the orders of lieutenant

general Leontew, and of major-general Tarakanow, who were

to follow in ſlower marches.

July 6, The army marched full five French leagues, and

came on to encamp on the Bogh. The ſcouting parties, which

had been ſent toward Bender and Ockzakow, came in, and

reported, that they had ſeen ſeveral advanced guards on the

road of Ockzakow, who had retreated as ſoon as they perceived

them, without waiting for their coming up to them.

July 7th, The army marched along the ſide of the river

Bogh, down by which they came, and as there were many

defiles, they could not get on above three leagues.

July the 8th, They could not advance above three more,

having ſtill ſeveral defiles to paſs, as alſo the ſmall river of

U 2 Jatitzkaya.
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1737. Jatitzkaya. The enemies ſhewed themſelves to the vanguard,

at a good diſtance, but durſt not attempt any thing; retreat

ing as ſoon as ever they ſaw the light troops advancing to attack

them. -

July 9, The army decamped very early in the morning, and

did not arrive till very late in the night, at the river Jantzchi

kragh, having marched ſeven French leagues. This was a level

country enough, but there was not a drop of water to be had

by the way, from one encampment to the other. A party of

the Coſſacks of the Don fell upon an advanced poſt of the

enemy, and took priſoners three Beſchleys, or Aſiatic horſemen.

From theſe it was learnt, that they had been ſent from Ockza

kow to reconnoitre the march of the Ruſſian army; that the

garriſon was actually compoſed of fifteen thouſand men, and

they expected on that very day, or the next, a reinforcement by

ſea and by land; that they had been at work for a whole twelve

month to put the fortifications of the place into a good ſtate of

defence; that it was provided with near a hundred pieces of

artillery, cannon and mortars; that there were eighteen gallies

and ſeveral tranſports in the harbour; that they had alſo began

to repair the fortification of Kinburn, which had been ruined

the preceding year by the general Leontew, but that, on advice

that the Ruſſian armies had taken the field, they had withdrawn

the workmen; they added, that the Tartars of Budziack, who

had been encamped near Ockzakow, had betaken themſelves to

flight, notwithſtanding all the repreſentations of their Sultan;

they had deſerted him, and ſought retreat in their own country.

The enemy, to deprive the Ruſſian army of forage, had

burnt all the graſs, from the river of Jantzchikzagh to Ockza

kow, for four leagues round.

July 10, The army, by break of day, got under march, and

as it was not above three leagues diſtance from Ockzakow, it

ſoon
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ſoon ſaw the advanced guards of the enemy. The Coſſacks

came to blows with them, and they defending themſelves gal

lantly, made it a ſmart ſkirmiſh. The Coſſacks were even

obliged to give way, when Stoyanow, a colonel of the huſſars,

rode up with his regiment to ſuſtain them; but as the enemies

were continually receiving ſuccours from the town, and were

making diſpoſitions to ſurround the light troops, there were de

tached a regiment of dragoons, and two regiments of infantry,

with ſome pieces of cannon, that obliged them to retreat. Seve

ral of them were made priſoners, and among others four

officers, who gave account, that they had not arrived but juſt

the night before at Ockzakow, with ſeven thouſand picked men,

conſiſting of Boſnians and Arnaults, ſo that the garriſon was

more than twenty thouſand ſtrong, of whom the beſt mounted

had advanced againſt the light troops. The ſkirmiſh, which

had laſted near four hours, had not coſt the Ruſſians above ten

huſſars and fifteen Coſſacks. The enemies loſt above a hun

dred men, killed and wounded, and taken priſoners.

The army, having advanced within gunſhot of Ockzakow,

encamped there at night-fall, not without a good deal of con

fuſion. They thence ſaw the ſuburbs all in flames, the gover

nor having ordered the ſetting fire to them.

July 11, In the morning, the army ſhifted its camp, and

occupied the ground which is between the Liman (ſo the mouth

of the Dnieper is called) and the Black-Sea. The marſhal then

held a grand council of war, in which it was reſolved to attack

the town with the utmoſt vigor, before the arrival of the freſh

reinforcements that were expected, or that the Turkiſh army

could aſſemble under Bender to come to its relief.

The council had not yet done ſitting, when, at ten in the

morning, the enemies ſallied out of the place, to the number

of
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1737. of fifteen thouſand men. They formed two diviſions, and both,

at the ſame time advanced, the one againſt the left of the army,

and the other againſt the right; but as their greateſt ſtrength

lay againſt the right, where the Coſſacks of the Don were

encamped, baron Lowendal was detached at the head of the

piquets of the army, with ſome field-pieces, to ſtop them. The

firing was very briſk, and laſted near two hours. But the

enemies having, at length, loſt a number of their men by the

fire of the artillery, were obliged to retreat. There might

be about two hundred killed on both ſides. The Ruſſians did

not loſe one officer. -

Munich, at his opening the campaign, had, at the ſame time,

diſpatched orders to Prince Troubeltzkoi, to come down the

Boriſthenes (the Dnieper) with the fleet which had been built

at Branſk, and to embark on board of it a part of the heavy

artillery, with a great quantity of proviſions, and of other

neceſſaries for forming a ſiege. The army, which had, without

that, a prodigious quantity of baggage, not having been able to

incumber itſelf more with all that train and luggage. But this

fleet did not arrive within the appointed time at the mouth of

the Dnieper, having been detained for ſeveral days by ſtorms

and contrary winds: beſides which, the Dnieper had happened

to be ſo low at the cataraćts, that there was no ſuch thing as

paſſing the veſſels with their lading, ſo that they were obliged

to take it entirely out, and ſo reload them after they were got

through the cataraćts. Some of the veſſels had even been hauled

aſhore, and drawn upon rollers, till they had got paſt the cata

raćts. All theſe impediments had taken up a great deal of time

to conquer them, inſomuch that Munich, arriving at Ockzakow,

inſtead of meeting his fleet there, found himſelf in want of

every thing for undertaking the ſiege. There was not ſo much

as wood to burn, nor to make faſcines, No paſturage for the

horſes within eight leagues round; the enemies had burnt it

5 all,
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all, as I have above obſerved. As to the horſes, it had been

reſolved to ſend them to join the heavy baggage; but the

greateſt difficulty was, where to get the wood and the neceſſary

utenſils for the ſiege, which were on board the fleet. Munich

thought that it could not, at the worſt, be long before they

arrived; and it was, in this hope, that the ſiege was begun,

without farther delay.

July 11, In the evening, five thouſand pioneers were ordered,

under the ſuſtainment of five thouſand men, to raiſe five

redoubts, and the needful epaulements between the Liman and

the Black-Sea, which might afterward ſerve for lines of con

travallation, and for covering the tail of the trenches. There

was a clear moonſhine; the night was ſhort, and the ground

almoſt as hard as the rock, inſomuch that, notwithſtanding all

the pains the troops took, it was found impračticable to raiſe

a ſingle redoubt before day. The marſhal wanted much, that

at leaſt the middle one ſhould be in a condition of ſervice, and

therefore ſet two thouſand pioneers to work at it, but the ſun

roſe without their having been able to penetrate two feet into

the ground. The Turks at the ſame time began a great firing

from their ramparts on the troops, who were not above a ſmall

cannonſhot from the glacis, which made the marſhal recal

them into camp.

The brigadier Lieven and the colonel Jerepkin had been

ordered to accompliſh the raiſing the two redoubts at the extre

mity of the right to the Black-Sea; but they found ready-made

ones to their hand, with the parapet and the ditch, ſo that after

having repaired them, and ſurrounded them with chevaux-de

friſe, they poſted their men there. The meaning of this ready

made convenience was, that they were gardens of the town,

which were near each other in that part, but ſeparated by good

ditches and parapets, the wood for paling being ſcarce there.

Theſe

1737.
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1737. Theſe two gardens, thus converted to redoubts, and which

Lieven and Jerepkin had occupied, were not above half-cannon

ſhot from the town, ſo that it was foreſeen that the enemy

would not fail of making a ſally on that ſide. General Ro

manzow, by break of day, repaired thither, at the head of the

piquets of the right wing, with ſome field-pieces. At the ſame

time, the piquets of the reſt of the army, the companies of gre

nadiers, and the Coſſacks, had order to form at the head of their

encampments.

July 12, At fix of the morning, the advanced guards began

to engage the ačtion with a great deal of bravery on both fides.

The whole army was ordered to get under arms. Half of the

regiments, with their colors flying, marched on the town-ſide;

the other half, under the Prince of Heſſe, (who fell ſick pre

ciſely the ſame day that the Coſſacks took the firſt priſoners,

and who did not recover till after Ockzakow was taken)

remained in the camp.

The enemies having, on their right, on the ſide of the Li

man (name of the mouth of the Dnieper) a retrenchment, or

rather hollow-way, which they well lined with men; and, on

the other ſide, they had poſted themſelves in ſome of thoſe

gardens, above deſcribed ; they made a vigorous defence, but

were at length driven out, and forced to retreat behind the pa

liſades. The Ruſſians immediately occupied thoſe poſts, and,

under favor of thoſe gardens, approached to within muſket

ſhot of the counterſcarp. The firing was continued on both

ſides from the morning till night-fall. The marſhal cauſed the

battering-cannon, the mortars, as alſo the field-artillery, to

advance; and, upon finding a convenient garden, they were

placed there, without raiſing any battery or platform. A con

tinual firing was made with them, and the town was ſeen in

flames in ſeveral places, but they were preſently extinguiſhed.

6 During
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During the night, they began to work at the trenches, with

a view at leaſt to join the gardens by a communication, but to

no purpoſe, ſuch was the hardneſs of the ground. It would

have taken up eight and forty hours to perfect the parapet, and

eſtabliſh a cover from the cannon-ſhot. By ſingular good

luck there happened to be no need of this work. The cannons

had not ceaſed playing the whole night, nor the mortars from

throwing bombs.

About an hour before day, on the 13th, a fire appeared in

the middle of the town, and the flames extended ſo, that one

could diſtinčtly obſerve by it ſeveral ſtreets in a blaze. The

marſhal, to make his advantage of this, ſent to Keith, who was

poſted in the center of the attack, and the neareſt to the town,

order to advance with his troops to within a muſket-ſhot of the

glacis, and to keep up an inceſſant firing, to draw the garriſon

that way to the rampart, and hold it in alarm, that it might

not be able to help to extinguiſh the fire. Keith returned for

anſwer, that he was already within leſs than a muſket-ſhot of

the glacis, that the enemies had killed and wounded a number

of his men, with muſket-ſhot from the rampart, in the poſt

where he actually then was. A moment afterwards, the marſhal

ſent an order to Keith to keep up a continual fire of the

muſketry againſt the rampart. He was obeyed. The fire had

not laſted five minutes, before he ordered the troops to come

out from behind the redoubts, and to fire without cover. Keith

immediately executed the order, but ſent, at the ſame time, a

repreſentation, that this manoeuvre would cauſe the loſs of a

great number of men to no purpoſe. Scarce, however, had the

troops got to the outſide of the redoubts, when marſhal Munich

ſent to Keith an aid-de-camp, to tell him, that himſelf, Romant

zow, and general Biron of the guards, were advanced with the

right wing to the foot of the glacis, and that he hoped Keith

would do the ſame, Lowendal, who was with the left wing,

X - and
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1737. and the artillery, ſome hundreds of paces behind the center, had

ſhad the ſame order; upon which, with his troops, he joined

Keith, and they advanced towards the town. Arriving at the

foot of the glacis, the troops were ſtopped by the ditch of the

counterſcarp, which was twelve foot broad. Nor could they

paſs it, not having any the leaſt thing neceſſary for an aſſault,

or for getting over a ditch. However, there they ſtaid near two

hours, expoſed to the hotteſt fire, without retreating one ſtep,

and conſtantly ſeeking for ſome means of paſſing. Some even

had got clear over the ditch, but not in number enough to de

cide the fate of the town. At length, the troops growing

diſheartened, at ſeeing there was no probability of paſſing this

fore-ditch, or of gaining a lodgment in the covered-way, retired

in great confuſion into the gardens and redoubts which they

had occupied the preceding night. Some hundreds of Turks

made, at the ſame time, a ſally from the town, and killed a

number of their men in this retreat, eſpecially of the wounded,

who could not get off the ground faſt enough.

If the ſeraskier and governor of the place had had the pre

ſence of mind or ſenſe to make a ſally with their garriſon, they

could have beat the Ruſſian army completely, and, forcing it

to raiſe the ſiege, have obliged it to return to Ruſſia.

The marſhal, who, on this repulſe, had given up every thing

for loſt, was wrapped in the greateſt afflićtion. But the great

fire in the town reſtored his affairs; it became general, and about

nine o'clock in the morning the grand powder-magazine blew up

and not only overturned part of the town, but buried above ſix

thouſand men in the ruins. This blow threw the ſeraskier and

the whole garriſon into a conſternation; and as there was no

poſſibility of extinguiſhing the fire, he judged it would be

madneſs to ſuffer ſo many to periſh by the flames, or to have

them buried under the rubbiſh. He then ordered all the flags,

with which the ramparts and glacis were ſtuck, in the Turkiſh

| 3 Inallller,
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manner, to be taken down, and the white flag to be hoiſted.

He ſent, at the ſame time, his Baſh-Tzchaus, or adjutant

general, to count Munich, to deſire of him an armiſtice of

twenty-four hours. His requeſt was rejećted, and it was pro

poſed to him to ſurrender himſelf, with his garriſon, priſoners

of war, within an hour's time, or to expect no quarters. While

this was in agitation, advice came, that the huſſars and Coſſacks

of the Don had penetrated into the town, on the ſide to the

ſea. The ſeraskier, and a part of the garriſon, had got out of

the place, in order to eſcape on board the gallies, and veſſels of

tranſport, while the capitulation was a forming. The Coſſacks

and huſſars ſeeing this, fell furiouſly upon them, forced them

to return into the town, and followed them in at the ſame time.

The ſeraskier, upon this, ſent a ſecond time to the marſhal, and

ſurrendered at diſcretion, requeſting nothing but life, which

was granted. - - -

A detachment of the foot-guards took immediately poſſeſſion

of a gate, and the garriſon was diſarmed, and condućted to the

camp.

While theſe arrangements were making, ſome hundreds of

ſoldiers entered the town, and maſſacred a number of people.

There were not above two hundred that found means to get

to the gallies, and ſo eſcape. Many were drowned who had

thrown themſelves into the ſea to ſwim to the tranſports;

which, ſeeing the town taken, weighed anchor, and made the

beſt of their way to Conſtantinople, to carry the news of the

ſucceſs of the Ruſſian expedition.

The priſoners that were made of the enemies, were the ſeraſ.

kier Jaya, Baſhaw of three tails, and commander in chief of

all the troops, ſon-in-law to the laſt Grand Vizier, and who

had been maſter of horſe to the depoſed Sultan; the governor

X 2 of
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of the place, Muſtapha, Baſhaw of two tails; thirty other

officers of diſtinétion, fixty ſubalterns, three thouſand one

hundred and ſeventy-four private ſoldiers of different bodies,

as Janiſaries, Spahis, Boſniacs, and Arnaouts; two hundred ſer

vants, and twelve hundred women and children; fifty-four

Greeks, who took on ſervice in the huſſars, and ſome hundreds

of ſlaves, who recovered thus their liberty.

By this enumeration may be judged the number of men the

Turks muſt have loſt in the town, the garriſon having been

twenty thouſand ſtrong, beſides the inhabitants. By the twen

tieth of July, there had been already interred ſeventeen thouſand

Turks; and there were ſtill a great number of bodies buried

under the ruins, which were not found till long after.

On the ramparts were found eighty-two braſs cannon, fix

iron, ſeven mortars, and one hauwitzer. There were taken nine

horſe-tails, eight ſtaffs of command, and a great quantity of

very fine arms. The colors were near three hundred; and the

booty the troops got was very conſiderable.

The Coſſacks of the Don diſtinguiſhed themſelves greatly

before Ockzakow ; for they readily and voluntarily fought on

foot, and even marched up to the aſſault.

Such is the exačt enough relation of the ſiege of Ockzakow;

a ſiege the moſt ſingular of the kind that ever the world ſaw.

Nothing leſs than Munich's good luck could ever have brought

it to that iſſue; for, after the faults he committed in attacking

it, he deſerved to be beaten, and to have been obliged to raiſe

the ſiege. He began the attack without knowing in what man

ner the town was fortified, and without having reconnoitred

the ſituation. He cauſed the aſſault to be given on the moſt

fortified fide, without having any the leaſt materials for paſſing

the
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the ditch of the counterſcarp, and the very exiſtence of which

was unknown till the moment of coming at it. If he had

turned the town, and made his approaches to it on the ſide to

the ſea, he would have taken it much more eaſily, there being

only a ſingle wall, that was even damaged in ſome places. When

the marſhal was repulſed, he wanted to throw the blame of the

whole affair on Keith, telling the Prince of Brunſwick, in pre

ſence of ſome generals, that it was owing to the over-great

vivacity of Keith that the aſſault given had ſucceeded ſo ill;

but that, as the fire ſtill continued burning, perhaps every thing

would come right again. This was told again to Mr. Keith,

who, extremely piqued at the imputation on him of a meaſure

in which he had not acted but againſt his own will, ſent a

requeſt to marſhal Munich, not to make him any reproaches,

ſince he had done nothing but follow his orders; adding, that he

was ready to demand a council of war, before which he would

make appear the faults that had been committed in the begin

ning the fiege. The marſhal came next morning to pay him a

viſit, and, among other things, ſaid to him ; “It is, Sir, partly

“ to you that we are indebted for the ſucceſs of this great enterpriſe.”

Keith, who had not forgotten his ſpeeches of the eve, anſwered,

“I aſk your pardon, Sir, I do not pretend to any the leaſt honor

“from it; having done nothing but merely obeyed your orders.”

During the preceding winter, the marſhal had ſent an army

guide to Ockzakow, with compliments to the Baſhaw, and to

fee whether he could not take a plan of the fortifications of the

town. This man, to whom it had hardly been permitted to

look out of the windows of his room, wiſhing, nevertheleſs, to

make his court to count Munich, had given him the plan of

an exagon, with aſſurance of its being fortified in that manner:

(By the Plan IV. may be ſeen whether he was right or not.) It

was, however, upon this report that the ſiege of the place was

undertaken, without its having been reconnoitred.

9 - - July

1737.
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Diſpoſitions

at Ockzakow.

July 14, The major-general Bachmetew, and colonel Bratke

of the engineers, entered the town, with two regiments of dra

goons, twelve battalions of foot, and two thouſand Coſſacks.

Two of the regiments were to be ſent thence under colonel

Wedel to Kinburn.

As it was not at all doubted but that the Turks would exert

their utmoſt efforts for the retaking of Ockzakow, it was

ordered to be provided of every neceſſary, and put into a con

dition of making a long reſiſtence. A part of the artillery was

left there, and a number of engineers, to direčt the works of

fortification. The town had been turned into a heap of ſtones,

ſo that the garriſon could not be lodged in it, but encamped

on the ſide of the ditch of the counterſcarp, where they began to

work at a retrenchment, that was to extend all along the front

of the town, having the Liman, or mouth of the river, on the

right, and the Black-Sea on the left; but as this was a work

that required a great deal of time, there were only two ſmall

retrenchments proviſionally made on each ſide, after which the

intended grand one was proceeded upon, but was not finiſhed.

Theſe lines were to ſerve for advanced works, to oblige the

enemy, in caſe of an attack, to begin his trenches at a great

diſtance, for thoſe works that were completed were too well

conſtructed to leave any fear of their being carried ſword in

hand.

The army remained two days more under the camp of

Ockzakow, to reſt itſelf from the fatigues which it had under

gone for thirteen days ſucceſſively, after which the marſhal

reſumed the march.

His inſtrućtions were, to proceed towards Bender, after he

ſhould have taken Ockzakow; but the marſhal had learnt that

the enemy had burnt all the graſs on that ſide: and as the

Ruſſian
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Ruſſian army was diminiſhed, not only by the garriſon left at 1737.

Ockzakow, and by the numbers they had loſt in the courſe of

the ſiege, but alſo by the multitude of ſick that were left in the

army, inſomuch that it muſtered in the field from twenty to

twenty-four thouſand men leſs ſtrong than at the opening of

the campaign, it was reſolved not to move to any diſtance from

the Bogh, but to make ſome marches and countermarches,

that ſhould make the enemy believe that they were bending

their force againſt them ; but the true deſign was, to cover

Ockzakow, and to hinder the Turks from forming the ſiege of

it, till the garriſon ſhould have had the time to repair the for

tifications, and to erect ſuch buildings as might ſerve to lodge

them in the winter.

July 22, The army was at fixty werſts or fifteen leagues

from Ockzakow, near the Bogh. There the general Leontew,

who had been left behind with the baggages and magazines,

rejoined the army.

July 23, The army, very early in the morning, got under Engagement

march, but had ſcarce proceeded a quarter of a league, when jºi...”

the Coſſacks of the Don, who had been ſent on a ſcouting party with the

towards Bender, brought word, that a great body of the enemy ºntº

was advancing againſt the army, and was not above half a

league off. Hitherto they had heard no more of the enemy,

than if the army had marched in full peace, ſo that though they

marched in ſquare battalions, they had allowed the baggage to

go on before, or follow them behind, juſt as ſhould be moſt

convenient for them. The marſhal himſelf had ordered the

army to move on, and had himſelf ſtopped only to diſpatch a

courier to the court. He was ſcarce got on horſeback, when a

body of the enemy attacked his baggages, and thoſe of the

Prince of Brunſwick. Munich, who had always with him an

eſcort of ſome ſquadrons of horſe, detached them againſt the

enemies,
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1737. enemies, whom they repulſed on that ſide. They had, how

ever, had time enough to kill ſome of the baggage-retinue, and

to carry off ſeveral horſes.

Nearly at the ſame time, colonel Fermor and lieutenant-general

Lieven, who were performing the funètion of quarter-maſters

general, and who, having no conception of a hoſtile rencoun

ter, had gone on before with the quarter-maſters and harbin

gers, making up in all three hundred and fifty, without waiting

for the two regiments of dragoons that were to eſcort them,

found themſelves on a ſudden ſurrounded with ſome thouſands

of Turks and Tartars. Fermor, on the inſtant, made his little

troop diſmount, and form into a ſquare. The enemy's horſe

and foot fell upon them, but were ſeveral times repulſed with a

conſiderable loſs. The quarter-maſters men reſerved their

fire, and managed it ſo well, that they did not let fly a ſhot in

vain. The Turks imagined they ſhould gain their ends better,

by ſetting fire to the graſs. Fermor took his precautions ſo

well, and made with his troops ſo opportune a motion, that,

before the fire could reach them, they got to a ſpot where there

was nothing combuſtible. The enemies thereon made a freſh

attack, and were repulſed as before. The quarter-maſters

muſt, however, have ſoon been overpowered with ſuch num

bers, if ſome regiments had not luckily come up in time to diſ

engage them. The Ruſſians had, on this occaſion, fifty men

killed and wounded, and near a hundred were taken priſoners,

but moſt of them only ſervants. -

Some ſlaves, who had found means to eſcape, aſſured, that

the enemies were, in number, five thouſand Turks and ten

thouſand Tatars, who had been ſent from Bender to attack the

general Leontew on his march, before he ſhould join the army.

July 25, General Bachmetew ſent word, that the works at

Ockzakow were in conſiderable forwardneſs, and that there

- - WCl'C .
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were fifteen hundred Zaporavian Coſſacks arrived there in

thirty-eight veſſels; that they had made an expedition on the

Black-Sea againſt the iſlands of the Crimea, but that they had

found them all abandoned by the inhabitants.

July 26, The army went up along-ſhore of the Bogh, four

leagues, and encamped at a place called Andreewska, where

there are to be ſeen the ruins of a town. The marſhal cauſed

a good fort to be built there, giving it the name of St. Andrew,

into which he put the greateſt part of the artillery, under the

guard of two regiments of foot, commanded by the Prince of

Holſtein, till the arrival of the fleet that was to carry them to

Ockzakow. For, as the enemies had burnt the graſs, there

was a great ſcarcity of forage, and the horſes and oxen, who

drew the artillery, died every day by dozens.

July 27, The marſhal received the news, that a part of the

fleet, under the colonel Chripourow, was at length arrived at

Ockzakow, to the number of fourteen double ſloops, and ſeventy

large boats, of a hundred and fifty tons burthen each. Theſe

veſſels were loaded with a great quantity of all ſorts of provi

ſion and ammunition: ſome thouſands of bomb-ſhells, balls,

grenadoes, gabions, wood for burning and for building. This

was the part of the fleet that was to have brought to the army

the neceſſaries for condućting the ſiege, but which did not

arrive till fifteen days after the taking of the place.

Thence it may be ſeen, that there is no preciſely relying on

water-carriage, eſpecially on ſuch a river as the Dnieper, where

there is a great number of falls, which are unpaſſable when the

water is low.

The army, having proceeded up the ſide of the Bogh as far

as the conflux of the Zirzakleya, had notice that there was, on

Y the

1737.
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1737, the other fide of the river, forage and wood in abundance; upon

which it was reſolved to croſs it at this place, though it is there

ninety-five fathoms broad, and that the river is marſhy on the

weſtern ſide.

July the 30th, They began to work at the getting two

bridges ready. -

Auguſt the 1ſt, The firſt regiments paſſed over the river.

The Zaporavian Coſſacks had, in their little veſſels, made a

ſecond expedition to the mouth of the Dnieper, had gone up

the river, plundered ſeveral villages, ſet fire to a number of

others, and thereby ſpread an alarm over the whole country,

along that river, as far as Bender. They returned with a great

booty, and at times repeated theſe expeditions, but with leſs

profit to them, the people of the country having gone off with

their beſt effects to Bender, or farther into the country.

Auguſt 7, At night, it was ſeen that the enemy had ſet fire

to the woods and buſhes on the other ſide of the Bogh, on the

way to Bender, at about four leagues diſtance from the camp.

It was at firſt imagined that it might be a great body of the

Turks, or, even their whole army, that was advancing to

attack the Ruſſians; but after having ſent out ſeveral parties

of the Coſſacks, who ſcoured the country a good way beyond

the fire, without diſcovering any traces of the enemy, the alarm

went off.

The Tartars Since the affair of the quarter-maſters, there had not been

:- any the leaſt news of the enemies, which threw the army into

gain ſome ad-ſuch a ſecurity, as if they had been in the midſt of Ruſſia;

* there went out of them a foraging without ſo much as the

ſmalleſt covering party. Some of the ſervants ventured as far as .

two or three leagues off, but they paid dearly for it.

Auguſt
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Auguſt 11, A party of Tartars, of fifteen hundred men,

having ſwam over the river ſome leagues above the camp, fell

upon the foragers on the left, whom they found diſperſed all

over the country round, maſſacred a number of them, and

carried off more than a thouſand horſes and oxen, before the

alarm reached the camp. The Coſlacks of the Don, who were

encamped the neareſt to the place where this was paſſing, took

inſtantly to horſe, and rode full ſpeed to the enemy. But theſe,

who were by no means come on a fighting ſcheme, thought of

nothing but to make the beſt of their way off the ground, as

ſoon as they ſaw the Coſſacks making towards them. They

detached then the main of their troops before, with thepri

ſoners and the booty, while the boldeſt of them kept in the

rear, and followed more ſlowly. This enabled the Coſſacks to

come up with them, who killed them near a hundred men,

and made twenty priſoners. They purſued them ten leagues

from the camp, as far as Mertwie-Wodi, but theſe, having had

ſo greatly the ſtart of them, had the good luck to eſcape with

their capture.

After this finiſter rencounter, the army was not only more on

its guard, but marſhal Munich, who never forgave any the leaſt

negligence in his officers, cauſed it to be rigorouſly examined

into, by whoſe orders it was that the foragers had gone out of

the camp without covering parties. The whole blame fell on the

principal officers, and majors of the regiments, ſo that there was

not one regiment of the left wing of which there was not an

officer puniſhed. Some loſt their rank for a time, others were

muléted ſeveral months pay.

Auguſt 12, The marſhal detached general Romanzow, with

the guards, ſome regiments of dragoons and of Coſſacks,

to return into the Ukrain. Under their eſcort he alſo ſent away

the Turkiſh priſoners. The object of this detachment was, to

facilitate the forages to the army.

- - Y 2 Auguſt

1737.
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S:offeln ſent

to command

in Ockza

kow. '

Auguſt 19, The brigadier, Prince Boraitinsky, who com

manded a ſecond diviſion of the fleet originally deſigned for the

ſiege, and now for the vićtualment of Ockzakow, came down

the Dnieper, to about the part that made it on a line with the

encampment of the army. This diviſion conſiſted of forty

eight double ſloops, four cantzchibaſſes, and fifty-ſeven great

boats, having aboard a great quantity of ammunition, of ma

terials, of proviſions, with one thouſand eight hundred and

ſeventy-eight men, ſoldiers and ſailors.

The third diviſion of this fleet, which was of much the ſame

ſtrength, and as well provided, was to come down under the

command of the rear-admiral Mamonow, but could not ſerve

at Ockzakow till towards the middle of September.

Auguſt 20, The army ſhifted its camp, and went down along

the fide of the Bogh to near its confluence with the Dnieper,

where it ſtaid ſome days to take reſt.

Marſhal Munich, accompanied by the Prince of Brunſwick,

thence repaired on a viſit of inſpećtion to Ockzakow, to ſatisfy

himſelf with his own eyes, whether the works had been effec

tually carried on for the repair and augmentation of the forti

fications; as alſo the better to be aſſured of the ſame care hav

ing been taken of thoſe at Kinburn.

As Munich had ſtill no ſort of doubt of the Turks beſieging

Ockzakow, and that it was a point of importance to Ruſſia to

have an intelligent officer there, major-general Stoffeln was

ſent for that purpoſe. Bachmetew having, beſides, requeſted

to be relieved on the account of his bad health.

Stoffeln, who deſired nothing better than to have occaſiont of

diſtinguiſhing himſelf, accepted this command with pleaſure:

7 and
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and how much he did honor to the choice of him for this truſt, 1737.

by his gallant defence of the place, when the Turkiſh army

beſieged it, will appear hereafter.

After the return of the marſhal, the army made ſome marches Return of the

along the fide of the Bogh, and, on the laſt days of Auguſt, be-jº.

gan to reſume its way back to the Ukrain. Munich divided

it into ſeveral corps, who were, however, all obliged to repaſs

the Boriſthenes (Dnieper) on the bridge of Perewolotſchna,

where they ſeparated, and each regiment took its rout for its

reſpective winter-quarters. Munich took his head-quarters up

at Pultowa.

This campaign did much honor to Munich, and greatly con- Reflexionson

tributed to augment the reputation of the Ruſſian troops but,º

was at bottom of very little ſervice to the ſtate, fatiguing and kow.

murderous as it was. The army had loſt in the courſe of it

eleven thouſand regulars, and five thouſand Coſſacks. The

loſs in ſervants, and waggoners of the magazine-carriages, might

be of about ten thouſand.

As I have given an account of ſuch as were killed or taken

by the enemies, it will be readily obſerved, that the greateſt part

muſt have periſhed by diſeaſes; for, as to deſertion, it is a thing

unknown in the Ruſſian armies.

There is, indeed, one material cauſe, that, in a very great

meaſure, contributes to the rifeneſs of diſtempers in the armies

of Ruſſia, the almoſt continual lents, which they are obliged

to obſerve, according to the Greek ritual. This condemns

them three-fourths of the year to the forbearance of fleſh

meat; and to ſuch a length is the ſuperſtition of the nation

carried, that, though the ſynod grants them a diſpenſation for

eating fleſh during the campaigns, there are few that chuſe

to
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1757. to take the benefit of it, preferring death to the ſin of breaking

their appointed lents or faſts. The Ruſſian ſoldiers, withal, in

the campaigns, lie on the bare ground, never ſo much as think

ing of ſtraw, or wanting coverings in their tents, True, in

deed, it is, that, in the war with the Turks, there was no ſuch

thing as having any conveniences of this kind, the campaigns

being nothing but inceſſant marches. It was a prodigy to

continue five days together in the ſame camp. The care taken

of the ſick in theſe circumſtances could not be much, and not

withſtanding all that has been ſaid of the Ruſſians, their being

ſo robuſt and hardy, they are ſubject to ſeveral diſeaſes, as the

ſcurvy, fevers; and, in the field, to bloody-fluxes, &c. Com

monly one third of the fick die. Nor is there any thing extra

ordinary in a regiment, though in quarters, having two hun

dred ſick by the beginning of ſpring, or in the autumn. There

is, to every regiment, but one head-ſurgeon and his mate, who

are not withal of the moſt ſkilful. As to the ſurgeons of the

companies, ſcarce can they ſhave. On a review of recruits, a

colonel will order a common peaſant, who ſhall have followed

the plough-tail for twenty years, to be a ſurgeon: the poor

fellow proteſts, in vain, that he has no inclination to the pro

feſſion, and that he ſhall never be able to learn it; this avails

him nothing, he muſt apply to it; and if he has a thick head,

it is made more penetrable by dint of blows. In the ſame man

ner are their hautbois choſen; ſo that one may eaſily judge what

fine concerts of military muſic are to be heard in their armies.

The mortality of the cattle was extremely great during this

campaign, there having fallen but little rain, which made the

grais dry up ſooner than uſual. The Tartars did not fail of ſet

ting fire to it, ſo that the army often madetwo marches without

finding graſs enough for their horſes and horned cattle. The

artillery alone loſt above fifteen thouſand pairs of oxen; true,

however, it is, that this was partly imputed to the bad arrange

3 ments
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ments taken by the Prince of Heſſe, in not appointing, when

the army firſt took the field, a ſufficient number of ſupernumerary

ſets for draught, which he might have done, as there was a ſur

pluſage of ſome hundreds of pairs of oxen. The army had

not got on above ten marches, before there was a deficiency

felt in the train of artillery; for, ſome pairs of oxen being

foundered, there was a neceſſity for diminiſhing the number

employed in the draught of the heavy artillery, ſo that its not

being poſſible for it to follow quick enough, often occaſioned a

retardment in the march; an inconvenience which did not

ceaſe till the arrival of the army before Ockzakow. That town

being taken, the marſhal ordered the greateſt part of the artil

lery to be left there, and that no more ſhould be taken back

than could be conveniently drawn. The Prince of Heſſe, in

ſtead of following this order, left but a ſmall part of the artil

lery in that place, ſo that, at the ſecond or third march, there

was no getting the train on. In coming out of the camp, more

than a fourth of the cattle were foundered on the ſpot, and the

rear-guard was ſometimes obliged to ſtop for twenty-four hours,

till ſuch oxen as had drawn one part of the artillery into the

new camp, were ſent back to fetch the remainder in the old one.

This obliged the marſhal to build the fort of St. Andrew on the

ſide of the Bogh, and to ſend a great part of the artillery with

the fleet to Ockzakow.

This is one of the reaſons that contributed to hinder any

farther confidence being placed in the Prince of Heſſe Hom

bourg, and to his having had no command of conſequence

fince. If the Ruſſians had had to deal with an enemy that had

any ſkill, they would have loſt two-thirds of their artillery;

perhaps more, for there were ſeveral very neceſſary precautions

neglečted.

While the army, commanded by count Munich, was making

the campaign on the ſide of Ockzakow, marſhal Lacy marched

into

1737.
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Campaigns

the Crimea

under mar

ſhal Lacy.

into Crimea with another army, conſiſting of thirteen regi

ments of dragoons, twenty regiments of infantry, and from ten

to twelve thouſand Coſſacks and Calmucks, the whole amount

ing to about forty thouſand combatants.

The generals who commanded under Lacy were, the gene

ral Lewaſchew, the lieutenant-general Douglaſs, Spiegel and

Brilly, and the major-generals Jerepkin, Brigny the younger,

Dewitz, &c. -

The infantry of this army, in the beginning of the ſpring,

sſembled at the river Mius, oppoſite to the ſmall fort of Paw

ſowsky, and thence marched in ſeveral columns to the river

Calmius, where they reſted ſome time, to wait for the fleet un

der the command of the rear-admiral Bredal, which was to ačt

in concert with them on the ſea of Azoph, ſo as to ſecond their

enterpriſes in Crimea. As ſoon as it was arrived, Lacy conti

nued his march to the river of Berda. There it was that the

whole army aſſembled.

Count Douglaſs had brought the dragoons, who had had their

rendezvous at Backmouth, by the direéteſt way through the

ſleps. Lacy eſtabliſhed ſome redoubts at proper intervals for

keeping up the communication with Azoph.

After that the marſhal had held ſeveral conferences with the

rear-admiral Bredal, who had joined him with the fleet, which

he kept at anchor at the mouth of the Berda, and concerted with

him the operations of the campaign, he reſumed the march

with the army, keeping as cloſe as he well could along the

ſhore of the ſea of Azoph, Being arrived at the river Molotz

chni-Wodie, he built a fort there, in which he left a good

garriſon, and all the fick of the army,

June
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June 26, The army encamped on the ſhore of that arm of

the ſea of Azoph, which joins the lines of Precop; the fleet

did not lie there at above a cannon-ſhot diſtance from it.

Lacy, who wanted to enter without loſs of time into Crimea,

inſtantly ordered the conſtrućtion of a bridge, which was

finiſhed by the 28th; and ſome regiments of dragoons, and

three or four thouſand Coſſacks, paſſed over it immediately.

By the 3oth, the whole army was got over, and continued its

march along-ſhore of the ſea of Azoph.

July 2, It was joined by four thouſand Calmucks, whom

Goldan Nama, a ſon of the Khawn of the Calmucks, had

brought with him.

The Khawn of the Tartars of Crimea, who had never ima

gined that the Ruſſians would enter his country on that ſide,

was aſtoniſhed at it when he received the news. He had

poſted himſelf, with all his troops, behind the lines of Precop,

which he had taken care to get repaired, and hoped to diſpute

the paſs of them with the Ruſſians more ſucceſsfully than had

been done by the old Khawn the year before. But all this was

ſo much trouble in vain. Lacy was now in full march againſt

Arabat, without having loſt a ſingle man,

As the Ruſſian army was obliged to continue its march on a

narrow enough ſpit of land, formed by the ſea of Azoph, and

which ſtretches as far as Arabat, the Khawn imagined he

might retrieve and rectify every thing at the outlet of that

ſtreight. He marched then with all diligence, in the hope of

ſtopping the Ruſſian army at the lines, which care had been

taken to form along the front of that ſpit of land, ſo as to

compel it either to a retreat, or even to a battle, if it ſhould

obſtinately contend for paſſing. -

Z But
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1737. But Lacy broke all his meaſures. As ſoon as he heard that

the Khawn was arrived at Arabat, and that he was there wait

ing for him, he cauſed the depth of that arm of the ſea, which

ſeparates this ſpot of land from the reſt of Crimea, to be

ſounded; and having found a place proper for this purpoſe, he

had rafts made; for the conſtrućtion of which, all the empty

caſks of the army, and main timber-pieces of the chevaux de

friſe, were employed, and by this means croſſed this arm of the

ſea, with the infantry and equipages. The dragoons, Coſſacks,

or Calmucks, ſwam or forded it over. -

It had not been the Khawn alone who had judged this a

raſh enterpriſe of the marſhal Lacy, when he marched on the

ſpit of land towards Arabat, for the generals of his own

army were of the ſame opinion. All of them, except Spiegel,

waited on him one morning, and repreſented to him, that he

was expoſing the troops too much, and that they were all run

ning a riſk of periſhing together. The marſhal anſwered

them, That danger there was in all military enterpriſes, but

that he did not ſee more in this one than in others. However,

he deſired their counſel of what they thought was beſt to be

done. They replied, “ To return.” Upon which Lacy re

joined, That ſince the generals had a mind to return, he would

diſpatch them their paſſports for it, and ačtually called for his

ſecretary, whom he ordered to make them out, and immediately

to deliver them to them. He even commanded a party of two

hundred dragoons to eſcort them to the Ukrain, there to wait

his return. It was three days before the generals could prevail

on the marſhal to relent, and forgive them the preſumption

they had ſhewn in propoſing to him a retreat.

The Khawn, who had imagined he ſhould beat the Ruſſian

army at the outlet near Arabat, was extremely ſurpriſed at

learning that it had croſſed the arm of the ſea, and was now in

full
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full march towards him. But he did not think fit to wait for

it. He retreated towards the mountains, haraſſed with the

Coſſacks and Calmucks cloſe at his heels. Lacy, having advice

of the retreat of the enemy, would not continue his march to

wards Arabat, but wheeled to the right, in order to get among

the mountains in queſt of the Khawn, and to give him battle,

if the thing was practicable.

July 23, The Ruſſian army encamped at the diſtance of

twenty-ſix werſts, or ſeven French leagues, from one of the

beſt towns of Crimea, called Karas-Bazar. There it was

attacked by a large choice body of troops, commanded by the

Khawn in perſon. Theſe attacks were at the firſt very vigorous,

but, after an hour's combat, the Tartars were repulſed, and

driven off the field by the Coſſacks and Calmucks, who purſued

them fifteen werſts, or four leagues, into the mountains.

The army remained in the ſame camp, but the light troops

made an excurſion on the ſide of Karas-Bazar, to ruin the

habitations of the Tartars. They returned the ſame day, with

about ſix hundred priſoners, a conſiderable booty, and a grea

quantity of cattle. -

July 25, The lieutenant-general Douglas commanded the

vanguard, with fix thouſand men, dragoons and foot, and the

greateſt part of the light troops, to march to Karas-Bazar.

Marſhal Lacy followed them with the reſt of the army, hav

ing left in camp the equipages and the ſick, with five thouſand

men to guard them, under the orders of brigadier Kolo

koltzow.

All the advanced guards that ſought to oppoſe the paſſage

of the troops were repulſed; and preſently there was diſco

vered, on a riſing ground near the town, a retrenched camp,

Z 2 in
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1737. in which there might be about from twelve to fifteen thouſand

Turks.

Upon this, the marſhal reinforced Douglas with two regi

ments of dragoons, giving him orders to attack the enemy,

and to take poſſeſſion of Karas-Bazar. This was executed

with all imaginable ſucceſs; the Turks having fled after about

an hour's combat.

The inhabitants had entirely abandoned the town, ſo that

there were none remaining in it but ſome Greek and Armenian

families. The place then was taken without any reſiſtance,

pillaged, and reduced to aſhes. This town, of which above

one half was built of ſtone, contained about ten thouſand

houſes, thirty-eight moſques and Turkiſh chapels, two Chriſtian

churches for the Greeks and Armenians, fifty water-mills, and

a number of other public buildings. The booty the troops

made was very conſiderable, the inhabitants not having had

time to ſave their effects. As the town is ſituate in the ave

nues to the hills, where the paſſes are ſo narrow that ſcarce

three men can march abreaſt; and that, beſides, there was no

forage, the marſhal meaſured back his ſteps, and encamped at

a league diſtance from that place. The Coſſacks and Calmucks

had orders to penetrate as far as they well could into the

mountains, and to burn and deſtroy all the habitations of the

Tartars.

July 26, The army marched back to occupy the ſame camp

in which they had left their equipages and the fick, Scarce

had they got into the plain, before they ſaw the enemies

advancing, with the greateſt part of their forces, on the other

fide of the river of Karas. Marſhal Lacy inſtantly detached

Douglas, with ſeveral regiments of foot and dragoons, and a

part of the light troops, to attack them. Douglas croſſed the

5 T1WCI"
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river a league above the enemies, and marched ſtrait to them.

They cannonaded one another for near an hour, after which

the Coſſacks came to blows with the enemies. The ſkirmiſh

was ſmart on both ſides. The Coſſacks were thrice repulſed;

but the regular troops coming up in fine order, and with a

ſteady countenance, obliged the enemies to retreat. The army

encamped on the field of battle.

During the ačtion, Lacy had ordered the Calmucks to take

the enemies in rear and flank. After the affair was over, no

Calmucks appeared: at which the marſhal was rather uneaſy,

apprehending they might have purſued the enemies too far

among the mountains, ſo as to have their retreat to the army

cut off, or to have all been put to the ſword. But two days

afterwards they returned to the camp, bringing with them

above a thouſand priſoners, among whom were ſeveral Mirzas,

whom they had taken in an inroad which they had, of their

own heads, made into the mountains, as far as Bachtchi

Serai.

July 27, The army reſumed the camp which it had occupied

before its proceeding to Karas-Bazar. The marſhal then held

there a grand council of war, in which it was reſolved, that

ſince the plan of operations preſcribed to them had been exe

cuted, and that there remained nothing conſiderable to be

undertaken by them, it would be adviſeable to draw nearer

again to the frontiers of the Crimea.

It took the army up five days to get from this camp to the

mouth of the Schoungar, in all which time the light troops

had nothing to do but to reduce to aſhes all the habitations of

the Tartars, that were for four or five leagues round the army,

and of which the number might be equivalent to a thouſand vil

lages, or little open towns, the country being extremely popu

- lous
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1737. lous on that ſide. They brought alſo to the camp above thirty

thouſand oxen, and more than a hundred thouſand ſheep.

The enemies, on their part, did not ceaſe to haraſs the army

in its march, and ſometimes found means to carry off ſome of

the officers ſervants, who had ventured to go beyond the pre

cinét of the advanced poſts, as alſo ſome hundreds of horſes of

the train and equipages.

As ſoon as the army was arrived at the Schoungar, a bridge

of boats was ordered to be got ready, and was finiſhed by the

next morning, the 2d of Auguſt; when, on the ſame day, part

of the army croſſed it, and had ſcarce the time to form, when

the enemies appeared with their whole force to oppoſe the paſ

ſing. They had been reinforced with ſome thouſands of

Turks from the Kaffa. They attacked ſeveral times, with great

violence, the light troops, but were conſtantly repulſed. At

length, tired with their fruitleſs attempts, and with loſing ſo

many men by the cannon, they retreated, leaving about a hun

dred killed on the ſpot. -

Auguſt 4, The marſhal paſſed the Schoungar with the reſt of

the army. There they remained a few days encamped; after .

which they went on to camp near the river Molotzchie-Wodi,

where the marſhal ſtaid out the whole month of Auguſt, having

found a country abounding with forage.

During that time, he detached ſeveral parties of light troops

towards Precop, and towards the Dnieper, to reconnoitre the

motions of the enemies, for he had received advice, that the

Khawn, with from thirty to forty thouſand men, was come out

of Crimea, to attempt ſome enterpriſe.

Auguſt 17, One of the Ruſſian parties fell in with another

pf Tartars, which they beat, and brought into the camp ſeveral

priſoners.
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priſoners. Theſe ſaid, it was true, that the Khawn had come 1737.

from behind the lines of Precop immediately after that the Ruſ

ſian army had paſſed over the Schoungar, and had encamped

ſeveral days on the ſteps; but that, on learning that the marſhal

Lacy had poſted himſelf near Molotzchnie-Wodi, he was afraid

of his coming to attack him, which had determined him to re

enter the lines, and retreat to his own country.

Auguſt 9, The Ruſſian fleet, under the rear-admiral Bredal, Engagement

had a rencounter with that of the Turks. The action came***

on this in manner. Bredal, having got a-breaſt of the point of

Wiſokowa with his fleet, conſiſting of a hundred ſail, all

double ſloops, and other ſmall veſſels (the large not having been

able to get over the flats at the mouth of the river Don), per

ceived ſome Turkiſh veſſels, whowere bearing down to the ſame

point. Upon this, he thought fit to get cloſer again into ſhore,

and to come to an anchor in the moſt convenient place. To

wards two o'clock in the afternoon, the whole Turkiſh fleet

appeared in the Offing. It conſiſted of two men of war, of

thirteen galleys, and of forty-ſeven half-galleys. One of the

men of war had hoiſted the captain Baſhaw's flag. Bredal "

took all the neceſſary meaſures for making a good defence. He

cauſed his veſſels to draw as cloſe as poſſible to the ſhore, where

he planted fifteen three-pounders, and two twelve-pounders.

At five the cannonade began, equally briſk on both ſides,

which laſted till eight o'clock, when the Turks ceaſed firing,

and retreated out of gun-ſhot. The Ruſſians had ſuffered very

little, almoſt all the Turkiſh ſhot having carried over.

Aug. 10, At eight o'clock of the morning the Turks returned

to the attack. The ſhip that carried the Baſhaw's flag was

that which ventured the neareſt to the Ruſſian fleet, and kept

up a hot firing upon it. But it was returned with ſuch ſuc

ceſs from the guns of the double ſloops, and from thoſe planted

Oil
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on the ſhore, that the enemies were obliged to draw off in con

fuſion. The captain Baſhaw's ſhip, and ſome other of their

veſſels, were much damaged. On the part of the Ruſſians,

there were not above thirty men, in all, killed and wounded.

1737.

Auguſt 11, The Turkiſh fleet remained till noon in fight

of the Ruſſian, and then weighing anchor, got into the Offing,

ſteering eaſtward. As ſome days had paſſed without having

had any the leaſt news of the enemy, Bredal, on the 20th, de

tached a ſloop, which brought back word, that, having pro

ceeded as far as the mouth of the river Berda, there had not

appeared ſo much as a ſingle veſſel of the enemy. . Some days

afterwards advice came, that their fleet had paſſed the ſtreight,

and got into Caffa.

Lacy's army In the beginning of the month of September, count Lacy

§.” quitted his camp of Molotzchnie-Wodi, and reſumed the route

to Ukrain. The Tartars, very glad at ſeeing him take his

departure, let him alone, without haraſſing him on his march.

In the month of Oétober, he arrived at the frontiers of Ruſſia,

and ſent his troops into winter-quarters along the Don and

Donetz.

Here I take leave to mention a very curious fačt, that, in the

courſe of this campaign, occurred to the Ruſſian army. I have

it from the marſhal himſelf. While he was on the march to

Crimea, there was, one day near the camp, found a yellowiſh

colored water, with a ſomewhat bitter taſte. A great numbers, .

as well of officers as of ſoldiers, being urged by thirſt, drank

of it. A little while after, all who had taken draughts of this

water appeared drunk, and, as it were, ſtupified, ſtaggering

and reeling. The marſhal was terribly alarmed at this: he

was afraid of loſing his troops before they had ſeen the enemy.

But a few hours of their ſleep relieved him from this anxiety.

They had only a diarrhoea upon it, which laſted ſome hours.

There
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There are, it ſeems, many ſprings of this kind on the frontiers

of Perſia, on the ſide of Kiflar.

One of the moſt confiderable events in the courſe of the year

1737 was, the ſiege of Ockzakow, which the Turks undertook

in the month of October, and which they were obliged to raiſe

by the gallant defence of general Stoffeln.

The Turks, who had not been able to gain any advantage

over the Ruſſians during the whole campaign, had conceived

hopes of better ſucceſs in the autumn, now that, by the begin

ning of October, the Ruſſian army was already on the other ſide

of the Boriſthenes (Dnieper.) They reſolved then on the fiege

of Ockzakow.

But before I enter on an account of this ſiege, I muſt recur

The Turks

beſiege Ock

zakow.

to ſome antecedences. I have already, ſpeaking of the redućtion

of Ockzakow by the Ruſſian army, obſerved, that the town

was nothing but a heap of ſtones and rubbiſh, and that the

garriſon could not find ſo much as lodging-room in it, ſo that

from the firſt inſtant of taking poſſeſſion, they had been

employed on nothing but making all the poſſible arrangements

for convenience and defence.

It has alſo been precedently ſhewn, that the town of Ock

zakow was ſituated in the middle of a deſert, where not only

all the materials for the building of houſes, but even the greateſt

neceſſaries of life, were wanting. Great care had indeed

been taken to ſend every thing of that kind from Ruſſia by the

fleet. But the falls of the Dnieper, and bad weather, often

hindered the boats from arriving in time, ſo that the garriſon

ſometimes ſuffered extremely by the retardment. Beſides

which, it was obliged to work without reſpite at the conſtruc

tion of lodgments for the winter, and at augmenting the for

A a tifications.
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tifications, by the lines deſigned to be carried quite round the

place from the Liman, or mouth of the river, to the Black-Sea.

Theſe great fatigues, combined with the ſcanty ſuſtenance

of the ſoldiers, and the cadaverous exhalation of above forty

thouſand human corpſes, and carcaſes of dead beaſts together,

did not fail of cauſing great ſickneſſes. The garriſon, which

had been compoſed of eight thouſand men, ſaw itſelf, by the

end of September, reduced to five thouſand, of whom too there

were above a thouſand ſick. Such was the condition of the

garriſon, with which Stoffeln ſtood a ſiege, and forced the

Turks to raiſe it. -

The enemies had, from time to time, ſent parties, which

always kept at a diſtance, without undertaking any thing but

the carrying off ſome cattle; ſo that the garriſon had remained

quiet enough for any motion of the enemies, till the 17th of

OŠtober, when, for the firſt time, ſome Turkiſh veſſels came

to anchor within gun-ſhot of Kinburn. There, however, they

did not ſtay but two hours, afraid, as they were, of being

attacked by the Ruſſian fleet, which was then in the port of

Ockzakow. They made ſail again, and met with a ſevere

ſtorm.

Oćtober 19, Towards midnight, a great detachment of the

Turkiſh cavalry drew near to the new redoubt, erected near

the Liman, and, diſmounting, thought to ſurprize the garri

ſon, but, having been diſcovered, they were fired upon, which

obliged them to retreat in a hurry. Their expedition had not,

however, been quite in vain, ſince they found means to carry

off near a hundred oxen, that were grazing before the lines, and

their guard.

Oćtober 24, Stoffeln received advice, by a Coſſack party,

that the enemy was not above ten leagues from Ockzakow,

upon
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upon which he redoubled his vigilance and care for putting:

every thing into the beſt condition poſſible for making a vigo

rous defence.

He held a council of war with the officers of the garriſon, in

which it was reſolved to defend the place to the laſt extremity,

and neither to take nor give quarter.

Oćtober 26, The enemy's vanguard appeared before Ockza

kow. At night the place was inveſted on the land-ſide; and

the next day (the 27th) the whole Turkiſh army came to an

encampment, at half gun-ſhot from the glacis. Scarce had

they unfolded their tents, before ſome detachments came to in

ſult the redoubts; others of them ſkirmiſhed with the Coſſacks,

who were commanded by the colonel Kapniſt, but without be

ing able to do them any the leaſt hurt. Kapniſt had taken

care to keep his rear cloſe to the glacis, ſo as to prevent the

enemy's ſurrounding him. The reſt of the army fell to open

ing the trenches, in broad day-light, to make retrenchments,

and to erect batteries, which they did with ſo much diligence,

that the night following they began to batter, and to throw

their bombs. -

The enemy's army being compoſed of twenty thouſand

Turks, and thirty thouſand Tartars, the ſeraskier Jentzch Ally

Baſhaw, the Khawn of Crimea Begli-Gheri, and the Sultan

of Bielogorod, had the command of it.

Oćtober 28, At day-break, Stoffeln called into the town the

regiments that had been encamped in the precinét of the out

works.

The Turks had, in the night-time, made their approaches

to the foot of the glacis, and had poſted ſome thouſands of

A a 2 - ImCIA
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men between the fort and the new ſeche. At eight in the

morning, a body of about fix thouſand Turks came on to

attack the lines in two places. Fifteen hundred of them fixed

on the part where the regiment of Smolensko had begun to

build its barrack, and the reſt attacked the fleche, conſtructed

before the gate of Preobrazchensky. Upon this, a command

of four hundred men fallied out, with ſome cannon, from

Chriſtopher's Gate, and marched directly againſt thoſe that

were carrying on the attack of the barracks, whom they obliged

to retreat; but as theſe, on their repulſe, went to join thoſe

who were making the other attack, this detachment purſued

them, and fell on them rear and flank, which obliged the ene

mies to fly, and quit all the poſts they had occupied. They

were purſued to their batteries, and had four colors and two

barrels of powder taken from them. Their loſs amounted to

above four hundred men.

At ten o'clock, the Turks returned to the attack, but with

out coming nearer than muſket-ſhot; and while the ſmall

arms on both ſides were keeping up a continual fire, another

of their detachment retrenched itſelf in one of the neighbour

ing gardens, where they placed a cannon and mortar, with

which they did not ceaſe firing on the feche, from which they

had been repulſed, till two at night. On the ſame day, colonel

Wedel, who was with two regiments at Kinburn, having had

orders to repair, with the beſt part of his garriſon, to Ockza

kow, arrived there with eight hundred men; the enemies had,

indeed, appeared in fight of Kinburn, but without undertaking

any thing, though the Khawn of Crimea had boaſted of hav

ing ſent a detachment of Tartars to that town, to raze it to the

ground.

Oćtober 29, The enemies gave a general aſſault at the gate

of Iſhmaelow, where the bad weather had cauſed the filling up.

a part
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a part of the ditch, and penetrated into the covert-way; but

they were preſently driven out of it again, and purſued to even

behind their retrenchment. They would have been purſued

farther, if they had not been ſuſtained by a body of reſerve.

They loſt above five hundred men, and three colors. The ſame

day, the enemies perfected their third battery, from which they

began to throw large bomb-ſhells, and to fire ſeveral eighteen

and twenty-four pounders; thoſe they had employed hitherto

not being above twelve-pounders. The enemy worked the

whole night at making a retrenchment on a riſing ground, op

poſite to the gate of Iſhmaelow, with redoubts, and occupied

it on the 3oth. The firing was continual on both ſides. On

the evening, the beſieged made a ſally towards the redoubts,

along the Liman, and drove them from all the poſts they were

occupying on that ſide, killed them near a hundred and fifty

men, took from them four colors, and nailed up fix of their

pieces of cannon. Major Antziforow, who commanded the

detachment on this ſally, was killed.

At night, an officer, with fifty men, found means to paſs

unperceived the poſts of the enemies, and got with his detach

ment into the camp, where he killed a number of the enemy in

their tents. It was above half an hour before there was the

leaſt alarm ; but, having at length began to plunder the tents,

after they had killed thoſe in them, there were but fix that

could get off, all the reſt were cut to pieces.

Oćtober 31, The firing continued with the ſame vivacity as

the preceding evening. A ſhell from the beſiegers fell on one

of the baſtions, and ſet fire to ſome barrels of powder, by which

ſome men were killed. Towards the evening, two galleys cf

the enemy drew near to the redoubts, and began to cannonade

them, but were ſo well anſwered, that they were ſoon obliged

to ſheer off. There were not, during the whole ſiege ſucceſ

ſively,
s

1737.
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1737. fively, counted above fourteen Turkiſh galleys, not one of which

could enter the Liman for the cannon of Kinburn.

November 1, The firing did not ſlacken: and a ſhell falling

on the baſtion, near the Chriſtopher-Gate towards the Liman,

made ſome grenades blow up, but without any other damage.

November 2, A bomb blew up a ſmall magazine of powder,

by which three men were killed. Seven galleys appeared in the

offing, and kept coaſting along till under Ockzakow, over

againſt the enemies camp.

November 3, The beſieged completed the traverſes in the

grand foſſeč and in the covered-way, and drew a line of com

munication from the gate (of Preobraſchensky to a retrench

ment, that reached from the Kalantzcha to the ſea, which they

had begun the 1ſt and 2d.

November 4, Two hours before day-break, the fire of the

artillery and ſmall arms became very violent on the ſide of the

Iſhmaëlow-Gate; and no ſooner did the morning dawn, than

ſix thouſand Turks gave a furious aſſault to the redoubts

which had been built near the ſea. After an hour's combat,

they forced the retrenchment, got maſters of the redoubts, and

penetrated to the Kalantzcha. But this advantage they did not

hold long. Stoffeln having ordered out from the town a ſally

of a thouſand men, under brigadier Bratke, theſe repulſed them

on all ſides, drove them out of the retrenchments and redoubts,

and purſued them even into their camp. The confuſion on this

was general throughout the whole Turkiſh army: there were

ſome that already began to quit the camp, and betake them

ſelves to flight, nor was it till after their own officers had killed

ſeveral of them, that they could accompliſh the reducing them

to order and duty, and the bringing them back to the camp.

- This
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This aſſault coſt the enemy near two thouſand men. The be

ſieged did not loſe above a hundred and fifty men; nor would

even their loſs have been ſo great, if it had not been for the

ungovernable impetuoſity of about thirty men, who, not con

tent with having driven away the enemies, purſued them too

far, though forbidden by the officers: they were all cut to

pieces, as ſoon as the Tartars were recovered from their firſt

ſurpriſe.

The ſmall cohorns for flinging grenades, did ſpecial ſer

vice on this occaſion.

November 5, and 6, The enemies redoubled the fire of

their artillery, and threw a great quantity of ſhells into the

town, but could do no damage, as there were no houſes, and

the garriſon was diſtributed on the ramparts, in the covered

way, and in the redoubts.

November 8, An hour before day, the enemy, opening two

mines they had made over againſt the baſtion of Lowendhal,

but which, not being deep enough, neither damaged the pali

ſades, nor did any miſchief to the troops behind them.

An hour and a half afterwards, the Turks made a falſe

attack on the redoubt ſituate upon a riſing ground on the ſide

of the Liman, ſuſtained by the fire of their whole artillery:

after which, they wheeled all on a ſudden to the right; and,

turning their efforts towards the gate of Iſhmaëlow, gave a

general aſſault with their whole infantry, and five thouſand

ſpahis, who had been obliged to diſmount and go on a-foot.

The attack was made with ſuch fury, that three thouſand men

forced the paliſades, and penetrated to the gate of Iſhmaëlow;

ſome hundreds more had alſo paſſed the paliſades over againſt

Chriſtopher-Gate, and puſhing the attack as far as into the foſſeå

7 Gº."
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raiſe the

fiege.

or ditch, had got to the water-gate. But the garriſon defended

themſelves ſo well, that the enemies were ſoon repulſed, and

driven back again as far as to their own retrenchments. Their

loſs amounted to four thouſand men by two mines, which, dur

ing the aſſault, the beſiegers having ſprung with all imaginable

ſucceſs, contributed much to the rout of the Turks, having blown

up a great number of them into the air: the others, in the appre

henſion of the like fate, were ſo intimidated, that it was impoſ

ſible for the officers to keep them from retreating, and running

away. In the time of the aſſault, Stoffeln commanded on the

ſide of the covered-way, and the brigadier Bratke, with colonel

Wedel, were on the water-gate ſide. The beſieged took, on

this occaſion, a number of colors, four horſe-tails, a great

many ſcaling-ladders, faſcines, and utenſils for ſapping, which

were all brought into the town.

It was during this ſiege, and eſpecially in this ačtion, that

the Ruſſians drew great ſervice from their pikes; for, while

the enemies were in the foſſèé, and bent on attacking the

water-gate, the colonels Wedel and La Tour made a ſally out

from another gate, marched up to them in a column, and, to

keep them from cloſing in with them, made no uſe but of their

pikes, as the only thing to ward off the Turkiſh ſabres.

The enemy did not afterwards, for the whole day, fire a

ſingle gun, nor till the next, the 9th, did the batteries begin

playing again, which they did with redoubled fury: they

brought out, in open light, ſcaling-ladders and faſcines to the

approaches, for a freſh aſſault: but, three hours after ſun-ſet,

the cannonade ceaſed all on a ſudden, and, ſoon after, fires

were ſeen in different parts of their camp. On this, a detach

ment from the garriſon went out, and having puſhed as far

as into the enemy's camp, found not a ſoul there, nor a gun,

nor a mortar, on the batteries,

November
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November 10, At break of day, there was, for fear of any

furpriſe, a ſtronger detachment ſent; and it was not long be

fore a confirmation was brought of the firſt report, that the

enemies had precipitantly decamped, and betaken themſelves

to flight, having left behind them a great quantity of bomb

fhells, grenadoes, and ammunition, beſides their faſcines, ſcal

ing-ladders, pick-axes, and other tools for the ſap.

Some Zaporavian Coſſacks, who had made an excurſion from

their capital, quite to the gates of Bender, arrived the ſame day

at Ockzakow, and reported, that the enemies had, at noon,

paſſed the river Beroſouka, at fourteen werſts, or four French

leagues, from Ockzakow.

November 11, Advice was received they had already gotten

ten leagues off. The ſame day the garriſon cleared the foſſee,

and all round the town, of the dead bodies : there were found

ithree thouſand of the enemies killed, at only that aſſault of the

eighth, preceding.

This ſiege coſt the Turks above twenty thouſand men, of

whom at leaſt the half periſhed of ſickneſs, the ſeaſon being too

far advanced before they undertook it. The continual rains

they had to endure, contributed, doubtleſs, greatly to the mor

tality, and to the miſcarriage of their enterpriſe.

After the Turks being repulſed at the laſt aſſault, near ten

thouſand men immediately ſet out on the return to their own

country; nor could either the entreaties or the ſeverities of the

officers, who cauſed ſeveral of them to be beheaded, engage thern

to return to the camp and to their duty. The others, who

remained, began to murmur openly, ſaying, that there muſt

be a deſign to have them mafiacred in vain, that it was im

poſſible to take ſuch a place as Ockzakow in ſo advanced a

B. b ſeaſon,
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1737. ſeaſon, eſpecially as the beſieged defended themſelves like lions;

that, in ſhort, they would not go on a ſtep to the aſſault. Such

ſpeeches obliged the ſeraskier to raiſe the ſiege, having reaſon

to be afraid of his being deſerted by his troops, and of loſing a

numerous artillery, if he was to perſiſt obſtinately a few days

longer.

The loſs of the garriſon amounted to above two thouſand

men. It had been four thouſand ſtrong on the day that the

Turks inveſted the place, and had, as above noted, received a

reinforcement of eight hundred men, whom colonel Wedel

brought them from Kinburn; and on the day that the enemies

raiſed the ſiege, there were not above two thouſand in the town

in health, or condition of ſervice.

From the firſt day of the ſiege to the laſt, the whole garriſon

had been diminiſhed on the ramparts in the covered-way, and

in the redoubts, where they had remained night and day, with

out being relieved; and, indeed, ſcarce was there a number

ſufficient to man all the poſts. Such fatigues then could not

fail of producing ſickneſſes; and as, withal, there was a want

in the place of many neceſſaries even for ſubſiſtence, the com

mon ſoldiers were at length ſo extenuated, that they could

hardly ſupport themſelves on their feet: notwithſtanding which,

they did their duty admirably well, and without murmuring;

nor were there, in the whole ſpace of time that the Turks in

veſted the place, but two deſerters.

All the time this fiege laſted, marſhal Munich was in great

anxiety. He had, it is true, taken all the precautions that de

pended on him to make the enterpriſe of the enemies miſcarry,

but he had not dared to hope it, conſidering the bad ſtate in

which he knew the garriſon then was. As ſoon, however, as

he learnt that the place was inveſted, he made freſh arrange

Illtunts
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ments for ſending ſuccours to it. General Leontew had orders

to march with ten thouſand men. Several regiments were alſo

embarked in boats to go down the Dnieper. Theſe had already

paſſed the falls, when they received the news that the Turks

had broke up the ſiege and retreated. The joy was the greater,

for this having been the leſs expected. -

The Empreſs was extremely pleaſed with the condućt of

general Stoffeln; and was not contented with only promoting

him to be a lieutenant-general, but made him a donation of very

conſiderable lands in Ukrain. Bratke was made major-general,

and the whole garriſon had a gratification of ſeveral months

pay.

The fleet, which lay near to the town of Ockzakow, and

which conſiſted of about a hundred ſail, for the moſt part

double ſloops, contributed greatly to the raiſing the ſiege; for,

beſides its hindering the Turks from inveſting the place to the

ſeaward, it ſeconded to very good purpoſe the fire from the ram

parts. The commandant of the Turkiſh fleet, who had had

orders to attack and beat that of Ruſſia, loſt his head for not

having executed them.

I queſtion whether there are any troops in the world that

could, or rather that would, patiently endure ſuch fatigues as

the Ruſſians endured at the ſiege of Ockzakow ; and this con

firms me in the opinion I have always had, that the Ruſſians

are capable of undertaking and executing every thing, when

they are well led : but it is requiſite they ſhould have a num

ºber of foreign officers, as the ſoldiers have more confidence in

them than in thoſe of their own nation.

After having purſued, without interruption, a narrative of

the operations of the campaign, I ſhall here inſert ſome other
- B b 2 remarkable

1737.
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Congreſs of

Nemirow.

remarkable fačts that collaterally occurred in the courſe of the

year 1737.

The courts of Peterſburgh and Vienna had already, under

the reign of Catherine, concluded a ſtrict alliance, which was

yet cloſer drawn in that of the Empreſs Anne. It had been

agreed, that in the caſe of one of thoſe powers being obliged to

come to a rupture with the Porte, the other ſhould aſſiſt it

with thirty thouſand men, and at the ſame time declare war, if

the ſituation of things would permit it. In conſequence of

this treaty, the Emperor had, during the year 1736, made all

the neceſſary diſpoſitions in Hungary, and the war was de-

clared in the year 1737.

They did not, however, in the mean time, neglećt a recourſe

to negotiation. The ſmall town of Nemirow was pitched upon

for the holding a congreſs. It is ſituated in Poland, on the

river of Bogh, at a little diſtance from the frontiers of Wala

chia, and belongs to the count Potoski, the crown-general of

Poland. The court of Peterſburgh ſent thither the baron

Shafirow, Monſ. Walinski, and Monſ. Nepluew ; that of

Vienna, the count Oſtein, the baron Thalman, and the count

Weldreg; the Porte, the Ruz Effendi, or Grand Chancellor;,

Meterei, and Muſtapha Effendis, theſe laſt both viziers of the

bench. The congreſs commenced on the 16th of Auguſt; but

as not one of the three belligerent powers would give up a tittle

of their reſpective pretenſions, the negotiations did not hold

long, and the congreſs broke up on the 14th of October. The

count Oſtein returned to Peterſburgh, where he had reſided.

ſeveral years in quality of miniſter-plenipotentiary; but the

Ruſſian miniſters remained the reſt of the year at Kiow, in

order to be at hand if there ſhould an overture offer for renew

ing the negotiations. -

The
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The count Oſtein, after his return to Peterſburgh, exerted 1737.

his utmoſt efforts to perſuade the Ruſſian court to ſend a large W.“

body of troops by the way of Walachia into Hungary, there to queſts trºops.

join the imperial army, in order to act with the more efficacy f.§:

on that ſide. The general marqueſs De Botta was ſent from ~

Vienna to ſecond the negotiation; but marſhal Munich being

arrived at court, managed ſo as to alledge ſuch good reaſons

againſt this auxiliary meaſure, that it was refuſed. The plan

of Ruſſia was to have its own armies ačt by themſelves, and by

attacking the Porte on two ſides, to make a diverſion conſi

derable enough to hinder the whole Turkiſh power from fall

ing on the imperial army. And, indeed, it fairly appeared

at the end of the war, that if the Emperor had been as well

ſerved as Ruſſia, he would not have been obliged to yield to

the moſt ſhameful peace that had been made for many ages.

The court of Vienna had never been very well pleaſed with

count Munich, nor was it for want of its wiſhing it that that

general was not put out of employ many years before his me

lancholic diſgrace. Munich, on his part, was even with it,

in point of good will; proud as he himſelf was, he could never

endure the haughtineſs of the Auſtrian court, nor miſſed any

occaſion of making the Empreſs and the miniſtry of Peterſ

burgh remark it. I am perſuaded, that, if he had remained at

the head of affairs, the two courts would not have been ſo

united as they are.

|

The colonel Barenklaw had been ſent from Vienna to make

the campaign with the Ruſſian army, to obſerve the operations,

and give an account of them to his court. On the part of

Ruſſia, the colonel Darewski, and ſome other officers, had

been ſent to the imperial army, for the ſame purpoſe, of obſer

vation and intelligence. After the reduction of Ockzakow,

Barenklaw gave advice of it to his court; and in a letter wri--

8 tºn
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ten to count Oſtein at Nemirow, he inſerted, among other

critical reflexions, that true it was, that never had troops

attacked a town with more courage; but that as to the generals,

they were, all of them, without exception, only capable at the

moſt of being captains of grenadiers. Oſtein gave copy of

this letter to the Ruſſian miniſters, who did not fail to ſend it

to Peterſburgh, whence it was tranſmitted to count Munich,

who, as well may be judged, was extremely incenſed at Baren

klaw. He gave him a moſt ſevere reprimand, and treated him

with all the haughtineſs and contempt imaginable.

All this only ſerved to increaſe the hatred of the court of

Vienna againſt him. Barenklaw was recalled, and the colonel

baron de Rusky ſent in his room, who made the two cam

paigns of 1738 and 1739 with the Ruſſian army.

As to the colonel Darewsky, whom the court of Peterſburgh

had ſent in the year 1737 to the imperial army, he was em

ployed the two enſuing years in Poland, on negotiations with

the nobles of that kingdom, and M. de Brown was ſent in his

room to the imperial army, who, in the unfortunate affair of

Kroutzkaw, was taken priſoner by the Turks, and ranſomed

by the marqueſs de Villeneuve, the French embaſſador.

It was alſo in the courſe of this year 1737, that count Biron

was elected duke of Courland. The duke Ferdinand of the

houſe of Kettler died at Dantzick, by which demiſe all the

male line was extinét. The court of Peterſburgh, on receiv

ing advice of this, inſtantly ordered general Biſmark, governor

of Riga, to enter that dutchy with the troops under his com

mand, to ſupport the elečtion of a new duke. The nobility

of Courland having, in the mean while, aſſembled at Mittaw,

repaired to the cathedral, where, after having ſung the Veni

Crcator, Erneſt John de Biron was elected duke of Courland

by
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by a majority of votes. Here it is to be obſerved, that the

general Biſmark had poſted ſome companies of horſe in the

, church-yard of the cathedral, and in the town, ſo that the

election could not fail. I have above ſet forth the genealogy

of this new duke. The nobility of Courland, which had been

very ſplendid, and had enjoyed great liberty under the govern

ment of the preceding dukes, ſaw itſelf all on a ſudden in quite

another ſituation. No one durſt open his mouth without in

curring the riſque of being ſeized, and ſent to Siberia. For

executing this, a moſt particular method of procedure was uſed!

The party, who had given offence by ſpeaking, was, in the mo–

ment he the leaſt thought of it, laid hold of by perſons in!

maſks, who threw him into a covered carriage, and conveyed

him to the remoteſt provinces of Ruſſia. There were ſeveral

of theſe ſeiſures attended with ſpiriting away in that manner

during the three years that the duke Erneſt John reigned,

but one, among others, ſo ſingular and ſo comic, that I cannot

well reſiſt the temptation of inſerting it here.

A gentleman, whoſe name was Sacken, ſtanding one even

ing before the door of his country-houſe, was carried off and

thrown into one of theſe covered carriages. He was for near

two years carried about ſeveral provinces, without ſuffering

him to ſee any human creature, not even his condućtors them

ſelves ever appearing before him barefaced. At the end of that

time, one night the horſes were taken out of the carriage, and

he was to left to lie in it. There he remained quietly till the

morning, in the expectation of being made to continue his jour

ney as uſual. Broad day-light came on, without any one's com

ing to him, and all on a ſudden he heard perſons talking in the

Courland language, near his carriage, upon which he opened it,

and finds himſelf at the door of his own houſe. He made his

complaints to the duke, who did not fail of ačting the farce

of repreſenting his grievance to the court of Ruſſia, whence an

6 anſwer
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anſwer came, that if he could point out the perſons who had

done this ačtion, it would take care to have them ligorouſly

puniſhed.

I return now to the military operations. The Calmucks had

made a freſh invaſion of the Cuban, of which they laid waſte

a great part, and reduced the remainder to an entire ſubjec

tion to the Empreſs of Ruſſia. The winter-quarters of the

army were the ſame as thoſe of the preceding year; that is

to ſay, in Ukrain, where a great part of the regiments was

employed in breaking the ice of the Dnieper, and in guarding

the frontiers againſt the invaſion of the Tartars; all which

could not, however, prevent their making now and then in

roads.

1... It was in the month of February that they attempted a very

ikrain by conſiderable one, but which, after all, came to little. The

*** Khawn himſelf was in it, at the head, as was aſſured, of forty

thouſand men. His deſign had been to force the lines of the

Ukrain, to penetrate deeply into the country, and to put every

thing to fire and ſword. On his approach to the lines, he found

it would be too dangerous to enter on that ſide, becauſe his

retreat might be cut off, ſo that he took his way by Izoum,

where there are no lines, and where there are extenſive plains.

He would not, however, riſque the entering with his whole

army into the enemy's country, but poſting himſelf at the river

of Danetz, he only ſent off large detachments, who found

means to burn a number of villages, and to carry of a great

many priſoners from the flat country. In the mean while, the

generals, who had in charge the guard of the frontiers, had

aſſembled the troops under their orders, and directed their

march ſo well, that ſome of thoſe Tartar detachments were

ove taken by the way, and their retreat cut off, and the booty

they had made recovered from them. And when the troops

Were
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were collected together, and advancing to attack the Tartar 1738.

army, the Khawn thought fit to retreat as faſt as he could.

The marſhal, who was juſt, at the time this happened, return

ing from Peterſburgh to his head-quarters at Pultowa, purſued

the enemy, for ſome marches, into the ſteps, but could not come

up with them. After which the troops returned into their

winter-quarters.

Count Munich, who propoſed to open the campaign as ſoon

as poſſible, ſet the regiments to work at preparing their equi

pages, and ordered them to provide themſelves with biſcuit for

ſeveral months. For in Ruſſia nothing but crude materials is

furniſhed to the ſoldier, he muſt get every thing done himſelf;

carriages, clothes, and even bread, are all made in the regi

ment. The flour is ſerved out, but the ſoldier is obliged to

bake the bread, and make it into biſcuits, becauſe they are

more portable, and leſs apt to ſpoil with keeping.

In the beginning of the year, the court made a great promo

tion of general officers; and that the military cheſt might not

ſuffer by ſuch an increaſe of the eſtabliſhment, thoſe regiments

were left to the new generals which they had before in quality

of colonels, ſo that the commiſſary, ſupplementally to their pro

fits by that, only paid them the ſurplus, ſo as to make up what

they were to receive as generals. For in Ruſſia the promotion

to the rank of general uſed to take away the regiment.

In the beginning of April, the regiments had marching or- Campaign of

ders for the general rendezvous of the army, which was, as the##".

year before, near to Perewoltſchna. lich.

By the firſt day of May, the whole army was aſſembled, and

paſſed the Dnieper on a bridge of boats.

C c The
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1738. The generals, who ſerved this canpaign under the marſhal

Munich, were, the general Romanzow, the lieutenant-generals

Sagrajsky, Charles Biron, Lowendal, and Guſtavus Biron; the

major-generals Prince Antony Ulrick of Brunſwick, the Prince

of Holſtein Beck, Butterlin, Lieven, Keyſerling, Fermor, Mag

nus Biron, Philoſophow, Chroutzchew, Stackman, Prince Baſi

lius Repnin, &c.

Lowendal commanded eſpecially the artillery; for the Prince

of Heſſe Hombourg, who had married at Peterſburgh, neither

ſerved this campaign nor the following one; the court being

diſſatisfied at his condućt in the two preceding ones,

Paſſage of the

Bogh.

Neither could Keith ſerve this campaign nor the enſuing one,

upon the account of the wound he had received at Ockzakow ;

but the Empreſs gave him the grant of general in chief, which

anſwers to that of general of the infantry, or of cavalry in the

German ſervice. During this campaign he remained at Pul

towa, and had the command of all the troops that were left to

guard the Ukrain. For this year's campaign, the marſhal

Munich's army was not, at the moſt, above fifty-five thouſand

ſtrong, including the Coſſacks.

After the army had croſſed the Dnieper, it marched on very

quietly and leiſurely, without hurrying itſelf, as far as the river

Bogh, where it arrived on the 3oth of June. It was not till

this day that the firſt intelligence was received from ſome pri

ſoners made by the light troops, that the enemy was not far off,

and marching to get near the ſmall river of Kolima, and that

they deſigned to wait for the Ruſſian army and give it battle.

The bridges were inſtantly ordered to be got ready. Three were

finiſhed by the 3d of July, one of pontoons, the other of caſks.

July 4, The army began to defile over thoſe bridges, and, by -

the 7th, the equipages and baggage were all got over. The

army
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army remained three days encamped on the other ſide. There

it was that three diviſions were made of it, each of which

formed a hollow ſquare; and, in marching, had its reſpective

equipages in the middle. In this form too, they encamped

whenever the ſituation did not allow of the benefit of a river,

or of their taking the ſtrongeſt poſts.

July Io, The army got under march, and towards noon

croſſed the river of Lodima, near its confluence with the Bogh,

on ſeveral bridges thrown over it. It then encamped between

the two rivers, having its left to the Lodima, and its right

extending to the Bogh, ſo that it had alſo this river on its rear.

Towards five in the afternoon, while the army was employed

in forming its camp, the chief of the Coſſacks of the Don gave

advice, that the enemy, to the number of ſeveral thouſands,

were ſhewing themſelves on the other ſide of the Lodima, which

the Ruſſians had juſt croſſed; and as a great part of the equi

pages of the army, as well as the artillery and priſoners, could

not arrive at the camp on the account of the defiles that were

to be paſſed, general Romanzow and lieutenant-general Guſ

tavus Biron took with them ſome regiments, and returned to

the other ſide. The enemies attempted nothing all that day;

the army very quietly formed its camp, and the artillery, the

proviſions, and the reſt of the equipages, had time to get into

it during the night.

July 11, Very early in the morning, the Coſſacks brought

word that a detachment of the enemies was in fight, at ſome

diſtance: no great attention was at firſt paid to this, but when,

towards ſeven o'clock, the whole neighbouring plain, for a

league and a half round, was ſeen covered with Turks, the

marſhal began to think the affair might become ſerious. The

foragers and their eſcorts were called in, and the whole army

Engagement

at Lodima

river.

had orders to get under arms. At eight, the advanced guards

of the right wing were attacked. The lieutenant-general

C c 2 Segraisky,
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Sagrajsky, with a part of the piquets of the army, came ſo

effectually to their relief, that the enemy was repulſed on that

ſide. The Turks had, at the ſame time, attacked the camp

of the Coſſacks of Ukrain, in the hopes, that as theſe are the

worſt troops the Ruſſians have, to take it without much reſiſt

ence; but, on ſome piquets under the orders of major-general

Philoſophow advancing, they retreated. The greateſt efforts

of the enemies were oppoſite to the center. Brigadier Schipow,

who was in turn for the day, ſeeing that the advanced guards

of the right wing were attacked, aſſembled thoſe of the center

into one body; and as he had rather overadvanced, he was

preſently ſurrounded and attacked by the enemy on all ſides.

He defended himſelf with all imaginable valor, but muſt have

been at length overpowered, if he had not been quickly ſuc

coured. The marſhal marched himſelf in perſon to his relief,

at the head of a detachment of euiraſſiers; he was ſuſtained by

the lieutenant-generals Lowendal and Guſtavus Biron, who put

themſelves each at the head of ſome battalions. The enemies

were at length repulſed alſo on that ſide. They returned, how

ever, ſeveral times to their attacks, without being able to gain

the leaſt advantage. The artillery did wonders, the enemy hav

ing more killed by the fire of it than by that of the ſmall

arms. The Turks kept the field a little while longer, in pre

ſence of the Ruſſians ; but marſhal Munich having advanced

with part of his army, ſo formed, that the flanks were kept by

the infantry; the dragoons, of whom the greateſt part had

diſmounted, being among the foot along the lines, and the

huſſars and Coſſacks on the wings, they retreated entirely, not

being able to ſtand the fire of the artillery. The loſs on both

ſides was not great; the Ruſſians had a colonel wounded, and

of the Turks there were about two hundred left dead on the ſpot.

While the main ſtrength of the Turks had been employed

in haraſſing the army, they had ſent a large detachment againſt

a COll
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a convoy that was coming from the Ukrain, and had got, with- 1738.

out any obſtacle, to within four leagues of the army. Hap

pily there is nothing but plains in that country, ſo that the

commanding officer could deſcry the enemy from a great diſ

tance. He had the time then to form a retrenchment of the

carriages, where he defended himſelf, till the marſhal, on

advice of his danger, ſent ſome regiments to his aſſiſtance, who

diſengaged him, and the convoy got ſafe into camp, without

having loſt a ſingle carriage. Several foreign officers, ſome

merely to make the campaign in quality of volunteers, others

to take on the ſervice, were come to join the army. Earl

Crawford, and other Engliſh or Scotch, as alſo the count of

Iſemburgh, knight of the Teutonic order, and lieutenant

colonel in the ſervice of Heſſe, were among the volunteers.

After this ačtion, the army continued its march for ſome

days quietly enough, the Turks not coming near it but in ſmall

parties. News, however, came, that they were marching with

their whole force towards the river of Savran, on the frontiers

of Poland. Count Munich was determined to follow them,

He arrived at the river-fide on the 17th of July, and the bridges

were inſtantly got in readineſs for paſſing.

July 18, The Zaporavian Coſſacks, who had been ſent on this

ſcout, returned with advice that the enemies were not at above

one or two leagues diſtance, and in full march to attack the

Ruſſians.

July 19, The vanguard of the army, conſiſting of ſeven Engagement,

regiments of huſſars, and ſome thouſands of Coſſacks, all under at the river

the orders of lieutenant Charles Biron, croſſed the Savran. At “”

one in the afternoon, the enemies made their diſpoſitions for

advancing to attack the army. They began with the Zaporavian

Coſſacks, who had poſted themſelves on a riſing ground, at the

right wing, and had retrenched their camp, under cover of the

baggage
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1733. baggage-waggons. The Turks charged them ſeveral times on

horſe and on foot, with a great deal of vigor ; but, finding more

reſiſtence than they had beſpoke, they were extremely diſheart

ened; and ſome ſuccours that the marſhal ſent made them

retreat into a neighbouring wood. In the mean while, the

marſhal drew his army out of the camp, leaving, under the

command of general Romanzow, no more men in it than

would juſt ſerve to guard the baggage. He formed of it but

one ſingle line, the right of which was on the Zaporavian

camp, and the left on a deep ravin, and extremely ſteep, that

was before the camp. Theſe meaſures did not diſconcert the

enemies; they made ſeveral attacks, ſometimes on the right,

ſometimes on the left. They even took a compaſs, and came

to attack the camp, but were every where repulſed. Towards

four, the enemy had given way on every ſide; the Coſſacks

were even on the purſuit, inſomuch that it was imagined the

Turks were going to quit the field of battle. But this was a

miſtake. The Turks formed afreſh in front of a wood, and

returned to attack the Ruſſians with more fury than before,

and were again repulſed, and at length forced to fly. They

left above a thouſand dead on the ſpot. Lieutenant-general

Lowendal, who had placed the artillery on a riſing ground, at

the right wing, from which he fired on the flank of the ene

mics, contributed greatly to the vićtory. -

This ačtion had ſo much diſcouraged the Turks, that not

only the army was not moleſted by them for ſeveral days, in

its marches, but heard nothing of them till the firſt of Auguſt,

when intelligence came through a Walachian deſerter, that a

conſiderable body, compoſed of Turks and Tartars, and com

manded by the Sultan of Bielogorod, and four Baſhaws, was

arrived four leagues off from the army, and that the enemy

deſigned to attack them the next morning. On this advice,

diſpoſitions were made for the battle, and the army, which was

then engaged in certain defiles, marched the whole night to get

7 - Out
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out of them. The Coſſacks of the Don, who had been detached

to obſerve the motions of the enemy, returned early on the

morning of the 8th of Auguſt, bringing with them eight pri

ſoners, whom they had made from a party of the enemy, which

they had fallen in with and put to flight.

Theſe priſoners ſaid, that the ſeraskier of Bender, having

repaſſed the Dnieſter with his army, had ordered the Sultan of

Bielogorod to go and encounter the Ruſſians with his Tartars,

which he had refuſed to do, unleſs he had with him ſome Tur

kiſh troops. The ſeraskier Baſhaw had then ordered him to

be joined by eight thouſand men, under Vely Baſhaw, one of

their beſt officers, who had attacked the Ruſſians in the actions.

of the 9th and 11th of July. This Vely Baſhaw was, the enſu

ing year, ſeraskier of Bender, and commanded the Ottoman

troops againſt the Ruſſians.

The army continued its march towards the Dnieſter, which

was not above two leagues off, having the river of Molotſ

chitzche on the right, and that of Bielotſchitzche on the left.

The enemies ſoon after coming into fight, the marſhal put

himſelf at the head of a detachment of horſe-guards and cui

raſſiers, to go and reconnoitre them. He ſaw them in order

of battle behind a hill, at half a league's diſtance from the

army. Upon this, he ordered the quarter-maſter, general Fer

mor, who led the vanguard with ſeven regiments of foot, one

regiment of huſſars, and two thouſand Coſſacks, to throw his

troops into a hollow ſquare, and march to the hill to examine

the poſture of the enemy. At the ſame time, he ſent word to

lieutenant-general Charles Biron to follow the vanguard with

his whole diviſion; three regiments of foot, and ſome compa

nies of grenadiers on horſeback, were to march before, under

the orders of the Prince of Brunſwick, who, with this Corps,

went and poſted himſelf over againſt the left wing of the

enemy; he was joined by lieutenant-general Lowendal, who

C3 ºnC
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came there to place the train of field-pieces. Soon after, the

enemies advanced, and fell on the detachment of the Prince of

Brunſwick, but were ſmartly repulſed, and ſuch a confuſion

got among them, from the apprehenſion that the Ruſſians were

marching againſt them, that they betook themſelves to flight;

the light troops were ſent in purſuit of them, and brought word

that they were retreated; ſome towards the Dnieſter, and the

others along the Molotſchitzche. Some days before this ačtion,

the army had made two marches ſucceſſively, through a deſert,

in which there was not a drop of water to be had ; if the ene

mies had attacked it in this melancholic ſituation, they might

have done it a great deal of miſchief.

Auguſt 6, The army, at break of day, reſumed its march, hav

ing ſtill the two ſmall rivers, that of Molotſchitzche to the right,

and that of Bielotſchitzche to the left. They had not proceeded

far, before they ſaw the camp of the Sultan of Bielogorod, who,

with all the Tartars, and ſome thouſands of Turks, were on

an eminence on the other ſide of the river Molotſchitzche, at

its confluence with the Dnieſter. As ſoon as the enemies per

ceived the march of the army, they paſſed the little river, and

poſted themſelves on a riſing ground, at the left of the Ruſ

ſians. This motion made the marſhal judge that they would

come on to attack him. Upon this, the vanguard halted, to

give time for the diviſions, and for the rearguard, that had

gotten at too great a diſtance during the march, to come up,

and for the taking the neceſſary meaſures for covering effec

tually the baggage and anmunition. The enemy made a great

many of his troops defile to attack the rearguard, which was

done towards ten in the morning. At the ſame time, another

body of troops came to attack the vanguard, but theſe were in

ſtantly repulſed by the Coſſacks and Calmucks. The attack of

the rearguard laſted longer, and was ſharper than that of the

wan. Munich repaired thither in perſon. The Coſſacks cf

2 the
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the Don were expoſed to the firſt brunt of the enemies, who

fell upon them with great impetuoſity, and made them at firſt

give way; but preſently recovering from their diſorder, they

returned to the onſet, and attacking with their pikes, the Tar

tars obliged them to retreat in their turn, though ſuperior to

them in number. Major-general Philoſophow, who brought

up the rearguard, with four regiments of foot, having been

obliged to remain a little behind to cover the reſt of the bag

gage, which had been ſtopped by a piece of bad way, had not

been able to march ſo cloſe to the main body as uſual. The

enemies attacked him with a great deal of briſkneſs, and would

have gained an advantage over him if he had not been quickly

ſuccoured. But general Romanzow haſtening up to him with

ſome companies of grenadiers a horſeback, and three regiments

of foot, obliged the Turks to retreat.

The better to protećt the baggage, ſeveral battalions were

poſted on the flanks, at competent intervals, from the rear to

the van of the army, which was allowed to take reſt until every

thing was ready for its reception in the camp, which it was to

occupy.

The enemies tried to ſet fire to the graſs, but as it had

rained plentifully for ſome preceding days, their endeavours

were ineffectual,

Towards five o'clock in the afternoon, the enemy attempted a

freſh attack on the Coſſacks of the Don and the Calmucks, but

having been again repulſed, they retreated along the Dnieſter.

The army then entered its camp, the right wing being within

cannon-ſhot of the Dnieſter, and the rear to the river Bielotſ

chitzche. The loſs the Ruſſians ſuſtained by this ačtion might

be about two hundred in all. A colonel of the Coſſacks of the

Don was in the number of the ſlain.

* - D d - • In
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In this camp the Ruſſians were ſituated over againſt that of

their enemies, who were in fight of them on the other ſide of

the river, well retrenched, and with good batteries. The Ja

miſſaries, from time to time, croſſed the river in ſmall boats, to

come and ſkirmiſh with the advanced guards.

Auguſt 7, The whole day paſſed in ſkirmiſhes, and in recon

noitring the fides of the river, to ſee if a proper place could be

found for paſſing it; but the banks, which are of rock, were

ſo ſteep, that it would have been raſhneſs to undertake it. The

enemies were ſixty thouſand ſtrong; the main of whom were

on the other fide of the river, where they had ſixty cannon and

fifty mortars in battery, beſides which, the Sultan of Bielogo

rod, who had not paſſed the Dnieſter, had encamped but two

leagues off from the left of the Ruſſians, and haraſſed perpe

tually their advanced guards; ſo that the marſhal contented

himſelf with erecting on the river ſide batteries of cannon and

mortars, and on the night between the 8th and 9th, began a

cannonade and bombardment of the enemy's camp, but to no

effect; and as the forages were beginning to fall ſhort in the

Ruſſian camp, it was reſolved to remove it.
º

Auguſt 9, At break of day, the army got under march, and

had ſcarce proceeded a cannot-ſhot length from its laſt camp,

when the Turks, croſſing the river in great numbers, joined

the Tartars, and afterwards kept along-ſide of the Ruſſians

during their whole march, and haraſſed them without inter

miſſion.

The enemies had not diſcontinued the whole day paſſing the

river, ſo that before evening the half of their army was got over.

Auguſt 10, The army went under arms to cover the bag

gage, as it croſſed the bridges thrown over the Molotſchitzche :

- the
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the enemies advanced in order of battle, and attacked the Ruſ

ſians in ſeveral places and at ſeveral times, but were conſtantly

repulſed, and yet they had never ſhewn themſelves ſo determi

nate as on this occaſion.

The country hereaboutsis interſected with a number of ravins,

and is full of rocks and great ſtones, which gave great advan

tage to the Janiſaries, who, ſlipping behind thoſe ſtones, with

in a ſmall muſket-ſhot of the Ruſſian troops, kept an extreme

ſharp firing upon them. But, at length, the marſhal com

manded ſeveral companies of grenadiers to advance againſt

them. Theſe charged them to ſuch good purpoſe, that they

were ſoon diſlodged from their lurking places, and obliged

to fly.

The regiment of Stoianoff huſſars, and the Coſſacks, with

ſome companies of dragoons, purſued the runaways as far as

the ground would permit. The loſs of the Ruſſians amounted

to three hundred men; but there was not one officer either

killed or wounded. The enemies loſt above a thouſand men,

whom they left on the field of battle. º

Marſhal Munich remained ſome time longer about the banks

of the Dnieſter, making as if he intended to croſs it, but he

always found the Turkiſh army oppoſite to him; at length, he

drew near to the river Bogh, and having advice that the ene

my's army was ſeparated, and that even the detachment which

had kept along-ſide of the Ruſſian army, continually haraſ

ſing it in its marches, was retreated, he croſſed the river on the

1ſt of September.

But already, and before that the marſhal croſſed the Bogh,

the enemies had not ſhewn themſelves for ſeveral days but at a

great diſtance, and in ſmall parties. This had lulled the camp

I) d 2 into
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1738. into ſo great a ſecurity, that the Sultan of Bielogorod did not

fail to take advantage of it. In the night-time, he drew near

the Ruſſians with a conſiderable body, and poſted himſelf in

ambuſh, in a deep ravin. The next day, the lieutenant-general

Sagrajsky, who commanded one of the diviſions of the army,

ordered a forage for his diviſion, under the eſcort of a colonel

and major, and eight hundred men, foot and dragoons. But

as there had prevailed a perfect ſecurity, the eſcort was only for

form. The forages, with their carriages, leaving their convoy

behind, went on two leagues diſtant from the camp, and ſtrag

gled all over the country. The Tartars fell all on a ſudden

upon them, maſſacred four or five hundred ſoldiers or camp

ſervants, took at leaſt as many priſoners, and carried off above

two thouſand oxen and horſes, without the covering party's

being able to aſſiſt them. .

This affair coſt the colonel dear, who commanded the cover

ing party. His name was Tutſchef. The marſhal having or

dered a council of war; he was tried, condemned, and ſhot.

The lieutenant-general, who had ſent out the foraging-party

againſt the orders of the marſhal, under too ſmall an eſcort, and

without having himſelf given inſtructions to the colonel, was

degraded, and reduced to a private dragoon; as alſo the briga-

dier of the day, the Prince Walache, of the houſe of Cantacu

zenus, for not having been preſent at the place of arms when

the detachment was aſſembled, and likewiſe for not having

given the colonel inſtructions. The major too of the eſcort

was made a private ſoldier; but as he had not the command,

it was only for ſome months, whereas the lieutenant-general

and the brrigadier were obliged to make the whole following

campaign in the capacity of ſingle dragoons, and had not their

pardon till the peace.

Notwithſtanding this unfortunate affair of the foragers, the
Reflexions on

the campaign

of 1738.
loſs which the enemies had occaſioned to the Ruſſians was not

any.
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any thing confiderable. This campaign, however, did not

coſt them leſs in men than the preceding one, for there was a

prodigious number of ſick in the army, of whom a great part

died; and even thoſe who got over it were ſo weakened and diſ

abled, that they were in no condition to do any the leaſt ſervice,

nor were thoroughly reſtored till after they had been ſome months

in their winter-quarters. Never had the Ruſſian army loſt ſo

many horſes and oxen: this went ſo far, that though they had

taken with them ſome hundreds of ſupernumeraries of thoſe

creatures, for a change in the ſervice of the artillery, they had

not, towards the end of the campaign, enough of them for the

draught; for want of which, they were obliged to bury in the

deſerts a great part of their bomb-ſhells and cannon-balls. A

great quantity of them was alſo left with the carriages in Poland,

which the train of artillery, and a part of the army, had croſſed.

The forages in the ſteps, beginning to fall intolerably ſhort,

from the Tartars having ſet fire to the graſs, the army was

forced to march, and encamp ſeveral days ſucceſſively, without

having any fodder for cattle of any kind. This obliged Munich

to divide his army into ſeveral columns, keeping the rear-one

with himſelf. By this means he greatly relieved the forages.

Towards the end of September, the whole army re-entered

the Ukrain, and there went into winter-quarters. The marſhal

took up his at Kiow.

1738.

In the way to the Dnieſter, the Ruſſian army had taken the Complaints.

liberty of paſſing over the Poliſh territories, upon which the

crown-general, count Potosky, ſent to make complaint to

count Munich; but as the enemies had alſo croſſed their domi

nions to come againſt him, he returned for anſwer, That he

knew perfectly well the regard due to a neutral country, and

that he ſhould not have ſet his foot in it, if the enemy had not

ſhewn him the way. The crown-general not ſatisfied with this,

9. made.

of the Poles,.
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1738. made his complaints to the court of Peterſburgh, which gave

him an anſwer to much the ſame purpoſe. But when, returning

from the Dnieſter, a party of the army marched by the way

of Poland, the remonſtrances againſt this grievance were more

urgently made. The King of Poland himſelf, though he was

on the terms of a good underſtanding with the Empreſs of Ruſ

ſia, was obliged to order repreſentations to be made by his

miniſter, to which it was anſwered, that the enemy having

marched that way, there was no juſt cauſe of complaint for the

Ruſſian army's having done the ſame ; that, however, if any

diſorders had been committed, the damage ſhould be made

good to the laſt cupeck.

Cºmplaint. The court of Vienna made alſo great complaints againſt the
of the court of -

Vienna a marſhal, as not having executed the plan concerted before the
ainſt mar- - - - -

ń.h. opening of the campaign. According to which, he was to

paſs the Dnieſter, and take the town of Bender, or that of

Chockzim; but he had met with ſo many difficulties, that it

was impoſſible for him to ſucceed in that project.

Munich eaſily juſtified himſelf to his court, making it pal

pably appear, that he could not undertake the paſſage of the

Dnieſter, nor the ſiege of either of thoſe places, without totally

ruining the army under his command; confidering that, beſides

his being, in ſuch caſe, obliged to enter a country, where the

forages had been entirely conſumed by the enemy, the plague.

was, at that time, ačtually rife in Moldavia and Walachia. All

theſe reaſons had no weight at Vienna, where it was ſaid that

count Munich had been always in a diſpoſition to thwart that

court; that he had hindered the Empreſs from ſending thirty

thouſand foot to join the army of the Emperor in Hungary;

that if they had had thoſe forces, they could have undertaken

great things againſt the infidels; but that the marſhal was only

aćtuated by paſſion, and impelled by ambition; that, ſatisfied

with
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with being at the head of a great army, he had done nothing 1738.

with it, becauſe he was díſatisfied with the court of Vienna;

that notwithſtanding all his allegations, he might have under

taken more if he had pleaſed. In ſhort, the Emperor urged the

point ſo ſtrongly, that a poſitive order was ſent from Peterſ.

burgh to Munich, to meaſure back his ſteps, and ſet about

taking one of thoſe two prementioned places. This order he

did not receive till he had already paſſed over the river of Bogh,

and divided his army for its return to the Ukrain. Upon this,

he held a council of war, in which the generals unanimouſly

agreed with him in opinion, and demonſtrated the impoſ

fibility of executing this order, even was the whole army to be

ſacrificed to the attempt. The Empreſs accepted their excuſe,

and permitted the return of the troops.

This was the ſecond time that the court of Vienna had per

ſuaded that of Peterſburgh to ſend orders to Munich, for him

to renew the operations of the campaign; for the ſame thing

had already happened the year before, when, after the reduc

tion of Ockzakow, it was urged with all imaginable vehemence,

that the Ruſſians ſhould go on to the taking of Bender.

The concluſion of all theſe complaints was, that repeated

entreaties were made to the Empreſs to ſend the thirty thou

ſand foot into Hungary for the year 1739, which had been ſo

earneſtly ſolicited for the preceding campaign. The court of

Peterſburgh promiſed it; but Munich being, in the winter, arrived

at court, found means to perſuade the duke of Courland and

the Empreſs ſo effectually, that it would be againſt the intereſt

of Ruſſia to ſend its beſt regiments to Hungary, that the Em

peror did not this year obtain more than he had done the pre

ceding one. -

While Munich was employed on the fide of the Dnieſter, campaign is

marſhal Lacy was reſuming the march to Crimea, with a *S**
under mar

ſecond ſhal Lacy.
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1733.
ſecond army, which was not at moſt above from thirty to

thirty-five thouſand ſtrong, including the Coſlacks.

July 6, He was, with his army, in ſight of Precop. The

Khawn, with forty thouſand of his troops, was behind the

lines, where he hoped to render the entrance into the Crimea

more difficult than it had been the preceding years. He had

great confidence in the new lines, which, the year before, the

Tartars had made before the Palus Maeotis. But Lacy diſcon

certed his project, and entered Crimea without the loſs of a

ſingle man. For, in ſummer, the heats dry up a part of the

ſea of Azoph, and a weſt-wind keeps back the flood ſo, that

one may get into the Crimea almoſt dryſhod. As good luck

would have it, this wind began to blow, and the marſhal loſt

not a moment for the taking the benefit of it. He inſtantly

drew up his army along the ſhore, in one ſingle line, and hap

pily croſſed the ſea before the return of the flood. Some, in

deed, of the carriages of the rear-guard, that could not come

up quick enough, were loſt, by the wind having ceaſed to

blow, and the ſea returning juſt after the army had paſſed.

They ſeized on a ſmall fort, called the Czivas-Coula.

July 8, The marſhal marched towards Precop, and ſat down

before it. The ſiege did not laſt but till the 1cth. The conti

nual fire kept up againſt the place, and the quantity of ſhells

thrown into it, to great effect, obliged the Turkiſh command

ant to capitulate. Lacy would not hear of his ſurrender, but

as priſoner of war; which, after ſeveral parleys, he accepted.

The garriſon, conſiſting of two thouſand Janiſaries, under a

Baſhaw of two tails, came out of the place, and laid down their

arms. Major-general Brigni the younger, with two regiments

of foot, entered the place, and took the command of it. He

found there to the number of a hundred pieces of cannon,

moſt of them braſs, but no more than a ſmall quantity of

- bread.
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bread. After this expedition, Lacy penetrated farther into

Crimea, which he found in a wretched condition, and almoſt

a deſert.

July 20, There was a very ſmart ačtion between the Tartars

and a part of Lacy's army. A body of near twenty thouſand

men came on with ſuch fury to attack the Coſſacks of the Uk

rain, who conſtituted the rearguard, that they routed them, and

threw into confuſion the Azoph-regiment of dragoons that had

endeavoured to ſuſtain them. Juſt at that junéture, lieutenant

general Spiegel came up with four regiments of dragoons, and

the Coſſacks of the Don, to ſtop the runaways; and ſcarce had

they had time to recover themſelves, before the enemies attacked

1738.

Aćtion be

tween the

Ruſſians and

Tartars in

Crimea.

them afreſh, with a great deal of impetuoſity. The combat .

was long and ſharp; but the marſhal having cauſed ſome regi

ments of foot, who had already entered the camp, to advance,

the Tartars were obliged to retreat, having left above a thou

ſand of their ſlain on the field of battle. On the ſide of the

Ruſſians, there were not above fix or ſeven hundred men killed,

including the Coſſacks. , General Spiegel was among the

wounded, having received a cut of a ſabre in the face.

Marſhal Lacy had it in his inſtrućtions to take Caffa, the

ſtrongeſt place of the Crimea, and a ſea-port, in which the Turks

often keep their fleet; but he found the country every where

ſo ruined, that it was with great difficulty the army could get

ſubſiſtence. Beſides which, the vice-admiral Bredal, who was

to bring him, in his fleet, proviſions from Azoph, had met with

a terrible ſtorm, that diſabled the greateſt part of his veſſels,

and diſperſed the reſt; ſo that the marſhal, after having made

ſome marches onward, thought it beſt to bring back his army

to near Precop, of which he ordered the fortifications to be

blown up, and a great part of the lines to be levelled.

E e - In
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1738.

State of the

garriſon at

Ockzakow.

Execution of

the falſe

Czarewitz.

In his camp here he remained till towards the end of Auguſt,

when he reſumed his march back to the Ukrain, where his

troops went into winter-quarters, in the month of October.

As to Ockzakow, the advices from that place, during the

whole year 1738, were extremely diſagreeable. Care had,

indeed, been taken, to ſend recruits for completing the regi

ments in garriſon at that place and in Kinburn; but hardly

were they arrived there, before they died like rotten ſheep:

and, to increaſe the misfortune, the plague got into both places,

and made a terrible havock, inſomuch that general Stoffeln had

not, for ſome days, men enough to do the duty of the day, or

the guard. And when, in the month of September, of the

year 1739, he received orders to raze and abandon the two

towns; ſcarce did he bring one-third of his men back to the

Ukrain. The town of Ockzakow has coſt Ruſſia near twenty

thouſand men,

The plague, which made great ravages in Moldavia and

Walachia, communicated itſelf alſo to the Ukrain, where the

precautionary arrangements taken by Munich prevented this

dreadful ſcourge from extending over the whole province, but

could not, however, hinder ſeveral towns and villages frombe- -

ing depopulated by it.

In the month of November, there was a terrible execution

in the Ukrain. The ſon of a peaſant in that country had given

himſelf out for the Czarewitz, ſon of Peter I. deceaſed, in the

year 1718. He had come into a village on the frontiers, where

he had declared himſelf as ſuch to three ſoldiers, who were

on guard near the pyramidal beacons fixed along the limits.

Theſe had done homage to him, as alſo the inhabitants of the

village. The prieſt of it had made the bells to ring, and ſaid

a maſs in his favor. At length, the people of the village

- aſſembled,

2
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aſſembled, and perhaps the matter would have gone farther, if 1733.

it had not been for a Sotnick, or Coſſack captain, who, hearing

of it, acquainted general Romanzow, then in the neighbour

hood. This pretended Prince and his adherents, who were

not very numerous, were eaſily ſeized, and conveyed to Peterſ

burgh, where they had their trial in the ſecret chancery; after

which they were ſent back to the Ukrain. There the major

general Schipow had an order to ſee them executed. The ſelf

made Prince was impaled ; the prieſt and the three ſol

diers were put to different kinds of deaths. The Empreſs for

gave the peaſants, but the village was razed to the ground, and

the inhabitants were removed to other places.

Marſhal Munich being returned from the court at the end ofi. of

e campaign

the month of March, iſſued orders for the regiments to hold fºr

themſelves in readineſs for marching at twenty-four hours ...”

warning.

The general rendezvous of the army was at Kiow, in conſe

quence of which, a great part of the troops had a much longer

way to get to it than the preceding years, that they had aſſem

bled in the center of their winter-quarters. The regiments

that were near the rivers Don and Donetz, and towards the

lines of Ukrain, had more than two hundred leagues to march

before they could arrive at Kiow. The 26th of April was the

day prefixed for the general aſſembly of the army, but for the

reaſons prealledged, the more diſtant troops could not get to

be there at the time.

The Dnieper had ſwelled, and overflowed the country for

two leagues round; notwithſtanding which obſtacle, the bridge

of boats was ſet about, and finiſhed by the 8th of May.

The regiments that had been neareſt paſſed firſt, and the

others as faſt as they arrived; but with all the diligence poſ

E e 2 ſible,
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2739. ſible, the troops, with the artillery and ammunition-maga

zines, could not be all collected before the 4th of June, by

which time the whole army was got on the other ſide of the

river.

The army of count Munich conſiſted this year of forty-nine

battalions of infantry, including three battalions of foot

guards; three ſquadrons of horſe-guards, a hundred ſquadrons

of dragoons, ſix ſquadrons of huſiars, ſix ſquadrons of Wala

chians, and four ſquadrons of Georgians, compoſed the cavalry;

beſides which, there were thirteen thouſand Coſſacks of all kinds.

The artillery conſiſted of ſixty-two pieces of battering cannon,

eleven mortars, fixteen howitzers, a hundred and ſeventy-ſix

field-pieces, There were three thouſand men appointed to ſerve

the ordinance; in ſhort, the army might amount to from

ſixty to ſixty-five thouſand men.

The generals that ſerved under marſhal Munich were, the

general Romanzow ; the lieutenant-generals Charles Biron,

Lowendal, and Guſtavus Biron; the major-generals, the Prince

of Holſtein, Chroutzchow, Philoſophow, Prince Repnin, Bach

metew, Keyſerling, Fermor, Schipow, Stockman, and Apraxin.

The court was reſolved, notwithſtanding the continual com

plaints of the Poles, to make their army take its march this

year acroſs their country, as this greatly ſhortened the way

that muſt elſe have been taken to arrive at the Dnieſter; and,

beſides, aſſorded their troops ſeveral conveniences, which they

had been obliged to do without in the preceding campaigns.

And, indeed, it muſt be owned, that the army never ſuffered

leſs, nor had fewer ſick, than in this year.

June 7, The army entered Poland near to Waſilkow, a ſmall

fortreſs on the frontier. The crown-general had ordered the

- nobility
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nobility to mount a horſeback; and this noble militia had

encamped in ſeveral places, to prevent as much as poſſible the

diſorder of the light-troops : but, notwithſtanding all the care

the Poles took to keep along-ſide of the Ruſſians in their

marches, they could not hinder a great many irregularities be

ing committed.

The Ruſſian army, for the more convenience, marched in

ſeveral columns, and, on the 10th of July, arrived at the river

Bogh, which it paſſed in three places; the firſt diviſion at Con

ſtantinow, the ſecond at Latizchew, and the third at Mentzi

boſh. Theſe three places are ſituate within a ſpace of five

miles.

Advice came, that the Turks, ſixty thouſand ſtrong, had

paſſed the Dnieſter, and advanced into Poland, to diſpute with

the Ruſſians the paſſage of the Bogh; but that, finding they had

got the ſtart of them, they e'en marched back again, after hav

ing ravaged ſeveral villages.

To put the enemies on a wrong ſcent, and engage them ei

ther to fruitleſs marches, or to keep a great part of their army

near Bender, a numerous detachment of Coſſacks was ſent on

the ſide of Soroka, with orders to give out by the way, that a

part of the army would follow them in a few days; this falſe

report induced the ſeraskier Baſhaw to ſtop, with the main of his

army, near fifteen days at Bender.

This party of Coſſacks had the good luck to ſwim their

horſes over the Dnieſter, without being perceived by the ene

miestroops; and, having penetrated fifteen leagues into the coun

try, had burnt a great number of villages, and the two towns of

Soroka and Mohilow. In their return to the camp, they

brought with them eighteen priſoners, and above four hundred

horſes,

1739.
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1739, horſes, but of which the greateſt part had been taken on the

frontiers of Poland.

The army continued marching towards the Dnieſter till the

27th of July, having gone round the mountains of Nedoborſ

chetz, and then turned down along the river of Sbroutſch, on ..

the fide of Chockzim, as if their deſign had been to force the

Paſſage of the Dnieſter, ſomewhere above that town.

A great body of the enemy's army had advanced towards

Sbroutſch, of which the ſides are very ſteep, to diſpute the paſ

ſage. But as the idea of the marſhal was not to paſs the

Sbroutſch, and that he wanted to come at the Dnieſter, even

before the enemy could ſuſpect his deſign, he put himſelf, on

the 28th of July, at the head of a body of twenty thouſand of

his choice troops, taking with him no artillery but a train of

field-pieces, without any baggage, the ſoldiers having order to

carry ſix days bread with them; the battering-pieces and the

baggage remained in the camp with general Romanzow.

The M.Mu. This body of troops marched that day and the next, the
nich paſſes -

:Diºr. 29th, near twenty French leagues, and, towards the evening,

arrived at the banks of the Dnieſter, at Sinkowza, a ſmall Poliſh

village. They immediately ſet to work at the bridges; and as

there was not a ſingle enemy to make any reſiſtance, they were

finiſhed by the 30th, at ſeven in the morning.

The whole of the infantry then, with the marſhal, and the

train of field-pieces, had paſſed over to the other fide before the

evening. The dragoons and Coſſacks had got over the preced

ing day, by means of a ford they had diſcovered. The ene

mies, who were in wait for the Ruſſians at the paſſage of the

river Sbroutſch, knew nothing of this march, nor, till the firſt

of Auguſt, of any part of the army's having paſſed the Dnieſter.

They
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They immediately retreated to Chockzim, and repaſſed the

Dnieſter under that town.

Sinkowtza is not above ſix or ſeven leagues diſtant from

Chockzim, but the way between thoſe places is embarraſſed by

impračticable mountains, which extend from the Dnieſter to the

river Pruth; ſo that it would take the enemies three days march

before they could come to the Ruſſians, there being no paſ

ſing for an army but through the famous defiles of Precop.

The Ruſſians took their advantage of this, and ſent parties

on all ſides, who penetrated into the country beyond the Pruth,

and brought away with them near a hundred priſoners, Turks

and Walachians, whom they had chanced to meet, and a few

colors they had taken away from ſome little parties of the ene

my, of whom they had killed ſome, and diſperſed the reſt,

The booty they made of horſes and oxen was prodigious,

Since the paſſage of the Dnieſter, there were continual rains,

which ſo ſwelled that river, that the freſhes broke away the

bridges, and carried them down with the force of the ſtream

almoſt as low as Chockzim; however, they came up with

them at laſt, and, with a great deal of pains, brought them up

again to the heads of the bridges, which had been fixed on each

ſide of the river.

The ſame rains retarded the march of the army that was fol

lowing, with the heavy artillery, the baggages, and the ammu

nition-ſtores, ſo that they could not arrive till the 7th of Au

guſt to the Dnieſter; the bridges over which, beſides, could

not be ſo ſoon got in order again: thus, for ſome days, there

was no communication between the two bodies, which obliged

count Munich to make ſome redoubts at the head of his

camp. -

- Auguſt

1739.
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1730.

A&tion near

the Dnieſter.

Auguſt 3, The Sultan Iſlam Gherei, at the head of twelve

thouſand Tartars, and Ilia Kaltſchack Baſhaw, governor of

Chockzim, with ſix thouſand Serdengºſis, or Janiſaries, a horſe

back, who are called the Janiſaries of no-quarter, preſented

themſelves in fight of the camp, and attacked the foragers of

the regiment of Tobolskow-dragoons, commanded by the coloncl

Roden ; but as that colonel, with his whole regiment, ſerved

them for eſcort, he threw himſelf into a ſquare, and defended

himſelf valiantly for more than an hour, till the piquets of the

army came to his relief. The action was ſharp; nor were the

enemies repulſed till they had ſix hundred of them killed upon

the ſpot. A Tartar gentleman, called Aly Mirza, was taken

priſoner. By his talk, he appeared to be a man of ſenſe. As

he was wounded in the leg, the ſurgeons told him it was impoſ

ſible to make a cure without amputation. He bore the opera

ration with perfect firmneſs, and all imaginable tranquillity.

The marſhal cauſed great care to be taken of him ; notwith

ſtanding which, he died a little while after. -

The Ruſſians had, in this ačtion, forty-five men killed, and

a hundred and fifteen wounded. Among the firſt was a Saxon

colonel, called Kieſling, whom the King of Poland had ſent

to the Ruſſian army to make a campaign in it.

Auguſt 10, There was heard the firing of the cannon of

Chockzim for the arrival of the ſeraskier Vely Baſhaw, who

had at length got there from Bender with the Turkiſh army,

which he commanded in chief.

Auguſt 11, The Tartars made a freſh attempt. Fifteen

hundred of their beſt horſe ſtole, as ſilently as they could, an

approach to the camp; but a party of the Coſſacks of the Don,

and a detachment of huſſars, who were lurking in a bottom,

gave them ſo warm a reception, that they not only repulſed

3 - them
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them with the utmoſt vigor, purſuing them as far as the 1739,

Pruth, in which ſeveral Tartars were drowned, but even killed

the greateſt part of them, and took ſixteen priſoners.

It was the 11th of Auguſt before the reſt of the artillery and

ſtores paſſed the Dnieſter, and then the bridges were broke up.

Since the time the firſt body of Ruſſians croſſing the river,

there was hardly a day paſſed without ſome Walachian and

Moldavian officers coming with troops to the camp to make

their ſubmiſſion, and engage in the ſervice of the Empreſs of
Ruſſia.

The marſhal had, with the approbation of the court, formed

a regiment of Walachians before the opening of the campaign.

A Prince of Cantemir *, who had quitted Moldavia at the end

of the year 1736, had the command of it, and all the Molda

vians who came in were placed in that regiment.

This Prince Cantemir, as he was going to Ruſſia, had paſſed Anecdote

by the way of Broda, the reſidence of count Potosky, the
concerning

the Prince

crown-general of Poland, who was his relation, to whom he Cantemir.

umboſomed himſelf upon his intention of going to Kiow. The

count Potosky, who was by no means in the intereſts of Ruſ

ſia, had him ſeized and thrown into a dungeon, writing at the

ſame time to Conſtantinople to acquaint the Turks of Cante

mir's being in his power, and that he would deliver him into

their hands. The Prince, ſenſible of the danger that threatened

him, (for if he had been delivered to the Turks he would have

been infallibly flead alive,) found means to procure a man to

carry a letter from him to the commandant of Kiow, contain

* This was a near relation of the Prince Cantemir, who had been hoſpodar of

Moldavia, and who followed Peter I. into Ruſſia wheu he made that unfortunate

campaign of 1711 in Moldavia.

F f ing
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1739. ing the particulars of what had befallen to him. General Keith,

who happened to be in that place, ſent, without a moment's

delay, an officer to the crown-general to demand the Prince of

him. He denied his having him; but, on the repeated demands

and threats of the court of Peterſburgh, he at length ſet him

at liberty, and had him eſcorted to the frontiers of the Ukrain.

Prince Cantemir, not having it in his power to be revenged

of the crown-general in perſon, vented his rage upon his

ſubjećts; for, having been detached with his regiment to pene

trate farther into Moldavia, inſtead of ſo doing, he repaſſed

the Dnieſter, and, entering into Poland, ravaged the lands of

the crown-general, and put every thing to fire and ſword, with

out ſparing a ſoul; in ſhort, he committed the moſt horrid cruel

ties; and, could he have got hold of count Potosky, there is no

doubt but that he would have made him undergo the ſame

puniſhment as that to which he had meant to expoſe him.

This made a great noiſe. The crown-general complained,

and Cantemir denied the fact, notwithſtanding all the flagrant

circumſtances and proofs of it; but as there are a number of

Walachians that ſerve in the Turkiſh army, it was to them that

all the miſchief was imputed.

This did not, however, hinder the Empreſs from being ob

liged, after the peace, to pay conſiderable ſums to the Poles for

the exceſſes committed by her troops in Poland.

Auguſt 16, The army was under march; and, after advanc

ing four French leagues, encamped, with the right-wing to

the Pruth, and the left to the ſmall river of Waletzka.

Auguſt 17, The army paſſed this river, and entered among

the mountains into the famous defiles of Precop, or ſtreights

- - of
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of Tſchernantza, where the King of Poland, John Sobieſki, ..., 1739.

had fought ſeveral battles with the Tartars and inhabitants of ..."

the country. A Walachian deſerter from the Turks brought files of Prº

word, that they had abandoned the moſt important paſs of the *::::::

whole ſtreights, where, without doubt, ten thouſand men might “.

ſtop an army of a hundred thouſand. The marſhal imme

diately ſent a ſtrong detachment to ſeize this poſt.

Auguſt 18, The army quitted the ſummits, and thence got

into a plain, covered by a not very thick wood, where it en

camped, with the right to the Pruth, and the left joining to the

mountains. The whole army, in ſhort, paſſed the defiles eaſy

enough, except the detachment ſufficient for covering the artil

lery, baggage, and ſtores, which could not make their way

through them, without a great deal of labor and fatigue, inſo

much that the laſt were not got clear through till the 26th.

There is no being ſurpriſed enough at the fault which the

Turks committed, of abandoning thoſe paſſes, where they

might have deſtroyed the whole Ruſſian army, almoſt without

fighting. Nor was the good fortune of Munich leſs aſtoniſh

ing, to whom every enterpriſe, even the moſt difficult ones, and

ſuch as, humanly ſpeaking, he ought to have miſcarried in, ſuc

ceeded to his wiſh.

The enemies did not, for the whole day, ſhew themſelves

but in ſmall parties, who exchanged piſtol-ſhot with the Coſ

ſacks. Towards the evening they retreated. It was perceived

that they had concealed a large body of men in the vallies,

with a view to draw our light troops into an ambuſcade; but

it did not take. -

Auguſt 19, The Kaltzchack Baſhaw and the Sultan of Bie

logorod, at the head of about twenty thouſand men, drew near

F f 2 to
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1739. to the camp, ſending parties on the ſkirmiſh with the Coſſacks;

but after having loſt a number of men by the artillery, they

retreated into their camp, which was ſeparated from the Ruſ

fians by the little river of Houka and its defiles. In the night,

the marſhal made his diſpoſitions for attacking the enemy.

Auguſt 20, Very early in the morning, the army drew out

of camp, leaving behind the few baggages that had come up

to them; for the main of them was ſtill engaged in the ſtreights

of Precop.

The army defiled to the left, in the breadth of a battalion in

front, and paſſed into the plain without any oppoſition. The

enemies burnt ſeveral villages that lay before them, and

retreated, leaving the Ruſſians at full liberty to paſs the Houka,

without ſo much as their having made any ſhew of reſiſtence.

Accordingly, the army took poſſeſſion of the camp which the

enemies had occupied the day before, and who now had a

ſtraggling one three or four leagues off the Ruſſians.

Auguſt 21, The enemy continued to wage puny war with

the light troops; but, on the 22d, they attacked the huſſars and

Walachians more in earneſt; theſe were ſuccoured in good

time, ſo that the enemy was obliged to retreat, with conſider

able loſs.

Auguſt 23, and 24, The army did nothing more than ſhift

camps, being obliged to wait for the artillery and baggage. The

enemies had poſts all round the Ruſſians, at five hundred paces

diſtance; there was no ſafety before the front, or behind the

rear; ſo that it was requiſite to have ſtrong eſcorts to go and

come from the camp to the baggages. Major-general Stock

man, who did not apprehend the danger to be ſo great as was

ſaid, and wanting to acquaint the marſhal of ſomething mate

-
rial
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1739.
- rial relative to the march of the baggages, he even ſet out,

accompanied only by two Zaporavian Coſſacks. Scarce had

he entered a ſmall wood, which he muſt neceſſarily paſs, when

-" he ſaw himſelf ſurrounded by the enemy. He made reſiſtence

at firſt, but having been wounded, was forced to ſurrender.

He was carried to Chockzim, whence the Ruſſians delivered

"- him when they took that place. Great was the joy in the Tur

--_ kiſh camp when he was brought to it, being the only officer

of note that they took from the Ruſſians in the whole courſe

of the war.

- The marſhal received advice, that the enemies had occupied,

à. at three leagues diſtance, a very advantageous camp, on a ri

- ſing ground, where they were at work on the retrenchments, and

waiting for the Ruſſians to give them battle.

s

Auguſt 27, The army got under march by break of day, Battleofstra.

and, paſſing ſeveral ſmall rivers and defiles, drew near to the voutſchane

Turkiſh camp, to within cannon-ſhot. It was here that the Ruſ

ſians found themſelves entirely ſurrounded by the enemy. The

ſeraskier, Vely Baſhaw, commander in chief of their army, was

upon an eminence, in a retrenched camp, and defended by

numerous batteries. The Kaltſchack Baſhaw, with the Serdin

geſtis, or no-quarter Janiſaries, was encamped on the left, with

his rear ſupported by foreſts and impracticable mountains.

Jentzch Aly Baſhaw, who commanded the Turkiſh cavalry or

ſpahis, was on the right, ſupported by the hill which extended

to the river Pruth; and the Sultan Iſham Gherey, of Bielogorod,

with all the Tartar hordes, kept haraſſing their rear.

The enemies then attacked them on all ſides, without giving

them a moment's breathing-time from morning to evening; and

even gave them an alarm in the night; but as the Ruſ

ſian camp formed three ſquares, well provided every where

I with
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1739. with chevaux de friſe and artillery, they were eaſily repulſed:

but as there was no poſſibility of ſending out to forage, nor

other means of giving fodder to the cattle of the army, it was

a point of indiſpenſable neceſſity to get out of this embarraſſ

ment, coſt what it would.

The generals of the Ottoman army, ſeeing the Ruſſian one

ſo finely in the toils, were now applauding themſelves for their

not having thrown more obſtacles in their way at the paſs of

the ſtreights of Precop, imagining that they would not be able

to get out of this ugly poſition, but by ſurrendering themſelves

priſoners of war, or by capitulation.

Auguſt 28, At break of day, the whole Ruſſian army got

under arms. The marſhal cauſed to advance, within half-can

non-ſhot, the three battalions of guards, three regiments of foot,

two of dragoons, four hundred of the piquet men, and ſome

light troops; all theſe commanded by the lieutenant-generals

Lowendal and Guſtavus Biron, with thirty pieces of battering

cannon, and four mortars, oppoſite to the retrenched camp of

the enemies, as if there had been a deſign to attack it in that

quarter. The cannonade and bombardments were played in

ceſſantly on both ſides, but without great effect, eſpecially on

the part of the Turks, which killed but one ſingle horſe of the

Ruſſians, after having fired above a hundred cannon, till noon.

This motion had been made only to draw the whole atten

tion of the enemies on that ſide, and to hinder them from per

fečting their lines on the left, which they had but juſt begun.

This had all the ſucceſs that could be wiſhed; for they imme

diately ſet about erecting two more batteries on their right, and

began to work at a new line.

In the mean time, the marſhal, who had already, the day

before, reconnoitred the enemy's camp, went to reconnoitre it

3 again,
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again, and found that the river of Schoulanetz, which ran on

the left of the enemy, and which had been taken for granted

to be impracticable, on account of the marſhes on both ſides,

was far from being ſo, and that, by ſtrowing thoſe marſhes

with the faſcines which they had ready in the carriages, they

would be eaſily paſſed, as well as the river, which was not deep;

ſo that by this means they might turn the camp of the enemies,

who, not having imagined it poſſible to come to attack them

on that fide, had entirely neglected to fortify it.

At noon, the marſhal ordered the army to march to the right,

and recalled the guards, with the prementioned detachments,

into the main of the army. Several bridges were preſently

thrown over the little river of Schoulanetz, the marſhes were

filled with faſcines, and covered with thick planks, and the

army paſſed by means of their admirably well-ſerved artillery,

without any oppoſition from the enemy.

At two in the afternoon, the Ruſſians had advanced to the

foot of the hill, which the Turkiſh camp covered. Then it

was that the Turkiſh cavalry attacked them on all ſides, but

was repulſed without being able to get any the leaſt advantage.

The Ruſſians were ſtill gaining ground, and approaching nearer

and nearer to the enemy's camp. At five o'clock in the even- .

ing, the enemy returned to the attack with more fury than ever.

The Janiſaries, ſabre in hand, advanced, and charged the

guards and the infantry; but ſuch a terrible fire was kept play

ing upon them, both from the cannon and ſmall arms, that

though they had advanced as far as the chevaux de friſ, they

could do nothing. After their having exerted every poſ

ſible effort to break the Ruſſian ranks, they were at length

obliged to retreat, which they did in a good deal of confuſion.

The Turks, however, ſtill wanted to make ſome reſiſtence in

their camp, and cauſed ſome cannon to be tranſported to their

left

1739.
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1739, 1eft wing; but the Ruſſians kept advancing on, under favor of

the violent fire of their artillery.

Little by little the Turks ſet fire to their camp, and betook

themſelves to flight with ſuch precipitation, that when, at ſeven

o'clock in the evening, the Ruſſians, having conquered the aſcent

of the riſing ground, entered the camp, they found no one in it.

The light troops, who went in purſuit of the fugitives, could

hardly overtake a few, whom they maſſacred.

The Turks had left behind, partly in the camp, partly on

the road, forty-two pieces of braſs cannon, and ſix mortars.

In the camp there were found above a thouſand tents, ſtill

ſtanding; an infinite quantity of utenſils, of baggage, and of

ammunitions of war, and vićtualment.

The loſs of the enemy muſt have been conſiderable; near a

thouſand bodies lay dead on the field. On the fide of the Ruſ.

ſians, there were but ſeventy men in all killed and wounded.

This ačtion was at a ſmall village called Stavoutſchane, which

was at the right of the army.

Taking of In order to take advantage of this vićtory, the marſhal

°hºck-in marched directly the next morning towards Chockzim, at the

head of a body of thirty thouſand men, and of the battering

train. The general Romanzow was left behind, to cover the

baggage and ſtores that were to follow in eaſier marches.

Never was ſo complete a vićtory obtained with ſo little loſs.

It is alſo to be obſerved, that the Ruſſians were obliged to give

this battle, with all their baggage and ſtores, within the ſquares,

in the midſt of their army, ſo that they had not their motions

free, and could make them at beſt but ſlowly.

As
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As faſt as the firſt troops advanced on their way to Chock

zim, they found cannon, mortars, bomb-ſhells, cannon-balls,

barrels of powder, baggage-waggons, diſperſed here and there,

every mark, in ſhort, in this general rout, of the power of a

panic terror. The army advanced that day within two leagues

of Chockzim. -

Auguſt 30, Early in the morning, a ſtrong detachment of

light troops was ſent to obſerve the poſture of the enemy; they

found that the ſuburbs, which were intrenched and ſurrounded

with a wide ditch, were abandoned. Of this they acquainted

the marſhal, who was advancing with his army, and arrived

at ten in the morning under the place, and inſtantly ſent the

governor a ſummons to ſurrender.

From ſome priſoners taken by ſurpriſe in the ſuburb, it was

learnt, that Kaltſchack Baſhaw, governor of Chockzim, had

got into the place the very evening of the battle, but could not

prevail on his garriſon to ſtand by him, which at the beginning

of the campaign was ten thouſand ſtrong; almoſt all of them

had followed Vely Baſhaw in his flight with his army, ſo that

there remained but few with the governor.

The Baſhaw requeſted an honorable capitulation, and to be

eſcorted to the Danube; but they would not accept of his ſur

render on any terms but as priſoner of war. At the ſame time,

the marſhal cauſed to advance, through the ſuburbs, as far as

to the glacis, three battalions of guards, and three other batta

lions of foot. It was, however, after ſome parleys, granted,

that there ſhould be no viſit of the baggage-waggons of the

garriſon, and that they might ſend away their wives to Turky.

None but the Baſhaw ſent his there, all the reſt kept theirs, and

took them with them into Ruſſia.

G g At
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-

At two in the afternoon, the Baſhaw and the garriſon ſur

rendercq. The commandant and aga of the Janiſaries pre

ſented the keys of the town to the marſhal, The guards took

poſſeſſion of the gate; after which the Baſhaw, with a nume

rous retinue, waited on the marſhal, who was in a houſe in.

the ſuburbs, and delivered up his ſabre to him.

Auguſt 31, The Turkiſh garriſon, of ſeven hundred and

ſixty-three men, evacuated the place, and laid down their arms

and colors. The Ruſſian garriſon, at the ſame time, entered,

the town. Major-general Chroutſchew had the command of

it in chief, and under him Prince Dadian, colonel of the

artillery.

Chockzim is one of the ſtrongeſt places in the Turkiſh domi

nions; all the works are well faced, and partly cut into the

rock; thoſe which are on the ſide of Moldavia are kept in bet

ter repair than the part towards Poland, as being the ſide on

which it cannot be attacked, ſince the Dnieſter runs under its

walls. Moſt part of its works, as alſo the covered way, are

undermined. There were a hundred and fifty-ſeven pieces of

cannon in it, and twenty-two mortars, all of them of braſs,

and mounted; the ammunition was infinite, and the maga

zincs full vićtualled,

Kaltſchack Baſhaw ſaid, that all the misfortunes which had

befallen the Turks in this campaign were ſolely owing to the

bad meaſures taken by their commander in chief, the ſeraskier

Vely Baſhaw, who had loitered too long with a great part of

his army under Bender, and not followed his advice, which

was, to diſpute the paſs of the ſtreights of Precop, Vely Ba

ſhaw was for letting the Ruſſians paſs, in the hope of ruining

them, without coming to a battle, by depriving them of the

means of forage, and by continually haraſing them.

- This
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This projećt would not have been bad, if he had had other -39.

troops under his order than Turks and Tartars, and another

general oppoſed to him than count Munich.

The Baſhaw added, that he was aſtoniſhed at the vehement

quickneſs of the Ruſſian fire, eſpecially of that of the artillery,

which had, on all occaſions, made the greateſt havock of their

troops. -

September 1, Two bridges were thrown over the Dnieſter,

to have a free communication with Poland.

Lieutenant-general Guſtavus Biron was ordered by the mar-Lieutenant

ſhal to take back with him to the Ukrain the three battalions jº*

of guards, and ſome regiments of dragoons. There were ſent,º

at the ſame time, under this eſcort, the priſoners, being in num-ºnd

ber two thouſand one hundred and twenty-one perſons, of both *P*

ſexes.

After that the marſhal had ſent off this detachment, and had Marſhal Mu
- ... • - - nich enters

regulated every thing relative to the garriſon of Chockzim, he j.

reſumed his march with the army, to enter farther into Moldavia.

Moldavia.

September 8, He arrived at the river Pruth, where there

were immediately three bridges ordered, and finiſhed by the

evening. Prince Cantemir, who had been detached with the

Walachians, brought advice, that he had penetrated a good

way into the country, without finding any reſiſtence, or ſo

much as ſeeing the enemy.

September 9, and 10, The whole army paſſed the Pruth;

the waters of which river happened to be ſo low, that the

whole cavalry forded it over, otherwiſe the Pruth is deep and

G g 2 rapid.
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rapid. It was fifty fathom broad in the place where the Ruſ.

ſigns croſſed it. They built there the head of a bridge, and a fort

on the river ſide, to which was given the name of Fort St.

John. There were alſo redoubts raiſed at competent diſtances,

the better to keep up the communication with Chockzim.

September 11, The army marched towards Jaſſy, the capital

of Moldavia, and reſidence of the Hoſpodar. A party of the

enemies ſhewing themſelves at a diſtance, the Coſſacks gave

chace to them, but could not come up with them.

The ſtates of Moldavia, who had aſſembled at Jaſſy, ſent

deputies to the marſhal, with a letter, containing an act of

ſubmiſſion. The Hoſpodar, Gregorius Jika, had retreated the

day before towards the Danube.

September 12, The deputies were ſent back with an anſwer,

aſſuring the ſtates of the protection of the Empreſs. The army

continued its march towards Jaſſy, where Prince Cantemir was

entered with ten thouſand men, dragoons, huſſars, and Wa

lachians.

News came, that the ſeraskier Vely Baſhaw had been

obliged to hide himſelf for two days, in a ſmall village near

the Pruth, called Boydon, having none with him but his me

nial ſervants; and this, to eſcape the fury of the Janiſaries,

who wanted to maſſacre him; that except three thouſand men,

who had repaired to Bender, all the reſt were gone over the

Danube.

September 19, The marſhal went to Jaſſy, under an eſcort

of three hundred grenadiers a horſeback, and three hundred

Coſſacks of the Don, to regulate the needful with the ſtates of

the country, for the ſupply and ſubſiſtance of the army.

There
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There he made a ſtipulation with them, by which they en- 1739.

gaged for the maintenance of twenty thouſand of the Ruſ

ſian army, to find them in quarters, vićtuals, and forage; to

furniſh, at their own expence, all the carriages neceſſary for the

bringing proviſions from the whole circuit of the frontiers of

the dutchy, and to keep from two to three thouſand priſoners

to work at the fortifications of Jaſſy. After that, every thing

was ſettled, the marſhal ſurveyed the ſituation, and the engi

neers laid down the plan of the works for the precinct of the

place.

Three regiments of foot, one regiment of huſſars, and the body

of Walachians, were put into garriſon there. The major-general

Schipow and colonel Karkettel had the command of it.

Sept. 21, The marſhal returned to the army, which had re

paſſed the Pruth. The deſign of the marſhal was, to enter, before

the end of the campaign, into the country of the Tartars of

Budziack, and even to take Bender, which was very poſſible,

conſidering the conſternation in which the Turks were after

their defeat. He flattered himſelf, that if the war ſhould laſt

one year longer, he would paſs the Danube, and penetrate

deeply into the ſtates of the Grand Signor; but all this fine

project was diſconcerted by the peace. e

The imperialiſts had ſigned theirs under Belgrude, in the The Emperor

Turkiſh camp. The marſhal Munich had notice of it the 24th ...“

of September, and was in a great rage with the generals of the Porte.

Emperor. He wrote on this ſubjećt to Prince Lobkowitz, who

commanded in Tranſylvania, and who had ſent him the news

of this peace. As this letter contains ſeveral remarks on the

condućt of the Imperialiſts, and many other particularities, and ,

is, beſides, ſingular enough, I ſubjoin here the tranſlation of the

erman original. -

L E T
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LO BKOWITZ, Sept. 27, 1739.

“I had the honor to receive your letter, with the journal

which you was pleaſed to ſend therewith, and which goes as

far as the firſt of the current month, and received it juſt at

the time that we were employed in celebrating a thankſ

giving feſtival for the happy conqueſt of Moldavia, of which

the ſtates, as well ſpiritual as temporal, did, on the 16th

September, make their ſubmiſſion to the Empreſs, my moſt

gracious Sovereign.

“I join herewith the continuation of my journal, by which

your Highneſs will ſce more at large, that after the taking of

Chockzim, and after having forced to a total retreat the

enemy, whoſe camp we took, with its field-artillery, confiſt

ing of forty-two cannon and ſix mortars, I advanced far

ther into Moldavia, with the army which I have the honor

of commanding. Having paſſed the Pruth the 9th and 10th

of this month, I built there a redoubt, called Fort St. John,

which I provided with a good garriſon and ſufficient artillery.

We have driven out the Hoſpodar, with the militia, and

ſome hundreds of Turks, who were at Jaſſy, his place of

reſidence, of which I have taken poſſeſſion the 14th of this

month. The fortifications of it I have cauſed to be repaired,

and have left a ſtrong garriſon in it, with the neceſſary artillery.

The retreat of the Hoſpodar was ſo precipitate, that he has

left to us all his horſe-tails, his two head-ſtandards, and the

horſe-tail of a Turkiſh Baſhaw, who was with him at the

time; and more than thirty other colors belonging to the

Turks and Moldavians; his kettle-drums, all his field-muſic;

beſide, three cannons, twelve barrels of powder, and fifteen

hundred barrels of corn, with a great quantity of rice.

- “ Amidſt
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“ Amidſt all this good fortune, I cannot deny that the con

tents of your letter and journal have extremely ſurpriſed,

and even afflićted me. I have with great aſtoniſhment

obſerved, that the irruption which the body of troops under

your Highneſs was to make into the enemy's country cannot

be executed; conſequently, not the leaſt motion can be made

on the ſide of Walachia in favor of our army, not with

ſtanding all the ſolemn promiſes of the Emperor, and the

plan of operations agreed upon with the Empreſs my Sove

reign.

“Your Highneſs's letter abundantly teſtifies, that theſe circum

ſtances, which you did not expect, do not give leſs pain to

you than to me. On the peruſal, Sir, of your journal, it

is eaſy to remark, that every thing was in good condition in

the imperial army till the 13th of Auguſt, as well as at

Belgrade, where, according to the advices I received thence,

there was a garriſon numerous enough to have made a longer

reſiſtence againſt the Turks, and even to have compelled

them to raiſe the ſiege, with conſiderable loſs, eſpecially, if

the meaſure had been reſolved on to make a vigorous ſally,

ſuſtained by the imperial army, the bravery of which had

been ſo much boaſted. Certain it is, that we had flat

tered ourſelves here with this hope, as we had beaten the

enemy, taken Chockzim, made the garriſon priſoners, with

the governor of it, a Baſhaw of three tails, and were, be

ſides, on the point of drawing quickly near to the Danube,

news that could not but abate much of the preſumption of

the Turks before Belgrade.

“The generals of the imperial army were perfeótly well ap

priſed, that the Ruſſian army having happily paſſed the

Dnieſter, and repulſed the enemy in the ačtion of the 22d.

July, deſigned to march ſtrait to the enemies and to Chock

“zim,

1739.
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zim, events of which it was very well worth while to wait

the iſſue, without being in ſuch a hurry in the imperial army.

But no. Inſtead of this, it appears by the concluſion of the

journals you ſent me, that advice was received from Monſ.

de Neuperg, grand maſter of the ordnance, who had already

been for ſome time in the Turkiſh camp, that the prelimi

nary articles were already ſigned the 1ſt of September, on

the part of the Porte. -

“And although neither in your letter, nor in the journal

annext, is there any mention made of the conditions ſtipu

lated by theſe preliminaries; and that I was the more ſur

priſed at this omiſſion, for that I could never have ima

gined that there would have been ſuch a want of regard for

the Empreſs my Sovereign, as to leave me in the dark as to

the points which concern her Majeſty, and upon which I

was, nevertheleſs, to regulate the operations of war for the

reſt of the campaign; yet, I have learnt by other means, that

the conditions of the ſaid preliminaries are extremely perni

cious, and contrary to the honor and to the intereſts of both

the auguſt and imperial houſes,

“ For, FiRST, If the fort of Belgrade is to be razed at the

expence, and even by the hands of the imperial army, can

there be a condition more diſhonorable to the imperial

arms ?

“SEcoSDLY, If, inſtead of preſerving that place, and cau

ſing Orſowa to be demoliſhed, as had been agreed, the firſt is

ceded to the Turks, and the other ſuffered to remain in their

hands, in a very good condition ; does not this throw the

gates open for their entering as often as they pleaſe to break

the peace into the Bannat of Tranſylvania, and the other here

ditary countries of the cºmpire? Thence how very eaſy is it

7 for
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for them to penetrate to Vienna | Such a condition, then,

cannot but be extremely prejudicial to the Emperor, and to

the Empire. -

“THIRDLY. If it be true that the kingdom of Servia, and

the imperial Walachia, are ceded to the enemy, at a time

when the arms of its faithful allies are every where vićto

rious, nothing can appear more contrary to the intereſts of

the two imperial houſes; and, certainly, a more diſadvanta

geous peace could not have been concluded, if even the

enemy had ačtually taken Belgrade, and beaten the imperial

army.

“ In the mean while, what is become of that ſacred alliance

that was to ſubſiſt between the two courts? On the part of

the Ruſſians, forts are taken from the common enemy; on

the part of the imperialiſts, forts are demoliſhed or given up

to him. The Ruſſians acquire principalities and provinces,

the imperialiſts reſtore whole kingdoms to the enemy. The

Ruſſians drive him to the utmoſt; the imperialiſts grant him

all that he demands, and every thing that is capable of flat

tering, and of increaſing his pride. On the part of the Ruſ

ſians, the war is continued; on the part of the Emperor, an

armiſtice is agreed on, a peace concluded. Once more;

what is become of that indiſſoluble alliance 2

“I dare aſſure you, Sir, that if the army of the Emperor had

been at the laſt extremity, the court of Vienna would have

infallibly obtained, with the aſſiſtance of the Empreſs my

Sovereign, a peace more honorable than that which has been

made.

“If a retroſpect to what has paſſed may be recommended, -

it will be remarked of the Empreſs my Sovereign,

H h - “That,
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“That, Firſt, Her Majeſty, ſingly and alone, terminated

the war of Poland againſt Staniſlaus and the confederate

Poles, in ſpite of France and Sweden, who ſpared neither

money nor cabals to place Staniſlaus on the throne from

which we drove him, and placed in his ſtead Auguſtus, Elec

tor of Saxony.

“Secondly. Her Majeſty ſent an auxiliary body of ten

thouſand foot, as far as the Rhine, to the imperial army,

and another body was ready to march thither, in caſe of

need: diſpoſitions theſe which contributed greatly to the laſt

peace concluded with France.

“Thirdly. Her Majeſty, early and alone, undertook the pre

ſent entirely inevitable war againſt the Turks, leaving to the

Emperor the choice of furniſhing the ſtipulated ſuccors, or

of taking part in the war.

“Fourthy. Her Majeſty's army took the forts of Azoph and
& c.

&c.

&g
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cº

gº

of Lutrick, laid waſte the Cuban, and, reduced the Tartar

inhabitants of that province.

“Fifthly. Her Majeſty's arms have reduced Precop, a fort

which had been always reputed impregnable; they made the

Turkiſh garriſon priſoners two different times; they took a

numerous artillery from them, penetrated as far as Koſlow,

Karas-Bazar, Bachtſchy-Seray, and into the very heart of

the Crimea, ruining and deſtroying the whole country; they

entirely diſlodged the Nogay-Tartars, who had their habita

tions between the Crimea and Dnieper, taking from them an

innumerable quantity of horned cattle and horſes.

“Sixthly. The forts of Ockzakow and Kinburn have been

likewiſe taken by her Majeſty's troops; and the firſt of theſe

I - “ was
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was afterwards effectually defended againſt the Turks, who

ſtrove to retake it. It may be calculated, that on all theſe

occaſions, one with the other, there have periſhed from forty

to forty-five thouſand of the enemies; and a numerous artil

lery has fallen into our hands.

“Seventhly. The Ruſſian fleet has, for four campaigns,

held in play that of the Turks, commanded by the captain

Baſhaw, who infeſted the ſea of Azoph, and the Black-ſea.

“ Eightly. The court of Peterſburgh has, at an immenſe

expence, fruſtrated all the cabals of Sweden and Poland,

which were on the point of breaking out into a dangerous

conſpiracy: its troops, I repeat it, had beaten the enemy

near Chockzim, and totally conquered Moldavia.

“But not to run into too great a length, I ſhall not alledge

here all the other things that have been done in favor of the

court of Vienna; I ſhall only ſay, that it might have ſafely

relied on an ally ſo faithful, ſo great, and ſo fortunate, as

my moſt gracious Sovereign undoubtedly is; and not have,

contrary to all expectation, and without the excuſe of an

eminent danger, made a peace ſo ſhameful and ſo very detri

mental to the intereſts of both courts. Beſides, the whole

world knows, and how many examples have not we of it,

that the Turks are frequently liable to the ſurpriſes of ſudden

panic-terrors; and often obliged, by the mutinies of the

Janiſaries, to betake themſelves to flight, in the very time

that they are thought the ſtrongeſt. The ſame thing might

have been hoped, if there had been a vigorous defence of

Belgrade. The garriſon had a ſecure retreat, and a ſtrong

caſtle behind it: there was nothing to be loſt, nor ſo much

as riſqued, by defending that place to the laſt extremity.

“Never will there be any credit given to the ſpecious pre

text under which it is now attempted to perſuade the world,

H h 2 “ that
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that the court of Vienna had to bear the greateſt burthen of

the war.

“We have an authentic liſt of the troops routed at Ha

voutſchane, which we got from the Hoſpodar's private ſecre

tary, by name Alexander Ducas. This liſt makes it mani

feſtly appear, that the army of the Turks and Tartars,

which acted againſt us, and was commanded by ſo many

Baſhaws, was conſiderably more numerous than that before

Belgrade. It is to the Ruſſian army that a grateful acknow

ledgement is due, for its having hindered the Turks from,

entering into Tranſylvania: it is the Ruſſian army that

can, from experience, give the beſt account of the Tartars,

and eſpecially the Nogays, being better ſoldiers than the

Turkiſh cavalry, and the Spahis, who compoſe it. When

we add to this number of enemies, who were all picked men,

the garriſons of Bender, Bulgorod, and Janikola, and the

Turkiſh fleet, on which there were in this campaign above

thirty thouſand combatants; it may eaſily be judged, on

which of the two ſides the enemy has been, during this

war, the moſt numerous and the moſt formidable, and

which of the two allies has borne the greateſt weight.

“To provide two different armies with artillery and ſtores

for a whole campaign; to convey the proviſions and ammu

nition for them the length of more than two hundred

leagues in our own carriages, is unqueſtionably a burthen

which the imperial army never felt ; for, as to ours, it

required more than two hundred thouſand horſes, oxen,

and camels, none of which are at the end of a campaign

in any condition of ſervice for the following one. My Sove

reign has alſo been obliged to cauſe two flotillas to cruiſe;

the one on the Don, and the other Dnieper, at which there

were employed every year as far as fifty thouſand men, as

well as horſes. - -

“ But
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“But what the moſt fatigued our troops was, that even

after having undergone the moſt ſevere fatigues during the

campaigns, they have been obliged to form a chain of above

three hundred German miles upon our frontiers, to hinder .

the irruptions which the Tartars uſed yearly to make. I

dare aſſure you, Sir, that there is not that army in Europe,

except a Ruſſian one, that is able to endure ſuch fatigues.

But your Highneſs, and all the world, at the ſame time, will

readily judge, that all this muſt have occaſioned an extraor

dinary expence to her imperial Majeſty, who found no other

reſource for it but her own treaſury.

“As to anything farther, I cheerfully grant to the Imperi

aliſts the honor of having had the Grand Vizier oppoſed to

them. He had, doubtleſs, his reaſons for preferring to

remain on the banks of the Danube. He could not ſo eaſily

have penetrated to Kiow as to Belgrade and Orſowa. At

leaſt, we would have ſpared him the half of the way, if he

had choſen to have us to deal with ſooner than with you.

“We deteſt a ſhameful peace. The Turks made advances to

us; they offered as even advantageous conditions, but the

Empreſs my Sovereign would not liſten to them. At pre

ſent, the peace is concluded between the Emperor and the

Turks. As to the court of Peterſburgh, I find a profound

ſilence is obſerved about it, both in your Highneſs's letter”

and the journal thereto annexed.

“I am not ignorant of the Marqueſs of Villeneuve the

French embaſſador's having a limited inſtrućtion, according

to which he may make the peace with the Porte.

“If it is not to be granted to us upon favorable conditions,

with an equivalent to be given for Chockzim and Moldavia,

I will continue hoſtilities, under the auſpices of God. .

“I have

1739.
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1739. “I have the honor to entreat of your Highneſs to com

“ municate my anſwer and journal to marſhal count Wallis;

“ and am, &c.

M U N I C H.”

Some days before that the count Munich had learnt the news,

of this peace, he had detached the brigadier Frolow, who com

manded the Coſſacks of the Don, with all the troops under

him, which might amount to above five thouſand, with orders

to make an irruption as far as the Danube, and lay waſte all

the enemy's country in his way. The brigadier had been ſuc

ceſsful enough in his march as far as the river; but, on his

return, he had advice that a great body of theTurks and Tartars

was marching againſt him, and that his junction of the marſhal

Munich's army was abſolutely cut off. He had then no other

expedient for ſaving himſelf but to take refuge in Tranſylvania,

and by croſſing this province and Poland, to return to the army,

or into Ruſſia, according to the conjunctures.

As he knew the alliance between the courts of Peterſburgh

and Vienna, he made no doubt of being well received b

Prince Lobkowitz. When then he found himſelf near the

frontiers of Tranſylvania, he ſent a notification to the Prince

of his arrival, and of the reaſons that obliged him to take that

recourſe. Inſtead, however, of a friendly reception, there were

at firſt great difficulties made againſt letting him at all enter

into the country; nor was it till after a great deal of conteſta

tion that the paſſage was at length granted him; and even then

they treated him and his troops as if they had been priſoners.

Three regiments of huſſars and two of cuiraſſiers, ſurrounded

and ſerved them for eſcort into Poland. Nothing was fur

niſhed
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niſhed them; they were forced to pay for every thing in 1739.

ready-money, and at an exorbitant price; they were not

allowed ſo much as to graze their horſes, or to ſend out a

foraging for them ; and what was worſe than all that, if a

Coſſack happened to ſtraggle a hundred paces or ſo from the

main body, he was unmercifully maſſacred by the Auſtrian

huſſars, for the ſake of his horſe and arms. For the horſes of

the Coſſacks of the Don are remarkably good, their muſquets

are ſcrewed and damaſk-worked, and their ſabres excellently

well tempered.

Brigadier Frolow loſt, in this manner, near two hundred

men, by the hands of the good friends and allies of Ruſ

fia; ſcarce had he loſt ſo many in the whole campaign, in the

frequent ſkirmiſhes he had had with the enemies.

It may eaſily be imagined, that the court of Peterſburgh

made great complaints of theſe procedures; but had no other

ſatisfaction from the court of Vienna than excuſes.

Count Munich continued to make ſome marches towards the

Budziack; but as he knew there were meaſures taken for con

cluding a peace between Ruſſia and the Porte, and the ſeaſon

beginning to be cold, he reſolved to put his troops into quar

ters of cantonment in Moldavia, a country which he had no

ſort of inclination to quit: and, according to the repartition

he had planned of the winter-quarters, a part of the army was

to take them up in Poland.

It may, I preſume, be now proper to mention what ſteps steps taken .
by the court

were taken by the court of Ruſſia towards effectuating a peace. };".
wards a -

In the firſt place, the court had given to marſhal Munich,Pº

at his opening the campaign, a full power to conclude a peace,

in
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in the caſe of his finding a favorable opportunity for it; they

had even given him a ſecretary of the cabinet, to be employed

by him in any overture of a negotiation.

The courts of Peterſburgh and Vienna had accepted the me

diation of France between them and the Porte. The Empreſs

alſo gave charge of this negotiation to the Marqueſs de Ville

neuve, the French miniſter, and ſent a counſellor of the chan

cery, Monſ. de Cagnoni, to manage her intereſts jointly with

M. de Villeneuve. Every thing paſſed under the name of the

embaſſador of France, but, properly ſpeaking, it was M. de

Cagnoni who had the confidence of the Ruſſian court, and the

full powers to conclude the peace.

He was at the camp when M. de Neuperg ſigned that of the

Emperor, and proteſted againſt the whole procedure in it;

but in vain. Things were too far advanced before he was made

acquainted with them. At length, there was a neceſſity of .

yielding to the force of the conjuncture; and the ſignature of

the preliminaries between Ruſſia and the Porte took place a

month after that, on the part of the Emperor.

Towards the end of the month of Očtober, marſhal Munich

had orders to ceaſe hoſtilities. Jaſſy was abandoned, and

Chockzim reſtored to the Turks in the ſame condition as it had

been taken from them. It was alſo ſtipulated by the peace,

that Azoph ſhould remain to the Ruſſians, but that the out

works ſhould be demoliſhed, and nothing left but the town

within the precinét, without any garriſon to be put into it, or

any fortification round it. It was likewiſe allowed to the Ruſ

fians, that they might extend their frontiers twenty German

miles into the ſteps, and keep Samara and its diſtrićts. The

Turks were not to fortify on this ſide of the river of Cuban;

but as to Ockzakow, they might take poſſeſſion of it again as .

- well
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well as of Kinburn, and put thoſe places into a ſtate of defence. 1759.

The priſoners on both ſides were to be releaſ;d without ranſom.

In ſhort, all the advantage Ruſſia gained by this war was very

trifling, in compariſon of the immenſe ſums it coſt her, and

of more than a hundred thouſand lives of ſubjećts loſt in it.

The army repaſſed the Dnieſter, and returned into Ukrain.

Chockzim was not reſtored to the Turks till the month of No

vember, that Monſ. de Lowendal delivered it up to the Baſhaw,

who was ſent to receive it. When the Ruſſian troops repaſſed

the Dnieſter, this river was already floating great pieces of ice;

there was no poſſibility of refitting the bridges that had been

broke, ſo that there occurred great difficulties againſt the paſ

ſing of the troops, and more yet againſt the getting the equi

pages and the artillery over. But as the bottom of the river

was firm, Lowendal made the guns and their carriages be

drawn under the ice with ſtrong ropes, and long enough to

reach from one ſide of the river; the cannon were hauled over

with capſtans.

This campaign is unqueſtionably the moſt glorious and the Reflexion, on

moſt fortunate that the Ruſſian arms had to boaſt during theº

war. It was well it was ſo; for if the contrary had happened, 2

and count Munich's army had been beaten, the empire of Ruſ

fia would have been in a very bad condition: the whole of his

army would have periſhed without reſource. Thoſe who had

not died by the hands of the Turks, would have been maſſacred

by the Poles, who had aſſembled in ſeveral bodies; and as they

had never loved the Ruſſians, they wiſhed them worſe than they

did the Turks and Tartars, and moſt certainly would not have

failed of commencing hoſtilities, if the Ruſſians had met with

any conſiderable check or loſs. So long as the army marched

on the Poliſh territories, no deputations were ſeen in the camp,

- I i but
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Steps taken

by Sweden.

but to make grievous complaints of the violences committed on

the dominions of the republic. But then, as ſoon as the Ruſ

ſians had beaten the enemy, and taken Chockzim, the Poles

changed their tone, and ſent ſolemn deputations to marſhal

Munich to congratulate him, declaring themſelves, withal, the

beſt friends and allies of Ruſſia,

Neither was Sweden overſatisfied with the court of Peterſ

burgh, and, for ſome years paſt, was waiting for nothing but

a fair occaſion to attack it. Already, in the laſt diſturbances

in Poland, ſeveral Swediſh officers, as I have precedently ob

ſerved, had obtained the permiſſion to go and ſerve King

Staniſlaus at Dantzick againſt the Ruſſians. Theſe having been

made priſoners at the taking of that town, the Empreſs ſent

them back to Sweden; not, however, without ſhewing ſome

figns of diſcontent at the Swediſh procedure. A new treaty

of alliance was, nevertheleſs, concluded in 1735, and every

thing had appeared quieted. But ſo ſoon as the Ruſſians had

declared war againſt the Turks, the Swedes grew alert again,

and had already in 1737, and eſpecially in the year 1738 that

they had convened a diet, made many arrangements, which

gave uneaſineſs to the court of Peterſburgh. They had ſent arms

and cannon to Conſtantinople. A treaty was talked of as con

cluded between them and the Portc.; and Ruſſia was afraid of

being attacked in Finland, while her armies were employed

near the Dnieſter and the Crimea; the Swedes having already

ſent ten thouſand men into Finland, and begun to form maga

Zincs there. This was partly the cauſe of marſhal Lacy's army.

not having proceeded on any operation this year, but remained

quiet on the frontiers of the Ukrain. For the ſame reaſon,

nial ſhal Munich, after that he had paſſed the Dnieper, in the

diſpoſition for opening the campaign, received an order from

the court to ſend back two regiments of cuiraſſiers, and three

regin.cnts of foot, who, without a moment's delay, ſet out on

their
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their march for Peterſburgh. All theſe precautions of Ruſ

ſia happened to be needleſs; for Sweden was ſo very good as to

wait two years longer before they attacked her, ſuffering her

firſt to make a peace with the Porte, and to get her army again

into good order. Accordingly, they got nothing by their war

but ſhame and diſadvantage, as will be ſhewn hereafter ; where

as, if they had begun it in 1738, Ruſſia would have been

extremely embarrafied.

The court of Stockholm was waſting the time in negocia

tions and fruitleſs complaints, while that of Peterſburgh was

in ačtion, and playing every imaginable engine to break its

meaſures. Nay, the precautions that Ruſſia took againſt the

Swediſh cabals amounted to the violenteſt remedies, even to

murder itſelf on the highway, as the following narrative will

ſhew.

I have precedently obſerved, that there was a talk of a treaty

between Sweden and the Porte. Monſ. de Beſtuchoff, who

reſided at Stockholm, in quality of miniſter of Ruſſia, gave

advice to his court, that major Sinclair had been ſent to Con

ſtantinople, whence he was to bring back the ratification of

this treaty. Upon this news, marſhal Munich, by order of the

cabinet, ſent certain officers, accompanied by ſome ſubalterns,

into Poland, who were to diſperſe themſelves into different

places, and try to carry off Sinclair on his return from Conſtan

tinople; to take away all his letters and diſpatches, and even to

kill him, in caſe of reſiſtence. The officers, as they could not

be every where, employed ſome Jews, and ſome of the poorer

Poliſh gentlemen, to get information of the arrival of Sinclair,

ſo that the danger was divulged before he ſet his foot on the ter

ritories of Poland, and he had warning from the governor of

Chockzim to take care of himſelf, for that there were lying in

wait for him ſeveral Ruſſian officers, particularly at Lemberg or

I i 2 Leopol,

Aſſaſſination

of major Sin

clair.
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Leopol, by the way of which he had propoſed to paſs. Upon

this, Sinclair changed his route, and the Baſhaw of Chockzim

gave him an eſcort that ſaw him ſafe to Broda, where the

crown-general of Poland was, who gave him another eſcort,

with which he got ſafe into Sileſia. There he thought him

ſelf ſafe; but having been obliged to ſtop a few days at Breſ

law, the Ruſſian officers, who learnt by their ſpies the road he

had taken, purſued, and overtook him within a mile of Newſ

tadel. There they ſtopped him, took away his arms; and, after

having carried him ſome miles farther, maſſacred him in a

wood. After this noble ſtroke, they took his clothes and his

papers, in which, however, nothing of conſequence was found.

The court of Ruſſia having had them examined, ſent them

ſome months afterwards by the poſt to Hamburgh, whence

they were forwarded to Sweden.

The Empreſs diſavowed this execrable ačtion, proteſting

ſolemnly her having no knowledge of it. Her miniſters pre

ſented memorials to all the courts, to remove all ſuſpicion that

might have been entertained of that of Ruſſia; and that the

aſſaſſins themſelves might not be able to betray the ſecret, they

were all ſeized and ſent to Siberia, where they ſpent ſome

years in dungeons, till the Empreſs Elizabeth, aſcending the

throne, releaſed them, and had them placed in garriſon-regi

ments in the innermoſt parts of the country.

Thoſe employed in this affair were, the ſecretary Kuttler,

native of Sileſia, the lieutenants Leſowitzky and Weſelowsky,

both ſubjećts of Ruſſia, each of whom had two ſubalterns to

aſſiſt them. The two firſt committed the aſſaſſination; the third

remained in Poland, but underwent, nevertheleſs, the ſame

treatment as the others. -

Certain it is, that the Empreſs did not know the orders that

were given to the officers about Sinclair, and that a great part

9 of
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of theſe proceedings were concealed from her even after the aſſaſ

ſination. All this affair was juggled up among the duke of

Courland, count Oſterman, and marſhal Munich.

To conclude what relates to this war againſt the Turks, and

to the operations of this campaign, I ſhall inſert here a letter,

which count Munich wrote to the duke of Courland, ſome time

after the taking of Chockzim. It is tranſlated from the Ger

man original. -

LETTER from Count MUNICH to the Duke

of COURLAND, Sept. 29, 1739.

“ MY LORD D UK E,

“It muſt be owned, that God gives a bleſſing to all the enter

“ priſes of her imperial Majeſty, our moſt gracious Sovereign.

“The Pruth, which had been almoſt a curſe to Ruſſia, is be

“ come favorable to us, and will be the baſis of a laſting and

“ honorable peace. -

“To aſſemble an army, quite from the Don, the Donetz,

“ the lines of Ukrain, and from ſeveral other of the remoteſt

“ provinces from the Dnieſter, at their rendezvous at Kiow:

To make it paſs the Dnieper, which, had this laſt

“ ſpring ſwelled extraordinarily, and overflowed its banks for

“ near a German mile : To march from the frontiers of

“Ruſſia, as far as Moldavia, by the way of Poland, without

“taking the leaſt thing of ammunition or carriages to paſs the

“ Bogh, the Dnieſter, and the defiles of Tſchernantza, or Pre

“ cop, in preſence of the enemy, without ſuffering the leaſt

“ damage; to carry of beyond the Pruth and Moldavia, and,

** aS
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as it were, on the back of the enemy, ſeveral thouſands of

horſes, horned-cattle, and ſheep; and provide by theſe means

at once for our carriages and victualment, at the expence of

the enemy, without loſing a ſingle man : To repulſe,

with a conſiderable loſs, the attacks of the Turks and Tar

tars, and drive the famous Kaltſchack Baſhaw, with all the

Tartar Hordes, the Kipkans, and all thoſe bravoes, who

neither give nor take quarter, from one advantageous

camp to another : To attack, in ſhort, the Seraskier

Vely Baſhaw in a well-intrenched camp, where he was at the

head of an army of ninety thouſand men, of which he had

detached a part to entirely ſurround us, there to beat him,

and take all his tents and baggages, ſix mortars, and forty

two braſs cannon, with all the ammunitions to them, and

this without having more than ſeventy men in all killed and

wounded: To take the important fort of Chockzim,

provided with a hundred and fifty-ſeven cannon, and twenty

two mortars, with all the military ſtores, and proviſions in

proportion; to make there a Baſhaw and all his garriſon pri

ſoners of war, without ſo much as burning a match:—

To purſue the fugitive enemy to the Pruth; to paſs this river

with an army; to build ſmall forts on its banks, and thereby

take poſſeſſion, in the midſt of an enemy's dominions; to

drive the Hoſpodar of Moldavia out of the country, and out

of his reſidence to the other ſide of the Danube; to raiſe

contributions and maintenance in an enemy's country, and,

with all that, to ſee our army without ſick, in the midſt of

abundance, and in the beſt condition in the world; all theſe

great things, I ſay, it muſt be confeſſed, could never be exe

cuted without the hand of God conducting every thing to a

happy end.

“ The greateſ part of theſe facts are ſuch, that, without hav

‘ing been preſent at them, it is hardly poſſible not to doubt of

“ the
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“ the circumſtances, particularly of the Janiſaries having, in 1739.

“ the fury of their attack, been received with ſo terrible a fire,

“ that they could neither make uſe of their ſmall arms nor

“ ſabres, and leſs yet accompliſh the bfeaking our ranks: Who

“could conceive that the terror too of the enemies was ſo

“ great, that numbers threw themſelves into the Pruth three

“ days after the action, and that the greateſt part of them ran

“ away to the Danube, without once looking behind them

“On the other hand, no army was ever more deſirous of

“ fighting than ours. -

“I receive every day ſolemn deputations, and letters of con

“gratulation from Poland; nor is it to be doubted, that, with

“ the divine favor, this campaign will terminate gloriouſly.

* I am, &c.

M UN I.C H.”

After having treated of what paſſed in the army in the courſe

of this year, I proceed now to the moſt confiderable incidents

at COll ſt. -

The Empreſs, though taken up with ſo expenſive and bloody Nuptials of

a war, had, however, a mind to conclude the marriage whichYºu.

had been projećted for many years, between her niece, Princeſs #.* the.

Anne of Mecklenburgh, and Prince Anthony Ulrick of Brunſ-º.”Anne.

wick, who had reſided at the court ever ſince the year 1733.

The marqueſs of Botta, who had ſucceeded to count Oſtein,

in quality of miniſter of the court of Vienna, took the charac

ter of embaſſador; and, in a public audience, demanded, in the

name of the Emperor, the Princeſs Anne in marriage for Prince

Anthony Ulrick, nephew of the Empreſs of the Romans. !

The
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of the court

of Peterſ-,

burgh.

The eſpouſals were ſolemniſed a few days after this audience,

and on the 14th of July (1739) they were celebrated with all

poſſible magnificence.

The equipages and dreſſes that were to appear at this cere

mony, had been preparing for a twelvemonth before.

The archbiſhop of Novogorod pronounced the nuptial bleſ.

ſing, in the church of the Holy Virgin of Caſan, and made, on

this occaſion, a ſermon much admired, that was printed.

When the Empreſs Elizabeth aſcended the throne, it was

ſuppreſſed, there being ſeveral ſtrokes in it that were not

reliſhed.

On the day of that ceremony, no one imagined that the

union of this Prince and Princeſs would one day produce their

greateſt misfortune, as well as that of many perſons of diſtinc

tion. The Princeſs Anne was then looked on as the preſump

tive heireſs of the crown; I am perſuaded too, that ſhe could

not have failed of it, if the duke of Courland had not oppoſed

it. I ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak of this more at large, when I

come to treat of the ſickneſs and death of the Empreſs Anne.

Theſe nuptials, however, furniſh me the hint of giving an

idea of the magnificence of the court, and of the Empreſs's

uſual manner of living.

Speaking of the duke of Courland, I have already obſerved,

that he was a great lover of pomp and ſplendid ſhow : this was

enough to inſpire the Empreſs with a deſire to have her court

the moſt brilliant of all Europe, Conſiderable ſums were ſacri

ficed to this intention of the Empreſs, which was not for all

that ſo ſoon fulfilled. The richeſt coat would be ſometimes

WOT!)
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worn together with the vileſt uncombed wig; or you might ſee

a beautiful piece of ſtuff ſpoiled by ſome botcher of a tailor; or

if there was nothing amiſs in the dreſs, the equipage would be

deficient. A man richly dreſſed would come to court in a

miſerable coach, drawn by the wretchedeſt hacks. The ſame

want of taſte reigned in the furniture and neatneſs of their

houſes. On one ſide, you might ſee gold and ſilver plate in

heaps, on the other, a ſhocking dirtineſs.

The dreſs of the ladies correſponded with that of the men; for

one well-dreſſed woman, you might ſee ten frightfully disfi

gured; yet is the fair ſex in Ruſſia generally handſome; that

is to ſay, they have good faces enough, but very few have fine

ſhapes.

This incongruity of Ruſſian finery and ſhow was almoſt uni

verſal; there were few houſes, indeed, eſpecially in the firſt years

of the reform, where every thing was of a piece. Little by

little others imitated the example of thoſe who had taſte. But,

nor even the court, nor Biron, ſucceeded at the firſt in getting

every thing into that order and arrangement which are ſeen

elſewhere. This was the work of years. Yet muſt it be

owned, that, at length, every thing grew to be well regulated,

except that the magnificence ran into exceſs, and coſt the

court immenſe ſums. It is incredible how much money went

out of the empire upon this account. A courtier that did not

lay out above two or three thouſand rubles, or from four to ſix

hundred pounds a year in his dreſs, made no great figure. One

might very well apply here the ſaying of a Saxon officer to the

late King of Poland, adviſing him to widen the gates of the

town to let in the whole villages that the gentlemen carried on

their backs. In Ruſſia, all thoſe who had the honor to ſerve

the court, hurt their fortunes by overdreſſing, the ſalaries not

being ſufficient to afford the making ſuch a figure. It was

enough for a dealer in the commodities of luxury and faſhion

K k to
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preſs Anne's

to remain two or three years at Peterſburgh, to gain a compe

tency for the reſt of his life, even though he ſhould have begun

the world there with goods upon credit.

The Empreſs's uſual manner of life was very regular. She

‘ſual manner was always up before eight in the morning. At nine, ſhe be
of life.

gan to diſpatch affairs with her ſecretary and miniſters. At

noon, ſhe dined in her chamber with the Biron family. It

was only in the great ſolemnities that ſhe ate in public. When

that happened, ſhe was placed in a throne, under a canopy,

with the two Princeſſes. Elizabeth, ſince Empreſs, and Anne of

Mecklenburgh. On this occaſion, the high-chancellor waited

at table. Here was commonly alſo a great table in the ſame

hall, for the firſt noblemen and ladies of the Empire, for the

clergy and foreign miniſters. But in the laſt years of the Em

preſs's life, ſhe did not any longer eat in public, nor were the

foreign miniſters treated at the court. In the greateſt feſtivals

count Oſterman invited them to dinner with him.

In ſummer, the Empreſs took a good deal of exerciſe in

walking; and in winter, with playing at billiards. She made

light ſuppers, and went early to bed, between eleven and twelve.

The court uſed to paſs the beſt part of the fine ſeaſon at a

ſummerhouſe, which Peter I. had built at about ſeven leagues

diſtance from Peterſburgh, called Peterhoff. It is one of the

moſt pleaſant ſituations that can be imagined. It ſtands on

the ſea-ſide; whence you may, on the left, ſee Cronſtadt, and

the whole fleet; on the right, there is a proſpect of Peterſ

burgh, and over againſt it are the coaſts of Finland. There is

a ſpacious garden to it, and magnificentjet-deaux, but the houſe

is no great matter; the apartments are extremely ſmall and low.

The reſt of the ſummer, the Empreſs reſided at her ſummer

palace at Peterſburgh, which is far from being a good building,

Oll
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on the banks of the Neva: the garden to it is very large, and

well enough kept in order.

The Princeſs Anne cauſed a new houſe to be ſet about, the

old one falling almoſt to ruins, but had not the time to finiſh

it. It was reſerved for the Empreſs Elizabeth to ſee the laſt hand

put to it.

There was deep play at court: many made their fortune

by it in Ruſſia, and many others were ruined. I have myſelf

often ſeen as far as twenty thouſand rubles loſt in one ſitting

at quinze or at pharaoh.

The Empreſs did not much love play; if ſhe did play, it

was only to loſe. She then held the bank; and none were

allowed to punt but thoſe to whom ſhe called. The perſon

that won was immediately paid; but as they played with coun

ters, ſhe never received the money of thoſe who loſt.

She was fond of public entertainments and muſic; and ſent

for from Italy all that was neceſſary for that purpoſe. Come

dies, ačted both in Italian and in German, pleaſed her extremely.

In 1736, the firſt opera was played at Peterſburgh, and very

well executed, though leſs liked than comedy, and the Italian

interludes.

In the time of Peter I. and in the following reigns, drinking

had been much pračtiſed at court; it was not ſo in the time of

Anne, ſhe could not bear to ſee any one drunk. There was

nobody but Prince Kourakin that had free permiſſion to drink

as much as he pleaſed. But that the habit of it might not be

entirely loſt, the 29th of January, (Old Style) being the day of

the Empreſs's acceſſion to the throne, was conſecrated to Bac

chus. Then every one was obliged to toſs off a great bumper

K k 2 - of
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of Hungary-wine, with one knee on the ground, in the pre

ſence of her Majeſty. This reminds me of another ſingular

enough ceremony. On the eve of the great feſtivals, the cour

tiers, and officers of the guards, had the honor of paying their

compliments to her Majeſty, and of kiſſing her hand: her

Majeſty at the ſame time preſented each a glaſs of wine on a

ſalver.

Towards the end of the year 1739, the Empreſs gave a comic

entertainment. Prince Gallitzin was the occaſion of it. Though

above forty years of age, and even having a ſon ſerving in the

army, in the rank of lieutenant, he was made at once page and

buffoon of the court, by way of puniſhment for his having

changed his religion. His firſt wife being dead, the Empreſs

told him he ought to marry again, and that ſhe would be at

the expence of the wedding. He accepted the propoſal; and,

pitching upon a girl in low life, acquainted the Empreſs of his

choice, and claimed her promiſe. The Empreſs, in giving

this entertainment, had a mind, at the ſame time, to ſee how

many different kinds of inhabitants there were in her vaſt domi

nions. Accordingly, ſhe cauſed orders to be diſpatched to the

governors of the provinces to ſend up to Peterſburgh ſeveral

perſons of both ſexes. Theſe being arrived, they, at the ex

pence of the court, were new dreſt, each in the habit of his re

ſpective country.

Monſ. de Walinsky was appointed manager of the arrange

ments for this wedding, and winter was the ſeaſon choſen for

the celebration of it. The Empreſs, to make it the more com

pletely extraordinary, had a houſe built wholly of ice: it con

ſiſted of two chambers, in which every thing of furniture, even

the bedplace on which the new-married couple were to lie, was

to be of ice. There were four ſmall cannon and two mortars

made of the ſame matter. The cannon were fired ſeveral

times,
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times, with half an ounce of powder in each, without burſt

ing; and little wooden grenades were thrown out of the mor

tars, without their being damaged.

On the wedding-day that the feaſt was to be celebrated, all

the gueſts were aſſembled in the court-yard of Walinsky:

thence the proceſſion ſat out, and paſſed before the imperial

palace, and through the principal ſtreets of the town. There

was a great train, conſiſting of more than three hundred per

ſons. The new-married couple were placed upon an elephant,

1739.

in a great cage. The gueſts, two and two, were in a ſledge, .

drawn by all kinds of beaſts, as raindeer, dogs, oxen, goats,

hogs, &c. Some were mounted on camels. After the proceſ

ſion had gone the round preſcribed to it, it was brought into

the duke of Courland's riding-houſe, where a flooring of planks.

had been laid for the purpoſe, and where there was a dinner

prepared for them on ſeveral tables. Each was treated accord

ing to the manner of cookery in his own country. After the

repaſt, there was a ball: each nation had its own muſic, and

its own way of dancing. When the ball was over, the bride

groom and bride were condućted into the houſe of ice, where

they were put into a diſmally cold bed, with guards poſted at the

door, that they might not get out before morning.

Having recited theſe particularities of the court, I return to

the general affairs.

The peace having been concluded between Ruſſia and the Porte,

under the mediation of France, the French King ſent an em

baſſador extraordinary to the court of Peterſburgh. It was the

marques de la Chetardie that was inveſted with this charaćter.

He arrived at Peterſburgh in the month of January. On the

part of Ruſſia, Prince Cantemir, who had reſided for ſome years.

in England, was ſent in the ſame quality to the court of Ver

6 ſailles.

174 o.

Arrival of the

marqueſs de

la Chet: ridie

at Peterſ

burgh.
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1740, ſailles. It will appear in the ſequel, that La Chetardie played,

at different times, ſome capital parts in the political theatre of

Ruſſia.

º In the month of January, the peace was ratified at Conſtan

andºf tinople; and in the beginning of February, Monſ. de Neplueſ,
ings. counſellor of legation, and ſon of the miniſter who had aſ

ſiſted at the congreſs of Nemirow, brought the ratification to

Peterſburgh. As ſoon as the Empreſs had received it, ſhe ſent

couriers to the marſhals Munich and Lacy, to invite them to

court. They arrived there the 24th of February, and the 26th

the peace was ſolemnly proclaimed. There were on this occaſion

great rejoicings, and great promotions in the army. Munich was

declared lieutenant-colonel of the Preotbratzkensky regiment

of guards, a poſt to which he had long aſpired, without hav

ing been able to obtain it, and which, ſome time after, made

the duke of Courland heartily repent of having procured it for

him; for, without that poſt, it would have been difficult for

him to have ſeized and made him priſoner in the manner he did.

Prince Anthony Ulrick was alſo declared lieutenant-colonel

of the guards, of the regiment Semencowsky, and lieutenant

general of the army. I ſhall ſay nothing of the other promo

tions, nor of the gratifications beſtowed by the Empreſs on her

miniſters and generals; it will be enough to obſerve, that theſe

laſt were immenſe. The duke of Courland had, for his ſhare

alone, five hundred thouſand rubles in ready-money, about

1oo,000 l.

Arrange. The court had, during the courſe of the war, augmented
ments after -

... the number of generals of the army, inſomuch that they greatly

exceeded the number preſcribed by the military eſtabliſhment

of Peter I. After the peace, it was thought proper to reduce

the ſupernumeraries, upon which ſeveral of the old generals,

- - who

-

****
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who were wiſhing for retreat, had permiſſion to reſign; others 1742.

were employed in the affairs of the miniſtry.

The Empreſs did more: ſhe cauſed an edićt to be publiſhed,

in which permiſſion was given to every gentleman who had

been twenty years in the army, and had made campaigns, to

petition for leave to lay down the ſervice : but no ſooner was

this ordinance publiſhed, than the number of petitioners was

exceſſive. Half, at leaſt, of the officers preſented petitions for

leave to reſign; each pretending to have ſerved above twenty

years. There were ſeen young men, who were ſcarce paſt

thirty, that inſiſted on their diſcharge; for having, at the age

of ten or twelve years, had their names inrolled in ſome regi

ment, they reckoned from that date the time of their ſervice.

Several even who had not a cupeck at home, preferred, how

ever, retiring to their reſpective countries, there to cultivate

their fields with their own hands, to the military ſervice. This

made it neceſſary, ſome months after, to repeal the ordinance.

It was the marſhal Munich that had furniſhed this projećt,

and when it was revoked, he underwent the mortification of

fome reproaches, very ſevere and very undeſerved, for his being

the author of the meaſure, which, at bottom, only tended to

the greater good of the ſtate.

The republic of Poland had beheld, with full envious eyes, Embaſſ of

the progreſſes which the Ruſſians had made in the war againſt tº 9-in

the Turks, and who was extremely angry, that, during the laſt’”

two wars, their army had taken the liberty to march over its

territory, ſent count Oginsky, in quality of embaſſador, to

Peterſburgh, to make complaints, and demand the being ſatiſ

fied for the exceſſes which the troops had committed in thoſe

marches. The pretenſions of the Poles on this account were

exorbitant. The Empreſs named commiſſioners, who exa

mined,

1
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3740.

gen. Keith

made gover

nor of the

Ukrain.

mined, upon the ſpot, the damages, and who eſtimated them

at very little; but the complaints did not ceaſe till the Empreſs

had diſburſed ſome hundred thouſands of rubles.

I have already mentioned, that in the year 1738, ſome bomb

ſhells, balls, and other ammunitions of war, with carriages,

belonging to the train, were left behind in Poland. The Em

preſs wanted to put them off in diſcount of part of the debt

exacted from her. The republic of Poland would not accept

them in payment: and as the bringing of them away into

the Ukrain would have coſt more than the things were worth,

ſhe would have made a preſent of them to the republic, but

even that was refuſed; ſo that, without farther concern about

what the Polanders might ſay, the whole was left to whoever

would take them.

General Romanzow, to whom the court had, after the death

of Prince Baraitinsky, given the government of the Ukrain,

was choſen to be ſent embaſſador to Conſtantinople. The

point then was, to provide in his room a man of probity, and

diſintereſted; for, as this province had ſuffered extremely dur

ing the whole time of the war with the Turks, having, for four

years ſucceſſively, alone afforded winter-quarters to all the mili

tary forces of Ruſſia, and carriages for draught to all the ſtores

for the campaign, this had reduced the country to a wretched

condition ; beſides which, not only the governors, but even the

ſubaltern officers had oppreſſed and ruined the inhabitants.

The court wanted to put things into order again, to remedy

theſe exactions, and to raiſe out of this deplorable condition

one of the fineſt countries in its whole empire. General Keith

then was the perion choſen to govern them, who was juſt

returned from France, where he had been for a cure of his

wounds. He had orders to repair to Glogaw, in quality

of governor, where he did not reſide above one year; but

1IA
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in that time he had diſpatched more buſineſs than his predeceſ. . . .

ſors had done in ten. The Ukrain received great benefit from

the mildneſs of his government, and from the order he eſta

bliſhed in the adminiſtration of affairs. He had begun to

introduce, even among the Coſſacks, a ſort of diſcipline, which

till then had been unknown to them, but he had not time to

complete his work, for the war coming on with Sweden, cauſed

him to be recalled. When he quitted Glogaw, the whole

country regretted him, ſaying, it was wrong in the court to

give them a governor who had ſo ſatisfactorily made them know

the difference between him and his predeceſſors, or, that hav

ing once given them ſuch an one, it ought to have left them

him; and that his ſucceſſors would only become the more

inſupportable to them, for the pleaſure they had taſted in being

governed with ſuch gentleneſs. -

Some months after the peace, the Empreſs approved of a Barracks or

projećt, which, in its conſequences, came to be moſt pernicious *::::::

to the Princeſs Anne; this was, the building barracks, or rather

villages, near Peterſburgh, for lodging the regiments of foot

guards, who till then had been diſperſedly quartered upon the

inhabitants of the town. The ground was marked out, and

the regiments went to work with ſuch diligence, that the year

following they were lodged in their own buildings.

Theſe barracks, where the whole regiment was aſſembled in

one place, and where, through a great defect of diſcipline, all

the officers are not obliged to lodge at the ſame time, facilitated

much the revolution which the Princeſs Elizabeth undertook

and executed ſo ſucceſsfully.

In the month of Auguſt, the court ordered the ſeizure ofºº
- - - - ins

Monſ. de Walinsky, miniſter of the cabinet; of the countº,

Mouſckin-Pouſchkin, preſident of the college of trade; of the

L 1 privy
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1740. privy-counſellor Chroutſchew; of the ſuperintendant of the

board of works, Jerepkin; of the private ſecretary of the cabi

net, Eichler; and of another ſecretary, called Sowda. There

were ſeveral crimes laid to Walinsky's charge, but his greateſt

crime was, the misfortune of having incurred the duke of Cour

land's diſpleaſure.

During ſome days of coolneſs between the Empreſs and her

favorite the duke, Walinsky had given this Princeſs a memorial,

in which he accuſed the duke of Courland, and ſeveral others,

who were about her Majeſty. But he particularly aimed at

infuſing into her ſuſpicions of the duke, and adviſed the Em

preſs to diſmiſs him.

This Princeſs having made it up with her favorite, had the

weakneſs to put this memorial into his hands, in which there

were but too many truths. The duke had no ſooner red it

than he reſolved the ruin of his ſecretary; and as Walinsky

was a man extremely haughty, impetuous, and often impru

dent in his talk, and even in his ačtions, the other ſoon found

the occaſion he was ſeeking.

He was tried, and convićted of having often been guilty of

ſpeeches too free, and too diſreſpectful againſt the Empreſs and

her favorite; ſo that he was condemned, firſt to have his hand

cut off, and then his head. The ſentence was executed. The

privy-counſellor Croutſchew, and Jerepkin, were alſo beheaded,

becauſe they were his friends and confidents. The count

Mouſckin-Pouſchkin had his tongue cut out; Eichler and Sowda

underwent the knout, and were ſent to Siberia. All the eſtates

of theſe unfortunate perſons were confiſcated, and given to

others, who did not poſſeſs them long after them. In this

manner it is, that in Ruſſia, not only money, but even lands,

houſes, and moveables, circulate quicker than in any other coun

- try
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try in Europe. I have ſeen lands change maſters at leaſt thrice 1742.

in the ſpace of two years.

Walinsky was one that had wit, but a boundleſs ambition,

a great deal of pride, vanity, and indiſcretion. He was fond

of forming cabals, and was all his lifetime reckoned a turbu

lent ſpirit. Notwithſtanding theſe faults, which he did not

even know how to conceal, he had raiſed himſelf to the firſt

poſts of the empire. He had begun by ſerving in the military,

where he had arrived at the rank of major-general. Having

quitted the army, he was employed in the affairs of the ſtate.

Already, under the reign of Peter I. he had been ſent as miniſ

ter into Perſia; he had been ſecond of the embaſſy at the con

greſs of Nemirow ; and count Jagouſinsky dying towards the

end of the year 1736, he had, two years after, the poſt of

miniſter in the cabinet, where he could not keep himſelf long,

before he had diſputes with count Oſterman, who naturally did

not love parts or wit in his colleagues; having, beſides, drawn

upon himſelf the reſentment of the duke of Courland, he could

not well avoid coming to an unfortunate end.

Count Beſtucheff, whom we ſhall afterwards ſee playing a

principal part in Ruſſia, ſucceeded him in the place of miniſter

of the cabinet. He was an intimate friend of the duke of Cour

land, who, as it was neceſſary for him to have ſome one in the

cabinet that ſhould be entirely devoted to his intereſt, preferred

Beſtucheff to all thoſe who had any pretenſions to that place.

The feuds between the courts of Peterſburgh and Stockholm ...
ſtill continued. Ruſſia, diſſatisfied at the alliance of Sweden§. with

with the Porte, prohibited the exportation of grain from Livo

nia; and in Sweden, the aſſaſſination of Sinclair ſtill made a

great noiſe. The populace at Stockholm roſe, and wanted

to plunder the houſe of the miniſter of Ruſſia; but this ended

L l 2 1Il
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1:42. in only breaking his windows; the mob crying out, that they

were inſpired by the ſoul of Sinclair.

In the dict of Sweden, there were continual diſputes; the

one called the Hats, compoſed of almoſt the whole nobility of

Sweden, of the officers of the army, and of ſome ſenators;

theſe were for the war: the other, which had the King at the

head of it, and comprehended moſtly thoſe of rather an ad

vanced age, and thoſe who knew the power of Ruſſia, had the

nickname of Nightcaps, and were for the continuation of the

peace. Theſe two parties were extremely animated againſt each

other; and the count Beſtucheff, brother of the miniſter of

the cabinet, had people enough to inform him of the moſt ſecret

reſolutions; all which he communicated to the court, who

made the neceſſary diſpoſitions for beginning the war in caſe of

need.

Monſ. de Nolcken, miniſter of Sweden at Peterſburgh, con

tributed greatly to inflame, among the party of the Hats, the

deſire of having a war, by obſerving, in his reports, that Ruſ

ſia was entirely ruined by its campaigns againſt the Turks;

that the regiments were made up of nothing but young raw

recruits, who ſcarce knew how to handle their arms, and that

many of them wanted a third of their compliment *. . .

Yet were theſe reports entirely falſe; for, except thoſe regi

ments which were returned from Ockzakow, where they had

been in garriſon, the Ruſſian army was complete, and might

almoſt be ſaid to be in better order than ever before the war;

and the regiments which had conſtituted the army under Lacy

had ſuffered very little loſs.

* The ſenate of Sweden had been accuſed of having ſent to Nolcken ready

made minutes of the reports he ſent back to Sweden, with a poſitive order to

write nothing from Peterſburgh but what had been preſcribed to him.

7 Ali.
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All this year paſſed in negociations. The French King 1740.

offered his mediation, and propoſed to adjuſt the broils ariſen

between Ruſſia and Sweden, but the animoſity of the Swedes

was not to be pacified; they would have a war, though with

out making the neceſſary arrangements for it. At the eve of

breaking with ſo formidable a power as that of Ruſſia, the

Swedes had but a very few troops in Finland, having recalled

thoſe they had ſent there in 1733; nor had they hardly any

vićtualment in the magazines of this province.

The court of Peterſburgh acted upon quite another plan; tak

ing all the neceſſary meaſures for giving the Swedes an effectual

reception in caſe of an attack. The garriſon of Wybourg was

augmented with ſeveral regiments; the magazines were filled,

and preparations were made for getting the fleet intogood order.

Marſhal Munich, accompanied with the hereditary Prince Marſhal Mu

of Courland, took a trip, in the month of July, to Cronſtadt, ...

to inſpect the fortifications, and to have a conference with the ºf Cronfiadi,

admiral, upon what ſervice might be expected from the fleet ...”

and gallies in caſe of a rupture. Ten thouſand-foot had been

put into garriſon at Cronſtadt, where they were employed at

work on the fortifications, and on making a new dock. Theſe

were deſigned to be embarked on the gallies, if the war ſhould

be declared.

On his return from this trip, Munich was ordered to take

another to Wybourg, Kexholm, and Schluyſelburgh, to inſpect

alſo the condition of defence of thoſe places, and to examine

the frontiers of Finland. The hereditary Prince of Courland

accompanied him too in this voyage: but little did he at that

time dream, when in the fort of Schluyſelburgh, that in a few

months this was to be the priſon of his father and his whole

family. -

On
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1740.

Sickneſs of

the Empreſs.

On the 4th of Auguſt, the Empreſs Anne was brought to

bed of a boy, who was chriſtened under the name of Iwan”.

The Empreſs rejoiced extremely at this event, and immediately

making a declaration of her conſidering the new-born infant

as her own child, took it from its parents, and gave it an

apartment joining to her own.

Hitherto every thing had gone on to the Empreſs's wiſh, but

the end of her proſperity was come.

Towards the end of September ſhe fell ſick; but as it ap

peared only the attack of a flying gout, and that her Majeſty did

not even keep her bed, nobody was uneaſy about it. In a few

days, however, her illneſs greatly increaſed : ſhe had, beſides

the gout, a ſpitting of blood, and cruel pains about her kid

ney, ſo that they began to fear for her life.

Count Oſterman, who had not for many years ſtirred out of

his room, on account of a palſey in his feet, was obliged to be

carried to court. The diſpoſitions concerning the ſucceſſion

were then made, and the new-born Prince Iwan was declared

Grand-Duke of Ruſſia, and ſucceſſor to the imperial crown.

All the troops in quarters at Peterſburgh were aſſembled on the

18th of October, and the choice of a ſucceſſor by the Empreſs

was publiſhed at the head of all the regiments. Even the Prin

ceſs Anne, the child's mother, and Elizabeth, and the Prince

Ulrick, father to the infant, took an oath to acknowledge him

in the propoſed quality.

By the diſpoſition made in this matter of the ſucceſſion, the

Empreſs had ordained, that in caſe of the Prince Iwan's deceaſe

in his minority, or without lawful heirs, the ſecond of the ſons

Tranſlator's

in Otc.

* This was the unfortunate Prince lately murdered, after a confinement from

his infancy.

born

f
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born in wedlock to the Princeſs Anne and Prince Anthony 1746.

Ulrick, ſhould ſucceed, and ſo on, in the order of primogeniture.

The firſt great ſtroke had been now ſtruck by the duke of The duke of

Courland, in his procuring the excluſion of the Princeſs Anne ...ºf

from the ſucceſſion, who, but for his continual cabals and in- be appointed

fluence, would have infallibly aſcended the throne. The next“

point to be carried was, to eſtabliſh a regency, and to get that

regency conferred on himſelf. He durſt not, however, declare

his deſign openly, but having confidently intimated it to the

baron of Mergden, chamberlain to the Empreſs, and preſident

of the college of trade, ſo many cabals and artifices were em

ployed in the cabinet and in the ſenate, that all who were in

Peterſburgh of the clergy, of the miniſtry, and of the military,

ſo high as the rank of a colonel, were brought into the cabinet,

to ſign a memorial addreſſed to the duke of Courland, in which

all the ſtates intreated him to accept the regency, during the

minority of the Grand-Duke, till he ſhould have completed the

age of ſeventeen years. This done, there ſtill remained to

bring the Empreſs to conſent to this project, who was thereon

ſo beſet by the family of the duke, and by his creatures, that

ſhe was not left an inſtant alone, for fear the Princeſs Anne

ſhould get a moment to ſpeak to her. In ſhort, the duke

made her ſign the aët of the regency, without, as it has been

aſſured, her knowing the contents of it.

The Empreſs growing worſe and worſe every day, died at Death of the

length, on the 28th of Öétober 1740, at the age of forty-fix*

years, eight months and twenty days, after a reign of ten years,

with all poſſible glory; without having undertaken any thing,

in or out of the empire, in which ſhe did not happily ſucceed.

She was naturally gentle and compaſſionate, never caring to

uſe ſeverity; but as ſhe had a favorite extremely harſh and

3 cruel,
*
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1740.

IwA N III.

Emperor of

Ruſſia.

The regent

has many

taken up.

cruel, who had all the power in his hands, there was a prodi

gious number of people made unhappy in her reign. Many,

and even ſome of them perſons of diſtinčtion, were ſent to

Siberia without her knowledge.

The day after the deceaſe of the Empreſs, the ſenate, the

clergy, and all who were at that time of any conſequence in

Peterſburgh, were ſummoned to the ſummer-palace, where the

Empreſs had paſſed the laſt days of her life; the troops were

put under arms, and the duke of Courland cauſed the ačt

to be publicly read, by which he was declared regent of the

empire of Ruſſia till the Emperor Iwan III. ſhould have com

pleted his ſeventeenth year. Every one then took the oath

of allegiance to the new Emperor, and every thing paſſed off

quietly enough for the firſt days; but as the duke was univer

fally deteſted, the murmuring ſoon began to break out.

The regent, who had ſpies every where, ſoon learnt that he

was ſpoken of with contempt; that ſome officers of the guards,

eſpecially of the regiment of Semeneowsky, of which Prince

Anthony Ulrick was lieutenant-colonel, had ſaid, that if the

Prince would undertake any thing againſt the regent, they

would readily ailiſt him. He was alſo informed, that the Prin

ceſs Anne and her ſpouſe reſented their being excluded from

the regency. Beginning then to be uneaſy at this, he cauſed

ſeveral officers to be taken up, and carried priſoners to the

citadel: Grammatin, the adjutant of the Prince, was one of

them. The general Ouſchakow, preſident of the ſecret chan

cery, and the ſolicitor-general, Prince Troubetzkoy, had orders

to examine them with all imaginable ſeverity. Some of them

had the khout inflićted on them, to bring them to an impeach

ment of others; in ſhort, hardly a day patied, while this regency

laſted, without ſome being apprehended.

-

Prince
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Prince Anthony Ulrick, who was the lieutenant-general of "742.

the army, lieutenant-colonel of the guards, and colonel of a regi

ment of cuiraſſiers, received an order to write to the regent,

and requeſt of him the diſmiſſion from his poſts. Nor was

this enough, the regent cauſed him to be adviſed to keep his

chamber, or at leaſt not to ſhew himſelf in public.

The regent had frequent conferences with the Princeſs Eli- Cabals of the

zabeth, which laſted ſeveral hours. One evening, he ſaid, be- “*”

fore a large company at his houſe, that if the Princeſs Anne

was to give herſelf the airs of being refračtory, he would

ack her, with her Prince, to Germany, and that he would

ſend for the Duke of Holſtein there, and place him on the

throne.

The projećt of the duke of Courland, who had long aſpired

to the procuring the crown for his poſterity, was to marry the

Princeſs Elizabeth to his eldeſt ſon, and to match his daughter

to the duke of Holſtein; and I really believe, that if he had had

ſufficient time left him, he would have brought his plan hap

pily to bear.

All this while, the Princeſs Anne and the Prince her ſpouſe

were under great uneaſineſs; from which, however, they were

ſoon delivered.

. Marſhal Munich, who had been one of the forwardeſt and

warmeſt in getting the regency for the duke of Courland,

had imagined, that ſo ſoon as this Prince had the power in his

own hand, he ſhould cbtain from him every thing he could de

fire; that the duke would have nothing but the title, while

himſelf would have the power of the regent; in ſhort, he

aſpired to be placed at the head of affairs, with the rank of

- - M m - - general

-
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1740. general in chief of all the forces by land and by ſea”. All

theſe ideas were by no means agreeable to thoſe of the regent,

who knew the marſhal too well, and feared him too much to

raiſe him to a condition of hurting him, ſo that he granted him

nothing of all he aſked. -

The marſhal, finding himſelf diſappointed of his hopes,

changed ſides. It was he that, on the part of the duke of

Courland, had propoſed to Prince Anthony Ulrick, for him to

aſk his diſmiſſion. He had cauſed the memorial of the requeſt

to be drawn up by his own ſecretary; and as the regent often

commiſſioned him to the Princeſs and her ſpouſe upon affairs

relative to them, this intercourſe gave him occaſion of ſpeak

ing to him of the injuſtices of the regent.

Particularly, one time that Munich had brought ſome diſa

greeable meſſage from the regent to the Princeſs, ſhe complained

bitterly of all the cruel uneaſineſſes given her, adding, That ſhe

would willingly leave Ruſſia, and go with her huſband and

child to Germany; for, that ſo long as Biron ſhould hold the

reigns of government, ſhe had nothing to expect but miſery.

The marſhal, who only waited for an occaſion to open him

ſelf to her, obſerved, in anſwer, That though it was true, that

* The projećt of marſhal Munich had flill gone farther in the life of the Em

preſs. When he had entered with his army into Moldavia, even before he had

made a conqueſt of that dutchy, he had propoſed to the Empreſs to make him Hoſ

podar of it; and if Ruſſia had kept that province, it is probable this title would

have been granted him. But having, after the preliminaries of the peace were

ſigned, been obliged to return into the Ukrain, he had ſet up another preten

ſon, much more ſingular. He aſked the title of duke of Ukrain, and inti

mated his intention to the duke of Courland, when he addreſſed to him the requeſt

to be preſented for him to the Empreſs. The duke, accordingly, gave it into

the hands of the Empreſs, who ſaid on it, “Marſhal Munich is rather too modeft,

“ I thought he would have aſked the title ºf grand-duke ºf Moſcovy.” She made no

other anſwer to this requeſt, and there it dropped without farther mention.

I * ſhe
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ſhe had no good to hope from the regent, ſhe ought not, how

ever, to ſuffer herſelf to be caſt down, and that if ſhe would

place a confidence in him, he would ſoon deliver her from the

tyranny of the duke of Courland. The Princeſs, without heſi

tation, accepted his offers, leaving the whole direétion of the

affairs to the marſhal. It was then concluded, that the regent

ſhould be ſeized and made priſoner, on the very firſt favor

able occaſion. -

Mean while, the marſhal continued to pay his court moſt

aſſiduouſly to the regent, making ſhew of great attachment,

and even of confidence to him. . The duke, on his part, though

he was not without his miſtruſt of Munich, treated him with

the utmoſt politeneſs, kept him often to dinner, and, in the

evenings, they would ſometimes remain talking together till

ten o'clock; nor were there but a few perſons of confidence

that were preſent at their converſations.

The day before the revolution, which happened on the 18th

of November, marſhal Munich dined with the duke, who deſired

him to come back in the evening, where they ſtaid very late

together, talking of many things relative to the current times.

The duke was reſtleſs and thoughtful the whole evening, often

changed the diſcourſe; like an abſent man; and abruptly, quite

from the purpoſe; aſked the marſhal, “If in his military expe

“ditions, he had ever undertaken any affair of conſequence in the

“ night.” This ſudden queſtion had nearly diſconcerted the

marſhal, who imagined, upon it, that the duke had ſome

ſuſpicion of his proječt. Recovering himſelf, however, quick

enough for the marſhal not to have obſerved his uneaſineſs,

he anſwered, “That he did not remember to have undertaken any

“extraordinary things in the night-time; that he was notfond of

“ night-work, but that his maxim was, to ſeize all occaſions that

“ appeared favorable to him.” -

M m 2 They

1740.

**
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174c. They parted at eleven at night; the marſhal, in the reſola

lution of not delaying his accompliſhment of the regent's fall;

and the regent, on his part, reſolved to diſtruſt all the world,

to remove every perſon that could give him umbrage, and to

fix himſelf more and more firmly in the ſovereign power, by

placing the Princeſs Elizabeth, or the duke of Holſtein, on the

throne; for he ſaw plainly, that without that he could never

maintain his ground, the number of malecontents increaſing

every day. He would not, however, undertake any thing till

after the interment and funeral obſequies of the late Empreſs.

But his enemies prevented him.

Marſhal Munich was perſuaded that he ſhould be the firſt

perſon diſmiſſed; ſo that he was determined to ſtrike the blow

without loſs of time.

When the marſhal was returned from court, he told his aid

de-camp general, the lieutenant-colonel de Manſtein *, That he

ſhould have occaſion for his ſervice the next day, very early in

the morning. Accordingly, at two, after midnight, he ſent

for him. They both got into a coach together by themſelves,

and repaired to the winter-palace, where the Emperor and his

father and mother were lodged after the death of the Empreſs.

The marſhal and his aid-de-camp entered the apartment of the

Princeſs, by the door of the wardrobe. There he made ma

damoiſelle Mengden, lady of honor, and favorite of the Prin

ceſs, get up. When Munich had explained himſelf to her, ſhe

went in and waked their Highneſſes; but it was the Princeſs

alone that came out to him. They had but a moment's talk.

The marſhal ordered Manſtein to call all the officers who were

cm guard at the palace, for the Princeſs to ſpeak to them.

Theſe being come, her Highneſs repreſented in a few words to

The duke of

Courland

ſeized, and

confined.

* The author of theſe Memoirs.

2 them
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them the injuries which the regent made the Emperor, herſelf,

and her huſband ſuffer; adding, that as it was impoſſible, and

even ſhameful, for her to endure ſuch inſults any longer, ſhe

was reſolved to have him apprehended, and had given marſhal

Munich the commiſſion of it; ſo that ſhe hoped that the offi

cers would be ſo good as to follow all his orders, and aſſiſt him

to the beſt of their power. The officers made not the leaſt

difficulty of obeying the Princeſs in whatever ſhe required of

them; upon which, giving them her hand to kiſs, and embrac

ing them all, they went down the ſtairs with the marſhal, and

got the guard under arms.

Count Munich told the ſoldiers what was in agitation; and

all, with one accord, anſwered him, That they were ready to

follow him wherever he would lead them. They were ordered

to load their muſkets, and an officer with forty men were left

on guard with the colors. The other eighty marched with the

marſhal to the ſummer-palace, where the regent ſtill reſided.

About two hundred paces from this houſe, this troop halted,

and the marſhal ſent Manſtein to the officers of the regent's

guard to acquaint them of the Princeſs Anne's intention: they

made no more difficulty than the others had done, and even

offered their aſſiſtance to ſeize the duke, if it was neceſſary.

Upon this, the marſhal told the ſame lieutenant-colonel Man

ſtein, to put himſelf, with an officer, at the head of twenty

men, to enter the palace, to ſeize the duke; and in caſe of his

making any the leaſt reſiſtence, to maſſacre him without mercy.

Manſtein entered the palace; and not to make too much

noiſe, he made the detachment follow him at a diſtance. All

the centinels ſuffered him to paſs in without any oppoſition;

for, as he was perſonally known to all the ſoldiers, they ima

gined

1740.
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1740. gined he might be ſent to the duke upon ſome affair of conſe

quence, ſo that he croſſed the guards, and got as far as the

apartments, without any difficulty. But as he did not know

the particular room in which the duke lay, he was all on a ſud

den extremely embarraſſed where to go, ſo as to avoid all noiſe

and ſuſpicion, neither would he aſk any one the queſtion,

though he met with ſome ſervants who were waiting in the

antichamber. After ſome moments meditation, he reſolved to

keep advancing through the apartments, in the hope he ſhould

at length find out the apartment he was ſeeking." And ſo it

happened in fact; for, after he had gone through two cham

bers, he was come to a door that was locked; luckily for him,

this was a folding door, and the ſervants had neglected to

faſten it, by ſliding the bolts at the top and bottom, ſo that he

eaſily forced it open. In the chamber, he found a great bed,

in which the duke and ducheſs were lying, buried in a profound

ſleep. Not even the noiſe he had made in forcing open the

door had waked them. Manſtein having got cloſe to the bed,

drew the curtains, and deſired to ſpeak with the regent. Upon

this, both ſtarted up in a ſurpriſe, and begun to cry out aloud,

judging rightly enough that he was not come to bring them any

good news. Manſtein happening to ſtand on the ſide on which

the ducheſs lay, the regent threw himſelf out of bed, on the

ground, certainly with an intention to hide himſelf under the

bed; but this officer ſpringing quickly round to the other ſide,

threw himſelf upon him, and held him faſt embraced till the

guards came in. The duke having at length got upon his legs

again, and wanting to diſengage himſelf from their hold,

diſtributed blows with his double fiſt to the right and left; to

which the ſoldiers made no return but with ſtrokes from the

but-end of their muſkets; and throwing him down again on

the floor, they crammed a handkerchief into his mouth, and

bound his hands with an officer's ſaſh; then they led him,

naked as he was, to the guard-room, where they covered him

with
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with a ſoldier's cloak, and put him into a coach of the mar

ſhal's, that was waiting for him. An officer was placed in it

by the fide of him, and he was carried to the winter-palace.

While the ſoldiers were ſtruggling with the duke, the ducheſs

was got out of bed in her ſhift, and, running after him as far

as into the ſtreet, when a ſoldier took her in his arms, and aſked

Manſtein, what he ſhould do with her. He bid him carry her

back to her chamber; but the ſolder not caring, it ſeems, to

take the trouble of it, threw her down on the ground, in the

midſt of the ſnow, and there left her. The captain of the

guard, finding her in this piteous condition, made her clothes

be brought to her, and reconducted her to the apartments ſhe

had always occupied.

As ſoon as the duke was thus on the way to the winter

palace, the ſame colonel, Manſtein, was ſent to ſeize his younger

brother, Guſtavus Biron, who was then at Peterſburgh. He

was lieutenant-colonel of the Iſhmaëlow regiment of guards.

But this expedition required ſomewhat more of precautionary

meaſures than the firſt ; for Guſtavus Biron was beloved in his

regiment, and had a guard of it in his houſe, conſiſting of a

ſerjeant and twelve men. And, accordingly, the centinels.

made at firſt ſome reſiſtence, but they were ſoon laid hold of,

and threatened with death if they made the leaſt noiſe. After

which, Manſtein went into the bedchamber of Biron, and

made him get up, telling him, that he had an affair of great

conſequence to impart to him. Having then drawn him to the

window, he acquainted him with his orders of arreſt. Biron

wanted to open the window, and began to cry out; but he

was inſtantly let to know that the duke was ſeized, and under

confinement, and that himſelf would be killed on the leaſt

reſiſtence. The ſoldiers, who had waited in the adjoining

room, came in directly, and ſatisfied him that there was nothing

for

1749.
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1746. for him but to obey. They gave him a furred cloke, put him

into a ſledge, and he too was carried to the winter-palace.

At the ſame time colonel Koningsfelt, one of the adju

tants of the marſhal, who had joined him when he was return

ing with the duke, was ſent back to apprehend count Beſtu

cheff.

New ar

rangements

of the regen

cy.

As for the duke, he was put into the room of the officers of

the guard. His brother and count Beſtucheff had each a ſepa

rate room, where they remained till four o'clock in the after

noon, till the duke, with all his family, (except his eldeſt ſon,

who was then ſick, and who ſtaid till his recovery at Peterſ

burgh) were carried to the fort of Schluiſelburgh. The other

two priſoners were ſent to places at a ſmall diſtance from the

capital, where they were kept till after their examination.

As ſoon as the duke was ſeized, order was ſent to all the

regiments that happened to be then at Peterſburgh, to be put

under arms, and to aſſemble round the palace. The Princeſs

Anne then declared herſelf Grand-Ducheſs of Ruſſia, and

regent of the empire during the minority of the Emperor. She

at the ſame time put on the collar of the order of St. Andrew,

and every one took a new oath of fidelity, in which theGrand

Ducheſs was mentioned by name, which had not been done in

that impoſed by the regent. There were none that did not

make great demonſtrations of joy, at ſeeing themſelves deli- -

vered from the tyranny of Biron; and from that moment every

thing was quiet. Even the piquets were taken away, which

the duke of Courland had poſted in the ſtreets to prevent com

motions during his regency; and yet there were ſome, who, at

the very moment of that event, prognoſticated that it would

not be the laſt revolution; and that thoſe who had been the moſt

aćtive in bringing this about, would be the firſt that would be

* - ovel ſet
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overſet by another. Time has ſhewn that they were not in the 1742.

wrong.

The Grand-Ducheſs diſpatched alſo, on the ſame day, orders

for apprehending the generals Biſmark and Charles Biron; the

firſt was nearly allied to the duke, having married his wife's

ſiſter, and was, at that time, at Riga, in quality of vicegover

nor of that place: the other was elder brother to the duke, and

commandant in chief at Moſcow. He had been the greateſt

enemy to his brother during his proſperity; notwithſtanding

which, he was involved in his diſgrace.

The duke of Courland, who, as I have before mentioned, Reflexions on

was not without ſuſpicion that ſomething of this kind would...".

be attempted againſt him, had given ſtrict charge to the offi-regent.

cers of the guard, not to ſuffer any one to enter into the palace

after his retiring to reſt. The centinels had orders to ſtop

whoever ſhould then come, and to kill any one that ſhould

make reſiſtence. A piquet of one officer and forty men was

placed in the gardens under the windows of the regent, beſides

centinels poſted all round the palace; notwithſtanding which

precautions, he could not avoid his fate.

I was intimately well acquainted with the perſon who was

principally employed in this affair, and who owned to me ſince,

that he could not conceive how it was poſſible that the attempt

met with no more difficulty than it did ; for, according to the

arrangements taken, the affair ought, naturally ſpeaking, to

have miſcarried. A ſingle centinel's making a noiſe would

have hindered every thing. It is even aſtoniſhing that count

Munich and his aid-de-camp general were ſuffered to enter ſo

much as the winter-palace, where the Princeſs Anne then was;

for, in the night time, there was alſo a piquet poſted there, and

centinels all round, who had orders to hinder any one whatſo

N n evcı
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1740. ever from going in. True it is, that the marſhal choſe, for

ſeizing the duke, the day that the regiment of which he was

lieutenant-colonel was to be on duty, both at the young

Emperor's and the regent's ; to every ſoldier of which the mar

ſhal's aid-de-camp general was alſo known; but notwithſtand

ing this, if one ſingle man had done his duty he muſt have

failed. It is this negligence of the guards, to which no remedy.

was applied in the time of the Grand-Ducheſs, that facilitated

Pewards and

promotions.

the revolution which the Grand-Ducheſs undertook the year

after.

It would have been eaſier to apprehend the duke in broad

day, for he often paid a viſit to the Princeſs, unaccompanied

but by a ſingle gentleman. Count Munich, or even any other

officer of confidence, needed only to have waited in the anti

chamber of the Princeſs, and to have pronounced the arreſt to

him as he came out of her apartments ; but the marſhal, who

liked that all his enterpriſes ſhould carry with them ſomething

ſtriking, had preferred the moſt difficult means.

On the 22d of November, the Grand-Ducheſs beſtowed

ſeveral gratifications, and made many promotions.

The Prince, her huſband, was declared generaliſſimo of all

the forces of Ruſſia, as well by land as by ſea;

Count Munich had the poſt of prime-miniſter;

Count Oſterman that of high-admiral, which had been

many years vacant ;

The Prince Czerkasky was appointed high-chancellor, a poſt

that had not been filled ſince the death of count Gollofkin;

The
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The count Gollofkin, ſon of the high-chancellor, deceaſed,

was made vice-chancellor.

Several others had great recompences in ready-money, or in

lands. All the officers and ſubalterns, who had been employed

in apprehending the duke, were promoted. Lieutenant-colonel

Manſtein had a regiment, and ſome fine lands, which were

taken from him again when the Empreſs Elizabeth mounted

the throne. The ſoldiers of the guard received their gratifica

tions in money.

** Marſhal Munich had not thus worked the duke's fall, but

in order to raiſe himſelf to the higheſt degree of fortune; he

had retained the ſame views as when he perſuaded the duke to

make himſelf regent ; that is to ſay, to draw to himſelf the

whole power, to leave to the ducheſs nothing but the title

of regent, and himſelf to do all the funètions of it; imagin

ing now to himſelf, that no one would dare to undertake any

the leaſt thing againſt him. He was miſtaken.

The very ſame day that the Princeſs Anne declared herſelf

Grand-Ducheſs and regent, he met with a refuſal that greatly

mortified him. Having given the Princeſs to underſtand, that

he hoped to be appointed generaliſſimo ; her anſwer was, That

this poſt could ſuit no one but her huſband, as father of the

Emperor. Upon this, Munich had a mind to aſk once more

the ſovereignty of the Ukrain, with the title of duke; but his

ſon, with many entreaties, diſſuaded him from it. At length,

he determined himſelf for the poſt of prime miniſter, and, by

that ſtep, greatly ſhocked count Oſterman, who till then had

had the ſole direction of the affairs of the miniſtry; and as he

had never been a friend of Munich's, he began from that mo

ment to labor his ruin. -

The boundleſs anbition of the marſhal ſoon gave the count

Oſterman a fair occaſion of doing him an ill &ffice. Munich

N n 2 had,

1745.
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1740. had, in drawing up the declaration by which Prince Anthony

Ulrick was named generaliſſimo, inſerted ſpecifically the follow

ing words: -

“That though the marſhal, count Munich, after the great ſer

“ vices he had done to the ſlate, might have pretended to the poſt of

‘generalíſimo, he had nevertheleſ; deſſed therefrom, in favour of

Prince Anthony Ulrick, father of the Emperor, and contented

bimſelf with the place of prime miniſter.” -

- º

º

Count Oſterman did not fail of taking up theſe expreſſions;

and made the Prince ſenſible of all the haughtineſs contained

in them. This produced the firſt animoſity againſt Munich,

who, on his part, contributed much to keep it up, by the want

of due deferences in all his condućt to the Prince, and yet the

Prince was the father of his Emperor. -

The firſt complaints of the Prince againſt him were, about

his manner of writing to him, for there is, in Ruſſia, a ſet

formulary, which inferiors are obliged to employ in every thing

that relates to the ſervice, when they write to ſuperiors; the

marſhal neglected this, uſing, when he wrote to the generaliſ

ſimo, no other than the common epiſtolar ſtyle.

He communicated to him no affair of conſequence, though

the Princeſs had often ordered it; but when there were any trifles

to be diſpatched, ſuch as promotions of the ſubaltern officers

of the army, then, indeed, count Munich never failed of ac

quainting the Prince. 2"

But as the Prince had, every evening, conferences of ſeveral

hours with count Oſterman, the count exhorted him to com

plain to the Grand-Ducheſs of Munich's treatment. This he

readily did, and Munich had orders to confer with the genera

liſſimo
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liſſimo upon all affairs; and in writing to him, to make uſe of

the eſtabliſhed formulary. This was a great mortification, but

ſoon after, he had greater yet to undergo, and the more vexa

tious, as they were of more conſequence.
-

Count Oſterman, who, in the time of the Empreſs Anne,’

had not ſtirred out of his room for ſome years, made himſelf

now often be carried in a chair to the ducheſs's, with whom

he had ſeveral conferences, in which he inſinuated to her, That

the prime miniſter was not acquainted with foreign affairs, of

which he (Oſterman) had had the direction for twenty years;

that, conſequently, he might, through his ignorance, engage

the court into ſteps that would be very prejudicial to the Em

pire; that for his own part, he ſhould be glad to inform him

of every thing, but that the condition of his infirmity hindered

him from waiting on him.

He added, That neither did the marſhal know anything of

the inward domeſtic affairs of the Empire, having been always

employed in the war-department. Upon theſe frequently rei

terated repreſentations, the Grand-Ducheſs reſolved to reſtore

the direction of the foreign affairs to Oſterman, and to give

Gollofkin charge of the internal adminiſtration of the domeſtic

affairs of the Empire; ſo that there remained nothing to count

Munich with the title of prime miniſter, but ſolely the war

department.

Piqued at this to the quick, he deſired leave to reſign every

thing and retire. The Grand-Ducheſs made ſome difficulties

of granting it, ſaying, She could not do without his counſels.

Count Munich really believing that his diſmiſſion would never

be granted, inſiſted on retiring, if the direčtion of all affairs

was not reſtored to him on the ſame foot as in the firſt months

of the regency. Upon which he was diſmiſſed, with thanks

for

1740.
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for all his ſervices, in the very time that he thought of eſta

bliſhing his power on firmer ground than ever. -

This thunderſtruck him: recollečting his ſpirits, however,

after a few moments reflexion, he put a good face on it,

thanked the Grand-Ducheſs for the favor ſhe did him, and,

in a few days, retired to his palace on the other ſide of the

Newa, having, while he was prime hiniſter, occupied the ſame

houſe, which is very near the court, that he had been obliged

to quit eight years before, when the duke of Courland made

him diſlodge. By the bye, this houſe has been ominous to the

family of Munich; for his ſon, who lodged in it after him,

was ſeized there the very next year, when the Empreſs Eliza

beth aſcended the throne. -

What greatly contributed to the granting Munich leave of

reſignation, was, the information of the duke of Courland,

who, on his examination, declared,

“That he never would have accepted the regency, if count

“ Munich had not uſed ſuch force of perſuaſion to him; that

“ he had gone ſo far as even to offer to throw himſelf at his

“ feet; that he adviſed the Grand-Ducheſs not to truſt him,

“ as being the moſt dangerous man ſhe had in her whole em

“pire; and that if her Highneſs was to refuſe him any the

“ leaſt thing he aſked, ſhe ought not to think herſelf ſecure

“ on her throne.”

The Princeſs, naturally timid, was extremely perplexed; the

Prince her huſband, and count Oſterman, ſeized this moment

to determine her to diſmiſs him. Others would have had her

gone farther, and ſent him to Siberia, and would have prevailed

for it too, if it had not been for Mademoiſelle de Mengden,

favorite of the Grand-Ducheſs, who interceded for him.

In
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In the mean while, the horſe-guard was doubled at the 1:42,

palace, and frequently patrolled the ſtreets day and night.

The marſhal had ſpies ſet upon him, who followed him every

where, and watched the leaſt ačtion or ſtep of his. The Prince

and Princeſs did not ſleep in their uſual bed, but changed

apartments every night, till the marſhal Munich had removed

to his palace over the Newa, being every moment afraid of a

new revolution. -

The Grand-Ducheſs continued to marſhal Munich an annual

penſion of fifteen thouſand rubles, or thirty thouſand German

florins, which, together with the great eſtates he poſſeſſed in

ſeveral places in Ruſſia and in Germany, made up a revenue to

him of ſeventy thouſand rubles, or a hundred and forty thou

ſand florins (about 14,000 l.)

The regiment of cuiraſſiers, which he had, was given to

count Lowendal, but always continued to bear the name of

Munich till the Empreſs Elizabeth's acceſſion to the throne.

It was in the month of March 1741, that the marſhal was

forbid the court. In the preceding month of December, he had

had a fit of illneſs, which it was generally imagined would

carry him off. The Grand-Ducheſs, one day, ſaid, “ That

“ it would be happy for him to die of it, as he would then end

“ his days in the fulneſs of glory, and in a time when he was

“ raiſed to as great a height as any ſubjećt could think of

“ attaining.” This made it judged that the court would ſoon

be comforted for the loſs of him, and that even the Grand

Ducheſs was jealous of his power. -

A few days after the revolution, the Grand-Ducheſs cauſed Prince An
- - - - - 11 -: , tº

an edićt to be publiſhed, by which it was ordered to give the ..."

Prince her huſband, as father of the Emperor, the title of his title of Impe
; , 1 rial Highneſs.

- Imperial
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1,4-. Imperial Highneſs. A little while after that, he was declared

coregent.

Interment ºf The arrangements for the interment and funeral obſequies

the Impreſs of the Empreſs could not be finiſhed before the latter end of

- December. At length, every thing being ready, ſhe was

• . interred in the church that is within the citadel of Peterſ.

burgh, with all the ceremony and all the pomp imaginable.

1741. It has been above ſet forth, that the duke of Courland was,

ºr on the ſame day that he was ſeized, transferred to Schluiſſel

burgh. A commiſſion, compoſed of ſeveral ſenators, proceeded

there on his trial, and condemned him to death. He had his

pardon. The Princeſs Anne had, from the firſt moment of the

revolution, reſolved to baniſh him to Siberia. An engineer

had been ſent there to direčt the building of a houſe, expreſsly

deſigned for his priſon. Marſhal Munich gave the firſt ſketch

of it with a pencil; little then imagining that it was for him

ſelf he was planning.

• In the month of May, the duke of Courland was, with his

family, transferred from Schluiſſelburgh to his new habitation.

Already, ſome months before, his brothers and general Biſ

mark had been ſent to different places in Siberia.

Truitleſ, ne- The marqueſs de Botta had been recalled from Peterſburgh

tºº. a few months before the death of the Empreſs, and ſent to the

de Botta, court of Berlin. He was ſent back to Ruſſia after that the

Grand. Ducheſs was declared regent, and ſtrenuouſly preſſed this

Princeſs to ſuccour the Queen of Hungary. But there were

many reaſons that hindered the march of the troops, of which

ſeveral regiments had already had orders to leave their quar

ters, and take their route towards Riga.

7 - On
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On one hand, the diet extraordinary convened in Sweden

towards the end of the preceding year, gave room for appre

hending the reſult of it would be a declaration of war againſt

Ruſſia.

On the other, the King of Poland, who was on the point of

declaring himſelf againſt the houſe of Auſtria, cauſed a ſolemn

proteſt to be made, in the name of the republic, againſt the

paſſage of the troops that Ruſſia might ſend to Sileſia: and the

count de Lynar, who was the miniſter of Saxony, knew too

well how to avail himſelf of the terms of favor on which he

ſtood with the Grand-Ducheſs and her favorite, not to thwart

every thing that might be contrary to the intereſts of his

maſter.

The court of Peterſburgh had not failed to notify to the

ſtates of Courland that their duke was ſeized; that he had had

his trial, and been found guilty of high-treaſon; that he and all

his family were ſent to Siberia, where they were to paſs the

remainder of their lives.

Ruſſia, at the ſame time, took poſſeſſion of ſeveral baily

wicks, or diſtrićts, to which the government ſet up claims.

Theſe diſtricts had been mortgaged by the dukes, predeceſſors

1741.

Prince Lewis

of Brunſwick

is elected

duke of Cour

land.

of Biron. Even Peter I. had lent to duke Frederick, huſband

to the late Empreſs Anne, five hundred thouſand rubles upon

certain diſtricts ; others had been mortgaged to private indi

viduals. Biron had cleared them all off: the Empreſs had

made him a preſent of the debt owing to Ruſſia; and by the

liberalities he received from time to time from that Princeſs, he

was enabled to pay off the reſt: ſo that the court of Peterſ

burgh, alledging it to have been Ruſſian money that was

thus applied, ſequeſtered them.

*

*. - O O. The
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1741. The Courland nobility was then exhorted to proceed to the

ele&tion of a new duke; and the Grand-Ducheſs gave them to

underſtand, that if their choice fell on Prince Lewis of Brunſ

wick, her huſband's brother, it would be the moſt agreeable to

the regent, and that they might depend on the protećtion of

Ruſſia.

The count of Saxe, natural ſon to the King of Poland,

Auguſtus II. put in alſo ſpecious pretenſions to Courland. He

had been already unanimouſly elected by the whole nobility in

1727. So early then as the month of February, he ſent the

baron Dieskaw to Peterſburgh to ſolicit his affair, who met

with nothing but refuſals; and Dieskaw ſet out on his return

thence about the time that Prince Lewis was to arrive at Mittaw.

On the 23d of June, the nobility aſſembled there, proceeded

to the election, when baron Dieskaw, who was by this time

got to Mittaw, interrupted it, by a ſolemn proteſt, which he

perſonally entered, viva voce, in the name of the count of Saxe.

He added a kind of manifeſto, of which he diſtributed a num

ber of copies. But this did not hinder the Prince Lewis from

being elected by the whole nobility, who ſtood too much in fear

of the Ruſſians to pay any regard to the rights of the count of

Saxe.

This affair could not, however, be terminated: the republic

of Poland proteſted againſt this election, undertaken without

its participation. Prince Lewis could not obtain the inveſti

ture from the King, and the revolution that happened ſome

months after annulled every thing.

In the beginning of July, Prince Lewis arrived at Peterſ

burgh, where he was received with all poſſible demonſtrations

of tenderneſs and friendſhip. He was immediately lodged in the

- ſummer
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ſummer-palace, and ſerved by the officers of the court. In a 1741.

little while afterwards, he had an apartment given him in the

winter-palace.

This Prince preſently gained the heart of every one, by the

affable and engaging manner with which he treated all thoſe

who approached him; it wasjudged that it would be a happi

neſs for the Courlanders to have him for their duke.

The projećt of the Grand-Ducheſs and her miniſtry, in ſend

ing for Prince Lewis to Peterſburgh, was, to make a match

between him and the Princeſs Elizabeth, as ſoon as he ſhould

be acknowledged duke of Courland. The Princeſs made ſome

difficulties, but ſhe would, at length, have been obliged to

marry him, if ſhe had not taken other meaſures.

It was alſo in this month of July, that the Turkiſh embaſſa- Turkiſh em.

dor arrived at Peterſburgh. The court had, for a long time, *

cauſed his journey to be retarded, in order to gain previous

information of the manner in which the Ruſſian embaſſadors

would be received at Conſtantinople, that they might regulate

their condućt accordingly. And when the ſatisfactory advice

for which they had waited was received, the Turkiſh embaſſa

dor made his public entry into Peterſburgh on horſeback. He

was treated with great diſtinčtion.

It had been ſtipulated at the peace of Belgrade, that the em

baſſador of Ruſſia ſhould be received at Conſtantinople with

the ſame diſtinčtion and the ſame ceremonial as were obſerved

towards the embaſſador of the Emperor of the Romans (of

(Germany), a thing that had not been hitherto practiſed. And

accordingly, on this occaſion, the court of Peterſburgh em

ployed all imaginable magnificence to render it ſuitably ſplen

did. . .

O o 2 - A little
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1741.

Perſian Em

baſſy.

A little while afterwards, there arrived at Peterſburgh alſo a

Perſian embaſſador. This was perhaps the moſt extraordinary

embaſſy that ever was ſeen. Thomas Kooley Khawn, (Shaw

Nadir) after his conqueſt of the Moguliſtan, had, in the begin

ning of the year 1740, ſent a notification of his vićtories to

the Empreſs, by an embaſſador, at the head of a retinue of

ſixteen thouſand men, and twenty pieces of cannon. The

court had timely advice of this, and ſent a body of troops

towards Aſtracan, to form a camp there, on the frontiers of

Perſia.

When the embaſſador was come near to the river of Kiſlar,

major-general Apraxin, who commanded five regiments of foot

and ſix of dragoons, ſent to meet him, and to acquaint him,

that as he had a great deſert to croſs to go from Aſtracan to

Moſcow, it would be impoſſible to furniſh him with proviſions

and forage; ſo that he deſired him to take at moſt two thou

ſand perſons with him, and to leave the reſt behind.

This repreſentation ſtopped ſhort the embaſſador. He ſent

thereon a courier to his maſter, who ordered him to ſettle with

the Ruſſian commiſſaries the number of perſons that ſhould

accompany him to court, where he could not arrive till July

1741. He made his entry alſo on horſeback; and it was once

one of the moſt magnificent and the moſt extraordinary

ones. His retinue conſiſted of two thouſand men, and of four

teen elephants, which the Shaw ſent in a preſent to the Empe

ror, and to the principal lords of Ruſſia. The other preſents

were alſo conſiderable.

The embaſſador ſaid, in the harangues which he made to

the Grand-Ducheſs on the day of his audience, That his maſter

was willing to ſhare the ſpoils of the Mogul with ſo good an

ally as the imperor of Ruſſia. There was a conſiderable quan

9 tity
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quantity of large diamonds, and precious ſtones, but not '74.

poliſhed.

Some of the Ruſſian miniſters had been afraid that the

deſigns of the Schach Nadir in ſending ſo numerous an embaſſy

was, to ſeize the kingdom of Aſtracan, and even to make

greater conqueſts, if they had found the Ruſſians off their

guard. But the true deſign, and which will immediately appear

but little compatible with the others, was, to aſk the Empreſs

Elizabeth, ſince Empreſs, in marriage with Schach Nadir, who

muſt have even offered to introduce the Chriſtian religion into -

his whole dominions *. The regent would have been glad to

have concluded this match, but judging the ſtep rather too

violent, ſhe refuſed him. The embaſſador was a near relation

of Schach Nadir, and maſter of horſe to him. -

Hitherto the French embaſſador had not as yet had his audi-Audience of

ence. He would not deliver his credentials to the Grand- gº."

Ducheſs, unleſs in preſence of the Emperor himſelf; and as

in Ruſſia the children of ſovereigns are never ſhewn in pub

lic till after they are paſſed the firſt year, this created a diffi

culty on both ſides. At length, La Chétardie, waving the

charaćter of embaſſador, had a private audience of the Grand

Ducheſs in the Emperor's apartment.

Every thing was quiet in the empire; and, indeed, no one condua of

had any cauſe of complaint, Ruſſia never having been governed the regent.

with more mildneſs than in the year of the Grand-Ducheſs's

regency. She took a pleaſure in conferring favors, and was an

enemy to all ſeverity. She might have been happy, if her

condućt in her domeſtic interior had been as good as that ſhe

-* This will not ſound incredible to thoſe who conſider, that by his own autho

rity, he changed the Perſian ſcét of religion for the Turkiſh ; and often talked

of giving to his dominions a religion of his own framing,

obſerved
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1741. obſerved towards the public; and if ſhe would have made more

uſe of the advice of perſons of ſenſe, and attached herſelf leſs

to her favorite.

\

Mademoiſelle Juliana de Mengden had had nothing better

than the common education given in Livonia to young gentle

women bred in the country, who are generally deſigned to

be married to ſome good plain country gentleman, and to

ſuperintend the occonomy of his lands.

As in the time of the Empreſs Anne, there was a kind of

preference ſhewn to the Livonian young women for maids of

honor, and that the family of baron Mengden, which was

moreover one of the moſt ancient of the country, were in great

credit with the duke of Courland, three ſiſters of them came to

court at once; the eldeſt, named Dorothea, was married to

count Munich, ſon of the marſhal; the ſecond, Juliana, was

that favorite of the ducheſs, whom I have juſt mentioned, and

of whom I ſhall in the ſequel have occaſion to ſpeak much

more; the third, Jacobina, followed, together with the favo

rite, the Grand-Ducheſs into exile; a fourth ſiſter, named

Aurora, was alſo placed at court in the time of the regent:

ſhe afterwards married the count of Leſtock, and was involved

in his misfortune.

It will eaſily be conceived, that theſe ladies knew but little

of the world, and could have nothing of that kind of ſpirit fit

for the cabals of a court: nor, indeed, did three of them at

all concern themſelves with them. But Juliana, favorite of a

regent, who was mother to the Emperor, took it into her head

to intermeddle in affairs, or rather, as ſhe was naturally indo

lent, found means to inſpire that vice into her miſtres. The

Princeſs often ſuffered the moſt important affairs to languiſh;

ſhe would remain for ſeveral days together ſhut up in hercº

- ber,

•
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ber, without ſeeing but as few as ſhe poſſibly could, and with

out any other dreſs than a petticoat and a ſhort cloke, with a

nightcap made of a handkerchief. None were admitted to ſee

the Princeſs but only ſuch as were friends or relations to the

favorite, or ſome of the foreign miniſters, who were invited to

make up a party at cards with the Grand-Ducheſs. So odd a

conduct could not but hurt the great men of the empire. The

Prince Anthony Ulrick ſaw, with concern, the aſcendant that

mademoiſelle Mengden had over his ſpouſe. He made repre

ſentations to her on that head, which availed nothing, and

only produced frequent jarings between them, and gave the

Princeſs Elizabeth time to carry on at her eaſe the neceſſary

cabals for ſetting her on the throne.

There were often great miſunderſtandings between the Prin

ceſs regent and the Prince, which laſted whole weeks, and the

favorite, inſtead of endeavouring to reconcile them, had the

imprudence to inflame the Grand-Ducheſs the more againſt

her huſband. This Princeſs too employed her thoughts much

more on the ſettling to her ſatisfaction her favorite, than on

the affairs of the empire. She wanted to marry her to count

Lynar, miniſter of the King of Poland; the eſpouſals were

made, and ſoon after count Lynar ſet out for Saxony, where

he propoſed to regulate his affairs firſt, and afterwards to con

clude the marriage. He was to enter into the ſervice of Ruſſia

in quality of high-chamberlain. Happily for him he was not

returned when the Empreſs Elizabeth aſſumed the crown.

".

The Grand-Ducheſs had made her favorite a preſent of con

fiderable lands in Livonia, and of the houſe in which Guſtavus

Biron had lived.

There was no more harmony among the miniſters of the

cabinet than between the Prince and Princeſs,

Count

1741.
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... 1741. Count Oſterman, who had the moſt contributed to the

º removal of Munich, becauſe he was jealous of his power of

miniſers, prime miniſter, found a new rival in the count Gollofkin, vice

chancellor of the empire, who could not ſce, without envy,

Prince Anthony Ulrick giving wholely his attention to count

Oſterman, following no counſels but his, and receiving no infor

mation on affairs but from him.

To counterbalance him, he attached himſelf ſolely to the

Grand-Ducheſs, and entirely captivated her confidence. She

made ſeveral affairs of the greateſt conſequence be diſpatched by

count Gollofkin, without acquainting either her huſband or

Oſterman. It was alſo this count who the firſt adviſed the

Grand-Ducheſs to declare herſelf Empreſs; but this projećt, of

which I ſhall ſpeak in another place, was never executed, on

account of the revolution.

preparations . While all theſe matters were paſſing in Ruſſia, the diet extra

gº ordinary continued its ſeſſions at Stockholm, and all advices

from thence were full of nothing but of an approaching rup

ture with Ruſſia. *

It was a long while firſt before Ruſſia could believe that

Sweden would declare war. France had offered her mediation

the preceding year, and both parties had accepted it ; ſo that

the court of Ruſſia flattered itſelf that the Swedes would, at

the end of the diet, make ſome propoſals; and count Oſter

man was ever of opinion in that caſe, for giving up the town

º of Kexholm and its diſtricts. -

For Peter I. had already conſented to a ceſſion of that place,

with its territory, to the Swedes, if they ſhould abſolutely inſiſt

on having back ſome part of Finland that was conquered from

them. In time, however, the Swedes preferred war to negocia

Monſ.

tions,
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Monſ. de Nolcken, their miniſter at Peterſburgh, left it

in the month of July, alledging, for a pretext, his domeſtic

affairs calling him to Pomerania, where he poſſeſſed lands. At

that time, it was already known at court, that war was reſolved

on in Sweden, and that, conſequently, Nolcken would not return.

As Sweden was rent by various fačtions, count Beſtucheff,

miniſter of Ruſſia at Stockholm, found no great difficulty to be

informed of every thing that was tranſačted in the diet. He

knew all their reſolutions as well as if he had been of the ſecret

committee. And it was on the advices the court had received

from him, that the Grand-Ducheſs ſent for the generals Lacy

and Keith to Peterſburgh. Councils of war were frequently

held, and it was reſolved to aſſemble, for that campaign, the

troops, to be formed into different bodies, of which the moſt

conſiderable was to be under the orders of the marſhal Lacy

and of general Keith, in Finland, and to ačt offenſively as

ſoon as they ſhould learn that a declaration of war was made.

The ſecond, which was to be commanded by the Prince of

Heſſe-Hombourg, was to ſtay in Ingria: his camp was marked

out near a place called Kraſna Gorka (the red mountain) at

about ſix or ſeven miles from Peterſburgh, to hinder the

deſcents that the enemy might attempt. It was alſo decided,

that there ſhould be other ſmall bodies of troops aſſembled in

Livonia and Eſthonia, which were all of them to be under

the orders of Lowendal, to cover the coaſts of that country:

For the Ruſſian fleet was in ſo bad a condition that it could not

be got out of the ports that year.

The 22d July, the firſt camp was begun to be formed, under

the orders of general Keith, four miles off Peterſburgh, on

the ſide of Wybourg, near a village called Oſſinoua Roſtchtſche.

It conſiſted of five regiments of foot, three of dragoons, and

ſome independent companies of grenadiers.

P p July.
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July 26, The generaliſſimo, accompanied by his brother,

Prince Lewis, and marſhal Lacy, came there to review theſe

troops.

While they were ſeeing the exerciſe of the dragoons, they

heard the cannon of Peterſburgh fire, which was for the happy

delivery of the Grand-Ducheſs of a daughter, who was named

Catherine; upon which the Prince and all his retinue returned

immediately to Peterſburgh.

Keith, with the body of troops under his command, advanced

to within eight miles of Wybourg, near a village called Moola

Muiſa; and as, juſt by that village, the roads divide, and that

one may march to it along the ſea-ſhore, turn Wybourg, and

penetrate as far as Peterſburgh, he cauſed a ſtrong retrench

ment to be made there.

This body of troops, which had, by the 6th of Auguſt,

arrived at Moola Muiſa, ſtaid there till the 25th of that month.

Auguſt 24, Being the Emperor's birthday, Keith put the

troops under arms, and cauſed the declaration of war againſt

Sweden to be proclaimed ; they received it with great demon

ſtrations of joy. The general made a ſhort harangue at the

head of each battalion, exhorting the ſoldiers to their duty, and

to endeavour, not only to preſerve the glory which the Ruſſian

arms had already acquired, but to augment it.

But before I enter on the operations of the Ruſſian army, it

will be proper to give ſome idea of the previous condućt of

he Swedes.

I have already mentioned the political ſchiſm of Sweden, and

that the party, called the Hats, was for the war, and that ever

- ſince
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ſince the year 1737, they had been laboring to bring it on ; but

that, inſtead of declaring it at a time in which Ruſſia was

engaged with other powers, and its forces were at a great diſ

tance from the frontiers of Sweden, they remained with their

arms acroſs, leaving the Ruſſians to make a peace; nor broke

with them, till Ruſſia was enjoying, on all ſides, a profound

tranquillity. All the reſt of the Swediſh meaſures were no better

taken. On the eve of declaring a war againſt a nation, much

more powerful than Sweden, they had but few troops in Fin

land, where the theatre of the war was to be ; they had no

magazines, nor proviſions enough in their whole country to

form any; conſequently, even the troops, maintained for the

guard of Finland, could not be aſſembled in one camp.

Several well-intentioned perſons, who had the honor of their

country at heart, repreſented theſe difficulties to the diet; but

as they were of the Nightcap party, their advices were rejećted.

Lieutenant-gencral Buddenbrog was, however, ſent to Fin

land, to examine every thing upon the ſpot. He, who deſired

nothing ſo much as war, inſtead of the truth, gave report,

That every thing was in a very good condition; that the troops

might be aſſembled without delay; and that there were pro

viſions ſufficient.

On the other hand, France, whoſe intereſt it was that Ruſ

ſia ſhould not take part in the war which ſhe and her allies

were carrying on againſt the houſe of Auſtria, had made great

remittances of money to Sweden, and did not fail of exhorting

the nation to declare the war.

In ſhort, the Hats were ſo perſuaded that the Ruſſian army

had been entirely ruined by the campaigns againſt the Turks,

and that all the regiments were only patched up with raw

P p 2 recruits,
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recruits, that they declared every where, that one Swede was

enough to drive ten Ruſſians before him; and that their army,

to be vićtorious, would have nothing to do but to ſhew itſelf.

The ſenate had taken ſome precautions that fnis news ſhould

not reach the court of Peterſburgh but as late as poſſible, to

give the more time to general Buddenbrog to make ſome

arrangements for aſſembling his troops, and to count Lewen-.

haupt (who, from marſhal of the diet, had been choſen com

mander in chief of all the forces that were to be employed

againſt Ruſſia) to repair to the army; ſo that all the poſts

were forbidden to go out, or any courier or expreſs. Or

ders had alſo been given at all the ſeaports, not to ſuffer any

veſſel to ſail: only one Courlander, that was at anchor in the

road of Sandham when the declaration of war was publiſhed,

ſlipped away, and carried the news to Lilbau, whence it was

immediately ſent to court, who thus got information of it fif

teen days after the declaration had been made at Stockholm.

General Keith had orders, upon this, as I have before related,

to proclaim the war at the head of the troops under his com

mand, and to draw near to the frontiers.

Sweden had alledged many reaſons that incited her to this

war: the principal were, “The aſſination of Sinclair; — the

“ Ruſſian prohibition of exports of grain from Livonia;— the

“excluſion of the Princeſ; Elizabeth, and of the duke of Hollein,

“ from the throne of Ruſſia; — and the power that the foreigners

“ in Ruſſia had uſurped over the nation.”

(Loºmence

ment of hoſti

litics.

I return now to the military operations. General Keith,

the very next day after the publication of the war, marched

with the regiments under his orders.

Auguſt
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Auguſt 26, The troops went through the town of Wybourg,

and encamped on the bridge of Abow. Major-general Uxkul

was detached with a thouſand dragoons to approach the fron

tiers of Sweden, and to get news of the enemy.

The regiments were ordered to take bread for fifteen days

from the magazines of Wybourg. Six regiments of foot, who

had encamped under that place, and who had worked at the

fortifications, joined the body of troops under general Keith;

as did general Stoffeln and major-general Fermer, who had

commanded there. Major-general Schipow was appointed

commandant of the town, and was left with the uſual garri

ſon of three regiments of foot. -

Auguſt 28, This body of an army begun its march, and

drew near to the frontiers; but the ground being extremely

uneven in thoſe parts, the troops could not find room enough

for one camp to contain them, ſo that the dragoons and a part

of the infantry encamped at a village called Cananoia, a league

from the frontiers, and the reſt about half a league behind.

The ſame night, a Swediſh ſubaltern officer (accompanied

by a drum) having ſome letters to deliver, came ſo near an

advanced guard as to be within piſtol-ſhot, and not having beat

the call till he was juſt upon the centinels; theſe, who could not

diſtinguiſh obječts, and were afraid of a ſurprize, imagining

that it might be a party of the enemy, fired, and killed the

ſubaltern's horſe; upon which the officer got off the ground as:

faſt as he could, with his drum, and without delivering his

letters.

Auguſt 31, Marſhal Lacy arrived at the army, and took

the command of it.

2

It

1741.
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It was learnt from ſome deſerters, that the garriſon of Wil

manſtrand did not conſiſt of above five or ſix hundred men;

that the Swedes had not as yet aſſembled above two bodies,

each of four thouſand men; the firſt under the orders of major

general Wrangel, encamping about three Swediſh miles from

Wilmanſi, and; and the other under general Buddenbrog, about

ſix: that the other troops were in march, and that ſome regi

ments were ſcarce come out of quarters; that a part of thoſe

tranſported from Sweden were not as yet lauded, ſo that the

whole of the enemy's army could not be aſſembled within three

weeks more; that count Lowenhaupt was ſtill in Sweden, and

was not likely to come ſoon to the army.

Theſe informations were confirmed by ſeveral ſpies, who

might the more eaſily gain certain intelligence, for their being

inhabitants of Wybourg, as they had friends and relations in

all the towns of Swediſh Finland.

Marſhal Lacy, with a view to make his advantage of the

unpreparedneſs of the enemy, reſolved to enter into Swediſh

Finland, and ſeize on the town of Wilmanſtrand; for this

purpoſe he aſſembled the chief officers of the regiments, and

gave them himſelf their orders.

September 1, At break of day, the army began its march.

All the baggage and tents remained in the camp. The ſoldiers

took bread with them for five days. Two field-officers were

left in command of the camp; for the guard of which, each

regiment furniſhed three of its officers, and a hundred of its

men; and every brigade a captain. The regiment of Nitſche

gorod, who ſhould that day have joined the army, had alſo

orders to remain in the camp, on guard of the baggage.

The army could only march in one column. For in that

country there is no pračticable way but the high road. On

- 3 each
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each ſide there are thick woods, marſhes, and rocks. In all

Finland there is ſcarce a plain to be found large enough to en

camp four regiments in front.

The army made a march of two Swediſh miles in the cne

my's country, without ſeeing any one but a few peaſants, who

eſcaped into the woods as ſoon as they perceived the Ruſſian

vanguard, and ran to carry to Wilmanſtrand the firſt news of

the approach of the enemies.

Towards night-fall, the army marched in three lines along

the high road; the dragoons cloſe to the wood on one ſide

of the road, and the infantry in two lines behind them,

without more interval than of about thirty or forty paces. The

troops lay on their arms.

At eleven at night, there was a great alarm. Colonel Wil

brand, commandant of Wilmanſtrand, having learnt the march

of the Ruſſians, had detached four men, who, under favor of

the night and of the wood, were to get as near as poſſible to

the enemy's army, and to reconnoitre it. One of the centi

nels of the advanced guard in the wood, having perceived

them, fired upon them. Scarce had the piece gone off,

before ſome regiments of the ſecond line, ſtarted up all on a

ſudden, ſtood to their arms, and, as if they had been all in

concert, began to pour a moſt briſk fire upon the firſt line,

without its being poſſible, for half an hour together, to make

them ceaſe; ſome cannon were even fired. The regiments that

lay in their way had an officer and ſeventeen men killed and

wounded.

The generals Lacy and Keith ran a great riſque of being killed

in this falſe alarm: they had ſmall tents pitched for them to lie

in between the lines, which ſeveral balls had gone quite through.

About

174t.

Falſe alarm.
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1741. About two hundred of the dragoons horſes, taking fright

at the fire, broke looſe from the piquets, and ran away on the

high road to Wilmanſtrand. An advanced guard of the

Swedes, that was poſted about half a Swediſh mile from the

Ruſſians, hearing this fire, and at the ſame time the noiſe of

the trampling of the horſes that were coming ſtrait towards

them, imagining it might be a detachment of the enemy, fled

full ſpeed to town; the horſes following them ſo cloſe, that

they entered it pellmell, with the Swediſh guards, before the

bridge could be drawn up.

It was by this falſe alarm that general Wrangel had the firſt

notice of the approach of the Ruſſians, on hearing the firing in

the night-time. Imagining that Wilmanſtrand was attacked,

he immediately ſent advice of it to general Buddenbrog, and,

by break a-day, got under march to come to the relief of the

toWn.

September 2, The army reſumed its march as ſoon as it was

day. After having proceeded about a French league, they came

to a ſmall river, which it was neceſſary to paſs. The bottom

of it was muddy; and the Swedes had broke down the bridge

upon the laſt night's alarm. Here they were obliged to halt

ſome hours till the bridge was refitted. This much retarded

their march. - -

Colonel Rezanof, with the regiment of Kiow dragoons, was

ordered to guard this paſs, and the army reſumed its march.

Towards noon, a detachment of a hundred of the enemies

dragoons approached the Ruſſian vanguard, and could not

retreat ſo quick as to eſcape an attack, and the having a pri

ſoner taken.

About
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About four in the afternoon, the army arrived under Wil

manſtrand, and took poſt about a quarter of a mile from the

town, near a ſmall village called Armila.

Marſhal Lacy and general Keith proceeded directly to recon

noitre the town, under the eſcort of a battalion of foot, and of

two hundred grenadiers, on horſeback. They approached to

withim a good muſket-ſhot of the covered-way. Scarce were

the generals returned to the camp, before they had notice that

a body of the enemy, of ſome thouſands of men, were arrived

near the town. The marſhal inſtantly cauſed all his troops to

advance, and poſted them on eminences oppoſite to the Swedes,

An engagement would have enſued that very evening, if night

coming on had not prevented it. The Ruſſians returned into

their camp near Armila, and the troops lay again under arms.

But before I proceed in this relation, it is neceſſary I ſhould

give an idea of what the town of Wilmanſtrand was, and of the

ſituation round it.

It is a little town, at the diſtance of full four German miles

from the frontiers of Ruſſia, ſituate on the ſide of a great

lake: this covered it behind, ſo that there was no attacking it

but in front, which was fortified with a covered-way, a dit h

paliſaded, and a fraiſed rampart; the whole made of earth and

faſcines. The town, though itſelf ſituated on an eminence,

had hills all round, which commanded it. The higheſt was on

the right of it, where there was a windmill. The Swedes had

poſted there a main-guard, to hinder the Ruſſians from occu

pying it. The reſt of the fituation is extremely broken and

interſečted; there is nothing but woods, marſhes, and bramble

buſhes, rocks, and ravins, ſo that it was very difficult to approach

the town but by the high road. Here and there too one may

find little bits of fields, cultivated and encloſed. Whoever

Q q conſiders
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conſiders this deſcription, muſt allow it to be very difficult for

troops to act upon ſuch a ground, and that a ſmall body of

men, that knew how to defend themſelves well, would eaſily

defeat a great one that ſhould attack them.

The next day, the 3d of September, it was ſeen that the

cnemy had encamped between the hill of the windmill and the

glacis. Towards ten in the morning, a party of Swedes drew

near to the Ruſſian army to reconnoitre it, and immediately

withdrew.

The marſhal was not as yet exačtly apprized of the force of

the enemy. He imagined that the two bodies under Budden

brog and Wrangel had joined, to come to the relief of Wilman

ſtrand, ſo that he judged it would be difficult to attack and

defeat them both in the advantageous poſt they had occupied.

Ie had, in the night, ſent back the heavy artillery, under an

eſcort, to the bridge where Rezanof was poſted with his regi

ment; and had even given orders to the quarter-maſters to go

and mark out a camp behind it, when advice was brought, that

it was nothing more than the body of troops under major

general Wrangel that had arrived, which, together with the

garriſon of the town included, might make up about five or ſix

thouſand men.

Upon which, the marſhal aſſembled the generals and all the

colonels, and acquainting them of the ſituation of things, aſked

their advice: they cried out unanimouſly for attacking the

<nemy.

At two o'clock in the afternoon, the army got under march,

in ſeveral columns, without any particular diſpoſition being

made for attacking. -

The
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The dragoons were placed in the wings, but thoſe of the

right being abſolutely uſeleſs, on account of the wood, which

was much thicker there than on the left, they were withdrawn.

Two regiments of foot grenadiers, of ten companies each,

commanded by the colonel Lockman and count Balmaine,

compoſed the van of the Ruſſian army.

The enemies having notice that they were marching againſt

them, had got into order of battle, on the declivity of the

Windmill-hill, having a battery of cannon before their center,

and their left on a ravin, about a muſket-ſhot from the glacis

of the town; their dragoons on the right had poſted themſelves

in a ſmall plain on the other ſide of that hill, near a ſmall

village.

The Ruſſians being arrived on a riſing ground oppoſite to

the Swediſh battery, placed there two ſix-pounders, and ſome

three-pounders, and the action began with a cannonade on

each fide. The Swediſh artillery made ſome havock among

the grenadiers. Upon this, general Keith ordered two regi

ments of grenadiers to attack the enemy's battery, and the regi

ments of Ingermaland and Aſtrachan, commanded by colonel

Manſtein *, to ſuſtain them. But as the ground was ſo

extremely narrow, that there was no iſſuing out of the wood

which the Ruſſians had before them but by marching two com

panies in front, and even then they had to deſcend a ſteep ravin,

and climb again a hill, in preſence of the enemies, and under

the fire of their cannon and ſmall arms, which was exceedingly

ſevere; theſe two regiments were thrown into diſorder, and

gave way. To hinder then theſe beginners of a flight to com

municate their confuſion to the regiments that were following

* The Author. -

Q_q 2 them,
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them, general Keith ordered Manſtein to march to the right,

to get out of the wood, and to attack the left wing of the ene

mies, who were quitting the ravin on which they had encamped,

and were advancing. This was inſtantly executed, and ſo hap

pily, that after the firſt volley which the Swedes received, at

ſixty paces diſtance, they wheeled about and ran ſtrait towards

the town, where the two regiments followed them to the glacis,

which they began to attack. -

While this was paſſing againſt the left wing of the enemy, the

generals had reſtored the order of the other troops, and cauſed

the right wing of the Swedes to be attacked, who, having

remarked the confuſion into which the Ruſſian grenadiers had

been thrown, deſcended from their eminence, and loſt, by this

means, both the advantage of the ground and that which they

derived from their battery, ſo that they were ſoon routed, and

the hill carried by five o'clock in the evening.

The cannon of the enemy were turned againſt the town, and

the marſhal ſent a drum to ſummon it; but the ſoldiers of the

enemy continuing to fire from the rampart, killed him. The

Ruſſians, extremely provoked at this incident, renewed the

affault with fury, and carried the town towards ſeven that

evening.

The Swedes had hoiſted the white flag on the fide of the

gate, at the time that the Ruſſians were in the foſièë; but as, in

the confuſion, the commandants had forgotten to ſend orders

to all the poſts to ceaſe firing, they continued it, and thereby

gave occaſion for the town being taken by ſtorm.

Moſt of the Swedes, who had been in this ačtion, were killed

or made priſoners. Not five hundred men eſcaped. Colonel

Lieven, with the dragoons, went in purſuit of them, without

being
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being able to overtake the Swediſh cavalry; and the few foot

that got off, hid themſelves in the woods and marſhes.

Major-general Wrangel, who had received a gun-ſhot wound

in the arm, two colonels, three lieutenant-colonels, one major,

twelve captains, one quarter-maſter, ſix lieutenants, eightenſigns,

two adjutants, three ſurgeons, ſixty-two ſubalterns, and twelve

hundred and fifty corporals and private ſoldiers, were made

priſoners.

There were alſo taken four ſtandards, twelve colors, twelve

cannon, and one mortar, and the military cheſt, in which

there were not fix thouſand crowns. The ſoldiers got a conſi

derable booty in the town, which was plundered. . .

In the Ruſſian army, there had been killed, the major-general.

Uxkul, the colonels Lockman and count de Balmaine *; one

major, three captains, and eight lieutentants; five hundred and

fourteen ſubalterns and ſoldiers. Of wounded, there were,

.lieutenant-general Stoffeln, and major-general Albrecht; the

colonels Manſtein and Lewaſchew; two lieutenant-colonels,

three majors, ſeventeen captains, thirty-one lieutenants, fifteen

enſigns, and one thouſand ſeven hundred and ſixty-five ſubal

terns and ſoldiers.

The Ruſſian army was, on the day of ačtion, nine thouſand

nine hundred ſtrong; the cavalry being compoſed of two regi

ments of dragoons, the infantry of two regiments of grenadiers,

of ten companies each, and of nine regiments of fuſiliers, of

eight companies each.

The generals, who commanded theſe troops, were, the mar

ſhals Lacy, Keith, generals in chief; the lieutenant-generals

* Ramſay, who had left the Turkiſh ſervice, as above related. See p. 87.

Stoffeln
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I741. Stoffeln and Bachmetew; the major-generals Lieven, Fermor,

Albrecht, and Uxbul. -

The Swedes, including the garriſon of Wilmanſtrand, were

five thouſand two hundred and fifty-ſix ſtrong, according to

the roll of the regiments, which major-general Wrangel received

on the very day of the action. I inſert here a ſpecification of

the regiments, and of the number of men in each, becauſe the

Swedes have always maintained that they had not above three

thouſand five hundred II].CI1,

Infantry, regiment of Dalecarlia, 623

- Surmaland, 681

- Weſter Bothnia, 594.

——- Savalax, 876

——— Tavaſthouſe, 955

——- Wilbrand, 432

- Kiminogon, 476

Artillery, - - - - I 13

Dragoons of Carelia, - - 506

Total, 52.56

If the ſtrength of the poſt which the Swedes occupied, and

the diſadvantage to the Ruſſians of the ground, be confidered,

it is really aſtoniſhing that the former were beaten; it muſt,

however, be owned, that they themſelves contributed greatly to

it, by their own fault, in quitting the advantageous poſition

they had taken. The reſiſtence they made was extremely obſti

nate, and ſerved to augment their loſs; for there remained of

their dead on the field of battle above three thouſand three

hundred men. The fire, which was very fierce on both ſides,

laſted above four hours. 7

It
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It was this ačtion that was the ruin of lieutenant-general

Buddenbrog, who, two years afterwards, loſt his head. The

heavieſt article of his accuſation, and for which he was con

demned to die, was, his not having ſuccoured general Wran

gel. But if either of the generals ought to have been puniſhed

with death, it was Wrangel. For this general, though the

neareſt to the frontier, had ſent out no ſcouting-parties, nor

taken the leaſt ſteps to have intelligence of the march of the

Ruſſians; and but for the falſe alarm above-mentioned, which

was a thing of mere chance, the taking of Wilmanſtrand, and

the Swediſh general being informed of the Ruſſians arrival,

would have been coincident: whereas, had he but taken any

the leaſt precautions, he might have known twelve hours ſooner

that the enemy was marching againſt Wilmanſtrand, conſe

quently he would have been able to ſend earlier notice to Bud

denbrog, who would have come to his ſuccour before the Ruſ

ſians had time to beat him. Inſtead of which, he quitted his

poſt to march to Wilmanſtrand, without waiting the orders of

his general. '

To ſay the truth, it was impoſſible for Buddenbrog to arrive

at Wilmanſtrand before the battle, his camp being at the diſ

tance from it of fix Swediſh miles, which are above nine Ger

man miles, or eighteen French leagues. Wrangel, who was

but three of thoſe long miles off, and who, on the ſecond of

September, at break of day, had got under march, could not

arrive at the town but in the evening, at ſun-ſet, with his troops

greatly fatigued; ſo that Buddenbrog, who had double the way

to go, could not come up to join him before the evening on the

day of battle. If then Wrangel could have avoided coming

to action that day, the Ruſſian army would have undoubtedly

retreated the next. Marſhal Lacy would never have hazarded

- Qkłº

1741.
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1741. an engagement with both thoſe bodies of troops joined to

gether *.

The night after the ačtion, there was a very extraordinary

accident in the camp of Buddenbrog. A few dragoons, who

had made their eſcape from the field, did not ſtop their full

ſpeed career, not even when arrived in the nighttime at the

advanced guard. In vain did the centinel call out; no one

anſwering, he fired his alarm-piece, and, taking to horſe, fled

to the camp: the fugitives followed him, and threw every thing

into ſuch confuſion, that the troops diſperſed, and left Budden

brog alone, with his officers, in the camp, who had a great

difficulty to get their men together again before next day at

Il OOIl.

In the evening, marſhal Lacy put two regiments of foot into

Wilmanſtrand, under the command of major-general Fermor.

} The next day, the 4th September, all the wounded priſoners

were ſent, under an eſcort of dragoons, to Wybourg. The

town of Wilmanſtrand was razed to the ground, and the inha

bitants carried into Ruſſia.

turns into

pºin. and reſumed the ſame camps which it had left to go againſt the
land. . enemy.

The army re- This operation being finiſhed, the army repaſſed the frontiers,

Great rejoicings were made for this vićtory at Peterſburgh,

as ſo auſpicious a beginning promiſed a happy progreſs in the

war. The ſequel will ſhew that they were not miſtaken, for
-

* The true reaſon for which the ſenate took off Buddenbrog's head, and which

was never given to the public, was his having engaged Sweden in the war, by

,the falſe leport he made, on his being ſent to Finland to examine the ſtate of

affairs there, as I have precedently related.

this
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this is the only battle the Swedes gave, or in which they ſhewed

any valor during the whole courſe of the war.

The priſoners of war were transferred from Wybourg to

Peterſburgh, where all imaginable politeneſs was ſhewn to

them. The officers were treated at court, and, after that, diſtri

buted among the firſt of the nobility; each of whom was

obliged to take charge of one, to lodge him in his houſe, and

provide neceſſaries for his gueſt. One giddy man ſpoilt every

thing. Count Waſabourg, lieutenant-colonel of the regiment

of Surmaland, was a buſy reſtleſs ſpirit, and apt to take great

liberties with his tongue. He not only then ſaid abuſive things

of the Ruſſian army, but of the court itſelf. As ſoon as this

was known, both he and all the other priſoners were ſent into

the inward parts of the country, where they were diſtributed

among the towns, otherwiſe they might have ſtaid all the time

of their captivity at Peterſburgh; where now none of them

remained, "except general Wrangel, and a captain, called

Didron, who had ſerved him for aid-de-camp general.

The court had not been pleaſed that Lacy returned with the

army; they would have had him gone on to Fredericſham, and

have defeated the Swediſh troops, one party of them after

another, they not being as yet aſſembled. But theſe things

were not ſo eaſy to be executed as was imagined at Peterſburgh.

Lacy made it appear, that he could not have undertaken more,

without hazarding the loſs of all the troops under his com

mand. The regiments were diminiſhed by the death and

wounds of above two thouſand men. There were great

eſcortes neceſſary to bring away the priſoners, which ſtill

weakened him more; the other regiments too, who were on

their march to join the army, were not yet arrived, any more

than the three battalions of guards which had been detached

from Peterſburgh; beſides, that the troops had not bread left

R r for
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1741. for above ſix days; nor could the horſes employed in carrying

the wounded to Wybourg have well time to return ſoon

enough; ſo that the court was obliged to approve all that had

been done. He returned a little while afterwards to Peterſ

burgh, and left the command of the army to general Keith.

The war was carried on, for the reſt of the campaign, entirely

in parties. The Ruſſians had, in all rencounters, the advan

tage of the Swedes. The Calmucks and Coſſacks of the Don,

who joined the army in September, made incurſions into the

territories of the enemy, and burned there a great number of

villages.

Arrival of Count Lewenhaupt arrived in Finland about the middle of

count Lewen

haupt in Swe- September, and having at length aſſembled the Swediſh army,

. he reviewed it, and found it muſter twenty-three thouſand ſeven

hundred men".

The armies Several motions were made on both ſides, but nothing con

ºr ſiderable undertaken. The Ruſſian army kept the field till the

terS. 8th of November, when general Keith ſent the troops into

winter-quarters, after being aſſured that the Swediſh army was

ſeparated.

º It was about this time that a part of the miniſtry adviſed the

ranC1-10 al

... Grand-Ducheſs to declare herſelf Empreſs, to prevent the

#: ºf inconveniences that might ariſe in the caſe of the Emperor's

* dying in his early years, and before there were other Princes

born to ſucceed him. At firſt, nothing more had been intended

* Sweden had bought up a great quantity of grain in Holland, Pruſſia, and Po

merania, ſo that the magazines came at length to be ſo well ſtored, that they

might have ſerved for ſupplying, for ſome years together, an army muchmore nu

merous than that of Sweden : but all theſe proviſions were burnt, or fell into

the hands of the Ruſſians, as will hereafter be ſhewn.

than
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than to put forth an edićt, by which it was to be regulated and

eſtabliſhed, that the daughters from the marriage of Prince

Anthony Ulrick with the Grand-Ducheſs ſhould equally ſucceed

to the Empire of Ruſſia, in default of iſſue male; but the vice

chancellor Golloffkin, and ſome others, were of opinion, that

the Grand-Ducheſs ſhould of herſelf, and in her own right,

aſcend the throne, as this would put an end to all cabals. This

propoſal was generally reliſhed, and all the arrangements were

ready for this declaration, which was to be made on the 18th of

December, the birthday of the Grand-Ducheſs; but Princeſs

Elizabeth diſconcerted the whole projećt.

General Keith came to Peterſburgh towards the end of No

vember, to aſſiſt at a council of war: the aſſemblies of which

were every day at the count of Oſterman's, in preſence of the

generaliſſimo.

Advices came to general Keith from Wybourg, that the The Swediſh

Swediſh army was reaſſembled; that count Lewenhaupt not

having been able to do any thing in the laſt campaign-ſeaſon,

was preparing to attempt an irruption into Ruſſian Finland

during the winter; that he had advanced as far as the fron

tiers, and that his head-quarters were at Sekyerwy; that he

had publiſhed a manifeſto, of which ſeveral copies were ſent to

general Keith.

This manifeſto ſet forth, That Swedeland was by no means in

the intention of making war againſt the Ruſſian nation, but

meant only to deliver it from the oppreſſion and tyranny of

foreigners, and to procure liberty for the Ruſſians to chuſe any

other ſovereign they might think more eligible for them.

This manifeſto would not have had any the leaſt effect, if it

had not been for the meaſures which the Princeſs Elizabeth had

R. r 2 * already
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already taken, as the reader will ſoon ſee. At the count of

Oſterman's, there were ſeveral arrangements agreed upon for

preventing the progreſs of the enemy. All the regiments had

orders to be in readineſs for marching.

General Keith, on the 5th of December, left Peterſburgh;

and on the night between the 5th and 6th, the grand revolu

tion took place, by means of which the Princeſs Elizabeth

aſcended the throne.

I propoſe here to give as exačt an account of the particulars

as I can, it being the moſt extraordinary event that happened

during the whole time I was in Ruſſia.

For giving the clearer conception of the circumſtances of this

revolution, I muſt go higher back.

The Princeſs Elizabeth, though far from ſatisfied during the

whole reign of the Empreſs Anne, had remained quiet till the

marriage of the Prince Anthony Ulrick with the Princeſs Anne

was concluded. Then, indeed, ſhe began to take ſome ſteps

towards forming a party: all which, however, was tranſačted

with ſuch ſecrecy, that nothing of it tranſpired while the Em

preſs lived. But after her death, and the ſeizure of Biron, ſhe

began to think more ſeriouſly of it. The firſt months, how

ever, that the Princeſs Anne had declared herſelf Grand

Ducheſs, paſſed away in the moſt perfect harmony between her

and the Princeſs Elizabeth. They viſited one another without

acrimony, and lived together upon terms of familiarity. This

did not laſt long. The ill-intentioned ſoon inſpired both par

ties with a mutual miſtruſt. The Princeſs Elizabeth became

more reſerved, and no longer went to the Grand-Ducheſs's,

unleſs upon the days of ceremony, or on ſuch occaſions as ſhe

could
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could not well avoid paying her a viſit. The marriage which 1741.

the court wanted to force her to contraćt with Prince Lewis of

Brunſwick, was ſovereignly againſt her inclination; and thoſe

about her perſon preſſed her much to deliver herſelf from the

ſubječtion in which ſhe was held.

Her ſurgeon, Leſtock, was, of all her domeſtics, he that the

moſt exhorted her to place herſelf on the throne; and the mar

queſs of Chetardie, who had orders from his court to endeavor,

at the exciting inteſtine troubles in Ruſſia, to hinder her from

intermeddling with the reſt of Europe, did not fail of laboring

at it with all poſſible aſſiduity. The Princeſs being in want of

money, and it was not a little that would ſerve for the forming

a party; La Chetardie ſupplied her with as much as ſhe

required. He had often ſecret conferences with Leſtock, to

whom he gave uſeful counſels for Čondućting an affair of this

conſequence. Upon this, the Princeſs entered into a correſpon

dence with Sweden, and it was partly upon the meaſures con

certed with her that the court of Stockholm undertook the war.

At Peterſburgh the Princeſs began with gaining over ſome

ſoldiers of the guards of the regiment of Preobraskenski. The

principal of them was one Grunſtein, who, from a bankrupt

merchant, had taken on to be a ſoldier. This man engaged

many others, ſo that little by little there were got as far as

thirty grenadiers of the guards to be of the plot.

Count Oſterman, who had ſpies every where, was informed

that the Princeſs Elizabeth was hatching ſomething againſt the

regency. Leſtock, the moſt giddy man alive, and the leaſt

capable of keeping a ſecret, had often ſaid, in a coffeehouſe,

before a number of people, that there would ſoon be ſeen great

changes in Peterſburgh. The miniſter did not fail of giving

notice of all this to the Grand-Ducheſs, who only laughed at

him,
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1741. him, nor afforded any the leaſt credit to all he could ſay to her

upon this ſubjećt. At length, theſe informations were ſo

often repeated, and even ſent to her from other countries, that

they grew to give the Princeſs Anne ſome uneaſineſs. At

length, ſhe began to apprehend ſhe might be in danger, but

took no meaſures to avoid it, which ſhe might have done the

more eaſily, for that the Princeſs Elizabeth gave her time

enough to break her meaſures; who, though ſhe was fully

determined to try for the throne, nevertheleſs, inſtead of haſten

ing the execution of her deſigns, was always finding ſome pre

text or other for deferring it from time to time. Her laſt

reſolution had been, not to undertake any thing till the 6th of

January, (Old Stile) which is twelfth-day, when all the regi

ments that are in garriſon at Peterſburgh are drawn up, in

parade, on the ice of Newa. She propoſed then to go there,

and, at the head of the regiment of Preobraskensky, to harangue

it; and as there were ſome in it devoted to her, ſhe hoped the

reſt would not fail of joining them, and then, when the whole

regiment ſhould have declared for her, the other troops would

make no difficulty of following their example.

This proječt would have certainly failed, or at leaſt have

cauſed a great effuſion of blood. Fortunately for her, ſhe was

obliged to haſten the enterprize; ſeveral reaſons determining

her ſooner than ſhe had intended to a final reſolution of ačting.

In the firſt place, ſhe had learnt that the Grand-Ducheſs had

reſolved to declare herſelf Empreſs; upon which, all thoſe who

were attached to the Princeſs Elizabeth adviſed her not to wait

the execution of that deſign, repreſenting to her that ſhe would

then find more difficulty, and that even all her meaſures were

likely to be broke by it.

Secondly, Upon the notice which the court had received of

the march of count Lewenhaupt, three battalions of the guards

5 had
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had orders to hold themſelves in readineſs for marching to

Wybourg, and to join the army. Now, many of thoſe who

were in the intereſt of the Princeſs, were to make part of that

detachment. They went to her, and told her, that it was abſo

lutely neceſſary for her to haſten the execution of her projećt,

for that thoſe who were the moſt devoted to her, would be

gone upon ſervice in the campaign, and that ſome might be

ſtricken with a fear, which would drive them to inform the

government of the whole affair.

Beſides all which, the imprudence which the regent Anne had,

to tax the Princeſs Elizabeth of her ſecret conferences with the

marqueſs de la Chetardie, was what principally contributed

to bring the enterprize into immediate execution. It was

the fourth of December, a court-day, that the Grand-Ducheſs

took the Princeſs Elizabeth aſide, and told her, that ſhe had had

ſeveral intimations concerning her condućt, and that, eſpecially,

her ſurgeon, had frequent conferences with the French miniſter,

and was plotting treaſonable practices againſt the reigning

family; that hitherto, ſhe (the Grand-Ducheſs) had not wiſhed

to give credit to theſe informations; but that, if they continued,

ſhe ſhould be obliged to have Leſtock taken up, and that

means would be uſed to force him to confeſs the truth. The

Princeſs ſtood out this converſation very well. She proteſted

to the Grand-Ducheſs, that ſhe had never had a thought of

undertaking any thing againſt her, or againſt her ſon; that

ſhe had too much religion to break the oath ſhe had taken;

that all theſe informations were given by enemies, who wanted

to make her unhappy; that Leſtock had never ſet his foot in

Chetardie the French embaſſador's houſe (which was true, for

there had been always a third place choſen for their inter

views); that, however, the Grand-Ducheſs might, if ſhe

pleaſed, have Leſtock taken up, which would but ſerve the

more to diſcover her being guiltleſs. The Princeſs Elizabeth

ſhed

1741 -
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1741. ſhed abundance of tears at this explanation, and ſucceeded ſo

well in perſuading her of her innocence, that the Grand-Ducheſs

(who alſo wept much) believed her wrongfully accuſed.

As ſoon as the Princeſs was returned home, ſhe informed

Leſtock of her converſation with the Grand-Ducheſs. This

confident of hers would fain have proceeded that very night to

the prevention of the imminent danger that hung over the heads

of both the Princeſs and hitnſelf. But as all thoſe who were

concerned in the plot were diſperſed in their quarters, and had

no previous notice of any thing, the affair was deferred till the

following night.

The next morning, when Leſtock waited as uſual upon the

Princeſs, he preſented a card to her; on one ſide of which

there was drawn with a pencil, the Princeſs Elizabeth, with an

imperial crown on her head; and on the reverſe of it, the ſame

Princeſs, with a nun's veil, and juſt by her, racks and gibbets;

with this, he ſaid to her; “2our Highneſs, Madam, muſt now ab–

“ſolutely chuſe, one of theſe two, to be Empreſs, or to be put into a

“ convent, and to ſee your ſervants periſh under tortures.” He

exhorted her then not to delay a moment; and, accordingly, the

reſolution was fixed for proceeding to extremities that very

night. Leſtock did not fail of acquainting of it all thoſe who

were of their party. At midnight, the Princeſs, accompanied

by the Woronzows and Leſtock, repaired to the barracks of the

grenadiers of the regiment of Preobraskensky; thirty of whom

were, as has been obſerved, perſonally in the plot. Theſe

aſſembled others, to the number of three hundred, as well

ſubalterns as private men. The Princeſs, in a few words,

declared her intention to them, and aſked their aſſiſtance.

They all, to a man, conſented to ſacrifice themſelves for her,

Their firſt ſtep of diſpatch was, to ſeize the officer of the gre

nadiers, who lay in the barracks; his name Grews, a Scotch

Illa Il 2
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man: after which they took an oath of fidelity to the Prin

ceſs. She then put herſelf at the head of them, and marched

ſtrait to the winter-palace, and entered, with part of thoſe that

followed her, into the guard-rooms, without finding any the

leaſt reſiſtence. There ſhe told the officers the reaſon of her

coming. They made no ſhew of oppoſition, and left her to act

as ſhe pleaſed. Centinels were then poſted at all the doors and

avenues. Leſtock and Woronzow penetrated with a detach

ment of grenadiers into the apartments of the Grand-Ducheſs,

and made priſoners, her and her huſband, her children, and the

favorite, that was lodged near them. As ſoon as this was

done, ſeveral detachments were ſent to ſeize marſhal Munich,

his ſon, lord ſteward of the houſehold to the Grand-Ducheſs;

count Oſterman, count Gollofkin, count Lowenwolde, grand

marſhal of the court; baron de Mengden, and ſome others, per

ſons of leſs conſequence. All theſe priſoners were carried to

the palace of the Princeſs. She ſent Leſtock to marſhal Lacy,

to acquaint him of what ſhe had done; and to declare to him

that he had nothing to fear; ordering him at the ſame time to

come directly to her.

The ſenate, and all the greateſt men of the empire that were

then at Peterſburgh, were convened at the palace of the new

Empreſs: and, at break of day, all the troops were aſſembled

before it, where, after the declaration to them that the Princeſs

Elizabeth had ſeated herſelf on the throne of her father; the

oath of fidelity was tendered to them, and taken without any

contradićtion, ſo that every thing was preſently in as great

tranquillity as before.

The ſame day, the Empreſs quitted the houſe in which ſhe

had reſided till then, and took poſſeſſion of the imperial palace.

174t.

There can hardly be any that, in reading this event, will faults.com.

not be aſtoniſhed at the terrible faults committed on both ſides.**

S ſ Without

both ſides.
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1741. Without the total blindneſs of the Grand-Ducheſs, this attempt

muſt have miſcarried. I have precedently mentioned, that ſhe

had repeated informations ſent her even from foreign countries.

Count Oſterman, one day, made himſelf be carried to her, and

acquainted her of the ſecret conferences of La Chetardie with

Leſtock. Inſtead of an anſwer to the purpoſe of what he was

telling her, ſhe ſhewed him a new frock ſhe had had made for

the Emperor. The very ſame evening that ſhe had the expla

nation above related with the Princeſs Elizabeth, the marqueſs

de Botta ſpoke to her as follows: “2our Imperial Highneſs has

“ declined affling the Queen my Miſireſ, notwithſtanding the alli

“ ance between the two courts; but as there is now no remedy for

“ that, I hope that, with the aſſiſtance of God, and of our other

“ allies, we ſhall get out of our difficulties : but, at leaſt, Madam,

“ do not at preſent neglect the taking care of yourſelf. 1 ou are on

“ the brink of a precipice. In the name of God! ſave yourſelf!

“ſave the Emperor / ſave your huſband 1"

All theſe exhortations did not determine her to undertake

any the leaſt thing to ſecure her throne. Her imprudence went

ſtill farther. Her huſband told her, the night before the revo

lution, that he had had freſh intimations concerning the con

dućt of the Princeſs Elizabeth; that he would poſt piquets in

the ſtreets, and was reſolved to have Leſtock taken up; but the

Grand-Ducheſs hindered him, by her anſwer; That ſhe believed

the Princeſs guiltleſs; that when ſhe ſpoke to her of her confe

rences with La Chetardie, ſhe had not in the leaſt changed

conntenance, but had wept bitterly; that, in ſhort, ſhe had

perſuaded her of her innocence.

The faults on the fide of the Princeſs Elizabeth were not

leſs : Leſtock had talked in ſeveral places, and before different

people, of a change that was ſoon to take place. The reſt

of her party were not more truſt-worthy; the moſt of them

Were
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were but ſoldiers of the guard, conſequently of the lower claſſes

of life, and naturally not ſuſceptible of ſecrecy in an affair of

this importance. Even the Princeſs herſelf did many things

for which ſhe would have been taken into cuſtody under the

reign of the Empreſs Anne. She often walked in the barracks

of the guards; nay, ſhe ſuffered ſome of the common ſoldiers

to get behind her open ſledge, and talk to her as ſhe was drawn

along in it through the ſtreets of Peterſburgh. She had every

day many of them in her palace, and affected to make herſelf

popular upon all occaſions. But Providence having decided

that this attempt ſhould ſucceed, a fatal blindneſs prevailed.

1741.

On the day of the revolution, the new Empreſs declared, by Manifeſses

a manifeſto, that ſhe had aſcended her father's throne, in vir-P".

ture of her hereditary right, and that ſhe had cauſed the uſurpers

to be ſeized.

Three days afterwards, another manifeſto was publiſhed,

which was to demonſtrate her having an unqueſtionable title to

the imperial crown. It was alſo therein ſpecified, that as nei

ther the Princeſs Anne nor her huſband had any right to the

throne of Ruſſia, they ſhould be ſent back, with their family,

to Germany. They were made to leave Peterſburgh, with all

their domeſtics, under an eſcort of the guard, commanded by

general Soltikoff, who had been at the head of the police in

the time of the Empreſs Anne; they got no farther than Riga,

where they were ſtopped from proceeding farther. At firſt,

they were lodged in the citadel, and ſome months after they

were transferred to the fort of Dunamund; and, at length,

inſtead of being permitted to go to Germany,.. they were

brought back into Ruſſia.

They have had different places for their priſons. The

Grand-Ducheſs died in childbed, March 1746. Her body was

S ſ 2 brought
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1741.

Alexander Newsky.

Charaćter of

the Princeſs

Anne.

brought to Peterſburgh, and buried in the convent of St.

-

The place where the Prince Anthony Ulrick and the young

Emperor are now detained priſoners, are not certainly known.

Some ſay that the father and ſon are in the ſame place, and

that, by order of the court, there is a good education given to

the young Prince *. Others will have it, that he is ſeparated

from his father, and in a convent, where he is ill enough

brought up.

From every thing that I have ſaid of the Princeſs Anne, it

will not be difficult to define her character. She was extremely

capricious, paſſionate and indolent; hating affairs, and irreſo

lute in trifles, as well as in affairs of the greateſt importance. She

had a great deal of the humor of her father, the duke Charles

Leopold of Mecklenburgh, except that ſhe was not inclined to

cruelty. During the year ofher regency, ſhe governed with a great

deal of mildneſs. She loved to do good, but did not know how

to do it properly. Her favorite poſſeſſed her whole confidence,

and governed her manner of life juſt as ſhe pleaſed. Her mi

niſters and the men of parts were hardly liſtened to. In ſhort,

ſhe had none of the qualities fit for governing ſo great an

empire in a time of trouble and difficulty. She had always

a melancholic, and rather a fretful, air, which might proceed

habitually from the vexations ſhe had ſuffered from the duke

of Courland during the reign of the Empreſs Anne. She was

handſome ; had a very pretty figure, with a good ſhape; and

ſpoke with fluency ſeveral languages.

• This unfortunate youth, whoſe only crime was his birth and title to the impe

rial throne, was murdered at Schluſſelburg in the year 1764, in conſequence of

an attempt in his favor by one Mirawitz, a Ruſſian officer, to which he was nei

ther accuſed nor ſuſpected of being privy.

As
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As to the Prince, her huſband, he had the beſt heart and 1741.

the beſt temper imaginable, with all the intrepidity of courage

that could have been wiſhed in military affairs; but too timid,

too embarraſſed in affairs of ſtate. He had come too young

into Ruſſia, where he had undergone a thouſand croſſes from

the duke of Courland, who did not love him, and who often

treated him very harſhly. This hatred of the duke's proceeded

from his confidering him as the only obſtacle to the elevation of

his family. For, as ſoon as he was eleēted duke of Courland,

he had formed the projećt of making the Princeſs Anne marry

his eldeſt ſon. But, notwithſtanding all the aſcendant he had

over the Empreſs, he never could bring her to conſent to it.

Prince Lewis of Brunſwick, who was ſtill at Peterſburgh at

the time of the revolution, and who had an apartment in the

palace, was alſo ſeized on in his chamber. Some hours after

wards, the Empreſs ordered his guards to be taken off; and

he had a lodging aſſigned him in the houſe which the Grand

Ducheſs had given to her favorite, where there had been build

ing for the whole preceding ſummer and autumn. There was

but one room in it that could be warmed, which he was obliged

to occupy, and to reſt contented with it. He remained at

Peterſburgh till March 1742, that he returned to Germany.

He had a guard allowed him by way of honor, but in reality

to obſerve who came to ſee him. The foreign miniſters viſited

him.

Before I proceed to ſpeak of other affairs that came on after

the revolution, I ſhall firſt treat of what concerns the prin

cipal priſoners on that occaſion. -

There was a commiſſion appointed, which was conſti- º .

tuted of ſeveral ſenators, and others of the Ruſſian nobi- . .”.

lity, to prepare and condućt their trial. They were accuſed condemned.

- of
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1741. of various crimes. Among others, it was imputed to count

Oſterman, That he had contributed, by his cabals, to the elec

tion of the Empreſs Anne, and that he had ſuppreſſed the will

of the Empreſs Catherine.

Count Munich was charged with having told the ſoldiers, at

the time of his ſeizing on the duke of Courland, That it was

in order to place the Princeſs Elizabeth on the throne.

Both of them could eaſily have diſproved theſe accuſations,

but they were not allowed to make their defence.

The true crimes of all theſe priſoners were, their having

incurred the diſpleaſure of the new Empreſs, and their having

too well ſerved the Empreſs Anne. -

Beſides, the Empreſs had promiſed thoſe who aſſiſted her to

aſcend the throne, that ſhe would deliver them from the oppreſ

ſion of foreigners; ſo that ſhe was obliged to condemn thoſe of

them who had been the higheſt promoted.

The tenor of the ſentence was, That count Oſterman ſhould

be broken alive upon the wheel; that marſhal Munich ſhould

be quartered; that count Gollofkin, count Lowenwolde, and

the baron Mengden, ſhould be beheaded.

The Empreſs, at once, pardoned them all, as to their lives;

but they were baniſhed into different parts of Siberia. Count

Oſterman had not his pardon till he was on the ſcaffold, with

his head on the block.

The court cauſed a manifeſto to be publiſhed on this occa

fion, in which all the crimes * of which they were accuſed were

ſpecified.

* There were few of them that were not invented, and thoſe in which there

was any truth, did not deſerve ſo ſevere a puniſhment.

3 * IlA
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All the fortunes of the exiled, except thoſe that their wives

had brought them, were confiſcated to the profit of the court,

which gratified others with them. -

The permiſſion had been indulged to theſe ladies of going

to ſettle upon their own eſtates, and of not following their huſ

bands; but not one of them would avail herſelf of the liberty.

1741.

The firſt care of the Empreſs, after her getting poſſeſſion of Reward.

the imperial power, was, to reward thoſe who had ſerved her

in this revolution. She began with her favorite, Raſoumowsky,

who was declared chamberlain ſome months after her corona

tion. She raiſed him to the poſt of grand-maſter of the hunt,

made him a count, and gave him the blue ribbon. Scho

walow, the two Woronzows brothers, and Balck, who had

ſerved the Princeſs in quality of gentlemen of the chamber,

were alſo made chamberlains.

She declared Leſtock ačtual privy-counſellor, firſt phyſician,

and preſident of the college of phyſicians. The whole company

of grenadiers of the regiment of Preobraskensky were ennobled

and promoted. The private men of them had the rank of

lieutenants, and the corporals that of majors, the armourer

and quarter-maſter that of lieutenant-colonels, and the ſer

jeants that of colonels of the army. It was called the company

of body-guards. Her Majeſty declared herſelf the captain of

it; the Prince of Heſſe Hombourg, lieutenant-captain Raſou

mowsky, and Woronzow, firſt lieutenants, with the rank of

lieutenant-generals; and the Schouwalows, lieutenants, with

the rank of major-generals. Grunſtein was made adjutant of

this company, with the title of brigadier. He did not long

keep his ground; accuſtomed to the being a private ſoldier,

his head was too weak to bear a higher fortune, and growing

giddy with his preferment, he was guilty of all kind of info

lences,
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Truce with

Sweden.

lences, broke out into diſreſpect to the Empreſs herſelf, and

ended with undergoing the knout, and being baniſhed to the

lands which the Empreſs had given him when ſhe promoted

him. -

This company committed all imaginable diſorders for the

firſt months that the Empreſs remained at Peterſburgh. The

new noble lieutenants ran through all the dirtieſt public-houſes,

got drunk, and wallowed in the ſtreets. They entered into

the houſes of the greateſt noblemen, demanding money with

threats, and took away, without ceremony, whatever they liked.

There was no keeping within bounds, men, who having been

all their lifetime uſed to be diſciplined by drubbing, could not

preſently familiariſe themſelves to a more civil treatment. It

muſt have been the work of time to reduce them to good man

ners. I do not know whether they were ever brought to correct

themſelves, but the moſt unruly of them were expelled the

corps, and placed as officers in other regiments of the army,

where the vacancies were many. An admirable expedient this

for procuring excellent officers! -

There were ſeveral other promotions, and a number of blue

ribbons beſtowed. Beſtucheff had one. He had, as I have

above obſerved, been ſeized on, and made priſoner, at the ſame

time that the duke of Courland was. Having juſtified himſelf

before the commiſſioners, he was releaſed, but had no employ

during the regency of the Princeſs Anne. The Empreſs gave

him the place of vicechancellor, in the room of Gollofkin; and

after the death of the Prince Czerkasky, ſhe named him high

chancellor.

The Empreſs, who wiſhed to begin her reign with the con

cluſion of a peace with Sweden, on the very day ſhe mounted

the throne, reſtored liberty to Didron, the Swediſh captain,

before
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before mentioned, who was then priſoner of war at Peterſ. 1741.

burgh. She diſpatched him to count Lewenhaupt, to notify

to him her acceſſion to the throne, and to declare to him that

ſhe would readily come into terms of an accommodation with

Sweden. The marqueſs de la Chetardie wrote at the ſame time

to the Swediſh general; and it was agreed there ſhould be a

truce till the 1ſt of March; and, in the mean while, to endea

vor at the procuring a peace.

The Swedes, who imagined to themſelves, that, by their Pretenſions of

diverſion, they had greatly contributed to the placing the**

Empreſs on the throne, ſet up great claims, hoping to obtain

nothing leſs than all Finland, with the town of Wybourg.

But the Empreſs would never conſent to give up an inch of

ground of the conqueſts made by her father. She offered to

indemnify, and even recompence, Sweden with money, but the

court of Sweden refuſed it; ſo that the term of the truce was

ſcarce expired when the war began again.

The Empreſs recalled from Siberia a number of the baniſhed the Empreſſ,

families, of which a great part had been ſent thither in the timei.of the Empreſs Catherine. All the poſts were reſtored to them iºd. e ex

which they had occupied before their impriſonment. It was

reckoned, that ſince the commencement of the Empreſs Anne's

reign, there had been above twenty thouſand ſent to Siberia.

There were five thouſand of them, of which the habitation

could never be diſcovered, nor any the leaſt news learnt of

what was become of them. But as the Empreſs had recalled

all that could be found, there was not a day paſſed but there

were ſeen at court ſome new faces of perſons who had paſſed

ſeveral years ſucceſſively in the moſt horrid priſons.

The duke of Courland was alſo recalled, together with all

thoſe who had been involved in his diſgrace; and the marſhal

T t Munich
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1741. Munich was ſent to occupy the very houſe in which the other

had lived at Pelim, the place of his exile in Siberia. As to the

duke, the Empreſs made him an eſtabliſhment in the town of

Jeroſław, where he is very well treated. He is allowed the

liberty of hunting for eight miles round. He ſees company

there, and has permiſſion to write to his friends. Guſtavus

Biron was to re-enter into the ſervice, but he died at Peterſ

burgh before he could be ſettled in his poſt. His elder brother

aſked leave to retire, and obtaining it, returned to Courland,

where he died, on his lands. General Biſmark was ſent to

Ukrain, where he had the command of the troops.

arºle In the month of January, the Duke of Holſtein arrived at

jPeterſburgh. The Empreſs had invited him there as ſoon as

** * ſhe was on the throne; and was greatly rejoiced at ſeeing her
terſburgh. -

nephew and ſucceſſor. Some months afterwards, this Prince

made his abjuration of the proteſtant faith, in the cathedral

church of Moſcow, and embraced the Greek religion. He was

declared Grand-Duke of Ruſſia, and lawful heir of this Em

pire. On this occaſion, all the people took a new oath.

Towards the end of February, the court repaired to Moſ

cow to celebrate the coronation of the Empreſs, which was per

formed on the 25th of April (Old Style). There were, on this

occaſion, many rejoicings, and ſome great promotions. The

marqueſs de la Chetardie, with ſome others, had the blue

ribbon of St. Andrew, and ſome months afterwards returned to

France, loaded with preſents, -

.." In the beginning of this reign, every one imagined that the
Empreſ - ... -- - -

j". Empreſs would not fail of contračting a cloſe alliance with

º a ſtrict, France, There were all the appearances of it. La Chetardie
alilance W1th - - - - -

France. had, by order of his court, aſſiſted this Princeſs with money

and counſels, which had much contributed to the revolution.

7 - Her
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Her Majeſty had great reaſons to be diſſatisfied at the courts 1742.

of Vienna and London; their miniſters had watched her con

dućt, and given ſeveral intimations of it to the regent; nay,

even after ſhe was ſeated on the throne, they had ſent orders to

their miniſters to endeavor at bringing about a new revolution.

La Chetardie continued in great favor all the time he ſtaid in

Ruſſia: there did not paſs a day without his having long con

ferences with the Empreſs. And yet, for all this, every thing

ſoon changed aſpect. The firſt leading cauſe of this was, the

too great pretenſions of Sweden, which France ſeconded as

ſtrenuouſly as ſhe could. The count of Beſtucheff did the reſt,

as ſoon as La Chetardie was gone. He had then a clear ſtage.

In the belief that a connexion with the houſe of Auſtria and its

allies was now more advantageous to Ruſſia than an alliance

with France, he applied himſelf to reſtore a good underſtand

ing between his court and that of Vienna. He ſucceeded to the

utmoſt of his wiſhes. Monſ. d’Allion, who had ſucceeded to

La Chetardie, had not the capacity to hinder it. And as to

the Engliſh court, it found means to overcome many difficul

ties, and made up all matters.

A little while after the court's arrival at Moſcow, the count †: count of

of Saxe came there. He was juſt come from France to ſolicit ..."

the dutchy of Courland. (I have precedently explained the

pretenſions he had to this dutchy.) But as the court of Ruſſia

draws to itſelf the greateſt part of the revenues of that country,

having taken poſſeſſion of a number of diſtrićts or bailywicks

there, which it will try to keep as long as poſſible, the count

of Saxe met with no ſucceſs, and went back without having

done any thing.

I had forgot to mention precedently, that the Empreſs

annulled every thing that was done during the regency. Even

thoſe who were promoted by herſelf were obliged to lay down

- T tº 2 all
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1742. all the employments which they had before held from the

#. Grand-Ducheſs; and all the lands ſhe had granted were con

nuls every fiſcated. Some little time after, the Empreſs reconfirmed the
hi -

thing that poſts, but the lands and penſions were given back but to very
was done

during the few.

regency.

.* The cabinet-council which the Empreſs Anne had eſtabliſhed
broke. was alſo aboliſhed. Elizabeth reſtored to the ſenate all the

power which it had enjoyed under the reign of Peter I. All

affairs are judged there finally, and in dernier reſort; and,

according to the inſtitution by this Emperor, the reigning Sove

reign ought often to preſide there. This tribunal had, in

former times, the power of capital puniſhment; but Eli

zabeth having made a vow, never to have any one executed

to death during her reign, ſhe has reſerved to herſelf the con

firmation of its ſentences. This reſolution being public, has

greatly augmented the licentiouſneſs of the people. I have

before obſerved, that the Empreſs promiſed to thoſe who aſſiſted

her in the revolution, that ſhe would deliver the Ruſſian nation

from the oppreſſion of the foreigners. She kept her word. But

the worthy gentlemen of the company of body-guards did not,

it ſeems, think that quite ſufficient: they preſented a memorial,

in which they deſired, that all the foreigners that were then in

the ſervice of Ruſſia might be maſſacred, or at leaſt ſent away.

The Empreſs, not thinking fit to conſent to ſo horrid a project,

endeavored to appeaſe that gentry, and declared, at the ſame

time, that ſhe took all the foreigners under her ſpecial protec

tion. Notwithſtanding which, after that the court was gone to

Moſcow, a report was ſpread at Peterſburgh among the

people, that the troops which were in that capital would have

permiſſion to maſſacre and plunder all the foreigners.

. º, The ſoldiers of the guards, and eſpecially thoſe of the old
etcrlturgh. regiments, being the moſt inſolent, and the leaſt diſciplined of

- all
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all the troops of the Empire, committed innumerable diſorders,

attacked the town's people they met in the ſtreet, and plun

dered them. On Eaſter-day, this lawleſs licentiouſneſs went

ſtill farther.

A ſoldier of the guards picked a quarrel in the ſtreets with

a grenadier of one of the country regiments, then in quarters

at Peterſburgh. From words they came to blows. An officer

of the grenadiers happened to paſs that way, who unfortunately

was a German. Going then to part them, he puſhed away

the ſoldier of the guards, who immediately began to cry out

that he was inſulted, and to call his comrades, that were in

the neighbourhood. In an inſtant, there was a croud gathered,

all of ſoldiers of the guards. The officer, who could not alone

oppoſe a whole mob, retired into a houſe hard by, in which

there were ſeveral officers met, who knew nothing of what had

paſſed in the ſtreet. The croud followed them, and broke

open the door, which they had barricaded as well asthey could

in ſuch a hurry. They attacked the officers, who, finding

themſelves too weak to reſiſt ſuch an enraged multitude, retired

from room to room, till they got at laſt into the garret. They

were cloſely purſued every where. Some were lucky enough to

make their eſcape over the roof: the others were come at, and

unmercifully knocked down and beaten. Sautron, an aid-de

camp of marſhal Lacy, and Browne, a captain, were the worſt

uſed, being, for ſome days, ſo ill of their wounds, that it was

thought they would die. At length, the tumult was appeaſed

by the guards that were ſent them, and the moſt mutinous were

ſeized.

The marſhal ſent advice of this diſorder to court. The guilty

were puniſhed; but ſo ſlightly, that the inſolence of the guards

grew to ſuch a pitch, that ſome time afterwards they began a

freſh revolt even in the camp itſelf, as will be ſeen its place.

6 - To

1742.
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1742, To prevent farther diſorders of this kind, marſhal Lacy had

piquets of the country regiments poſted in all the ſtreets, and

ordered frequent patroles by night and by day; notwithſtand

ing which, the whole town of Peterſburgh was in great terror;

the inhabitants did not think themſelves ſafe in their houſes,

nor did any one venture out into the ſtreets after dark. Mean

while, never were greater precautions taken for keeping the

gates carefully ſhut, both night and day, than during that

time. Moſt certain it is, that if it had not been for the good

arrangements made by marſhal Lacy, the diſorders would have

multiplied, and gone greater lengths.

On the 21ſt of March, the hoſtilities between the Ruſſians

and the Swedes began afreſh. The ſeaſon, which is at that

time very ſevere in that climate, prevented their making war

in any way but in parties. Three hundred huſſars, ſuſtained

by three hundred foot, made an inroad into the enemy's coun

try, and laid waſte a number of villages; after which they

retreated.

Count Lacy, who wanted to open the campaign as early as

poſſible, ſent orders to the regiments to aſſemble near Wybourg,

by the end of April; but the badneſs of the ſeaſon, and the

exceſſive cold, continued till the middle of May; nor could the

cavalry keep the field before the end of the month, for want of

graſs,

Manifeflo Mean while, the court of Peterſburgh cauſed a manifeſto to

tº'ri. be circulated in Finland, by which the Finlanders were exhorted
land. to detach themſelves from Sweden. This manifeſto, which

made a ſtrong impreſſion on a great part of the Finlanders, was

the cauſe that, in the Swediſh army, they were much diſtruſted

in the courſe of the campaign.

The
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The ſame reaſons which had retarded the Ruſſian army's , :42.

taking the field, had alſo prevented the Swedes. But, beſides flººd.

that, count Lewenhaupt had committed egregious faults. He Swdeº.

had ſent his army into winter-quarters, at places much too

diſtant from the frontiers; not having kept at Fredericſham,

and its neighbourhood, above five or ſix thouſand men, whereas

a great part of the Ruſſian army had its quarters very near the

frontiers. Lewenhaupt had been ſo fully perſuaded that peace -

would be made, that he had neglečted ſeveral neceſſary diſpoſi

tions for the enſuing campaign.

He had, at the beginning of March, learnt, that ſome Ruſ

ſian regiments had orders to march; and the invaſion of the

huſſars had made him believe that the Ruſſian army would

begin its operations in the winter: upon this, he burnt one of

his own magazines, which he had made near a village called

Quarenby, on the hither fide (towards Ruſſia) of Fredericſham,

and ſent orders to the troops to aſſemble near that town, oblig

ing them thereby to make forced marches, which extremely

fatigued the regiments, and put them into a very bad plight

againſt the enſuing campaign. He afterwards ſent them back

to their old quarters, where moſt of them were remaining

very quietly, when the Ruſſians began their operations.

The Ruſſian army aſſembled at Wybourg at the latter end The Ruſſian

of May. Marſhal Lacy came there, and made the review oftº:

his troops. The cavalry conſiſted of three regiments of cuiraſ-Bourg.

fiers, in all 1640 men; a detachment of the horſe-guards,

3oo; ſix regiments of dragoons, 4200; three regiment of huſ

ſars, 1786; and 25oo coſſacks of the Don. The infantry was

of three battalions of the foot-guards, and of twenty-eight

battalions of the country regiments; each battalion might have

500 men. There had been ten thouſand men embarked in .

forty-three gallies; ſo that the Ruſſian army might amount to .

35 or 36,000 men.

The
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State of the

Ruſſian fleet.

Mutiny of the

guards in the

Camps,

The generals who commanded under marſhal Lacy, were,

the general Lewaſchew on the gallies; Keith and Lowendal in

the land-army. The lieutenant-generals, the two Brillys, in the

gallies; Stoffeln, count Soltikof, and the Prince of Holſtein, in

the land-army. The major-generals, Bratke, Lieven, Wedel,

Bruce, a count Lacy, Browne, Lapouchin and Tſcherntzow, in

the land-army; Caroulow and Kindeman in the gallies. Major

general Tamilow had the direction of the artillery.

The Ruſſian fleet had not gone out of port during the pre

ceding campaign ; it was now reſolved that it ſhould ačt this

year. The admiralty had orders to put as many ſhips to ſea

as it poſſibly could, and ačtually accompliſhed the fitting out

twelve ſhips of the line, and ſome frigates. The viceadmiral

Miſchoukow had the command of it. He did no great mat

ters, or rather he did nothing; for he durſt not undertake any

thing againſt the Swediſh fleet, though much weaker than his

own, and though he had repeated orders from the court to

attack it.

The war againſt the Turks had reduced to nothing the old

ſailors and the beſt officers of the marine; there were not by

this time men to be got for the complement of their ſhips, ſo

that the Empreſs was obliged to break a regiment of foot to put

the ſoldiers on board the fleet to help to man it. Tho' theſe

new ſailors were not worth much, ſome ſervice, however, was

obtained from them, by mixing them with the old on board the

men of war. As it was feared, that the Swedes might this year

make deſcents in Livonia, ſome regiments were left there, under

the command of the major-general Butler, to guard the coaſts

near Revel.

I have precedently touched upon the mutiny made by the

guards in the beginning of the campaign; it happened in the

following manner:

- While
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While the army was encamped under Wybourg, the Swedes

ſent a ſubaltern officer and a drum with letters for marſhal

Lacy. Lieven, who was the major-general of the day, was at

the advanced poſts when they came, and as the marſhal was

then in the town, Lieven had the meſſengers condućted to his

own tent, took the letters, and carried them to the marſhal

himſelf. Lieven being at the ſame time colonel of the horſe

guards, had his quarters behind them, ſo that ſome of the

ſoldiers of the foot-guards, who were encamped near his

tent, having ſeen them return with the Swedes, went directly

to tell their comrades, that the foreigners were conſpiring

againſt the ſtate; that they received meſſages and letters from

the enemy; that general Lieven had Swedes concealed in his

tent; that the being commanded by foreign officers was no

longer to be borne; and that the beſt thing they could do

would be, to maſſacre them all together, and begin with Lie

ven. Inſtantaneouſly three or four hundred ſoldiers and ſubal

terns of the foot-guards, of the regiments of Preobraskensky and

Semeonowſky, having got together, went ſtrait to gen. Lieven's

tent, and not finding him, entered into the ſecretary's office, where

the Swedes had been put, ſeized them, together with the gene

ral's aid-de-camp, and uſed them extremely ill. The general's

guard, endeavoring to oppoſe theſe violences, met with no

better treatment than the Swedes, the general's aid-de-camp, and

his domeſtics. The officers ran to appeaſe this diſorder, but the

ſoldiers ſhewed them no reſpećt, nor made them any other

anſwer, than “that the foreign officers ſhould all be maſſacred;

“ that done, they ſhould obey thoſe of their own nation.”

There were no officers of theſe mutinous corps that would

come near them; ſome, for fear of ill uſage; others, not to

hinder the execution of a thing they had long wiſhed.

While this was doing, general Keith, who had been informed.

of the diſorder, arrives. He throws himſelf, without the leaſt .

U u heſitation,

1742.
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heſitation, into the thickeſt of the mutinous troops; ſeizes,

with his own hand, one of the mutineers; orders a prieſt to be

called to confeſs him; ſaying, He would have him that moment

ſhot on the ſpot; commanding, withal, his aid-de-camps and

officers to lay hold of ſome others. Scarce had he pronounced

thoſe words, with that firmneſs which is ſo natural to him,

before the whole band of them diſperſed, and ran each to hide

himſelf in his tent. Keith ordered a call of the rolls at the

head of the camp, that the abſent ſhould be taken into cuſtody,

and information to go out againſt all that were preſent at the

mutiny. As neither the horſe-guards nor country regiments

were concerned in this riſing, they had taken arms to repulſe

and quiet by force the inſolence of the two regiments of foot

guards, if they could not be otherwiſe appeaſed.

If it had not been for the ſpirited reſolution of general

Keith, this revolt would have ſpread far, as no Ruſſian officer

would have undertaken to oppoſe the rage of the ſoldiery.
n

The forwardeſt in the mutiny were all ſeized; and the court

ordered a commiſſion to examine into the affair. General

Romanzow was the preſident. The ringleader had his right

hand cut off, and was ſent to Siberia; the reſt had the knout,

and were diſpoſed off the ſame way.

! Yet is the hatred which even the Ruſſian nobility had con

ceived againſt foreigners not quite without excuſe. Theyhad not

only been compelled by the ordinances of Peter I. to change a

great part of their ancient cuſtoms, but under the reign of the

Empreſs Anne, all the firſt poſts were given to ſtrangers, who

regulated every thing according to their fancy; and the

greateſt part of them made, by their harſhneſs, the Ruſſians feel

too ſenſibly the power they had in hand, treating even ſome of

* firſt families of the empire with great haughtineſs and con

- * tempt.

t
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tempt. Add to this the promiſe made by the Empreſs, at her 1741.

acceſſion to the throne, that ſhe would deliver Ruſſia from :

dependence on foreigners, and which ſhe had not quite fulfilled, ...

at leaſt according to the idea of her guards. -

On the 18th of June, marſhal Lacy began his march with Beginning of

the army, taking his way along the ſea-fide, that he might keep.º.

up a free communication with the gallies, who carried the campaign.

greateſt part of the army's proviſions.

Major-general Wedel was detached with fix hundred dra

goons, one thouſand huſſars, and moſt of the coſſacks, on the

high road to Wilmanſtrand, to alarm the enemy on that ſide;

and had orders to advance within ſix leagues of Fredericſham.

The Ruſſian army, during this campaign, obſerved the fol

lowing order in its marches, when at a competent diſtance from

the enemy. The light-horſe compoſed the van, followed by

the cuiraſſiers and half the dragoons; the artillery came next,

followed by the infantry; the other half of the dragoons formed

the rear-guard. But, as often as the marſhal judged there was

any likelihood of coming to an engagement, he put part of the

infantry at the head. For, as the country of Finland is

extremely cloſe, there is ever a neceſſity of defiling in a very

ſmall front, and there is no marching but in one column; nor

is any way pračticable but along the high road, with rocks,

woods, and marſhes on each ſide. In the woods, there is not

one place ſpacious enough for encamping an army together, ſo

that there were always four regiments of foot, and the dragoons

of the rear-guard in a ſeparate camp, at the diſtance of one or

two leagues from the main camp.

Count Lewenhaupt, who had not as yet aſſembled the Swe.

diſh army, was terribly embarraſſed when he heard that the

U u 2 Ruſſians
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Mºłº,La

gencrantz is

ſent to Moſ

cow, to treat

of a peace.

Ruſſians were in march. He ſent colonel Lagencrantz to mar

fhal Lacy to treat of a peace ; but as the marſhal had no

inſtructions on this head from the court, he perſuaded him to

go to Moſcow, and did not the leſs continue his march againſt

the enemy.

On the 24th of June, the Ruſſian army entered into Swediſh

Finland; the villages which, on the frontiers, had been burnt

the winter before by the Coſſacks, to deprive the Swediſh troops

of means of ſubſiſtence, and of taking up their quarters there.

The inhabitants had eſcaped into the innermoſt parts of the

country, ſo that all thereabouts was a deſart.

General Wedel ſent ſeveral priſoners to the camp, from

whom it was learnt, that the enemies were hard at work, in

making, with the utmoſt diligence, a retrenchment near the

village of Mendolax, ſituate at four leagues diſtance from

Fredericſham, on the Ruſſian ſide; that their army was not, as

yet, entirely aſſembled; but that repeated orders had been ſent

to the regiments to repair, with all poſſible expedition, to the

camp, which was pitched on the other ſide of Fredericſham;

that their army conſiſted of four regiments of cavalry, three of

dragoons, and ſixteen of infantry; that the regiments had

ſuffered greatly in the winter, by the long marches they had

been obliged to take.

The Ruſſian army continued its march till the 30th of June,

without having any news of the enemy, through the cloſeſt

country, and on the worſt roads in the univerſe. There were

ſome places of ſuch a nature, that two hundred men, behind a

good retrenchment, and a barricade of felled trees, might have

ſtopped ſhort a whole army.

June 30, The Ruſſian army was encamped on the river of

Vereyocky, of which the Swedes having deſtroyed the bridge

3 they
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they ſet preſently to work to make a new one. A Swediſh

deſerter came to the camp, and brought advice, that count

Lewenhaupt was come to Mendolax, to forward the works the

more by his preſence, and that the whole Swediſh army was to

aſſemble there, and diſpute the paſs with the Ruſſians. The ſpies

having confirmed this intelligence, themarſhal ordered the heavy

baggage to be left at Vereyocky, with eight hundred regulars and

two hundred Coſſacks to guard it, under general Kindeman.

The ſick of the army were embarked on board the galliots that

had brought proviſions for the army, and ſent back to Wy

bourg. The troops had orders to take with them biſcuits for

ten days. The bridge being finiſhed, and the whole army

paſſed over by the 1ſt of July, the marſhal reinforced the land

army with two regiments of grenadiers, and three thouſand

ſoldiers, whom he drew out of the gallies, with general Lewaſ.

chew.

General Wedel returned to the camp with his detachment,

having met with only one party of the enemy, of whom he had

killed thirty, and taken fourteen priſoners.

July 2, Wedel was detached anew to obſerve the motions of

the enemies. From the ſpies it was learnt, that there were not

above four thouſand of the enemy arrived at Mendolax, but

that their gallies were at anchor on the right of the intrench

ment, whence they might draw men to reinforce it. Upon

this advice, marſhal Lacy gave an order to lieutenant-general

Brilly to advance with a part of the Ruſſian gallies, and to try

to force thoſe of the enemies to abandon their ſtation.

July 3, The Ruſſian army advanced as far a Ravayocky, a

village ſituate within three leagues of the retrenchment.

July 5, A Swediſh detachment of three hundred foot and

fifty dragoons, came out of the retrenchment, with a deſign

to

1742.
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The Swedes

abandon their

to carry off the advanced-guard of the Ruſſians, but the huſſars

alighting, attacked them ſo briſkly, that they obliged them to

retreat in a hurry, after having an officer and fifteen men dead

on the ſpot. The Ruſſians took ten priſoners of them, and had

not on their ſide above two huſſars killed, and forty wounded.

The Ruſſian army having advanced to within half a mile of

ºnment the retrenchment, the marſhal went to reconnoitre it with his

*** generals. They found it extremely ſtrong, both by its ſituation

and by the felling of the trees, by way of barricade. The

guides were examined, to get from them whether-there was any

way of turning it. Theſe demonſtrated the impoſſibility. The

right was on the ſea, the left on a great lake, which not only

reached a great way into the wood, that was exceſſively thick,

but had a marſhy impracticable bottom. After having exa

mined all theſe things, the marſhal reſolved, nevertheleſs, to

attack the intrenchment. It was defended in front by a deep

and very ſteep ravin, that ſeemed cut, as it were, into the

rock. This ravin was at the bottom about a hundred feet

wide, where there ran a ſmall rivulet. The ground was marſhy,

and fortified with a thick wood, of which all the trees, being

felled, were laid acroſs the moraſs, ſo as to form a barricade,

which it was not poſſible to paſs. To come at this retrench

ment, which had two hundred and fifty fathoms in front, there -

was a wood to go through, which hid every thing till one came

within length of a ſmall muſket-ſhot.

It was deſigned to make ſeveral attacks, but there were only

two ways to be found that led to it; the broader one was the

high road near the right of the enemy; the narrower was a

path-way towards their left.

General Lewaſchew, at the head of ſix regiments of foot and

two of dragoons, went along the path-way. The marſhal,

with the reſt of the army, took the high road.

General
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General Lewaſthew's march was much retarded by the path

way's being ſo extremely narrow, that they were obliged every

now and then to halt, to make it broader, by cutting down the

trees on both fides, to let the cannon paſs.

The marſhal cauſed the retrenchment to be reconnoitred

anew, by an officer, who reported, that he had approached very

near to the barrier, without perceiving any one. At the ſame.

time, general Lewafchew ſent word to the marſhal, that ſome

of the huſſars had penetrated into the retrenchment itſelf, and

found it abandoned by the enemies.

'Some light troops were detached in purſuit of them, but

could not come up with them, they having fled in the night

time to Fredericſham, where they were arrived before their

retreat was ſo much as known.

The Ruſſian army paſſed the retrenchment, and took poſſeſ

fion of the camp the Swedes had juſt quitted.

The more this poſt was examined, the more aſtoniſhing it

appeared that they ſhould have abandoned it. It was found

extremely ſtrong, both by its fituation and by the works that

had been made there. It was univerſally agreed, that if they

had manned it with ſeven thouſand of their troops, and planted

twenty pieces of cannon, for which they had actually prepared

batteries and platforms, it would have been extremely difficult,

if not impoſſible, to force it. The Ruſſians muſt have loſt, in

the attempt, great part of their infantry, and probably have

been obliged to abandon the enterprize. Some grenadiers were,"

for the experiment ſake, ſent to try to clamber up the front of

the retrenchment, and employed above an hour before they

could get to the top of the parapet; but what muſt it have

been

|
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1742, been if they had attempted it, under the warm reception of a

briſk fire of cannon and ſmall arms ?

The Ruſſian July 6, Marſhal Lacy and the generals went to reconnoitre

... Fredericſham. This town is fituated upon an eminence, hav

dericſham, ing the ſea on one ſide, and a great lake on the other; the

ſpace between both is fortified: the works indeed were only of

earth and faſcines, ill enough kept in repair; but there is no

inveſting the town entirely, on the account of the lake, which

is near five leagues in circuit. The garriſon had the communi

cation open with the army, which was encamped behind it, and

could refreſh it with ſupplies of men as often as it ſhould need

them.

The ſiege of it appeared difficult to the generals. Even the

ground ſeemed to forbid it, being nothing but rocks, which

make it very hard to open the trenches; beſides, what with the

marſhes, and the prodigious thickneſs of the woods, they could

ſcarce find room for pitching a camp. All theſe difficulties did

not diſcourage the marſhal; he was determined to attack the

place. -

The enemies had made three gallies approach it, to bear on

the left flank of the Ruſſians, which was to the ſeaward, and

upon which they kept a great firing; but the Ruſſians having

returned it with the ſame vivacity, and damaged one of the

gallies, they ſheered off.

July 7, The army approached Fredericſham. The camp it

occupied was ſo uneven, and ſo full of rocks, that there was not

a place in which they could draw up a regiment in order of

battle. A part of the dragoons was even obliged to encamp ſo

near the enemies works, that they were not above a cannon-ſhot

diſtance from them.

* The
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The marſhal having a ſecond time reconnoitred the works of 74°.

the town, gave the direction of the fiege to count Lowendal.

The army being in want of battering pieces, ſome gallies

were ſent to Wybourg to bring them. The regiments were

ſet to make faſcines, and the matroſſes to prepare the planks

for the platforms; and as the whole country is full cf wood,

the work went on with ſufficient expedition.

It was then reſolved to open the trenches, on the night be- T.i.

tween the 9th and 10th of the month (July). Count Lowen-i.

dal had reconnoitred an eminence, on which he deſigned to

place the firſt battery. In ſhort, all the diſpoſitions were ready

for beginning the ſiege, when the Swedes rendered them need

leſs, by abandoning the town. At eleven at night, it was ſeen

all on fire. At firſt, it was imagined that the commandant was

ordering the ſuburbs to be burnt. Some huſſars, being ſent to

reconnoitre, brought back word, that the fire was in the body

of the town itſelf, and that the enemy had abandoned it. The

Swedes had, in their retreat, filled ſeveral houſes with powder,

bomb-ſhells, grenades, and loaded muſkets, which went off

one after another in the air. This hindered the Ruſſians from

entering, and putting out the fire. A great party of the light

troops ventured, however, through the flames, to purſue the

enemy, but could only catch and bring away a few of the ſick,

who could not follow their own people faſt enough, the main of

the army having had time enough to get to a greater diſtance.

The three-fourths of the houſes of Fredericſham were

reduced to aſhes. There were found in the place ten pieces of

braſs cannon, that were eighteen and twenty-four poundcrs; a

hundred and twenty iron cannon, of different ſizes. Almoſt

all the magazines had been conſumed by the flames, ſo that

there was but little found of proviſions and ammunition. One

X x only
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only magazine of powder had not been blown up, that con

tained four hundred quintals of powder, and ſome thouſands

of barrels of pitch.

One may judge of the precipitation with which the enemies

made their retreat, ſince the regiment of Eaſt-Bothnia left even

one of its colors behind.

It muſt be owned, that the fortifications themſelves were very

indifferent ; all the works being of nothing but earth; how

ever, as the place had a free communication with the ſea; as

the army was encamped behind the town, ready to pour in ſuc

cours to it without its being in the power of the Ruſſians to

hinder them; as there was in the place a ſufficiency of vićtual

ment and ammunition of war; as the ground itſelf about the

town rendered the works of the beſiegers extremely difficult; there

is no being enough aſtoniſhed at the Swedes having abandoned

it without any the leaſt reſiſtence. The garriſon had conſiſted

of eight regiments; to wit, Bouſquet, Wilbrand, Abow, Eaſt

Bothnia, Savalax, Kiminogon, and Tawaſchouſe.

The fault committed by Lewenhaupt in abandoning Frede

ricſham was the greater, for that he had eſtabliſhed there the

grand magazine of the army; that the troops had not, after

their retreat thence, bread for ten days; that he had not even

provided the means of drawing proviſions from Helſingfort,

the other magazine; that he was, conſequently, obliged to

abandon the whole country, and to draw near this town. In

ſhort, in ten months time, that he commanded in Finland, he

had not ſo much as made it an object of conſideration, whe

ther he ſhould defend or abandon Fredericſham.

The marſhal ordered two thouſand workmen to clear the

town, and the gallies to enter the port.

July
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July 1o, On the feſtival of St. Peter, the name-day of the

Grand Duke, the Te Deum was ſung, in thankſgiving for

that the Ruſſian army had taken Fredericſham, the only

fortified town in all Swediſh Finland, without loſing a ſingle

Imall,

*

A detachment of huſſars, that had been out a pickeering,

brought in with them ſome priſoners, who gave intelligence,

that the army of the enemies had paſſed the river of Soma,

and was encamped on the other ſide.

July 11, The Ruſſian army marched ten werſts, or near

three French leagues, paſſed the river Soma, and encamped on

the ſpot which the enemies had juſt quitted. The huſſars,

who kept cloſe at the heels of the Swedes in their march,

brought word that their army was paſſing the Kymen, and that

the greateſt part of them was already on the other fide.

July 12, The Ruſſians advanced to the Kymen. The whole

Swediſh army had croſſed that river; not one remaining on the

hither ſide but a guard, that retreated as ſoon as they ſaw the

Ruſſian army approach, which encamped along the ſide of the

river. Nothing was ſeen of the enemies but a few platoons,

oſted upon the eminences on the other ſide. There they ſtaid

quietly enough till the Ruſſians had entered their camp, and

that their regiments of cavalry had taken off the ſaddles and

bridles of their horſes; then they played a fierce fire upon

them from cannon, which they had planted on thoſe emi

mences, and which were maſked by thoſe platoons of in

fantry. They more eſpecially galled the quarter of the

cuiraſſiers, who were encamped the neareſt to the river. The

marſhal ordered them to change their place, and ſtationed them

behind a wood, where they were ſheltered from the encºmics

guns.

X x 2 Some
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1742. Some batteries were planted on the Ruſſian ſide of the river,

which ſoon ſilenced thoſe of the Swedes; having at the firſt fire

diſmounted two of their pieces,

tº July 13, The Swediſh army quitted the banks of the Ky.
men. The marſhal then made all the neceſſary diſpoſitions for

croſſing that river. The bridges were made, and the greateſt

part of the army was already on the other ſide, when the mar

Order of the ſhal received a courier from the court, who brought him a
COurt. poſitive order to put an end to the operations of this campaign,

as ſoon as he ſhould have forced the Swedes to paſs the Kymen;

to eſtabliſh that river for a frontier; to build along the ſide of

it ſmall forts, at convenient diſtances, and to encamp with his

army near Fredericſham, till it ſhould be time to put his army

into winter-quarters.

The marſhal immediately aſſembled all the generals, and

held a council of war on the banks of the river itſelf. All the

Ruſſian generals were to a man of the opinion, for repaſſing

the river, and following literally the order of the court; but

the foreigners repreſented, that the court would never have

given ſuch an order, if it could have imagined that the enemy

would ſo eaſily abandon their poſts; their counſel then was,

That fince they had paſſed the river, it would be beſt to im

prove the advantages they had over the Swedes, and drive them,

if poſſible, to Helfingfort, to take that town, and terminate, by

that ſtroke, the operations of the campaign.

The marſhal preferred this opinion. The army purſued its

way, and, after ſome marches, came to encamp near Perno

kirk, where they found the Swedes encamped over againſt

them, in a very advantageous poſt; but who, after having, for

ſome days, ſtood the preſence of their enemies, began to be

afraid of being turned by the Ruſſian gallies, which made them

decamp,
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decamp, and retreat to Borgo. The Ruſſians followed them

there; and the armies remained again for ſome days in face of

each other; the Ruſſians on one ſide of the river, the Swedes

on the other. At length, the Swedes retreated as far as Hel

ſingkirk, where they pitched a camp of great ſtrength; their

right being on the ſea, they had in front a deep moraſs, of a

quarter of league (French) broad, where there was but one

little pathway for eight or ten men to paſs abreaſt, and a river,

that headed near the moraſs, and covered the right wing and

rear: but even this poſt, where they might have remained

ſeveral months without fear of attack, did not appear ſtrong

enough for them, when they heard that Stoffeln had been

detached with ſome regiments; they were afraid of being taken

in the rear, and cut off from their magazines, ſo that they

retreated as far as Helſingfort.

The marſhal and all the generals had often been to recon

noitre the enemy's camp, to try to diſcover if there was no

way to make an impreſſion on it, but in vain; they did not

find it poſſible. They were then extremely pleaſed when they

ſaw them decamp. Some light troops were ſent to haraſs them

in their march, and the Ruſſian army immediately followed

them.

Near Helſingfort, the Swedes found a retrenched camp,

which had been preparing for them before they arrived there;

notwithſtanding which, the reſolution was taken to abandon

that likewiſe, and to retreat to Abow.

The ſame evening, the Ruſſian army drew near to Helſing

fort, when a Finlander peaſant deſired to ſpeak with the mar

ſhal, and told him, that the Swedes deſigned to march the next

day towards Abow, but that it would be no difficult matter to

hinder them, there being acroſs the wood a road, which Peter I.

had

1742.
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had cauſed to be made in the preceding war; this he aſſured

might be eaſily rendered paſſable, by clearing away the buſhes

that had been growing for thirty years, during which time it had

never been uſed; and that this road terminated on the other

ſide of the wood, at the highway from Helſingfort to Abow.

Upon this advice, two officers, engineers, were ſent to recon

noitre the ground, and reported the thing practicable. General

Lowendal was then detached with fixty-four companies of gre

nadiers and four battalions. Before the night was over, they

ſent word that the way was cleared, and that they had poſted.

themſelves on the road of Abow.

By four in the morning, the whole army was under march,

and joined Lowendal by ſix. Scarce was the junction made,

when they ſaw the van of the Swediſh army. The Swedes,

terribly ſurprized at diſcovering the Ruſſians in a part where

they had by no means expected them, returned as faſt as poſ

ſible into their camp of Helſingfort, which they continued to

fortify, and ſtrengthened with a number of pieces of cannon.

The marſhal, by occupying the road of Abow, had, at the

ſame time, wholly cut off the communication of the Swedes

with the Terra-firma: they had, however, for ſome time, the ſea

open to them : but, at length, the Ruſſian fleet appeared in the

Offing; and as that of Sweden had ſuffered extremely by ill

neſs during the whole compaign, more than half of the crews

being ſick, finding itſelf in no condition to act, it made off, and

got into Carlſcrona. Admiral Miſhakow, who had remained

in inaction as long as he could, availed himſelf of this retreat,

and ſhut up the Swediſh army on the ſide of the ſea. In this

ſituation the Swedes remained fifteen days longer. They had

had time to fortify well their poſt, and, at length, entered into

negociation.

Count
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Count Lewenhaupt and lieutenant-general Buddenbrog had 1742.

been put under an arreſt, by order of their court, and carried

to Stockholm, where they were tried. Major-general Bouquet,

in virtue of ſeniority, had the command of the army. He con

cluded with general Lowendal, whom the marſhal had commiſ

ſioned to treat with him, the following capitulation:

Firſt, That the ten Finland regiments that were in the Swe- Capitulation

diſh army ſhould lay down their arms; their regiments of#".

dragoons to give up their horſes to Ruſſian commiſſaries, and

the men to return each to his reſpective village.

2dly, That all the magazines, field-pieces, and whatever arms

were at Helſingfort, ſhould be alſo delivered to Ruſſian com

miſſaries; and that the Swedes ſhould not be allowed to take

any more proviſions out of the magazines there, than would

barely ſerve for their ſubſiſtence upon their way back to Swe

den. The battering-pieces to be left to the Swedes.

3dly, That the Swediſh infantry ſhould be embarked on

their gallies and tranſports, to be conveyed to Sweden, and

that the marſhal Lacy would give them paſſports for their

ſafety on the paſſage.

Fourthy, That the cavalry ſhould take the road of Torno

on their return to Sweden, under the eſcort of a Ruſſian cap

tain, and fixty huſiars.

All the articles of this capitulation were faithfully executed.

The Finlanders, after having delivered up their horſes and

arms, returned home very well ſatisfied at their not being

obliged to ſerve during a war, in which there had been hither

to nothing but misfortunes.

5 When
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1742. When the Swediſh army capitulated, it was near ſeventeen

thouſand ſtrong, and all the Ruſſian forces that Lacy had at

that time under his command, did not outnumber the enemy by

five hundred. The garriſons of Fredericſham and Borgo, the

various detachments they had been obliged to make, and fick

neſs, had reduced the Ruſſian army to one half, ſo that there

were two to one odds, that if the Swedes had not ſubmitted

to thoſe ignominious conditions, and the marſhal had attacked

them, the Ruſſians would have been beaten, conſidering the

ſituation of their camp, which they had had full time to

fortify.

In ſhort, the whole tenor of the Swediſh condućt during

the war was ſo ſingular, and ſo contrary to uſual pračtice, that

poſterity will hardly credit it.

When the ſtates had reſolved on the war, count Lewen

haupt was choſen for the command of the army, with all the

power neceſſary for a commander in chief. But ſcarce was the

Queen dead, when there was, at the army, a council of war

eſtabliſhed, in which all the head officers of the regiments had

a ſeat, and all the affairs were debated and decided by a majo

rity; nor had the commander in chief any more than his own

ſingle vote like the reſt. It was even often found neceſſary to

ſend the deliberations of the council of war to Sweden, and to

wait the deciſions of the King and council on the obječts of

reference. The feuds and diſſenſions among the generals of

the army were ſo great, that it was enough that one was of

an opinion, for another to be of a contrary one. To all this

was added, another untoward incident: a diet being called at

Stockholm to elect a ſucceſſor to the crown, a number of

officers quitted their corps to aſſiſt at it, and to take care of

their affairs, or rather to increaſe their reſpective parties, and

counterbalance the oppoſite ones. In ſhort, ſo great was the

confuſion
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confuſion in the Swediſh army, that the beſt general in the 1743.

world could ſcarce have done the leaſt good with it.

After the departure of the Swedes, all Finland was thus

become ſubjećt to the Ruſſian Empire, and the army had now

nothing more to do than to go into winter-quarters.

General Keith was ſent to Abow, the capital of Finland,

in quality of governor of the whole. A ſufficient body of

troops was left with him to ſecure this conqueſt. Sixteen gal

lies and two prahms were ordered to remain at Helſingfort,

and five gallies at Fredericſham, to guard the coaſts for the

ſpring, till the arrival of the fleet. The reſt of the army

returned home, as marſhal Lacy did ſoon afterwards to the

court, when it came back to Peterſburgh.

While the Ruſſian army was making this ſucceſsful campaign Account of

in Finland, the court had been to Moſcow, where the Empreſs ..."

had the ceremony of her coronation performed. sº."
in the year

Sweden had made ſeveral propoſals of peace before the com- 1742.

mencement of the operations of war. Lewenhaupt had cauſed

colonel Lagencrantz to take a journey to Moſcow, as I have

before noted. He had accepted all the propoſals that were

made to him; but as they appeared too hard upon the Swedes,

the ſenate refuſed to ratify them, and Lagencrantz was put

under arreſt.

The ſtates of Sweden ſent the baron de Nolcken in his room,

with freſh propoſals, who did not ſucceed better in his nego

ciation than his predeceſſor. The Empreſs, piqued at the

exhorbitant pretenſions ſet up by the Swedes at the beginning

of her reign, would not grant them a peace but on the condi

tion of their ceding to her a part of Finland. And as, beſides,

Y y there
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peace.

1742, there was information, that Nolcken had been too free in his

talk, having made ſome diſreſpectful reflexions on the Empreſs,

and even ſaid that there ought to be a new revolution in favor

of the duke of Holſtein, he had orders to depart as ſoon as

poſſible.

The age of The duke of Holſtein, who had been declared Grand-Duke

Holſtein is of Ruſſia, and the lawful preſumptive heir of the Empire, was

:. alſo elečted ſucceſſor to the kingdom of Sweden, by the ſtates

§: aſſembled at Stockholm to hold a diet. They were in hopes of

obtaining the ſooner a peace by this ſtep. Three deputies were

ſent to the court of Ruſſia to notify this elečtion, and to

requeſt of the duke to repair to his kingdom. Thoſe in charge

with this commiſſion were, the count Bond, who had formerly

long reſided at Peterſburgh, in quality of miniſter of the duke

of Holſtein, baron Hamilton and baron Schaffer. They had

their audience of the Grand-Duke when the court was returned

from Peterſburgh, but his Imperial Highneſs, preferring the

Empire of Ruſſia to the kingdom of Sweden, thanked them

for their good will; and, after they had remained ſome days

at Peterſburgh, they returned to Sweden.

º:a. It was in the month of December that the court returned to

Peterſburgh. At length, they began to think ſeriouſly of a

peace, and the congreſs was fixed at Abow. The court of

Ruſſia ſent the generals Romantzow and Louberas in quality of

plenipotentiary-miniſters: thoſe on the part of Sweden were,

the ſenator baron de Cedercreutz, and baron Nolcken, ſecre

tary of ſtate. The conferences began in March 1743, but the

peace was not concluded till five months after, as will be ſeen

in its place.

After that the court of Peterſburgh had taken its meaſures

for reſtoring tranquillity, its next care was, the neceſſary

9 • arrange
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, arrangements for continuing the war with more warmth than Anº

ever, and for compelling Sweden, ſword in hand, to ſubſcribe ... the

to every thing that Ruſſia ſhould exact from her. Wars

All the regiments had orders to prepare early their field

equipage, and to hold themſelves in readineſs for marching at

the firſt warning; and, as after the late proſperous campaign,

there was no longer reaſon to be afraid of any deſcents the

Swedes could make on their coaſts, it was reſolved, that their

fleets of ſhips and gallies ſhould ačt with more vigor; that

there ſhould be as much infantry as poſſible embarked in the

gallies ; and that, to augment the marine force, there ſhould

be the greateſt diligence uſed in the docks of Peterſburgh.

It being then determined to begin the campaign early, to

wards the latter end of March, the regiments the moſt diſtant

from Peterſburgh, and who had paſſed the preceding campaign

in Livonia, had orders to repair to this capital, to be embarked

there.

This arrangement could not, however, be completed before Embaſſation

the 14th of May, when all the forces deſigned for embarka-i."8.

tion were on board the gallies. The troops had received two ing of the

months proviſions; the one half in biſcuit, the other in flour. **aign.

The Empreſs went on board marſhal Lacy's gally, where ſhe

aſſiſted at divine ſervice, according to the Greek ritual; after

which ſhe made him a preſent of a ring of great value, and of

a ſmall golden croſs, incloſing ſome relicks; and embracing

him, wiſhed him a happy campaign. She then went to her

palace, from the windows of which ſhe ſaw the gallies move

off in a line, who gave her a royal ſalute as they paſſed.

May 15, This ſquadron arrived at Cronſtadt, and found the

fleet of men of war in the road. The gallies entered the port,

Yy 2 and
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1743. and ſtaid there the 16th and 17th, on account of the contrary

winds. -

May 18, The wind having changed, they came out of port

into the road, where they formed into a line of battle, and

anchored. The Empreſs arrived from Peterſburgh, and went

on board the admiral's ſhip, where ſhe had a long converſa

tion with marſhal Lacy, and the admiral, count Gollowin,

after which ſhe landed and dined at Cronſtadt, and returned

the ſame day to Peterhoff.

The fleet of men of war, which the Ruſſians put to ſea this

year, conſiſted of ſeventeen ſhips of the line, and fix frigates;

it was commanded by the admiral count Gollowin, who hoiſted

his flag on board the Great Anne, which carried a hundred

and ten guns. -

The Empreſs had been obliged to reduce three regiments of

infantry, for the ſame purpoſe as before, to augment the com

pliments of the ſhips.

The fleet of gallies that went out of Cronſtadt conſiſted of

thirty-four gallies, and ſeventy contſchibaffes, a kind of ſmall

Turkiſh veſſels, that may each contain as far as a crew of four

ſcore men, and a month's proviſion for them.

The generals who commanded this ſquadron under the

marſhal Lacy, were, the general Lewaſchew, the lieutenant

generals Brilly and count Soltikoff; the major-generals Wedel,

Lapouſchin, and Stuart : there were embarked on it nine regi

ments of infantry, and eight companies of grenadiers of the

regiments of Wybourg, Peterſburgh, and Cronſtadt. There

were alſo put on board two hundred coſſacks of the Don, with

their horſes, to ſerve occaſionally for incurſions into the enemy's

country.

The
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The marſhal divided his fleet into three ſquadrons. The 1743.

van, which hoiſted a blue flag, was commanded by general

Lewaſchew, lieutenant-general Brilly, and major-general Wedel,

and conſiſted of three regiments of foot, and three companics

of grenadiers. Marſhal Lacy, in the center, carried a white

flag, having with him major-general Lapouſchin, three regi

ments of foot, and two companies of grenadiers. The rear

diviſion, commanded by count Soltikoff and major-general

Stuart, carried the red flag, had on board three regiments of

foot, and three companies of grenadiers.

It was this fleet that marſhal Lacy put into motion on the

19th of May, to make towards the Swediſh provinces: but as

Ruſſia meant, in this campaign, to act with all the maritime

forces ſhe could muſter, they continued at Peterſburgh to build

more gallies; and when they were finiſhed, more troops were

embarked in them, which joined the army, as will be ſhewn in

its place.

On the ſide of Sweden, there were alſo ſome preparatory Arrange

arrangements made. A body of troops was aſſembled at Torno,j"

with which it was intended to invade Finland. Lieutenant

general Stoffeln was oppoſed to them, with a large body of

dragoons and coſſacks, who could not ſerve on the gallies. He

managed ſo well as to keep ſuch a check on the enemies, that

during the whole campaign they durſt not attempt any thing

conſiderable.

The Swediſh fleet can get out of its ports a month ſooner

than that of Ruſſia, and had, accordingly, already put to ſea

by the beginning of April. The Swedes made ſeveral little

deſcents on Finland, and on the iſle of Aland, where they

carried off ſome Ruſſian guards and eſcorts, and burnt a part

of the timber which general Keith had cauſed to be prepared

- for
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1743, for the building ſome gallies. He had already made ſix be put

on the ſtocks at Abow, which were all of them finiſhed in the

month of July.

Arrange- General Keith, wanting to binder the enemies from making

ments of gen. ------ ler li -

Keith. any great progreſs, ſent an order to lieutenant-general Chrout

- ſchew and to major-general Bratke, to embark as ſoon as poſ

ſible, with the regiments they had at Helſingfort, and at Fre

dericſham, on the twenty-one gallies which had been left there

the preceding year.

I ſhall place hereafter what Keith executed with the troops

under his orders, and proceed immediately to what paſſed moſt

remarkable in the fleet of the marſhal Lacy, till its junction

with that of Keith.

‘ºn ºf Contrary winds had hindered Lacy from proceeding with hismarſhalLacy. - - to -

fleet as quick as he could have wiſhed; and the ſea towards its

ſhores being ſtill covered with ice, the troops ſuffered a great

deal by the cold.

May 27, The gallies had got near to Fredericſl.i.am, where

there had been eſtabliſhed a great magazine of ammunition and

forage. Two regiments were in garriſon there, under the

command of colonel Karkettel. The marſhal ordered the ſick

to be ſent aſhore, and took in their room a hundred grenadiers

of the regiments in garriſon. The fleet was ſtopped there till

the 31ſt, by contrary winds.

The marſhal was the more vexed at thie retardment, for

that he had received advices from marſhal Keith, that the enemy

was very near him, and that not unlikely he might, in a few

days, come to an engagement with the Swediſh ſquadron.

June
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June 2, Lacy's ſquadron arrived at Helſingfort; the paſſage

between this town and that of Fredericſham is, in ſome parts,

extremely narrow, not wider than eight or ten fathoms length,

between rocks, ſo that the gallies can only go on in a line, one

after another, to avoid ſtriking every moment on the ſands or

rocks.

Helſingfort had no kind of fortifications, and was not even

walled; the whole town conſiſted of about three hundred houſes,

tolerably well built, in the manner of that country. But the

port is the very beſt in Finland; it can very conveniently hold

a hundred and fifty ſhips, which may be got out and in with

any wind. Before the Ruſſians took Helſingfort, there were

not ſo much as batteries to defend the entrances of the port:

they indeed erected four, which they demoliſhed when they

reſtored the town. -

The marſhal took two hundred men of the garriſon when

he embarked in the gallies, ſupplementally, in room of the ſick

he left there. Colonel Breven commanded there, having two

regiments of foot under him. -

The troops received here flour for fifteen days more, ſo that

the army was provided of bread till the 13th of July.

Advice came that general Keith had had an ačtion with the

Swediſh gallies, and obtained the vićtory. This news was

the more agreeable, for that the contrary had been apprehended

in the army. The marſhal cauſed the Te Deum to be ſung

upon it, on the 5th of June, in the morning, and the afternoon

proceeded with his fleet.

On coming out of the port of Helſingfort, there was ſtationed,

for the firſt time in this campaign, an advanced guard of two

gallies and four contſchibaſics. The wind was come very fair,

and

t

1743.
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1743. and the fleet made above ſixteen French leagues of way in leſs

than ſix hours time. Towards the evening, the gallies got to

a place called Parkala, where there is a good port formed by

nature, that might very well contain as far as a hundred gallies.

June 6, The fleet, in the courſe of the morning, made good

twelve French leagues, as far as Barra-ſound. In the way to

it, there is a paſs of about fifteen hundred paces in length, ſo

extremely narrow, that it is with great difficulty a ſingle galley

can be got through, without ſtriking upon the rocks. In the

afternoon, they advanced ten leagues farther to Swart-ouva,

where the marſhal had intelligence that the Swediſh fleet, con

ſiſting of eighteen ſail, ſhips of the line and frigates, were

ſtationed near Hangouth, to hinder marſhal Lacy's gallies from

paſſing on and joining thoſe of Keith. Lacy, however, kept

on his courſe with his fleet for five leagues farther, to Tweer

munde, which is but four leagues diſtant from Hangouth,

and from which they could diſtinčtly ſee the Swediſh fleet at

anchor there.

Marſhal Lacy, accompanied by all the generals, went to

reconnoitre the fleet. They obſerved that two of the ſhips were

ſtationed exactly in the way of the gallies, if they held on their

courſe. The ſea near Hangouth has depth enough, as the ſhips

of the greateſt burthen may lie cloſe to the ſhore.

June 8, A grand council of war was held, to conſider of all

poſſible expedients for obliging the enemy to abandon the advan

tageous poſition they were occupying, and could hit upon none.

At length, it was reſolved to wait for the Ruſſian fleet, and ſee

whether they could not, by an engagement, force the Swedes

to leave a free paſſage. Towards the evening, M. de Gollo

win, a captain of the fleet, arrived, and brought advice to the

marſhal, that the admiral Gollowin, with the Ruſſian fleet,

was not at above ten leagues diſtance from the enemies, and

7 WaS
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was making diſpoſitions to attack them as ſoon as circum- 1743.

ſtances would permit, and a good occaſion ſhould offer. But

this good occaſion never came, and the gallies remained in the

ſame place till the 18th of June. The marſhal grew terribly

tired with this uneaſy ſituation. He ſent repeated orders to

count Gollowin to attack the Swedes, without the other's obey

ing him. The admiral was continually finding new excuſes

to avoid coming to an engagement. One of the reaſons he

alledged was, that in the regulations of the marine, by Peter I.

it was ordained, that the Ruſſian fleet was not to give battle to

the Swedes, unleſs with three Ruſſian ſhips to two of the

Swedes; and as they had not at preſent more than ſeventeen

againſt twelve, there was one ſhort of the number preſcribed.

Councils of war were frequently aſſembled; the generals

went every day to the neighbouring iſlands to reconnoitre the

enemy, without being the forwarder for it. The two fleets of

ſhips were at anchor at the diſtance of two leagues from each

other. That of Sweden lay between the Ruſſian ſhips and the

gallies. The marſhal, from time to time, made ſome motions

with his gallies, but all to no purpoſe.

During the ſtay that the gallies made at Tweermunde, the

army received a reinforcement of five regiments of foot, which

major-general Karaoulow brought on board fourteen gallies,

and eighteen cantſchibaſſes, newly built at Peterſburgh. So

that after this junčtion, the fleet under the marſhal conſiſted

of forty-eight gallies and ninety-eight cantſchibaſſes. The

new-comers were diſtributed among the three ſquadrons.

June 18, In the morning, the marſhal, at the requiſition of The Swede.

admiral Gollowin ſent fourteen cantſchibaſſes to the Ruſſianjº

fleet. The admiral wanted, it ſeems, to take the ſoldiers out Hangouth.

of them, to ſtrengthen the crews of his ſhips, after which, as

Z z - he
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1743.
he ſaid, he was to attack the enemy. As ſoon as the Swediſh

fleet ſaw this motion of the cantſchibaſſes, it weighed anchor,

and got under ſail, to hinder the cantſchibaſſes from joining

the ſhips. The Ruſſian fleet did the ſame, and both ſtood off

to ſeaward, and it was then hoped that there would be a naval

engagement. But neither party had any ſtomach for fighting.

There were only a few guns fired on each ſide, that decided

nothing, and night coming on, both fleets ſeparated without

either's having any cauſe to boaſt of the advantage. That of

the Ruſſians ſet ſail for Hochland, an iſland not far from

Revel, where it remained very peaceably till the concluſion of the

peace, and that of the Swedes ſailed for Carlſcrona, where they

refreſhed themſelves from all the fatigues they had undergone,

Mean while, Lacy, ſeeing that the two ſhips which had

been ſtationed preciſely athwart the paſs near Hangouth, had

quitted that poſition, did not let a moment eſcape him for

taking the benefit of the enemy's removal; and giving the ſignal

for departure, got on happily with his gallies, and doubled the

cape of Hangouth.

Towards evening, there was a great fog, that entirely con

cealed his motion from the enemies ſhips, which the Ruſſians

could no longer have ſeen but at a great diſtance.

June 23, The marſhal arrived with the fleet at Souttonge,

where he found general Keith with his ſquadron advantage

ouſly poſted.

Keith gave the marſhal a narrative of the operations of his

ſquadron, of which I here ſubjoin an abſtraćt.

May 17, General Keith received advice from lieutenant

general Chroutſchow, that he had embarked with his men on

the
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the ſixteen gallies at Helſingfort, and was arrived with his ſqua- Exºner

dron and the two prahms off Hangouth. Upon this, the...

general immediately left Abow, and on the 17th joined thoſe.gallies to the north of Hangouth. The ſame day, he held a ‘l -

council of war, at which were preſent the principal officers of

the marine and of the regiments. It was there unanimouſly

reſolved, that ſince they had a force equal to that of the ene

mies, they ſhould ſeek them out, and give them battle as ſoon

as poſſible, nor ſo much as wait for major-general Bratke,

who had not as yet joined them with the five gallies from

Fredericſham.

The order was thereon given out to prepare for the engage

ment, and to be ready for proceeding as ſoon as the ſignal

ſhould be made. Weſt north-weſt of them, they heard the

evening gun of the enemies, who might be about four leagues

diſtance.

May 18, General Keith, with his gallies, left Hangouth;

the weather calm, ſo that he did not get on much, being

obliged to have the prahms towed by the gallies as they rowed;

beſides which, it was neceſſary to proceed conſtantly with great

caution, upon account of the rocks and ſhallows in ſeveral

places of that coaſt. One of the prahms ſtruck upon a rock,

and it took up a great deal of time to get her off. Towards the

evening, the ſquadron came to an anchor out at ſea, not hav

ing advanced that day above a Swediſh mile *, or much about

two French leagues.

In the evening there was heard the report of two guns; and

a Swediſh brigantine was ſeen to cruize about a mile off the

Ruſſian gallies.

* There are ten Swediſh miles to a degree.

Z z 2 May
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1743. May 19, The ſquadron proceeded in the morning, with a

fair wind, but as they were ſtill obliged to tow the prahms, it

did not much forward them. At eight, the galley of the van

guard made a ſignal of ſeeing the enemies. The general, in

his galley, went to reconnoitre them. He viewed them at

anchor, about a mile's diſtance from him, and gave a ſignal

for the whole ſquadron to come up ; but, when he had

got to be within half a mile of them, they ſet ſail, and

paſſed between two iſlands, by a channel, in which there was

not water enough for the prahms, ſo that he was obliged to

take to the left, and turn the iſland, to come at the enemy.

But the wind having ſuddenly ſhifted to the north-weſt, blew

ſo hard, that there was no towing the prahms, ſo that the .

general came to an anchor near Slitis-chapel.

May 20, The contrary wind continued till noon, when it

fell calm. The ſquadron weighed anchor; but had ſcarce

made a league's way, when the wind came on again directly

in their teeth. This obliged the general to make in cloſer to

the land, where, in ſix long-boats, they ſent aſhore a detach

ment of a hundred men, to get poſitive intelligence of the ene

my, and to ſeek for pilots; thoſe whom they had hitherto had

being ſo much at the end of their knowledge, that they could

not take charge any farther than where they then were ; and it

is impoſſible to get on a ſtep among thoſe rocks without the

hazard of running foul of them every moment, if one had not

people of the country who are acquainted with the coaſt.

May 21, The ſquadron weighed anchor at three in the morn

ing ; the weather calm, and, at noon, arrived at Youngfern

ſound, which is an extremely narrow paſs between two iſlands.

The long-boats rejoined there the fleet, but without having

found any pilots; all the villages having been deſerted by the

inhabitants. The men brought word, that on coming out of

Youngfern
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Youngfern-ſound, they had ſeen a Swediſh double-ſloop, which 1743.

had retreated at their approach.

Towards the evening, a long-boat of the enemy's was ſeen

cruizing about a mile off from the vanguard.

May 22, Very early in the morning, the ſquadron was under

weigh, the weather rather calm, and before noon had got on

three miles; but a contrary wind ſpringing up, obliged them

to come to an anchor. Some long-boats were again ſent to

reconnoitre, and to look for pilots. One of them brought off

a Swediſh gunner, who had been, by neglect, left upon an

iſland. He declared that the enemy's ſquadron conſiſted of

fifteen gallies and as many aſpins, (light veſſels that carry ten

guns) with a double ſloop; that they expected, in a few days,

a reinforcement of two gallies and one prahm ; that there were,

moreover, fitting out in Sweden, eight more gallies, which

might be on the way,

The other boats which returned in the evening brought

advice, that they had ſeen a galley of the enemy's a mile from

the fleet, which retreated at their approach.

May 29, The general gave freſh order for the gallies to

make every thing clear, and ready for engaging. In the

morning, ſix long-boats and a canſchibaſs were ſent to recon

noitre the enemy, and ſound the paſſes.

At noon, the ſquadron was under weigh, and had ſcarce

got on half a league before they ſaw the enemies giving

chace to the boats, with a galley and two double-ſloops. The

gallies of the advanced-guards plied their oars briſkly to

ſuſtain them, which the enemies ſeeing, retreated under an

iſland.

The
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1743. The ſquadron could not make much way, the wind being

contrary.

They diſcovered the Swediſh vanguard, conſiſting of three

gallies and ſome ſmall boats. The general detached againſt

them four gallies, and all the long-boats: as ſoon as they ſaw

them make towards them, they bore away, firing three guns

for a ſignal to their fleet that was at anchor about a league

and a half from them.

The Ruſſian gallies took up the ſtation that the Swedes had

juſt quitted, and gave notice to the general that the enemies

were retreating.

May 24, Advice came that the enemies were at Corpo, where

they had been joined by their prahms.

May 25, Major-general Bratke arrived with the five gallies

that had wintered at Fredericſham. He had ſuffered much

by contrary winds and ſtorms; having even loſt the main-maſt

of his gallies.

Keith divided his fleet into three ſquadrons, giving the van

guard to the lieutenant-general, the rear to the major-general,

reſerving the center for himſelf.

May 26, At break of day they ſaw the admiral's flag, and

ſome maſts of the other gallies, of which, however, they could

not aſcertain the number, as they were poſted along the iſlands.

The general inſtantly gave the ſignal for proceeding to

attack the enemies; but ſcarce were the anchors weighed, when

they retreated towards Aland. A lieutenant of the marine was

immediately detached with ten long-boats and a cantſchibaſs,

3 ſuſtained
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ſuſtained by two gallies, to follow and reconnoitre the Swedes. 1743.

He reported, on his return, that he had ſeen ſeventeen gallies,

one-half galley, one galliot, and two ſmacks, fitted for war;

that the admiral-galley was in the rear, plying the oars, on

account of the contrary wind.

The Ruſſian ſquadron took up its ſtation near a village Engagement

called Corpo : the iſlands thereabouts form a very good harbor, ““P”

where the gallies might lie ſheltered from any ſtorm.

Keith learnt from the inhabitants along the coaſt, and from

the ſpies, that the enemies were waiting for a great reinforce

ment; that the viceadmiral Falkengron, who commanded their

gallies, had a poſitive order to attack him: as then the con

trary winds and ſtorms, for ſeveral days together, did not

allow Keith to quit the ſtation where he then was, he made all

the neceſſary diſpoſitions for a good defence.

The two prahms were poſted before the mouth of the har

bor, and a battery of four guns was raiſed on the right of it,

the better to defend the entrance.

He remained in this ſituation till the 29th, when the cen

tinels of the advanced guard, who were poſted on the top of

the rocks, gave notice that the enemy's fleet was in motion.

The general, upon this, went himſelf upon an eminence to

reconnoitre the procedure of the enemy. He ſaw that the

Swediſh gallies were coming againſt him in three lines. He

ordered the alarm to be beaten, and drew up his gallies in

order of battle, according as the ſituation would allow him.

At eleven in the morning, the enemies formed themſelves into

one line, over againſt the Ruſſians, at about fifteen hundred

fathoms diſtance, and there came to an anchor.

May
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1743 May 30, The two fleets remained in the ſame ſituation, it

not being poſſible to attempt any the leaſt thing that day for

the bad weather and ſtorms.

May 31, The wind was much abated. They then ſaw

Swediſh gallies coming out from behind the iſlands, where they

had, on the preceding day, taken ſhelter from the ſtorm. At

noon, ſome ſignals were made with rockets from the Swediſh

prahm; from which ſame prahm, a few minutes afterwards,

ſome guns were fired by way of trying the reach of their ſhot.

The balls fell near the land-battery, (which was about a hun

dred fathoms forwarder than the Ruſſian prahms) but as they

did not reach the veſſels, the Swediſh admiral ordered her to

be towed by boats. At three in the afternoon, the whole Swe

diſh fleet, conſiſting of eighteen gallies, one prahm, and ſeveral

ſmall veſſels, were ſeen to advance, on a line, towards the

mouth of the harbor. At four, they were not at above a good

cannon-ſhot diſtance. The officers, who commanded on board

the Ruſſian prahms, entreated leave of the general to fire upon

them, but he poſitively forbad them, not intending that a ſingle

gun ſhould be fired till the enemy was within muſket-ſhot.

But when, the minute afterwards, he ſaw that the Swediſh

prahm was coming to an anchor, and preparing to preſent

them its broadſide, he ordered two guns to be fired from the

upper tire of the prahms; one of the ſhot from which paſſed

over the Swediſh prahm, and the other ſtruck it on the poop.

Upon this trial, Keith commanded all the batteries to fire upon

the enemy. Part of his own gallies he ordered to fall aſtern,

as there was not room enough for them to ačt. He himſelf

took his poſt near the land-battery, whence he could the better

reconnoitre the motions of the enemy; the battery being, as

I have before obſerved, nearer to the enemy by a hundred

fathom than were the veſſels.

The
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The Swedes, who were formed into a line of battle before

the mouth of the harbor, were at liberty to employ the fire

of their whole fleet againſt the Ruſſians, whereas theſe could

only bring to bear upon them the guns of the two prahms and

three gallies. However, after two hours ſmart firing on each

ſide, the Swediſh admiral's galley was obliged to retreat from

out of the line, and bear away for ſhelter at the back of an

iſland that was on its right. Soon after their prahm did the

ſame, behind an iſland on its left. The center ſtood it ſome

time longer, but having now the whole fire to bear, which it

had before ſhared with the prahm, they alſo retreated.

At ſeven in the evening, the firing was totally ceaſed. Keith

would not have failed of purſuing the enemy, if the wind had

not blown right ahead into the mouth of the harbor, ſo that

it was impoſſible to get out. Some armed boats and a cantſ

chibaſs were ſent to give chace to the ſmall veſſels that were yet

hovering about there diſperſedly.

The Ruſſians, in this ačtion, had one officer and ſix ſoldiers

or marines killed, and eight wounded.

June 1, At break of day, news came that the enemies had,

in the night, made an abſolute retreat, and were already out of

fight. Upon this, two long-boats were detached to get farther

intelligence about them, and returned with advice, that they

had ſeen them at anchor near Rockſheera, about five miles

from the place of ačtion. The whole day was employed in

repairing the prahms which had received ſeveral ſhot between

wind and water. There was alſo a neceſſity for refitting two of

the gallies which had received much damage, one eſpecially,

having ſprung a great leak, by the concuſſion of the number

of guns it had fired.

A a a The
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1743. The town of Abow, where the miniſters were aſſembled for

the congreſs, is not above ſeven or eight miles diſtant from the

village of Corpo, ſo that the report of every gun that was fired by

the combatants might be plainly enough heard, which muſt natu

rally give great anxiety to the miniſters on both ſides, each being

between hope and fear of the iſſue of the engagement. Keith

kept them twenty-four hours longer than he needed in this

irkſome ſuſpenſe: upon which, the Swediſh plenipotentiaries,

not conceiving it at all probable that the Ruſſian general

would have ſo long kept back the news of the Swediſh defeat,

began to ſing the hymn of vićtory, when Keith's aid-de-camp

arrived with a circumſtantial account of the combat.

June 3, The general held a council of war, in which it was

reſolved to purſue the enemies as ſoon as the damaged gallies

were refitted, and attack them the very firſt opportunity. In

thoſe waters there was found an anchor, with fifty fathoms of

cable, which the enemy had cut on the day of battle.

June 4, Every thing being in order again, Keith, with his

gallies, got under weigh, and having proceeded about three

miles, there was heard the report of a gun from the Swediſh

fleet, which was judged to be about two miles off. Two hours

afterwards, there were two guns more heard, very nigh, and

preſently the Swediſh fleet was diſcovered at anchor, on the

back of an iſland, and about a league off from the Ruſſians.

The general inſtantly gave the ſignal of attack, and the three

diviſions or ſquadrons drew up in order of battle; but while

they were forming, the enemies ſet ſail, and bore away. The

Ruſlan fleet crouded ſail to come up with them; but, after

having got on about a league, it arrived at a place where there

was not more than eleven foot water, ſo that the prahms being

above that draught, were obliged to come to an anchor; and

the gallics, kceping their order, got into a very convenient har

bor, formed by the iſlands. The place is called Soutonga.

5 There
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There was the more reaſon for the Ruſſians to be ſurpriſed

at the retreat of the Swedes, as it was known that the very

day after the action they had been reinforced by a frigate and

ſome gallies, ſo that their fleet was not only equal but ſuperior

to that of Ruſſia. Some time afterwards it came out, that it

was the ſmall vićtualling boats of the Ruſſians that had been the

occaſion of their panic, for the weather being fair, all that

ſmall craft having ſpread their canvaſs, and kept following the

fleet, the enemies, who ſaw the whole ſea covered with ſails,

imagined to themſelves that marſhal Lacy with his fleet had

joined Keith, and that conſequently themſelves were too weak

to hazard a freſh engagement.

Keith having ſurveyed the ſituation of the place where he

had poſted himſelf with his gallies, judged it ſo advantageous,

that he determined to fortify it, and wait there the junétion

of the marſhal.

He had, accordingly, ſeven batteries built there, of four

or five guns each, to defend the different entrances of the port.

June 8, The weather being fair, and favorable for the

prahms getting over the ſhallows; ſome boats took them in tow

and brought them ſafe to that mouth of the harbor which faced

the enemy, and there they were ſtationed.

It was in this ſituation that Keith remained till the arrival of

marſhal Lacy. -

Meanwhile, to keep the enemies in awe, and to make them

believe he was reinforced, he made a galliot, which had brought

from Abow proviſions for the troops, hoiſt a broad pendant,

ſuch as the men of war carry. He alſo barred the entrance

into the harbor on the left, by a triple cable, to keep out the

A a a 2 enemy

1743
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1743. enemy on that ſide. In ſhort, he made the beſt diſpoſitions

poſſible for giving the Swedes a good reception, in caſe of their

having a ſtomach to return to the attack.

The Swedes, who were not at above three quarters of a mile

diſtance from them, raiſed alſo, on their part, ſeveral batte

rics on the iſlands, behind which they had poſted themſelves.

From time to time too, they made motions as if they would

return to the attack, but without ever attempting any thing.

To deprive the Ruſſians of all means of intelligence about

them, they had ordered the inhabitants to retire into Sweden.

Some of them had obeyed, but the greateſt part, eſpecially

thoſe of Aland, had only quitted their houſes, and taken refuge

in the woods.

sºlºf Marſhal Lacy arrived on the 23d of June with his fleet at

incy opera. Soutonga, as I have above obſerved. At four in the evening,

tions. the advanced guard gave notice that the enemy's fleet had

weighed anchor, and was making off. The marſhal ordered

Keith to proceed with his ſquadron, and poſted himſelf in the

ſtation that the enemy had quitted.

June 24, Marſhal Lacy followed him with his fleet.

June 25, He went with the generals of the army to recon

noitre the iſlands ahead. They found on one of them a ſol

dier, who had been, through negligence, left behind. He

ſhewed them from a hill the enemy's fleet, at two leagues

diſtance. Some of the veſſels were at anchor, ſome were already

under ſail. But from that day forward, there was no veſſel of

the enemies to be ſeen, for their gallies returned ſtrait to Stock

holm, where thay arrived very opportunely to appeaſe the revolt

of the Dalecarlians, of which I ſhall ſoon have occaſion to

make farther mention.

The
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The Ruſſian gallies advanced that day as far as Degerly, one 1743.

of the iſlands near Aland.

June 28, A council of war was held, in which it was reſolved

to proceed to Rouden-hamm, which is the laſt iſland of the

Scheers of Finland, and with the firſt fair wind to ſtand for the

coaſt of Sweden, and there make deſcents.

Major-general Bratke was detached with fix battalions, upon

twelve gallies, and ſome cantſchibaſſes, to eſcort ſeveral veſſels

loaded with vićtualling for Eſter-Bothnia, for the troops there,

under the command of lieutenant-general Stoffeln, proviſions

being extremely ſcarce in thoſe parts. The Swedes had been

aćtually obliged to quit them for want of ſubſiſtence, and the

Ruſſians could hardly maintain themſelves there. -

June 27, and 28, It blew ſo hard, that the fleet could not

ſtir from where it lay. Some cantſchibaſſes and boats, which

had been ſent on the look-out, returned with the report, that

they had ſeen no more of the enem'ys fleet, which had bore

away for the coaſt of Sweden. -

June 29, The marſhal had already given the fignal for get-.ting under weigh, when he received letters from the Ruſſian e peace.

miniſters at the congreſs of Abow, by which it was notified to

him, that the preliminaries of peace had been ſigned the day

before, and that they had agreed upon an armiſtice; ſo that

they inſinuated to the marſhal not to undertake any thing

farther. Upon this, the gallies returned to the ſame ſtation

which they had juſt quitted, where they remained till the latter

end of Auguſt, that they made the beſt of their way back to

Ruſſia.

It is now time I ſhould ſay ſomething of the aëtual ſituation

of affairs in Sweden.

The
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1743.

Situation of

things in

Sweden.

-

The diet had continued a year, and was principally taken

up with elečting a ſucceſſor to the crown. Several competi

tors had declared themſelves, to wit, the Prince Royal of

Denmark, the Prince of Holſtein, Biſhop of Lubeck, Prince

Frederic of Heſſe-Caſſel, and the Duke of Deux-ponts. Each

of theſe Princes had his party, but the two ſtrongeſt were

that of the Prince of Holſtein, backed as he was by Ruſſia,

and that of the Prince Royal of Denmark, who could give

great ſuccours to Sweden in its war againſt Ruſſia, conſequently

his party was the moſt numerous. It had even been decided,

that if the peace was not made before the 4th of July, he

ſhould, on that day, be declared hereditary Prince of Sweden.

This it was that greatly contributed to the concluſion of the

- preliminaries at the congreſs of Abow; but as a great deal of

time had been waſted in conteſtations, there remained no more

than ſix days of the term prefixed when the articles were ſigned.

Lieutenant-colonel Lingen, in the Swediſh ſervice, was ſent

with this news to Stockholm ; and as he was particularly

charged not to loſe a moment, he took the ſhorteſt way, which

was to croſs the iſle of Aland; but when he was landed there,

he found that all the inhabitants had left their houſes, and

were fled to the woods, ſo that he was obliged to walk ſeveral

leagues afoot along-ſhore. At length, he met with an old

man, who had an old crazy boat, full of leaks. Having no

time to loſe in looking out for another, he was forced to reſolve

upon making uſe of that, at the riſque of drowning. The

colonel then, with his ſervant and the old man, got all three

into the boat; two of them were obliged to row, while the

third had nothing to do but to keep baling the water out with

his hat, and even with that he could ſcarce keep it free. Lingen

even employed ſome ſhirts he had in his portmanteau to cram

into the leaks; in ſhort, they had the luck to get ſafe to Swe

den on the very day that they were to proceed to the elečtion of

the Prince of Denmark.

The
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* The wretched boat that had ſerved to bring them from 1742.

Aland to the coaſt of Sweden, is kept to this day at Stock

holm, and ſhewn as a curioſity. Certain it is, that it may be

conſidered as a kind of miracle, the good fortune Lingen had,

to make a paſſage of twelve Swediſh miles (ſeventy-two Eng

liſh) over the ſea, in a boat on which few in the world would

have ventured to croſs the narroweſt river.

The arrival of colonel Lingen at Stockholm changed the

whole face of affairs in Sweden. . The Ruſſians, who had been

the mortal enemies of the Swedes, were now become their

friends, their allies, their ſupport; and the King of Denmark,

whoſe ſon they had ſo recently propoſed to ſeat upon the

throne, after the death of their King, was now held their greateſt

enemy. The fleet of Ruſſian gallies, who had begun the cam

paign on a project to ruin the coaſts of Sweden, was obliged

to ſtay for ſome time in its frontiers, to quiet the domeſtic diſ

turbances of that country, and to be at hand to aſſiſt the Swedes

in caſe they were attacked by Denmark.

The King of Denmark being informed that a great party Inteline

oppoſed the eleētion of the Prince his ſon, managed ſo as toº

engage in his intereſt ſeveral Swediſh provinces. That of Dale- -

carlia was the firſt that declared itſelf; the peaſants of which,

ſome thouſands ſtrong, headed by one Scheding, (who had

been formerly a ſoldier in the ſervice of Ruſſia) and by de

Wrangen, who was major of the Dalecarlia regiment, matched

ſtrait to Stockholm, where they wanted to give law. There

was a regiment of guards encamped before the town, of which

it was deſigned to make uſe, for reducing theſe revolters to rea

ſon, but the ſoldiers refuſed to act in the leaſt againſt their

countrymen, and even ſuffered them to take their cannon from

them without any reſiſtence.

The
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1743. The King and ſeveral ſenators went out to them, to try to

appeaſe them, but they would not hear of any compoſition:

in ſhort, they were promiſed all the ſatisfaction they could

deſire, and they were ſuffered to enter the town, where they

were diſperſed into different quarters, which was the cauſe of

their misfortune. Some days after, there was a great tumult

in the town, and count Alderfeldt, attempting to harangue and

appeaſe the Dalecarlians, was killed. The guards were again

commanded to march againſt the ſeditious, but the ſoldiers

refuſed to obey. By ſingular good fortune, the gallies came

, in that day into the port of Stockholm; the troops were imme

diately landed, who, knowing nothing of what had paſſed,

made no difficulty of going againſt, and diſperfing the revolted

peaſants. The ringleaders were ſeized; Scheding had his head

cut off; Wrangel was degraded from his rank and nobility,

and condemned to a perpetual impriſonment. The others

returned home.

If this affair had not been thus early quaſhed, the revolt

would have become general; the provinces of Upland, Surma

land, Smoland, and Scania, had been on the point of alſo

declaring themſelves; but as the firſt riſing had ſucceeded ſo

ill, the others took care not to break out. However, the half

of Sweden remained for a long time in the intereſt of the King

of Denmark. This went ſo far, that when general Keith was

arrived ſome little time afterwards at Stockholm, one of his

aid-de-camps, whom he ſent with ſome ſpecial diſpatches as

a courier, being taken for a Daniſh officer, becauſe he wore a

red coat, the poſtmaſter deſired him to be on his guard againſt

the contrary party. - -

Concluſion of The articles of the peace concluded at Abow, between Ruſ

*** fia and Sweden, contained, in ſubſtance, that Sweden ſhould

cede to Ruſſia, in perpetuity, the province of Kiminagor, and

the
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the diſtrićt of Uyſlet in the province of Savalax in Finland; 1743.

that the river Kymen ſhould form the frontier that was to be

regulated by commiſſaries appointed by the two courts.

The ſettling the affair of the frontier has been labored at for

ſeveral years ſucceſſively, but without being finiſhed.

The Prince of Holſtein, Biſhop of Lubeck, was elečted ſuc- The prince of

ceſſor to the kingdom of Sweden, for himſelf and his deſcen-i.

dents. It was the court of Ruſſia that had principally contri- ſucceſſor.

buted to carry the election, and conſequently aſſumed it as a

right to intermeddle more than ever in the affairs of Sweden,

and even to preſcribe laws to that kingdom; but the Swedes

ſoon freed themſelves from this grievance, and the miſunder

ſtandings began afreſh before a twelvemonth was paſt.

After that the peace had been publiſhed at the army, the

marſhal had orders to ſend back the troops that were in Fin

land, and general Keith was diſpatched to Abow to regulate

their march.

Lieutenant-general Stoffeln, who had advanced with the

body of troops under his command as far as Oulo, had orders

to return, and little by little the regiments took their way back

to Ruſſia. But before they quitted Finland, they took care

to ſ]ueeze from it every thing they poſſibly could ; the inten

tion of the court being, to ruin totally that province, and to

reduce it, notwithſtanding the peace, into ſo wretched a con

dition, as not to be able of a long time to hold up its head

again; the generals had even repeated orders not to fail of

attending to this point. The Empreſs, however, feigning a

deſire of reſtoring a good harmony with her neighbours,

ordered ſome thouſands of buſhels of grain out of the magazines,

which had becn eſtabliſhed in Finland, to be diſtributed to the

peaſants of Finland for ſowing their grounds.

B bib The
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1743. The diſturbances from the Dalecarlians being appeaſed, it

was imagined that Sweden had recovered its tranquillity, and

marſhal Lacy had orders from the court to return with the gal

lies to Peterſburgh. Towards the latter end of Auguſt he

quitted the iſland of Degarby, where his army had lain two

months.

On the 14th of September, the fleet of gallies arrived at a

place called Beroſowa-Oſtrow, (in Engliſh, Birch-iſland) at

ninety werſts, or twenty-three leagues diſtance from Peterſ

burgh.

Count Lacy diſpatched thence his aid-de-camp to court for

orders, when and in what manner he ſhould, with his fleet,

make his entry before the capital.

September 17, The fleet ſuffered a ſevere ſtorm, which drove

fix gallies aſhore, that were entirely ruined; two others were

greatly damaged, but no lives were loſt; all the troops being

aſhore.

September 20, The marſhal had orders to ſend back general

Keith with thirty gallies to Helſingfort, where he was to wait

for freſh inſtrućtions.

September 21, Keith took his departure, having on board of

his ſquadron a regiment of grenadiers, compoſed of ten com

panies, detached from the regiments, and of nine regiments,

or eighteen battalions of foot, making in all eleven thouſand

|T1C11.

The generals who commanded under him were, lieutenant

general count Scltikoff, and the major-generals Lapouſchin and

Stuart.

The
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The Empreſs ſent her own yatch to marſhal Lacy to bring 1743.

him to court. He left the command in general Lewaſchew's

hands, and ſet out for Peterſburgh, where alſo, ſome days

after, the fleet of gallies arrived.

The court cauſed great rejoicings to be made for the celebra

tion of the peace. There were feaſts and entertainments for

ſeveral days together.

After that the troops had delivered up the gallies to the

admiralty, they were ſent into winter-quarters.

I return to the expedition under general Keith, and to what

gave occaſion for it. -

The revolt of the Dalecarlians had, it is true, been quelled, Expedition of

but the ſpirit of it was not entirely extinct. The King of Den-#.

mark had cauſed ſeveral bodies of troops to advance to the

frontiers of Sweden; and as he had correſpondences and par

tiſans in many of the provinces, an invaſion from him was

much apprehended. This it was that induced the King and

ſenate of Sweden to requeſt of the court of Peterſburgh a prompt

aid, both to oppoſe the Danes, and to pacify totally the inteſ

tine COmmotionS.

General During was, for this purpoſe, ſent to Peterſ

burgh. The court of Ruſſia was too well pleaſed to give a

freſh proof of its power, to neglect this opportunity. It was,

moreover, for its intereſt to ſupport the election made in favor

of the Prince of Holſtein. Accordingly, general Keith had

orders to repair to Sweden. His inſtructions contained, in

ſubſtance, that he was to make the beſt of his way with all

poſſible diligence, with the eleven thouſand men under his

command, to that kingdom, where he was to be ſolely depen

B b b 2 dent
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1743. dent for his orders on the King, to whom only he was to make

the immediate reports of his corps. As Ruſſia had no miniſter

at that court, he was, at the ſame time, to exerciſe the func

tions of that office.

He ſuffered much in his paſſage with the troops under his

orders, from the cold and ſtorms he had to undergo before he

reached the coaſts of Sweden; and the Ruſſian gallies, which

never uſed to keep the ſea later than the beginning of Septem

ber, were obliged to remain on it till the latter end of No

vember.

Any other than general Keith would hardly have been able

to execute this expedition. He had not only to ſtruggle with

the violence of the ſtorms, and the piercingneſs of the cold,

but alſo with the officers of the marine, who were often repre

ſenting to him the impoſſibility of proceeding in ſo ſevere a

ſeaſon. But Keith, who had ſerved a long time in Spain,

where he had ſeen that the gallies in that country could keep

the ſea in all weathers, and who, beſides, knew better than any

of the officers that ſerved in that ſquadron, how much could

be done with this part of the fleet in any climate, with a good

will, continued to be ſingle in his opinion for proceeding. He

received, indeed, the repreſentations of others, made them

be given him in writing, put them into his pocket without

reading them, and gave the ſignal for ſailing on. In this man

ner it was, that on the 4th of November he arrived on the coaſt

of Sweden, at Fahrmound. In the port, he left the gallies,

and repaired to Stockholm, where he received the orders for the

diſtribution of his troops into winter-quarters, to which lieu

tenant-general count Soltikof was to take them ; but as thoſe

quarters were aſſigned along the coaſt, in Sudermania and

Eaſter-Gothia, and the regiments had no horſes to convey their

baggage, the trouble and expence of furniſhing carriages for

which,

- 8
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which, it was wiſhed to ſpare the country; the gallies were 1:43.

alſo appointed for this ſervice; but the ſeaſon was ſo very

harſh, they could not get far, and the regiments were, how

ever, forced to ſtay on board till the beginning of December,

that they were landed at Staake, a little harbor, four miles diſ

tant from Stockholm. The country was then obliged to furniſh

carriages, and the troops marched into the quarters aſſigned

them. The gallies were left at Staake, with two regiments to

guard them, that had their quarters in the neighbourhood.

The Ruſſian troops remained in Sweden till the month of

June 1744, when the differences between Sweden and Den

mark having been by that time amicably adjuſted, Mr. Keith

had orders to return to Ruſſia. His navigation back was more

eaſy, and on the 13th of Auguſt he arrived at Revel with his

fleet.

I have uninterruptedly placed, in one view, the expedition

of general Keith and the affairs of Sweden, I am now to return.

to thoſe of Ruſſia.

While the Ruſſian army was making the campaign, there was Conſpiracy

diſcovered at Peterſburgh a conſpiracy undertaken againſt the #...".

perſon of the Empreſs. The marqueſs de Botta,who had been mi- covered.

niſter of the Queen of Hungary, had contributed to the carrying

it on. The principal perſons concerned in the plot were,

Lapouſchin, commiſſary-general of the marine; and his wife,

who, having been extremely connected with count Lewenwold,

could not with patience ſee her lover languiſhing in exile; nei

ther could madame de Beſtuchef, ſiſter-in-law to the lord chan

cellor, and own ſiſter to count Gollof kin, quietly brook the

misfortune of her brother; the reſt were, licutenant-colonel

Lapouſchin, ſon to the commiſſary; a chamberlain, called

Lilienfeldt, and his wife ; with ſome other perſons of leſs conſe

quchce. -

Theſe.
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1743. Theſe perſons had, in their aſſemblies, ſaid all the ill ima

ginable of the Empreſs; they had expreſſed their wiſh of find

ing ſome one that would take the lead in the attempt of another

revolution, and had entered on themſelves already ſome ſteps

towards it: it was even ſaid, that they had bribed a domeſtic of

the Empreſs to aſſaſſinate her; but as it is only upon hearſays

that I mention this, I cannot aſſert it for a truth.

The marqueſs of Botta, who had been recalled from Ruſ.

ſia, and ſent to Berlin, was in correſpondence with them. He

had begun, as it was aſſerted, the cabal before he left Peterſ

burgh; and had made the parties concerned hope, that not

only the Queen of Hungary, but the King of Pruſſia would

ſecond this affair. He named openly that King in all his let

ters, and aſſured them that his Pruſſian Majeſty wiſhed much

to ſee the Empreſs dethroned, and his brother-in-law and

nephew return from exile, though the King knew nothing of

the matter. - -

The imprudence of the lieutenant-colonel Lapouſchin was

the cauſe of diſcovering every thing, having, in company with

ſeveral officers, drank the health of the young Emperor, and

ſaid many ſhocking things on the condućt of the Empreſs.

There was not wanting ſuch, as to make their fortune, did not

fail of repeating all that they had heard. A major, called

Falkenberg, and one Berger, a cornet of the cuiraſſiers, carried

the firſt information to count Leſtock, who gave them the cue

of connecting themſelves more cloſely with Lapouſchin, in

order to get the whole ſecret out of him. The trap ſucceeded.

All the conſpirators were ſeized and tried. Lapouſchin and

his wife, his ſon, and madam Beſtuchef, had the knout, their

tongues cut out, and were all ſent to Siberia.

This affair had like to have embroiled the courts of Vienna

and Peterſburgh; but the Queen of Hungary having diſavowed

- all
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all that her miniſter had ſaid and done in this matter; and

having gained over Beſtuchef, he managed things ſo dexter

ouſly, that the two courts became greater friends than ever they

had been. To give ſome ſatisfaction to the Empreſs, the mar

queſs de Botta was recalled from Berlin, and confined in a

caſtle for ſome months.

1743

After the publication of the peace with Sweden, it had been the troops,

deſigned to have the troops ſent into the interior parts of the

Empire, and diſtributed among the provinces, but the affairs

that came on between Sweden and Denmark had retarded the

execution of this projećt. The greateſt part of the infantry

had their quarters aſſigned to them in the neighbourhood of

Peterſburgh and in Livonia; and all the regiments had orders

to hold themſelves in readineſs for marching the next ſpring. It

is ſince that time that Ruſſia maintains in Finland, in Ingria,

in Livonia, and in Courland, an army of above a hundred and

twenty thouſand men, including the garriſons of the different

places there. -

In the beginning of the year 1744, the court went to Moſ

cow, and in February the Princeſs of Zerbſt came there, with

the Princeſs her daughter, whom ſhe brought to be married to

the Grand Duke.

The Empreſs, who wiſhed to ſee her nephew in the nuptial

ſtate, had likewiſe deſired that he ſhould preferably wed a Ger

man Princeſs. She ſent orders to her miniſter at Berlin to open

himſelf upon this point to the miniſter of Pruſſia. The King,

upon this, offered to negociate a match for him with the Prin

ceſs of Zerbſt, who, being a near relation to the Grand Duke,

did not refuſe ſo great an alliance. The affair was preſently

concluded. Her mother brought her to Moſcow, where ſhe

embraced the Greek religion, and in 1745 was married to the

Grand Duke.
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Arººs Some time after the arrival of the Princeſs of Zerbſt at the

... court of Ruſſia in the year 1744, the marqueſs de la Chetardie

la Chetardie. had an affair there that made a great noiſe. This miniſter,

who, as I have precedently obſerved, had ſo great a ſhare in

the revolution in favor of the Empreſs, had not, without

reaſon, flattered himſelf that her Majeſty ought to retain a

grateful ſenſe of all that France had done for her; and,

in the firſt months of her reign, there was great room to

think that the French King's alliance would be preferred

to all others. While La Chetardie ſtaid in Ruſſia, he was

omnipotent at that court; the Empreſs hardly making any

diſtinction between him and her own miniſters. But when

he was gone, Monſ. d'Allion, who came in his room, had not

dexterity enough to purſue what La Chetardie had ſo well

begun, and the intereſt of France little by little fell to nothing.

It was in vain that the French flattered themſelves on the

conſpiracy being diſcovered, in which the marqueſs de Botta

had been engaged, that the court of Peterſburgh might be .

embroiled with that of Vienna. The count of Beſtuchef, high

chamberlain of Ruſſia, had, nevertheleſs, remained firmly

perſuaded, that the alliance of the houſe of Auſtria was pre

ferable to that of France, ſo that he gave no heed to the pro

poſals made by the court of Verſailles, and declared himſelf

openly againſt thoſe who held for France. Theſe, on their part,

imagined things would be put on a better footing, by procur

ing the return of La Chetardie. They found an occaſion of

propoſing to the Empreſs, that ſhe ſhould requeſt it of the

French King; to this ſhe readily conſented, ſo that La Che

tardie was ſent to Ruſſia. -

Both he himſelf, and all thoſe of the French party at Moſ

cow, expected no leſs than to ſee ſhortly after his arrival the

high-chamberlain baniſhed. La Chetardie had made himſelf

- ſo
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ſo ſure of it, that in his way to Ruſſia by Hamburgh and 1744.

Copenhagen, he had ſpoken of it in both thoſe places as of a

thing as good as done. Beſtuchef being adviſed of this, was

extremely on his guard, cut off from La Chetardie all occa

fions of hurting him, and ſtudied every means of fruſtrating

all his deſigns. He ſet ſpies upon him; had all his ſteps

watched, and intercepted his letters. In ſhort, he knew ſo

well how to repreſent effectually to the Empreſs the wrong ſhe

would do to herſelf in ſacrificing him to the court of France,

and that every thing he was doing was for her honor, and the

greater good of the Empire ; that the Empreſs thought herſelf

fully convinced of the integrity of her miniſter, and reſolved

to ſend back La Chetardie. -

One morning then, very early, general Oukaſkow, adjutant

general to the Empreſs, went to the houſe of the French

miniſter, and ſignified to him her Majeſty's order, that he

ſhould quit his reſidence in two hours time. The carriages,

and every thing neceſſary for his journey, were ready to be

furniſhed him. A ſubaltern officer of the guards was given

him for an eſcort to Livonia, where he was, moreover,

detained ſome months. After that, he was carried almoſt

to the frontiers, there the ribbon of St. Andrew, and the pic

ture of the Empreſs, which ſhe had given him in the time of

, his former miniſtry, were required from him; but none of the

jewels were taken that belonged to the ribbon and the pićture.

Since that affair, the courts of France and Ruſſia have mutually

remained in a kind of coolneſs.

C c c SU P
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T may happen, that among thoſe who ſhall read theſe Me

moirs, there may be found ſome not well enough acquainted

with Ruſſia, and who even having heard it ſpoken of, or having

read ſomething of it, may, nevertheleſs, have formed quite another

idea of it than what it really is, both as to what concerns the

nation in general, and to what relates to the form of govern

ment of this Empire. This it is that has determined me to

enter into ſome particulars, and to ſhew, as far as my know

ledge will permit me, the changes that have been made in this

country within theſe fixty or eighty years paſt.

No one will diſpute Ruſſia's being one of the moſt extenſive Greatneſs of

ſtates that we know of in the whole habitable world. It con-i."

tains conſiderably more territory than all the reſt of Europe

put together. Its length, from the frontiers of Livonia to

Kamtſchatka, or nearly oppoſite to Japan, is above twelve thou

ſand werſts, which are 1714. German miles, reckoning ſeven

werſts to a mile *. Its breadth extends from the 4th degree of

latitude to beyond the 7oth.

But then, this vaſt empire is very far from being ſo well

cultivated and peopled as moſt of the other nations in Europe.

There are ſeveral deſarts from So to 120, and even to 2co

Engliſh miles, in which there is not a living ſoul to be found,

* About 6856 Engliſh miks. .

C cc.2 through
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though ſome parts of theſe deſarts are ſituated in a very good

climate, and have the beſt ſoil that could be wiſhed.

True it is, that in ſome places there is a deficiency of wood

and water; in others there is every thing that is neceſſary for

human life, and yet are deſerts, for want of inhabitants. In

ſhort, this empire could very eaſily afford ſuſtenance for triple

the number of people it contains. The following account may

furniſh ſome grounds of judgment on this point.

According to the laſt numbering in the years 1744 and 1745,

of the people of thoſe provinces which properly conſtitute

Ruſſia, there were ſeven millions of males, from the age of four

years to that of ſixty, who pay the capitation or poll-tax. Seven

millions might be allowed for women, children, and old men.

The Ruſſian nobility, with their families, might be computed

at five hundred thouſand. The officers of the revenue and

clerks of the chancery, who form a claſs apart, are, with their

wives and children, reckoned about two hundred thouſand.

For Livonia, Ingwa, and Finland provinces, which are not

comprehended in the capitation, there are allowed ſix hundred

thouſand ſouls: as for the Coſſacks of the Ukrain, of the Don,

of the Jaick, as well as for the different nations of heathens

that inhabit Siberia and the frontiers of Auria and Japan, they

are computed at a million eight hundred thouſand; the total

making about eighteen millions four hundred thouſand indi

viduals.

Neither is the revenue which the ſovereign draws from theſe

vaſt dominions proportioned to their extent; they amount at

moſt to twelve or thirteen millions of rubles, which makes

pretty near ſixty-five millions of French livres, reckoning five

livres to the ruble (not three millions ſterling). I have been

at a great deal of pains to come at the knowledge of the ſpecific

ſums of all the different branches of receipt, in order to give a

II].OTC
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more ſatisfactory account on this head, without being able to

get at any thing authentic, as the ſeveral colleges which admi

niſter the revenue keep a profound ſecret upon it.

The capitation is levied on none but the males, from the

age of four to fixty. The inhabitants of town and country

are comprehended in it. Every citizen pays a hundred and

twenty copecs a year, and every peaſant twenty-four *. Some

years ago, the Empreſs Elizabeth augmented the capitation by

ten copecs a head, in aid of the extraordinary expences ſhe

was obliged to be at in raiſing fifty new battalions.

Though theſe revenues appear ſo little in proportion to the

greatneſs of the empire, they are, nevertheleſs, ſufficient, not

only for the common expences of the ſtate, but for extraordi

mary exigences.

Peter I. found them enough for thoſe great enterpriſes and

new eſtabliſhments which he executed in his reign. This was

the eaſier, for that the greateſt part of his miniſters, and even

the chancellor himſelf, ſerved without any ſalary; and both

the Ruſſian officers and ſoldiers received a very ſmall pay.

But under the Empreſs Anne, there was ſome appearance of

the ſtate's being threatened with a want of money ſoon. The

luxury which had been introduced from the very beginning of

her reign, conſumed immenſe ſums. At the ſame time too,

the pay of all the officers was augmented, and put upon an

equal footing, as I have ſet forth in the Memoirs. And yet

for all this, there was money enough found to carry on the

war with Poland and with the Turks, without the need of

raiſing new taxes.

* According to common computation, a ruble amounts to a German crown

and four groſs, or five French livres, or about four and ſixpence; and a hundred

copecs make a ruble.

Count
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Count Munich, who was at the head of the military, made

ſuch good arrangements, that the army, which in time of

peace was not uſed to be paid but every four months, and even

that not till after the term, was paid every month before

hand: and the court had, moreover, wherewithal, to beſtow

gratifications as often as the troops had ſuffered extraordinary

fatigues, or done ſome great action. For example; all the

army that had, in 1736, ſerved under marſhal Munich in Cri

mea, had a gratification of four months pay; that which took

Ockzakow had the ſame; ſo had the garriſon which defended

that place againſt the Turks : without mentioning the conſi

derable preſents made to the generals, and other officers, upon

different occaſions.

It muſt, however, be owned, that this could not have held

on, if there had been a neceſſity of making two more cam

paigns againſt the Turks, the expences of that war being very

conſiderable, as I have ſhewn in my relation of thoſe cam

paigns.

It muſt alſo be granted, that the Ruſſian army cannot make,

for any ſeries of years together, campaigns at a diſtance from

their frontiers, eſpecially in countries where the proviſions

and neceſſaries for the maintenance of the troops are dearer

than in Ruſſia, for their pay, which is ſufficient for the army

when it remains within the Ruſſian territories, where every

thing is comparatively very cheap, is too little on its coming

into parts where every thing is at a higher price. And, accord

ingly, the court has been obliged to raiſe the pay one-half as

often as it has detached a body of auxiliary troops; as when

the Empreſs Anne, in 1735, ſent eight regiments of foot to the

Rhine ; or Elizabeth, eleven thouſand men under Keith to

Sweden; and, in 1748, ſuccours to the houſe of Auſtria againſt

France.

It
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It may, in general, be demonſtrably averred, that there is a

ſcarcity of money in Ruſija ; nothing being more common th n

to pay twelve, fifteen, and even twenty per cent. intereſt for it.

Under the ancient Czars, the revenues were yet ſmaller than

they are at preſent. It is only ſince Peter I. that they have

augmented. The continual wars in which that Prince was

engaged during his reign, and the great enterpriſes executed by

him, obliged him to encreate the taxes to the double of what

they were before.

One of the principal reaſons that render money ſo ſcarce in

Ruſſia, is, that diſtruſtfulneſs of theirs, which being the pre

dominant weakneſs of that nation, extending even to their

neareſt relations, a great many merchants, after having gained

any thing of a ſum in frade, bury it in places, of which they

reſerve to themſelves alone the knowledge, and, not unfre

quently, die without diſcovering to any one the ſecret; ſo that

it is reckoned there is in Ruſſia much more money under

ground than above, otherwiſe that empire ought to be very

rich; for, within theſe two hundred years, there have immenſe

ſums entered it, and little went out; except indeed, that lately,

the two circumſtances of luxury, and of the ſending troops out

of the country, occaſion ſome outlets, which, however, are

comparatively trifling. There is no nation in Europe that

has any trade with Ruſſia, of which the balance does not turn

in favor of this empire.

As to trade, Ruſſia is ſo admirably well ſituated, and has ſo

many conveniencies for it, that few other ſtates in Europe have

the like. The immenſe extent of the empire furniſhes it with

an incredible quantity of merchandiſe, and with almoſt cvery

thing deſirable for human life; ſo that if in one province there

ſhould be a want of any thing, it can be ſupplied by another.

There

Trade.
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There are a number of navigable rivers, the courſe of which is

in ſo advantageous a direétion, that from Peterſburgh to the

frontiers of China, there is a water-carriage for every thing to

within the ſpace of about five hundred werſts, or about two

hundred eighty Engliſh miles. This convenience much facili

tates the tranſport of proviſions and merchandiſe.

But even land-carriage itſelf is very cheap; for from Moſ

cow to Peterſburgh, a diſtance of above four hundred Engliſh

miles, the common charge, in winter, when every thing is

carried on ſledges by the poud, or weight of forty pounds, is not

above eight, nine, or at moſt twelve copecs, which are four

German groſs, or a little more than half a French livre, or

ſcarce an Engliſh ſixpence. -

It is on the account of this advantage, that the inland trade

of the empire, both wholeſale and retail, has been always

excluſively appropriated to the Ruſſian ſubjećts, and that

foreigners have never obtained the permiſſion of carrying their

merchandiſe into theinterior parts of the country, nor ofpurchaſ

ing in the provinces Ruſſian commodities, to be brought at their

expence to the ſea-ports.

According to the laws, no foreign merchant has even leave

to buy, in the ſea-ports, goods of another foreign merchant;

he muſt buy them of a Ruſſian. A foreign merchant is, how

ever, at liberty to make contračts in any provincial or country

town; but the goods cannot be delivered to him but at a port.

The ſovereigns of Ruſſia have always carefully preſerved to

their ſubjećts this commercial privilege; and when, in 1716, the

Engliſh ſolicited a free trade at Kaſam and Aſtracan, Peter I.

choſe to refuſe an advantageous alliance, which he might then

have concluded with that nation, rather than grant this requeſt

9 Of
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Of old none but the Armenians had the liberty of tranſport

ing foreign goods from Aſtracan to Peterſburgh, there to export

them to foreign countries, as alſo to make uſe of the ſame

means of carriage back of the returns from Europe. But there

are great precautions taken againſt their ſelling any thing in

Ruſſia. Their bales are carefully ſealed up with many ſeals at

their entry into the Ruſſian ports, which they are obliged to

produce unbroken at the places of exportation.

As this trade brings in a conſiderable revenue, and is preju

dicial in nothing to the Ruſſian ſubjećts, there has hitherto been

no obſtruction to it. * -

Some years ago the Engliſh, it is true, obtained a grant of

liberty of trade with Perſia, by the Caſpian Sea; but neither do

they preſume to ſell their goods, by the way, in Ruſſia.

The commerce of the Ruſſians with foreigners may be con

ſidered in a twofold light; the trade by land, and the trade

by ſea.

By land, the Ruſſians trade with China, the Calmucks, the

Buckhars, Perſia, Crimea, Turky, Poland, Sileſia, and Pruſſia.

For the trade by ſea, there are, at preſent, ten ports princi

pally uſed, Riga, Perno, Revel, Narva, Peterſburgh, Wybourg,

Fredericſham, Kola, and Aſtracan. It is reckoned that there

come into theſe ports, every year, from fifteen hundred to

ſeventeen hundred ſail of foreign ſhips.

The firſt treaty of commerce that ever Ruſſia concluded was

with England, in the reign of queen Elizabeth. At that time,

and even until the preſent century, the only known port that

Ruſſia had, was Archangel. But Peter I, having conquered

D d d Livonia,
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Livonia, Ingria, and Finland, he acquired with theſe provinces

other ports, and having eſtabliſhed his reſidence at Peterſburgh,

he appointed it the ſtaple of all the merchandiſe that his

immenſe dominions may produce.

This Prince, at the firſt, endeavoured to induce his ſubjećts

to tranſport their merchandiſe to his new reſidence, by grant

ing ſeveral privileges, and by lowering the cuſtoms on the goods

they ſhould bring to Peterſburgh; but never could the Ruſſian

dealers be perſuaded to come into this innovation. The Em

peror was at length obliged to uſe his abſolute authority to

determine them to it. In 1722, he expreſsly prohibited the

carrying any goods to Archangel, but ſuch as belonged to the

diſtrićt of that government. This ordinance raiſed, at firſt, a

great outcry among the traders, both Ruſſians and foreigners,

and cauſed ſeveral bankruptcies; but the merchants, accuſtom

ing themſelves little by little to come to Peterſburgh, found their

account in it better than at Archangel, where the ſhips cannot

make but one voyage a year, whereas they can make two to

Peterſburgh; not to mention other advantages which the mer

chants derive from the proximity of ſeveral trading towns, and

which they were formerly forced to do without, on account of

the diſtance at which they were, in Archangel, from all the reſt

of Europe.

The moſt conſiderable articles of trade that Ruſſia furniſhes

are, corn, leather, iron, linens, hemp, wood, potaſh, pitch

and tar, wax, honey, great quantities of furs or peltry, rhu

barb, hides, caviar, iſing-glaſs, matts, &c.

In balance againſt theſe, the Ruſſians muſt have from foreign

countries, cloth, the fineſt ſort of linen, ſpices, wine, and, in

general, the articles of luxury, which conſtitute now a very

great object, as may have been remarked in the preceding

Memoirs.

During
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During the two years 1740 and 1741, that the baron de

Mengden was at the head of trade, the annual profit to Ruſſia

amounted to three hundred thouſand rubles, about fixty

thouſand pounds, excluſive of the cuſtoms. The profit might

be much greater, if the Ruſſian nation did not prefer its love of

eaſe to the riſques of navigation. -

Peter I. during his reign, took all the pains imaginable to

make his ſubjećts good merchants, and to engage them not to

ſell any longer the merchandiſes produced in his dominions at

ſecond hand by foreigners, but to carry on their trade directly

in goods laden on Ruſſian bottoms to foreign countries, in the

manner pračtiſed by other commercial nations.

In the beginning of this century, the Emperor made a trial

of this kind. He ſent a Ruſſian merchant, called Soloview, to

Amſterdam, there to eſtabliſh a Ruſſian factory, or houſe of

trade; and that he might ſucceed the better, he not only gave

him ſeveral commiſſions of the court, but there were alſo

granted to him great advantages on the reſt of his trade to

Ruſſia. As Soloview was really a man of parts, and had all

the neceſſary capacity, he knew ſo well how to avail himſelf

of all theſe circumſtances, that he had, in a few years, gained

a conſiderable capital, at the ſame time that his civil behavior

had won him the friendſhip and confidence of all the Dutch

merchants. But Peter I. being in 1717 at Amſterdam, ſome of

the great men of the court, who had taken a pique againſt him,

becauſe he would not ſatisfy the extortions of their avarice,

found means to blacken him in the opinion of the Emperor,

who, having cauſed this merchant to be carried off, had him

embarked on board of a ſhip for Ruſſia. This occaſioned the

Ruſſian trade's falling into a great decline in Holland, the

dealers of Amſterdam being thereby grown afraid of truſting

any Ruſſian merchant, ſo that it has not been ſince poſſible to

form there any ſolid eſtabliſhment.

D d d 2 Peter
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Peter I. would try another ſcheme. He reſolved to procure

the ſale of the merchandiſe of his empire in thoſe ſtates which

had no direčt trade with Ruſſia, and, for that purpoſe, obliged

ſome of the moſt ſubſtantial merchants of his country to load

conſiderable parcels of hemp, of flax, of cables, of wax, on

veſſels furniſhed them by the admiralty: to theſe he added a

great quantity of iron-guns, of mortars, bomb-ſhells, cannon

balls, and anchors, and ſent all this to Bourdeaux and Cadiz,

where there had been previouſly placed Ruſſian conſuls. But

this trade ſucceeded ſo ill, that the charges of merchandiſe

abſorbed a good part of the capital, and the adventurers never

ſaw but very little returns.

At length, this Prince flattered himſelf that he ſhould inſpire

his ſubjects with a taſte for trade to foreign countries, and for

navigation, by publiſhing an edićt, in which it was ordained,

That if any freeman of a town would trade upon his own

account, on a Ruſſian bottom, he ſhould have a quarter of the

cuſtoms abated to him, both on exports and imports. But this

produced no effect, for, during his life, there was not a mer

chant found to riſque an undertaking upon that foot.

Under the reign of the Empreſs Anne, there were ſome Ruſ

ſian merchants that would try their fortune in that way, but

through the ignorance of the ſailors, whom they had employed

to navigate their ſhips, they were all loſt, and the greateſt part

of them ran aſhore even in the fight of Cronſtadt. This has

ſo diſguſted the Ruſſians from adventuring at ſea, that ſince

that time, not any would hazard the projection of a voyage.

England carries on the moſt conſiderable trade in Ruſ:

ſia, though with little profit, for. that nation takes ſix times

more goods thence than it ſends there. The Engliſh own it

themſelves, but neceſſity obliges them to keep up this com

merce, for they cannot do without ſome article of the Ruſ

- 9 ſian
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ſian commodities, both for the uſe of their marine, and for the

trade of the Indies and of Italy.

One of the great objećts of the care of Peter I. in his com- Manufac
mercial arrangements, was to diminiſh, as much as poſſible, tureS.

the imports into his dominions. To accompliſh this the better,

he wanted to eſtabliſh in Ruſſia all the manufactures that are

carried on in other parts of Europe. For this purpoſe, he

engaged all ſorts of workmen and artiſts from different nations,

and allotted them conſiderable wages, with all the privileges

they could wiſh. He alſo ſent a number of ſubjećts into foreign

countries, that they might learn the various arts and trades in

them. But the Emperor, eſpecially, made a point of having

good linen and good cloth made in Ruſſia: having been told

that the wool of the country was too harſh, from the ſheep

having mixed breed with the goats, he engaged ſeveral ſhepherds

from Saxony and Sileſia, and cauſed a great quantity of ſheep to

be brought up in thoſe countries, which he ſent into the Ukrain,

to introduce there a better breed of thoſe animals.

As to coarſe linens, and table linens, they have ſucceeded ſo

well, that there is not only made enough for the home con

ſumption, and for the ſervice of their fleet, but there is alſo a

great quantity for exportation.

The manufactures of cloth have not had the ſame ſucceſs,

for, beſides its being very bad, they have not as yet been able to

make enough for clothing any the leaſt part of their army.

There were alſo eſtabliſhed ſome manufactures of damaſk,

and of all ſorts of ſilk-ſtuffs, the workmen employed in which

enjoyed great privileges and immunitics.

It was alſo under the reign of Peter I. that the mines were begun

to be worked. Dimidow, a common faciicr; formed the firſt under

taking

Mines.
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taking of them. This man, who had been one of the farriers

to the train of artillery, had deſerted, and was obliged to take

refuge in the Contaiſch country, where he managed ſo as to

gain the good-will of the Calmucks to ſuch a degree, that they

permitted him to ſet on foot works at the copper and iron

mines there, which are extremely rich. He afterwards obtained

his pardon from the court of Ruſſia, and having preſerved his

intereſt and credit in that country, they even allowed him to

fortify round the mines, ſo as to put himſelf into a ſtate of

defence againſt any party of enemies that might come to

moleſt him. This eſtabliſhment is little by little become ſo

confiderable, that a ſon of this Dimidow ačtually enjoys at

preſent an annual revenue of a hundred thouſand rubles,

(20,000l.) and that Ruſſia, which in former times got all the

iron and copper ſhe wanted from Sweden, has now enough for

her own uſe, and to ſpare, even in great abundance, for expor

tation.

Under the reign of Anne, the mines were confiderably aug

mented, new ones having been diſcovered in Siberia. That

Empreſs ſent for baron Schomberg from Saxony, to put them

into working order, and gave him the direčtion of them.

Schomberg, who had been at the head of the mines in Saxony,

was perfectly ſkilled in what was to be done in that way, and

made the beſt arrangements poſſible: but as the court had at

the ſame time given him a leaſe of them, by which he gained

prodigiouſly, and as he ran into an expence proportionate to

his profits, this his oſtentatiouſneſs, opened the eyes of the mini

ſtry, to ſee that they had made a bargain unconſcionably advan

tageous to him, and in which the court had not been enough

conſidered.

So early then as under the ſame Empreſs Anne, they began

to ſtir up vexatious queſtions againſt him, but could not as yet

entirely accompliſh the demoliſhing him. At length, under the

reign
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reign of Elizabeth, his enemies found means not only to force

him to give up the contraćt which the court had made with

him, but had him taken up and confined, with a ſuit com

menced againſt him. He remained above a twelvemonth in

priſon, and was glad at laſt to get his liberty, with permiſſion

to return to Saxony, abandoning all the fortune which he

had acquired. In the mean while, the court avails itſelf of the

ſkilful arrangements he made in the mines, and draws a con

ſiderable revenue from them.

Among the manufactures eſtabliſhed by Peter I. that of arms Fabric of

is one of the moſt worthy of remark. Formerly, this empire*

had none made at home, but was obliged to have from other

countries all the arms it wanted. But Peter I. having levied an

aimy, and built a fleet, judged it indiſpenſably neceſſary to

have arms fabricated in his dominions; and as the iron in

them is of an excellent kind, there was nothing wanting but

good armorers and gunſmiths. He cauſed to be engaged the

beſt maſters that could be found in other nations; gave them

great ſalaries, and eſtabliſhed two manufactures, one at Toula,

a ſmall town, ſituated at 180 werſts on the other ſide of Moſ

cow, the other at Suſterbeck, a little town, or rather village,

about 27 werſts from Peterſburgh.

In theſe two places, every thing is ſo well ordered, that the

connoiſeurs, who have ſeen them, agree, that they are maſter

pieces in their kind. The whole is condućted there by water

works.

At Toula they make every thing requiſite for the land-armies.

The cannon and ſmall arms are excellent, but they do not as yet

excel in the cock-plates. The manufacture at Suſterbeck, which

was particularly deſigned for the ſupply of the marine, fell into

decline during the reigns of Catherine and Peter II. The beſt

º maſters,
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maſters, whom Peter I. had procured at a vaſt expence from

foreign countries, were dead or turned off, or diſperſed. The

Empreſs Anne, who would have the works reſtored, gave this

in charge to Hennin, lieutenant-general of the artillery, and

ſent anew to engage foreign armorers and gunſmiths, under

whom there were ſeveral Ruſſians put to be inſtructed in the

buſineſs. Hennin took all poſſible pains to get things in order

again, but when I quitted Ruſſia, Suſterbeck had not yet reco

wered the ſtate in which Peter I. had left it at his death.

This Emperor had alſo made ſeveral other great eſtabliſh

ments in different places of Siberia, near the iron-mines: the

moſt conſiderable is at Catherinenburgh, a new town, built in

1721. It is ſituated at 550 werfts from Tobolsky, in the pro

vince of Ugoria, among the mountains of Ural; the works

carried on there, were chiefly of iron-guns, and of anchors for

the fleet, alſo to temper ſteel, and make iron into bars, &c.

All the machines for theſe fabrics are likewiſe worked by water

mills. Moſt part of the water-workmen are foreigners, whom

Peter I. originally ſent for, and who are paid great ſalaries.

While I am ſpeaking of the new eſtabliſhments that have

been made in Ruſſia, it would be wrong not to ſay ſomething

of the progreſs of the ſciences in this empire.

When Peter I. aſcended the throne, he found his people

plunged in the groſſeſt ignorance; even the prieſts could ſcarce

write: the moſt eſſential qualities required at that time in a

good divine, were, to read currently the ſervice, and to know

the ceremonies of the church; if with that he had a fine buſhy

beard, and a grim viſage, he paſſed for a great man.

It was only the clergy of the Ukrain that had ſome tinóture

of crudition, and even that was very trifling; yet among them

it
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it was that there was a neceſſity of ſelecting perſonages fit in

any degree to inſtruct others. For Peter I. having wiſhed that

his ſubjećts, and particularly the clergy, ſhould be more

enlightened, gave it in charge to the archbiſhop of Rezan,

Stephen Javorsky, to eſtabliſh ſchools in the monaſteries of

Moſcow, and in other proper places. This prelate ſent for

profeſſors from Kiow and Czernichow, and the inſtruction of

youth was begun, who did not, however, make much progreſs.

Some years afterwards, the Emperor, apprehending he had

ſome cauſe to be diffatisfied at the condućt of this archbiſhop,

for his not coming into the change this Prince had a mind to

make in the government of the church, withdrew his confi

dence from him ; and having, in 1709, after the fortunate

battle of Pultowa, found, in the monaſtery of Kiow, a monk,

called Prokopowitz, who had not only in his youth ſtudied

under the jeſuits in Poland, but afterwards paſſed ſome years

at Rome, and in different academies of Italy, where he had

acquired a reaſonable fund of learning ; the Emperor judged

this man proper for his deſigns, and having ſent for him to

Peterſburgh, declared him abbot of the monaſtery of St. Alex

ander Newsky, newly built near that capital, giving him at the

ſame time in charge, to eſtabliſh ſome good ſchools and acade

mies in Ruſſia.

Prokopowitz began with having ſeveral youths taught in a

ſchool which he had ſet up in his own houſe, and after that

they had made ſome progreſs, he ſent them to foreign acade

mies, to acquire learning enough to be employed at their return

in quality of profeſſors or preceptors, in the academies that were

to be inſtituted in Ruſſia. In the mean while, till theſe new

eſtabliſhments could be ready, he took care the inſtructions of

youth ſhould be continued in the monaſteries, where they were

taught the Latin language, and the firſt elements of philoſophy.

E e e Proko
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Prokopowitz did not, however, ſucceed in his deſign. A

art of thoſe whom he had ſent abroad did not return at all;

and thoſe that did, did not bring back with them the neceſſary

qualifications for inſtrućting others; ſo that the ſcheme fell to

the ground.

To poliſh the nobility, Peter I. had at firſt imagined, that

the making them travel would be ſufficient; accordingly, on

his return from his firſt grand voyage, he ſent all the youth

of the firſt families of the empire to England, to France, toHol

land, to Italy, to Germany, to ſee the world, and to acquire a

knowledge of men and things; but the greateſt part of theſe

young people having been very ill brought up, returned nearly

the ſame as they went. This made the Emperor ſenſible of the

neceſſity of beginning with giving them a better education, as

a foundation for their being ſent on their travels.

It was nearly about that time, that a Livonian prieſt, called

Gluck, was brought to Moſcow. This man, who had no more

learning or erudition than any other of the village-prieſts there

commonly have, found, however, means to paſs for a great

genius, becauſe he really underſtood the Ruſſian language tho

roughly well.

Peter I. pitched upon him for eſtabliſhing ſchools, where the

young nobility might be inſtructed. Gluck propoſed to him

the formation of a ſchool, ſuch as he had ſeen in the towns of

Livonia, where the youth are taught Latin, their catechiſm,

and other ſcholaſtic exerciſes. The Emperor having approved

this projećt, and aſſigned a confiderable ſum for the ſalaries of

the maſters, with a ſpacious houſe in Moſcow, where the

ſchool was to be kept; Gluck ſent for ſeveral ſtudents in divi

nity, of the Lutheran religion; and, in every point of the

inſtitution of his own ſchool, followed the diſcipline of the

Swediſh
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Swediſh church; to which, that nothing might be wanting,

he tranſlated ſeveral Lutheran hymns into bitter bad Ruſſian

verſe, which the ſcholars were made to fing very devoutly, at

the beginning and ending of the ſchool hours.

In ſhort, this arrangement was ſo ridiculous, and the ſucceſs

of this reformation ſo bad, that Peter I. could not remain long

without perceiving it, ſo that he broke up that ſchool, and

abandoned anew the care of the children's education to their

parents. And as, at that time, there were a number of Swe

diſh officers priſoners, who, having had a very good education,

and being now deſtitute of livelihood, readily engaged them

ſelves at the houſes of perſons of diſtinétion, to bring up their

children; this ſucceeded better than all the ſchools that had

been hitherto eſtabliſhed.

In 1717, Peter I. being in France, got himſelf received

member of the academy of ſciences at Paris, which inſpired

him with a defire of founding ſuch an one at Peterſburgh.

The ideas which this Prince had of the ſciences were not clear

enough for him to make a choice of thoſe which would be the

moſt proper for his dominions; and the conferences which he

had with ſeveral of the men of letters, of whom not one had

any knowledge of Ruſſia, only ſerved to render thoſe ideas of his

more confuſed.

At length, in 1724, he was reſolved to found an academy

at Peterſburgh, taking that of Paris for his model in every

thing; and, at the outſet of it, to give a luſtre to this new

eſtabliſhment, he engaged ſeveral men of literature, of the

higheſt reputation, ſuch as Wolff, Bornoulli, Herman, de

l'Iſle, &c. to become members. He gave them great ſtipends;

and aſſigned for the ſupport of the academy an annual fund

of twenty-five thouſand rubles, (above 50ool.) on the cuſtoms

of Narwa, Pernow, and Dorpat.

E e e 2 The
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The Emperor did not live long enough to have the ſatisfac

tion of ſeeing this work finiſhed; but his firſt phyſician, Bluck

mentroft, whom he had made preſident of the academy, with

a ſtipend of three thouſand rubles a year, (600 I.) preſerved

influence enough to have the inauguration of it ſolemniſed in

the reign of Catherine. And though a great part of the miniſ

try were againſt this eſtabliſhment, which they conſidered as

very uſeleſs to the ſtate; Bluckmentroft, however, found

means to keep his ground even in the reign of Peter II.

When the Empreſs Anne came to the throne, Bluckmen

troft was diſgraced; but as the academy was an eſtabliſhment

founded by Peter I. Anne was induced to preſerve it: not ſatiſ

fied with confirming to it its revenue of twenty-five thouſand

rubles, ſhe even paid its debts, which amounted to thirty thou

ſand rubles, (above 6oool.) and named the count of Keyſerling

preſident. Some years afterwards, Keyſerling being ſent in qua

lity of miniſter to Poland, the baron de Korf ſucceeded him in

the preſidency, who being alſo ſent in 1740 to Copenhagen, M.

de Brevern, privy-counſellor, came in his room: but the great

affairs of the ſtate ſo engroſſed his time, that he had not leiſure

for the functions of this employ, and accordingly reſigned it.

The academy thereon remained ſome years without a preſident,

till the Empreſs Elizabeth appointed to it Kirila Gregorywitz,

count Razowmowsky, brother to the grand huntſman.

The occonomy of the academy has been ever very fingular.

I have juſt now mentioned the Empreſs Anne's having iſſued

out of her treaſury, at the beginning of her reign, thirty thou

ſand rubles, for paying the debts of the academy; notwith

ſtanding which, when Korf went to Denmark, it owed the ſame

amount; and though the Empreſs Elizabeth aſſigned anew a

conſiderable ſum for the diſcharge of its debts, its affairs are

not, for all that, in better order.

Hitherto
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Hitherto Ruſſia has not derived any advantage from theſe

great eſtabliſhments. All the uſe the academy has been of, in

return for the great ſums which for theſe twenty-eight years

have been expended upon them, is, that the Ruſſians have an

almanack made on the meridian of Peterſburgh; that they have

news-papers to read in their own language ; and that ſome of

the adſcititious German members have made progreſs enough in

mathematics and philoſophy, to be qualified for earning ſala

ries of from fix to eight hundred rubles. For, among the Ruſ

ſians, there are not to be found above one or two capable of

being employed as profeſſors.

In ſhort, this academy is not managed or ordered in ſuch a

manner that Ruſſia can ever have to hope the leaſt advantage

from it. For the languages, morality, the civil law, hiſtory,

and practical geometry, which are the only ſciences that are the

moſt eminently uſeful to Ruſſia, are not, however, thoſe which

are the greateſt obječts of their application; it is to algebra, to

ſpeculative geometry, and to the other points of the ſublime

mathematics; to critical ſolutions and reſearches on the habita

tions and languages of ſome ancient people; to anatomical

obſervations on the ſtructure of man, and of other animals,

that all the attention is given. Now, as the Ruſſians conſider

all theſe ſciences as frivolous, and even uſeleſs, it is not at all

aſtoniſhing, that they ſhould not care to ſend their children to

ſtudy at the academy, though all the leſſons are given gratis.

This is ſo far true, that the number of profeſſors in it has very

often exceeded that of the ſtudents, and that they have been

obliged to bring youth there from Moſcow, to whom penſions

were given to excite them to ſtudy, that the profeſſors might

have at leaſt the appearance of ſome to attend their leſſons.

From all this, there may a fair concluſion be drawn, that a

number of good ſchools to be cſtabliſhed at Moſcow and Peterſ

- burgh,
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burgh, and at ſome other towns in the country, for the com

mon uſeful ſciences would be of much more ſervice and advan

tage to Ruſſia, than an academy of ſciences, which coſts it every

year great ſums, and produces to it no ſolid benefit.

Peter I. had, moreover, inſtituted at Peterſburgh an academy

for the marine, under the direction of two Engliſhmen, Brad

ley and Farquharſon; and this eſtabliſhment was one of the

beſt of the kind, yet it could not keep itſelf on foot, being fallen

into decline even in that Emperor's lifetime. Some able land

ſurveyors, which this academy has formed, were all the good

obtained from it.

The ſchools of engineering and artillery eſtabliſhed at Moſ

cow and Peterſburgh, are thoſe which have kept themſelves the

beſt on foot; and as the Ruſſian nation has more taſte for

artillery than for any other ſcience, there were many in thoſe

ſchools that became very ſkilful.

I come now to ſpeak of the changes in the military. When

Peter I. came to the throne, he had hardly any other troops in

his empire than the Strelitzes. This militia had been formed

by the patriarch Philaret, father of the Czar Michael Feodo

rowitz, to curb the nobility and the great of that country.

There is no comparing them to any thing to fitly as to the

Janizaries; they fought in the ſame manner, and had much the

ſame privileges as theſe have. They might amount to forty

thouſand men, divided into different regiments; part of them

ſerved in the guards about the Czar's perſon, the reſt were

diſtributed in garriſon on the frontiers. Their arms conſiſted

of muſquets and ſabres; their pay was not above four rubles a

year, (ſixteen ſhillings) but as they had great privileges in trade,

they might very well ſubſiſt on it. Even ſeveral rich citizens

inrolled themſelves in this body, who did no duty in time of

Peace,
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peace, and in time of war they could eaſily exempt themſelves

from marching, by giving a competent preſent to the com

mander, and by ſending a man in their room.

The miliria having been raiſed to counterbalance the nobility;

care was taken, from the very firſt of its inſtitution, to place

none at the head of it but ſoldiers of fortune, or ſome foreigners

that had diſtinguiſhed themſelves in the wars of Poland. This

had cauſed, and kept up the hatred between this body and the

nobility. No gentleman would ever lift in it, holding it ſhame

ful to ſerve perſons of an inferior condition.

For a long time, Ruſſia maintained no other troops in time

of peace than this infantry. However, there were always

kept collaterally in reſerve, a number of colonels and other

officers, of whom the greateſt part were foreigners, and to

whom there was allotted in time of peace a ſlender pay. As

ſoon as a war was coming on, each colonel had a particular

diſtrict aſſigned him, in which to levy men; and every village

was obliged to furniſh him the number ſpecified for its contin

gent. Eaſy it is to judge that theſe people were ill diſciplined,

ill clothed, and ill armed. Indeed, they took whatever wea

Sons came next to hand, and few had any fire-arms; the moſt

of theſe had a ſort of battle-ax, called in the Ruſſian language

berdiſh; the reſt had wooden clubs. Such troops, one may rea

dily imagine, were not capable of great ſervices; and, accord

ingly, they were hardly truſted with any thing but guarding

the baggage. As ſoon as the campaign was over, every ſoldier

returned to his village; and if the war continued, there was a

neceſſity of entirely new-raiſing the regiment for the next cam

paign. In ſhort, theſe troops could not be compared to any

but to thoſe which the Turkiſh Baſhaws bring into the field

with them, excepting that theſe laſt are better armed, and have

more courage.

7
All.
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All that is here ſaid concerns only the infantry.

As to the cavalry, it was compoſed of the leſſer nobility, and

was called in Ruſſia Dieti Boiarsky, or Boyars Children; they

were diſperſed over all the provinces where they poſſeſſed here

ditary fees. At the opening of the campaign, each repaired to

the general rendezvous, with a certain number of ſervants in

proportion to his eſtate. Theſe gentry had no pay, and were

obliged to maintain themſelves and their ſervants at their own

expence during the whole war. Their common arms conſiſted

in bows and arrows, ſabres and half-pikes: ſome had alſo fire

arms; that is to ſay, ſuch as could pay for them.

Such a cavalry oppoſed to diſciplined enemies, would hardly

have ſtood a very good chance; but the Tartars and Poles,

againſt whom they had the ofteneſt to combat, were not much

better in that reſpećt than themſelves, ſo that they might ſerve

tolerably well.

Beſides this cavalry compoſed of the nobility, Ruſſia main

tained ſome thouſands of Tartars, who had ſubmitted to this

empire, on the terms of preſerving their liberty of conſcience,

after the conqueſt of the kingdom of Kaſan.

In the caſe too of the Czars, their wanting a more numerous

cavalry, they could take a great number of Calmucks into

their pay, to whom they paid no more than a ruble (four ſhil

lings) a year, and a mol/ic or mantle made of a ſheep's ſkin.

But when the Coſſacks had, at length, put themſelves under

the protećtion of Ruſſia, its troops were augmented by a hundred

thouſand horſe.

Among the ancient Czars, there were ſome that had a foreign

guard; as for example, Iwan Baſiliwitz, to whom the hiſtorians

have
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have given, though wrongfully, the appellation of tyrant, for

he was one of the greateſt men that ever Ruſſia produced.

The Czar, Michael Feodorowitz, in the laſt years of his reign,

and his ſon, Alexis Feodorowitz, had already had the deſign

of putting the army upon another foot. During the war they

had with Poland, they had formed ſome regiments of infantry

upon the foot of other European troops, and had given the

command of them to foreign officers. The regiment of Bou

tinsky had ſubſiſted ever ſince the year 1642; one Dalziel com

manded it: this regiment was compoſed of fifty-two companies,

each of a hundred men. There are alſo to be ſeen ancient liſts

of the regiment of the firſt Moskowsky, of the year 1648; a

general, Drummond, was the commander.

The Czar, Alexis Michaelowitz, cauſed to be tranſlated into

the Ruſſian language, a book on the military art (which had

been publiſhed in German) to ſerve for the inſtruction of his

officers. He alſo ſent for from Breſcia eight thouſand carabines,

which are ačtually now at Moſcow.

But as there was, at that time, a neceſſity for keeping mea

ſures with the Strelitzes, who beheld with a jealous eye theſe

new troops; as the Boyars alſo, who had great influence at

court, would not conſent to loſe entirely the peaſants belonging

to their lands, and who, according to ancient cuſtom, were

not obliged to ſerve but only in time of war, and then, no

longer than the campaign laſted; eſpecially too, as the clergy,

who had great power, were afraid that foreign heretics might

gain too great an aſcendant over the ſovereign; this projećt of

reformation came to little or nothing.

It was under the reign of Alexis Michaelowitz, that about three

thouſand Scotch arrived in Ruſſia, who had quitted Great Bri

F f f tain
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tain after the defeat and impriſonment of King Charles I.

Theſe were very well received; they had a place aſſigned them

contiguous to the town of Moſcow, where they built houſes,

and formed that part of this great town, which is diſtinguiſhed

to this day by the name of Inoſiramaya Sloboda, or habitation

of ſtrangers. -

Peter I. having aſcended the throne, the various troubles with

which the beginning of his reign was agitated, obliged him to

put himſelf into the hands of foreigners, and to ſhake off thoſe

prejudices which had hindered his father and grandfather from

executing the projećt of alteration they had begun. After this

Prince had rid himſelf of the Strelitzes *, his firſt care was to

root out of the higher nobility that prejudice as to their qua

lity, from which they held it an indignity for a man of a great

birth to ſerve under a man of an inferior one. To ſucceed in

this deſign, he fell upon the following expedient. He formed

out of the youths, who were brought up with him, according

to the cuſtom of that time, a company of fifty, under the name

of Potſchnie, (or for amuſement) and made them be clothed

in one uniform, and exerciſed in the foreign manner; declar

ing at the ſame time, that he would have no prerogative over

his comrades. He began with ſerving in the loweſt degree, not

even ſo high as a private ſoldier, but in quality of drummer.

He renounced all his authority as to the military rank, depoſit

ing it in truſt in the hands of the Prince Romandonowsky,

who was to advance him according to his merit, and without

any favor: and ſo long as Prince Romandonowsky lived, which

was till 1714, it was always he that advanced Peter I. to the

ranks of general and admiral, when he would take them upon

him.

* As the Memoirs of the reign of Peter I. contain an ample account of the

numerous execution of the Strelitzes, it would be ſuperfluous to ſay anything of

it here.

By
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: By this means the Emperor arrived at his end, for the nobility

ſeeing that their maſter did not make any diſtinčtion of quality

in the ſervice, ſubmitted alſo to the like; and though they could

not forget the prerogative of their birth, they were, however,

aſhamed of pretending upon it to a right of which the Emperor

had diveſted himſelf.

Little by little the Emperor augmented this company, and

at length formed two regiments of infantry, whom he declared

his guards in 1706. Blomberg was colonel of the firſt, and

the marſhal Prince Gallitzin of the ſecond: they were clothed,

armed, and exerciſed after the manner of the other troops of

Europe. Some time afterwards he eſtabliſhed ſome more regi

ments of infantry on the ſame footing, and gave orders to all

his miniſters at the foreign courts to engage as many officers in

his ſervice as they could find. In a few years he had a conſi

derable number of very good ones.

The Emperor wanted alſo to form his cavalry upon the ſame

foot as that of the reſt of Europe. For this purpoſe, he took

forme hundreds of Saxon reyſters or horſemen into his ſervice,

that were to ſerve for a model; but having diſcovered that there

were not to be found in all Ruſſia horſes proper for remount

ing the heavy cavalry, and that, if he had recourſe to foreign

ones, the expences would be too great; he was obliged to aban

don this projećt, and content himſelf with raiſing regiments of

dragoons.

Among the foreigners who came to Ruſſia, the principal was

the marſhal Ogilvy : it is to this general that the Ruſſians are

indebted for the firſt eſtabliſhment of order and diſcipline in

their army, and eſpecially in the infantry.

As to the dragoons, it was the general Ronne, a Courlander,

that was in charge of them; but as almoſt all the officers, and

F f f 2 particularly
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particularly the generals who entered into the ſervice of Peter I.

had never ſerved but in the infantry; the exerciſes and evolu

tions of the cavalry were much negle&ted, and the dragoons

learn'd no other part of the exerciſe than what belonged to them

when diſmounted to ačt on foot : they had ſcarce any know

ledge of evolutions a horſeback.

The Empreſs Anne having raiſed three regiments of cuiraſ

fiers, the dragoons learned of them their evolutions, and are

now better exerciſed than they were formerly.

Some years before the death of Peter I, this Emperor eſta- .

bliſhed for his army perpetual quarters, in the different pro

vinces of his empire, where the regiments were to remain in

time of peace. Houſes were built there for the officers, and

the ſcheme was, to found ſome great villages, where the ſol

diers were to be lodged. Theſe villages have never been entirely

finiſhed, and the regiments which had been diſtributed among

the provinces ſince the year 1723 to 1732, have had their quar

ters in towns, and in the neighbouring villages.

Peter I. planned this eſtabliſhment in imitation of the

Swedes. I have, I think, before mentioned in my Memoirs,

that this Emperor had once entertained a deſign of imitating.

in every thing the Swediſh arrangements, but the great diffi

culties he met with in it made him relinquiſh the proječt.

In the time of the Empreſs Anne, theſe perpetual quarters.

were totally abandoned, and have never been thought of ſince.

When Peter I, died, his army conſiſted of two regiments of

guards, of which the firſt had four battalions, and the ſecond

thiee ; of fifty regiments of infantry, of thirty regiments of

dragoons, of ſome ſquadrons of huſſars, ſixty-ſeven regiments

in
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in garriſons, and ſix of militia; the whole might amount to

about two hundred thouſand men.

There was no conſiderable change made in the army during

the reigns of Catherine and of Peter II. but the Empreſs Anne

having aſcended the throne, ſhe began, as I have obſerved in

that part of my Memoirs relative to her life, by augmenting

the army. There were added to the guards five ſquadrons of

cavalry, and three battalions of infantry ; ſhe formed ſome

time afterwards three regiments of cuiraſſiers, and increaſed

the militia, by fourteen regiments, for the guard of the lines of

the Ukrain. At her death, the Ruſſian army amounted to

two hundred and forty thouſand men.

It was during the reign of this Princeſs, that, through the

good arrangements made by marſhal Munich and the general

officers who commanded under him, the finiſhing hand was,

put to the introdućtion of good order and diſcipline into the

army, inſomuch that all who have ſeen it have been obliged

to confeſs, that the infantry might rank among the beſt in

Europe.

It was at that time that Ruſſia had in her ſervice ſuch good

generals, that few powers in Europe could boaſt the like, Mu

nich, Lacy, Keith, Lowendal, have illuſtrated their names.

enough for it to be preſumable, that they will deſcend to the

lateſt poſterity. Be this obſerved, without particularly naming

here all the other generals who commanded under them, among

whom there were ſome who might have done honor to any

ſervice in the world.

After the acceſſion of Elizabeth to the throne, ſhe was,

obliged to yield to the importunity of ſome old Ruſſian gene

rals, and eſpecially to thoſe of the marſhal Knez Dolgoroucky,

.. - who,
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who prevailed on her for the abandoning the new exerciſes,

and, in general, all that had been introduced of new into the

army under the preceding reign. By this means, indiſcipline

and diſorder, little by little, crept in among the troops. The

beſt generals, and a number of good officers, extremely diſ

guſted at the bad procedure towards them, quitted the ſervice;

ſo that none remained in it but thoſe to whom the permiſ

ſion of retiring was abſolutely refuſed, or who did not know

where elſe to go. -

The good officers, who are ſtill there, are too timid, too

much out of heart, to undertake the correótion of the inſo

lence of their ſubalterns; and the reſt have not a capacity for

it if they would.

Among the great number of foreigners who came to this

empire fince the beginning of this century, there were certainly

ſome excellent officers; but there were alſo ſome of the moſt

abjećt wretches that Europe could produce. Some adventurers,

at their laſt ſhifts, and who did not know how to diſpoſe of

themſelves otherwiſe, got to Ruſſia, and even made their way

in the ſervice as well as the beſt.

During the war with Sweden, the Empreſs Elizabeth broke

four regiments of infantry, to put the men into the marine;

but to make amends for this, ſhe, in 1747, augmented the

army with fifty new battalions; ſo that at preſent it amounts

to two hundred and ſeventy thouſand ſeven hundred and ninety

one men, without reckoning the light troops of the Coſſacks

and Calmucks, of whom there might be, without any difficulty,

raiſed as far as ſixty thouſand horſe.

Yet all theſe troops are hardly ſufficient to cover ſuch an

immenſe extent of country, and Ruſſia cannot employ in its

campaigns
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campaigns above 120,000, or 130,000 regulars at the moſt;

the reſt muſt be reſerved for the garriſons and frontiers. .

In the wars againſt the Turks and againſt Sweden, there were

all the troops aſſembled that it was poſſible to muſter for the

campaign, and yet the different armies of it could never amount

at a time to Ioo,ooo combatants.

The irregular or light troops, of which Ruſſia has ſo prodi

gious a quantity, are capable of very good ſervices againſt the

Turks and Tartars, but would rather embarraſs an army than

be uſeful to it in an inhabited country. Their conſumption of

the forages is ſo great, that they would ſoon bring a ſcarcity

upon a camp; to ſay nothing of the ravages they commit for

ſome miles round in a country, and by which they would inter

cept and deſtroy the proviſions neceſſary for the main army.

Artillery was known in Ruſſia ſo long ago as the reign of

the Czar Iwan Bafilowitz II, but they did not underſtand

how to uſe it. The pieces were of an enormous ſize, and

utterly unſerviceable. The great art of beſieging, which the

Ruſſians of thoſe times pračtiſed, was, to raiſe a moveable

mount of earth, which little by little they puſhed forward, ſo

as not only to fill with it the ditch before a town, but to bring

themſelves on a level with its walls. In caſe they did not ſuc

ceed by this means in taking the place, they had nothing left

for it but a blockade, continued till the garriſon ſhould be forced

to ſurrender for want of proviſions.

Bruce, a gentleman originally Scotch, his grandfather hav

ing been one of thoſe that took refuge in Ruſſia after the unfor

tunate end of Charles I. was the perſon that in the reign of

Peter I. made the firſt good orders and eſtabliſhment in the

board of ordinance, ſo that it may now be confidently averred,

that
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Engineers.

that the Ruſſian artillery is in as good condition, and as well

ſerved as moſtin Europe. Few are equal to it, and fewer yet

ſurpaſs it, for it is the only branch of the art of war to which

the Ruſſians apply themſelves with great aſſiduity, and in which

there are very able officers of the nation itſelf.

The number of cannon in this empire is infinite. In 1714,

it was reckoned at thirteen thouſand pieces, and has, ſince that

time, been conſiderably augmented; as they have kept con

ſtantly caſting new guns at ſix different founderies, of braſs

at thoſe of Moſcow and Peterſburgh, and of iron at thoſe of

Woronitz, Olonitz, Seiſterburgh, and Catherinenburgh.

According to the laſt arrangement made in the reign of

Peter I. 1720, each battalion of infantry, and each regiment

of dragoons, had two field-pieces, three-pounders, that remained

reſpectively appropriated to the corps. The heavy artillery,

except that which was left in the fortified places, was diſtri

buted in ſuch a manner, that the general magazine was always

to be at Moſcow ; beſides which, there were eſtabliſhed at

each of the three following different places, Briansk, on the

frontiers of Poland; Nova Pawlosk, on the frontiers of Turky

and Peterſburgh, a complete train of artillery, conſiſting of

204 cannon of different ſizes, and 72 mortars and hauwitzers.

It was alſo the ſame Bruce that took care to form a body of

engineers. He inſtituted ſchools at Moſcow and Peterſburgh, ,

where youth were taught practical geometry, engineerſhip, and

gunnery. Count Munich, who in the reign of Peter II. was

made grand-maſter of the ordinance, continued, with great

aſſiduity, his beſt endeavors to put thoſe ſchools on the beſt

footing poſſible; but the Ruſſians not having the ſame inclina

tion of engineerſhip as they have for gunnery, few have made

7 any
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any great proficiency in that art; moſt of the officers engineers

are foreigners.

It is to the Kings of Pruſſia that the Ruſſians particularly owe

the firſt eſtabliſhments of their artillery and engineerſhip. King

Frederic I. in 1696, ſent them the firſt officers of artillery and

engineers to undertake the ſiege of Aſoph, and in 1733 the

King Frederic William ſent to Ruſſia ſeveral more engineers, as

I have precedently mentioned in my Memoirs.

Nor is it longer than ſince the reign of Peter I. that Ruſſia

ſo much as knew what a maritime force was. Formerly, ſo far

from having a fleet, they had ſcarce ever ſeen a man of war;

but that Emperor, having taken a taſte for the marine, labored

with all poſſible application at the eſtabliſhment of one.

In other affairs, he contented himſelf with examining the

general plan, and left the particulars to thoſe who were in

charge of the execution; but in everything that concerned the

marine, he interfered; even in the greateſt trifles; in the

docks, they hardly durſt drive a nail without adviſing him of it.

When he was at Peterſburgh, he paſſed ſeveral hours of the

day in the admiralty; and as ſoon as it was determined to put

any ſhips on the ſtocks, he preferred this occupation to the

moſt important affairs of his empire. The moſt complete vic

tory that his land-army could have obtained, would not have

pleaſed him half ſo well as any the ſlighteſt advantage gained

over an enemy by his ſhips or gallies. In ſhort, of all his paſ

ſions, that for the marine was the ſtrongeſt.

This was the more extraordinary, for that this Prince had,

in his earlieſt years, ſcarce emerged out of infancy, ſhewn a

particular averſion againſt water. At that time, if there was

G g g any

Fleet.
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any occaſion for croſſing the ſmalleſt mill-pond, they were

obliged to blind all the coach-doors and windows, to keep out

of his ſight that terrible element.

A half-rotten ſmall bark was the firſt cauſe of this great

change. It happened to be at a little pleaſure-houſe, called

Iſhmailow, near Moſcow. A Dutchman, called Timmerman,

who had now and then the honor of diverting the Emperor,

took the boat thence; and having refitted it, made uſe of it

on the ponds near that houſe, ſailing ſometimes with the wind,

ſometimes againſt it. The Emperor, who naturally loved the

mechanic arts, took pleaſure in the ſeeing him work the boat in

that manner. He had ſome larger veſſels built, which he uſed

on the lake of Periaſlaw; and, at length, growing deſirous of

viewing ſhips, he took a trip expreſsly for that purpoſe to Arch

angel. It was, perhaps, this very curioſity, that was one of

his greateſt determining motives to make a voyage to Holland.

and England.

It appears from the hiſtory of his life, with what aſſiduity he

applied himſelf to the art of ſhip-building; how he himſelf

worked in the docks of Sardam, where he got himſelf admitted.

a ſhip-builder, and was highly delighted whenever his brethren.

of the art gave him the appellation of Baas Peter, or Maſter

Peter.

Upon leaving Holland, he engaged a number of officers of

the marine, of ſailors, builders, carpenters, in ſhort, of all the

artiſts and mechanics neceſſary for forming a marine. As ſoon

as he was returned to Moſcow, he made a voyage to the river

Don, attended by all theſe people, and eſtabliſhed a dock-yard

at Woronitz. He then obliged the men of great property in

his dominions to build ſhips and other veſſels at their own

expence, inſomuch that in a very ſhort ſpace of time he had got

3 Illllll
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a number of veſſels fit to be launched. He embarked on them

foreign officers and ſailors, under whom he placed his own ſub

jećts, whom he had ſent for from the maritime provinces, in

order that theſe might be inſtructed in the art of navigation.

At the ſame time, he ſent abroad youths of the firſt diſtinction

to England, Holland, France, and Italy, to learn there the vari

ous diſciplines of their marine.

And as the Don has not depth enough at its mouth for a

veſſel of any burthen to paſs with its lading on board, he

ſettled, near to it, on the ſea of Aſoph, at a place called Tagan

rogh, an excellent port, called Troitza, or the Trinity, in which

ſhips having paſſed the mouth of the Don, under Aſoph, in

their ballaſt, might take in their lading and complement of

warlike and other ſtores, and remain there in full ſecurity.

All who ſaw this port, allowed it to be one of the beſt in

Europe.

The war into which Peter I. entered againſt Sweden, obliged

him to turn his views to another quarter than the Black-Sea

for forming a fleet. He did not, however, give over this point,

but continued laboring it as often as his other avocations per

mitted him; never failing, once a year at leaſt, of making a

trip to Woronitz, where the principal dock-yard was.

The unfortunate affair of Pruth broke entirely all the deſigns

that Peter I. might have had to make a capital figure with his

fleet againſt that of the Turks, for he was obliged to demoliſh

the port of Troitza, and to reſtore Aſoph. And as it was not

practicable to bring the ſhips up the river Don to Woronitz,

there was no alternative but to burn them, or yield them up to

the Turks. There were then only three ſhips of the line ſaved

by the reſolute conduct of a commodore, whoſe name I have

G g g 2 forgotten.
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forgotten. Vexed to ſee the fleet periſh in that manner, he

paſſed the ſtreights of Conſtantinople with three ſhips, and

arrived happily in England, where he ſold them, and bought

in their room ſome Engliſh ſhips, of which one was the Marl

borough, which he brought to Cronſtadt.

Peter I. after this terrible check to his naval ſchemes in that

quarter, reſolved to transfer his whole marine to Peterſburgh,

where he had, from the year 1704, already begun to eſtabliſh

a dock-yard, in which there had been built ſome ſmall veſſels

of war. But the work in it had been carried on with no great

vigor ; partly, becauſe Peter I. could not flatter himſelf with

keeping Peterſburgh, before the fortunate battle for him of

Pulſowa 3 partly, becauſe there were ſo many difficulties to be

overcome in the beginning of this ſettlement, as would have diſ

couraged any one but that Emperor. For the river of Newa,

between Peterſburgh and Cronſtadt, is, in many places, ſo

ſhallow, not having above eight feet water, that the ſhips built

at Peterſburgh could not be got to Cronſtadt but by the under

lift of cables, before they could be fitted, or take in any the

feaſt ballaſt; nor is it poſſible to get them up the river again.

Beſides, the harbor of Cronſtadt is not open, on account of the

ice, for above ſix months of the year, and ſo ſituated, that there

is no getting out of it but with an eaſterly wind. The water

too in this port can hardly be called ſalt-water, ſo that no ſhip

can be preſerved in it many years. Another yet greater diffi

cury than the prementioned ones, was, that in all the pro

vinces neighbouring to Peterſburgh, there was no oak to be

found, but they were obliged to ſeek for it on the other ſide of

Kaſan. -

All theſe circumſtances conſidered, Peter I. could, at the be

ginning, make but ſmall progreſs in the eſtabliſhment of his

marine at Peterſburgh. In 1713, his whole fleet conſiſted of

but .
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but four ſhips of the line and ſome frigates. In ſupplement to

this, he cauſed ſome men of war to be built at Archangel of

fir, or rather larix, (the larch tree) and others to be purchaſed

in England and Holland; but the Swedes, who cruiſed againſt

all veſſels which they could diſcover to be bound for any ports

of Ruſſia, intercepted theſe by the way, and prevented thoſe

of Archangel from riſking their paſſage to Peterſburgh.

, At length, when the Engliſh and Dutch ſent a ſquadron into

the Sound to convoy their merchantmen, Peter I. had the

opportunity of procuring not only the ſafe arrival of the ſhips

he had ordered to be built at Archangel, but of others which

he had cauſed to be purchaſed in England and France; ſo that

in the year 1718 he ſaw himſelf in a condition to put to ſea

twenty-two ſhips of the line, and in 1719 twenty-eight, againſt

which the Swedes could not make head, upon the account of

the unhappy circumſtances to which they were at that time

reduced.

Peter I. at length, in virtue of the prodigious pains he had

taken, arrived at ſeeing, before the end of his life, his admi

ralty in very good order, and at having a fine fleet, compoſed

of thirty ſhips of the line, beſides frigates and other veſſels of

war, of which too the crews conſiſted principally of Ruſſian

ſailors of his own nation.

The great inconveniences which he had found in the port

of Cronſtadt determined Peter I. to have another more ſuitable

place ſought for along the coaſts of the conquered provinces,

where he might fix a harbor for his navy. There was one

found in Eſthonia, at Rogerwick, four miles from Revel.

The ſhores there form a harbor, which may commodiouſly

hold a hundred ſhips. The water is ſalter there than at Cron

ſiadt, and the outlet of the port more eaſy ; the anchoring

ground.

*;
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ground excellent. Nothing, in ſhort, was wanting to it but

to fºreighten the mouth of it, and defend it againſt ſtorms, and

againſt an enemy's attacks. The Emperor flattered himſelf

that he ſhould caſily accompliſh theſe points; he cauſed the

work to be begun with the utmoſt diligence in the laſt years of

the war againſt Sweden. An incredible quantity of timber was

brought from Livonia and Eſthonia to Rogerwick; great caiſ

ſoons were made with it; theſe were filled with ſtones, and

ſunk in the ſea, which in ſome places was twenty fathoms

deep; in this manner, there were two moles advanced in it,

with intention to incloſe ſufficiently the port; but the work

was not ſo much as half-finiſhed, before it was entirely deſtroyed

by a violent ſtorm of wind at weſt. It was begun again, but

the like ſtorms often returning in his reign, as well as in that

of Catherine, there appeared, at length, an inevitable neceſſity

of abandoning a projećt, which had coſt immenſe ſums, and

ruined the woods of all Livonia and Eſthonia.

It is ſaid, that the Empreſs Elizabeth has ordered this work to

be begun afreſh, but it will be difficult to defend it from the

ſtorms of weſterly wind, till it is entirely completed and

ſecured, ſo that I hardly think it will ever be brought to per

fection.

Peter I, for the advantage and improvement of his marine,

began alſo another undertaking: he ſet on foot the making a

very wide and decp canal, which begins in the port of Cron

ſtadt, and is carried on for above the length of a cannon-ſhot,

or reach of a bomb-ſhell, in the iſland: at the end of this

canal, there is a great baſon or reſervoir of water, commo

diouſly capacious for fifty ſhips of the line; and on the ſides of

the baſon there are contrived a kind of cover on the niches,

that may ſerve occaſionally for dry-docks, where the ſhips may

be careened or refitted; the water being drawn off by ſluices.

The

8
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The Emperor died juſt as they had begun upon this work,

which was neglected in the reigns of Catherine and of Peter II.

The Empreſs Anne ordered it to be reſumed, under the direc

tion of general Louberas, but did not live long enough to ſee

the completion of it. Elizabeth made it be continued ; and it

was not till 1752 that general Louberas had the honor of

accompliſhing this great undertaking, which, all who have ſeen.

it, confeſs to be a work worthy of the ancient Romans.

Among the eſtabliſhments made by Peter I. for his marine,

the gallies ſhould not be omitted; for this part of the fleet is

at leaſt as uſeful to Ruſſia as the ſhips themſelves, having done

her conſiderable ſervices in her wars againſt Sweden. It was

to the gallies that Peter I. owed that glorious peace for him of

Nyſtadt, and it was the fear of thoſe gallies, ſerving to invade

Sweden, that, in 1743, greatly contributed to the concluſion.

of the peace of Abow.

Before Peter I.'s time, there had never been ſeen, in the Bal

tic, this kind of veſſels. Some Greeks and Dalmatians, who.

came to Ruſſia during the firſt war which that Emperor had

with the Turks, gave the firſt idea of them, and built ſome of

them at Woronitz. And ſo long as there exiſted a marine on

the Don, they were of great uſe to make cruiſes and deſcents in

the ſea of Aſoph; and when the admiralty was transferred to

Peterſburgh, it was found that the gallies might do valuable fer

vices among the iſlands and rocks that lie on the coaſt of Fin--

land and Sweden, and which are commonly known by the name

of Scheers.

Peter I. did not heſitate to avail himſelf of this advantage.

In a few years, he had above two hundred gallics at Peterſ

burgh, where he fixed their dock and harbor, and where there:

- is.

|
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is room for the convenient preſervation of two hundred gallies,

dry and under cover.

The Emperor found no difficulty in the leaſt in having as

many gallies built as he pleaſed ; they require no other wood

than fir, of which the neighbourhood of Peterſburgh and Fin

1and is full; and as there is not ſo much art in their conſtruc

ture as in that of ſhips, the greateſt part of them has been made

at Abow by the Ruſſian ſoldiers, with their common hatchets,

under the direction of two or three foreign builders. The

navigation or working of them is alſo very eaſy. After

one or two campaigns made by the troops on board the gallies,

there was hardly an officer of the infantry that did not know

as well how to manage them as the beſt Greek pilot. The ſol

diers themſelves prefer the campaigns on board theſe veſſels to

thoſe on land; for, though they are put to the oar, this does

not fatigue them ſo much as the marches in which they are

forced to carry all their baggage on their backs; beſides, that

they are relieved by the uſe of ſails as often as the wind is favor

able. They have alſo all that is needful for their ſubſiſtence at

hand, and live almoſt every night on ſhore. The Ruſſians have

no gangs of rowers; it is the ſoldiers themſelves that ply the oar,

which they learn readily enough with two or three days pračtice.

When Peter I. died, he left his marine in very good condi

tion; his magazines well ſtored; in ſhort, a great abundance of

every thing neceſſary for completing the naval armaments. For,

as it was his ruling paſſion, he had ſpared neither pains nor

money to put every thing into the beſt order poſſible. He had,

eſpecially, expended immenſe ſums in bringing to his country

able ſhip-builders, and other artiſts neceſſary for the formation

of a navy.

In the reign of Catherine, the marine began to decline; and

ulder that of Peter II. it was totally neglected. Anne meant

to
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to reſtore it to good order. As ſoon as ſhe aſcended the

throne, there was a board of commiſſioners appointed for that

purpoſe; and yet ſo ſmall a progreſs was made therein, that

when, in 1734, there was a deſign to blackade the town of

Dantzick by ſea, every thing was wanting at the admiralty, and

it was not without great difficulty that they could get fifteen

ſhips of the line fitted out, which admiral Gordon brought to

Dantzick; and even theſe ſhips were in ſuch a wretched con

dition, that if France had but eight or nine ſhips at ſea in thoſe

parts, the Ruſſian fleet, in all probability, would not have ven

tured out of the port of Cronſtadt. -

The war againſt the Turks completed the ruin of the marine,

as I have precedently obſerved; the beſt officers and the moſt

expert ſailors having periſhed on board the ſquadrons that were

employed on the ſea of Aſoph and before Ockzakow, info

much, when the war afterwards began againſt Sweden, Ruſſia,

for the firſt campaign, could not put to ſea a ſingle ſhip. Nor,

as it has been remarked, did the fleet undertake any thing the

two enſuing campaigns. -

I do not know whether, after the peace, there have been

any meaſures taken for the reſtoration of the marine, but this

may be obſerved with certainty, that good officers of the

marine, and able ſailors, are ačtually more than ever wanted

in Ruſſia; and that there are not, in this vaſt empire, ſo many

as three perſons, to whom the command of a fleet could be

well truſted,

The government of Ruſſia has been from time immemorial Government.

purely deſpotic *; the liberty of a Ruſſian ſubject never having

gotte in

* The Ruſſian monarchy begins from the year 861, when their firſt Czar,

Rurick Prince of Novogorod, reigned. From that time to the preſent, there

have been forty-fix ſovereigns, (including the falſe Demetriuſes) whoſe names are

recorded
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gotten to the pitch of his not being ſubjećted to the unlimited

ower of his ſovereign: and though the ancient Czars had given

to the nobility of their country means of raiſing up and limit

ing the ſupreme power, having granted great privileges tothem,

and divided the ſtate into ſeveral petty provinces, each of which

had its reſpective ſovereign, yet we do not find till recently

enough in hiſtory, any trace of an attempt to ſet bounds to

the abſolute power of the Prince over the lives and fortunes of

his ſubjećts.

The veneration of the Ruſſian nation for the deſcendents

from the firſt Grand Duke Rurick, was ſo great, that while

that race ſubfiſted, ſo far from revolt being thought of, it pro

bably never came into a Ruſſian's head, that his country could

be otherwiſe governed than by a deſpotic ſovereign. So deep

rooted was this idea, that when after the aſſociation of the

firſt falſe Demetrius, the nation elected for Czar, the Knees

Schwiskoi, who was indeed a deſcendent from the ancient reign

ing family, but through a branch which had been for a long

ſpace of time ſeparate from it, this Prince, of his own mere

motion and accord, offered to take an oath, by which he would

bind himſelf, never to put any Boyar to death without the con

ſent of his peers; upon this, the whole body of the Boyars

threw themſelves at his feet, ſupplicating him not to throw

away ſo ſlightly ſo precious a jewel of the imperial crown.

But Schwiskoi having ſunk under the power of Poland, and

the great men of the empire having reſolved to proceed to a

new elečtion, ſome of them, indeed, propoſed to limit the

power of the new ſovereign, who would naturally have no

recorded in hiſtory. That of the firſt monarch is confuſed enough ; the empire.

being divided among ſeveral petty Princes, whom the Tartars had entirely ſub

dued. Iwan Baſiliwitz, firmamed the Victorious, whoſe reign began in 1413,

was the Prince who ſhook off the Tartar yoke, and made great conqueſts. From

that epoch it is, that it is poſſible to have a tolerably regular and uninterrupted

hiſtory of the empire of Ruſſia.

right
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right over them, but what they would be pleaſed to give him.

Several Ruſſian lords, who were at that time priſoners in

Poland, ſtrongly ſeconded this reſolution, and among others

the biſhop of Rezan, Feodor, or Philaret, who did not then

imagine that the elečtion would fall upon his ſon.

Upon this, a ſenate was formed, under the appellation of

Sobor, in which not only the Boyars, but alſo all thoſe who occu

pied great ſtations or offices in the empire had a ſeat, and there

paſſed unanimouſly a reſolve, not to elect any ſovereign that

would not bind himſelf by oath to adminiſter juſtice according

to the moſt ancient laws of the empire, and to condemn no per

ſon by his own arbitrary power or authority, leſs yet to aug

ment the taxes, or to make peace or war without his having

conſulted the Sobor on theſe points.

And that the new Czar that was to be, might be the more

firmly bound to theſe conditions, it was determined, that he

ſhould not be choſen out of any family, either powerful by

birth, or by ſuch influence in the country as might enable

him to violate his oath, and to arrogate to himſelf a deſpotic

power.

It was in this view that they choſe a young gentleman of

fifteen years old, by name Michael Federowitz, Romanow. His

father, biſhop of Rezan, had, with great firmneſs, oppoſed

the Poliſh faction. All the relation he had to the ancient

family was nothing more than that Iwan Bafiliwitz II. had

married his grandfather's ſiſter, Anaſtaſia Romanowna, the

daughter of a private gentleman.

The Czar Michael Federowitz accepted, and ſigned without

heſitation the conditions propoſed to him. He reigned for ſome

time, agreeably to the conventions made with him. But his

H h h 2 - . father
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father Philaret having been releaſed from his Poliſh captivity,

and afterwards choſen patriarch, managed ſo dexterouſly, by

means of the authority which his dignity gave him over a

ſuperſtitious people, and of the diſcontent which the leſſer

nobility had conceived againſt the Boyars, as alſo of the diſſen

fions that reigned among themſelves, that he ſoon got the full

power into his own hands, and, as long as he lived, held his

ſon in a kind of ſtate of pupilage. -

This patriarch, by various ways, got rid of the republi

can ſpirits, and left nothing to the Sobor but the honor of

approving his ordinances. To maintain his encroachments, he

inſtituted a new guard, to which he gave the name of Strelitzes,

and granted to it great privileges and prerogatives, but never

truſted the command of them to any man of great rank, nor

put any officers over them but adventurers, who had diſtin

guiſhed themſelves in the wars againſt Poland. Thence it was

that the Ruſſian nobility came to hold theſe troops in the

utmoſt contempt, which the Strelitzes repaid them with a moſt

cordial hatred.

This militia put the Czar Michael Feodowitz into ſuch

a condition, as enabled him, after his father's death, to con

tinue to reign with the ſame power.

After the deceaſe of Michael, his ſon, Alexis, who ſucceeded

him, found himſelf ſo ſtrengthened in power, by the aſſiſtance

of theſe Strelitzes, that he was under no neceſſity of keeping

any meaſures with the nobility, and could break into their pri

vileges as much and as often as he pleaſed.

Alexis dying, his ſon, Feodor Alexowitz aſcended the throne.

This Prince, though of an extreme delicate conſtitution, and

almoſt always fick, nevertheleſs, by means of the Strelitzes,

main--
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maintained his power againſt the nobility. He even took the

bold reſolution of cauſing to be burnt the genealogical tables of

deſcent of all the nobility, which were kept at Moſcow in a par

ticular chancery, or place of thoſe records. By this he meant

to aboliſh at one ſtroke the difference which the greater nobi

lity pretended there was between them and the leſſer.

The Czar Feodor dying ſoon after, the Boyars placed upon

the throne the younger brother, Peter Alexowitz, to the exclu

fion of the elder Iwan, in the hopes, that during the minority

of Peter, who was not then above ten years old, they ſhould

find ſome good occaſion for renewing the privileges which they

had loſt under the preceding reigns.

But the Princeſs Sophia, ſiſter to the Czar, diſcontented at

ſeeing that her brother, by the mother's ſide, Iwan, was excluded

from the government in favor of only her half-brother, Peter,

managed ſo artfully as to gain the affection of the Strelitzes, and

to excite a revolt, in which the Boyars, who had given the exclu

ſion to Iwan, were maſſacred. This Prince was then declared

Czar, conjointly with his brother, and even the Princeſs Sophia

appointed co-regent, inſomuch that her name was put along with

that of her brothers in all public ačts, and even upon the coin:

and, indeed, properly ſpeaking, it was this Princeſs that reigned

during the ſix years that Peter I. poſſeſſed the throne conjointly

with his brother.

It may be ſeen in the hiſtory of this Emperor, how he deli

verered himſelf from this ſtate of pupilage, and with what deſ.

potiſm he reigned for his whole lifetime over the empire of

Ruſſia.

Catherine having ſucceeded to him, the Prince Menzikoff

maintained himſelf in the abſolute power which he had got into
- - - his.
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laws.

Genius of the

Ruſſian na

tion in gene

ral.

his hands. And during the three years that Peter II. bore the

title of Emperor, it was ſtill Menzikoff in the beginning, and

after his exile, the Princes Dolgoroucki, that reigned. Yet if

Peter II. had lived longer, the higher nobility would undoubt

edly have little by little arrived at regaining their ancient pre

rogatives. Juſt upon the death of Peter II, they imagined the

moment was come for them to deliver themſelves from ſlavery;

but their deſign did not ſucceed, as has been ſhewn in my Me

moirs of the reign of the Empreſs Anne; and I much doubt

whether this empire, or rather the higher nobility, will ever

atchieve their liberty. The leſſer nobility, who are extremely

numerous in Ruſſia, will conſtantly oppoſe great obſtacles to it,

being more afraid of the tyranny of a number of the great, than

of the power of a ſingle ſovereign.

Until the time of the Czar Iwan Baſilowitz II, who reigned

from the year 1533 to 1584, there were no other laws in Ruſ

ſia than the will and pleaſure of the Deſpot. This Prince

cauſed to be formed a code of laws, employing for the baſis of

them, precedents and ancient cuſtoms. This book was diſtri

buted to the judges, and remained in manuſcript until the reign

of Alexis Michaelowitz, who had it printed. Under the reign

of Peter I. theſe laws have been amplified and amended. The

ancient book, however, continues to ſerve for the principal

foundation of judgments and decrees in trials at law.

To conclude theſe Memoirs, I ſhall add a few words on the

genius of the nation in general. Some writers have advanced,

that before the reign of Peter I. the Ruſſians, colle&tively and

ſeparately conſidered, were all perfectly ſtupid and mere brutes;

but this is entirely falſe, as the contrary may be eaſily proved.

Thoſe who have formed to themſelves this idea, need but

read the Ruſſian hiſtory of the ſeventeenth century; in the courſe

7 of
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of which, the ambition of Godunow, and the cabals of the

Poles, had divided the nation into ſeveral factions, in a manner

that brought it to the brink of ruin. The Swedes were maſ

ters of Novogorod, and the Poles of the capital, Moſcow itſelf.

Yet, notwithſtanding ſuch great diſaſters, the Ruſſians at length

prevailed ſo far, by the dexterity of their management, as to

recover themſelves from the yoke impoſed on them by two ſuch

powerful enemies as Sweden and Poland at that time were. In

leſs than fifty years they reconquered all the provinces which

had been taken fºom them in the time of their domeſtic

troubles; and this they effe&ted without any foreign miniſter or

general to condućt their affairs. A juſt reflexion on theſe events,

will readily ſuggeſt the juſtice of owning, that undertakings of

ſuch importance could not be or projećted or executed by

ſtupid people.

The Ruſſians, in general, do not want wit or natural good

ſenſe. The concern and attention of Peter I. for the civiliza

tion of his country never extended to the citizens and peaſants;

yet, on any one's having the curioſity to talk to thoſe of this,

condition, he will find, that in general they have all the need

ful common ſenſe and judgment; that is to ſay, in thoſe things.

that have no concern with the prejudices of their childhood or

education, in points relativee to their country and religion;

that they have a readineſs of capacity for comprehending what

ever is propoſed to them ; that they, with great quickneſs, diſ

cover the neceſſary expedients for arriving at their ends; and

that they ſeize, with abundance of diſcernments, any favorable

occaſions that preſent themſelves. In ſhort, there is full room

for being perſuaded, that a Ruſſian citizen or peaſant, will, on.

all occaſions, give proof of at leaſt equal ſagacity and ſhrewd

neſs, to what is commonly to be met with among thoſe of that

claſs, in any other country of Europe.

But:
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But as there is no entering into fatisfactory reſearches of that

kind, without knowing the language of the country, which few

ſtrangers give themſelves the trouble of learning, the want of

that requiſite has been one of the cauſes of the depreciating

accounts given of the natives of that country; who, on their

part, have greatly contributed to fix ſuch imputations, by the

contempt which, on many occaſions, they have ſhewn for

foreigners, and for whatever had the air of a foreign faſhion or

cuſtom: add to this, that the way of living, and manners of the

Ruſſians, in the beginning of this century, differed entirely from

thoſe of the other nations of Europe; and that they were per

fećtly ignorant of all the rules of good-breeding, even of the

laws of nations, and of thoſe prerogatives of foreign miniſters,

which are eſtabliſhed in the other courts of Europe,
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A 9% congreſs for a peace between

Ruſſia and Sweden, held there, 346.

Preliminaries agreed to, 365.

Academy of ſciences at Peterſburgh, its

inſtitution, 395. Remarks on, 397.

Anne, ducheſs of Courland, is ele&ted

Empreſs of Ruſſia by the council, 26.

Conditions under which ſhe was cho

ſen, 27. Is privately informed of

theſe conditions, 30, Arrives, at

Moſcow, 31. Declares herſelf abſo

lute ſovereign, 34. Her coronation,

42. Breaks the regiment of horſe

guards, and raiſes two new regiments,

46. Impoſes an oath on the whole

empire relative to the ſucceſſion, 51.

Her acts of ſeverity, 52. Her affi

duity in buſineſs, 55. Her voyage

to the canal of Ladoga, 60. Endea

vours to prevent the re-ele&tion of

Staniſlaus in Poland, 68. Magnifi

cence of her court, 248. Her uſual

manner of life, 250. Cuſtoms in

celebrating her birth-day, 251. Pro

motions and gratuities diſtributed by

her on the peace with the Turks,

254. Builds barracks for her foot

guards, 257. Her death and charac

ter, 263. Her interment, 280.

Anne, Princeſs of Mecklenburgh, em

braces the Ruſſian religion, and mar

ries Prince Anthony Ulrick, 51. Ce

lebration of the nuptials, 247. Is

brought to bed of Iwan, 262. Or

ders Biron duke of Courland to be

arreſted, 268. Declares herſelf Grand

Ducheſs and Regent, 272. Review

D E X.

of her condućt, 285. Is adviſed to

declare herſelf Empreſs, 306. Is

warned of the approaching revolution,

310. Is depoſed, 312. Her impri

ſonment and death, 315. Her cha

raēter, 3.16. -

Anthºny Ulrick, Prince, marries the Prin

ceſs Anne of Mecklenburgh, 51. Ce

lebration of the nuptials, 247. Is

declared generaliſimo of all Ruſſia,

274. The title of Imperial Highneſs

conferred on him, 279. Miſunder

ſtandings between him and his Prin

ceſs, 287. Is impriſoned by the

new Empreſs Elizabeth, 315. His

charašter, 3.16.

Arms, two curious manufactories of,

eſtabliſhed in Ruſſia by Peter I. 391.

Auguſtus II. King of Poland, his death,

and the diſturbances in conſequence,

66.

Auguſtus III. is by the affiſtance of Ruſ.

ſia choſen King of Poland, 69.

4. fiege of, 97, 122. Is taken,
I 20.

B.

Baſhi-Serai, the taking of, 1 15.

Beſieging, the old Ruſſian method of,

4O7.

Beſechuff, count, is apprehended, on the

diſgrace of the duke of Courland,

272.

Biron, his preferment under the Em

preſs Anne, and an account of his

family, 42. His miſunderſtanding

with count Jagouzinſki, 47. His

quarrel with count Munich, 62. Is

I i i elečted
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ele&ted duke of Courland, 100. Pre

ſents made him by the Empreſs on

the peace with the Turks, 254. Pro

cures for himſelf the regency on the

Empreſ’s ſickneſs, 263. His rigo

ious exertion of power, 265. His

cabals, ibid. Is arreſted, 268. Is

tried, and baniſhed to Siberia, 280.

Is recalled by the Empreſs Elizabeth,

32 I.

Blºckmentroſt, his ſtrenuous ſuppºrt ºf

the royal academy of ſciences at Pe

terſburgh, 396.

Bogh, the Paſſage of the Ruſſians over,

I94, 213.

Bonneval, the Baſhaw, his projećts for

forming the Turkiſh militia, 86.

Botta, marquis de, his fruitleſs negocia

tions, 28o. -

— Engages in a conſpi

racy againſt the Empreſs Elizabeth,

73. -

Bredal, admiral, his engagement with

the Turkiſh fleet, 17 5.

Bruce reforms the Ruſſian artillery, and

inſtitutes academies for engineers,

408.

Brunſwick, Prince Lewis of, elečied

duke of Courland, 282. Arrives at

Peterſburgh, 283. How treated by

the new Empreſs Elizabeth, 317.

Buddenbrog, enquiry into his condućt

at Wilmanſtrand, 303. The ſccret

cauſe of his execution, 3o4, note.

C

Cadets, eſtabliſhment of the corps of, 55.

Calmucks, expedition of, into the Ku

ban, 129.

Cantemir, Prince, anecdote of, 217. Is

ſent ambaſſador to England and

France, 253.

Catharine, Princeſs, birth of 290.

Chetardie, marquis de, ambaſſador extra

crdinary from France, arrives at Pe

terſburgh, 253. Has his firſt audience

of the Grand Ducheſs, 285. Aſſiſts

the Prince's Elizabeth in mounting

the Ruſſian throne, 309. Is reward;

ed by her on her acceſſion, 322. His

diſgraceful diſiniſſion from Ruſſia,

377.

China, an embaſſy from, to Peterſburgh,

58. -

CŞocłz'm, is taken by marſhal Munich,

224, is reſtored to the Turks, 241.

Corpo, naval engagement between the

Ruſſians and Swedes near that place,

9.

Co ..., of the Ukrain, commotions

among, with ſome acount of thoſe

people, 15. Zaporavian, 17. Of

the Don, 20.

Cou' land, count Biron, elected duke of,

go. See B1RoN. Prince Lewis of

Brunſwick elected, 282. See Brun

wick.

Crimea, the Tartars of, defeated by the

Ruſſians, under Prince Heſſe Hom.

bourg, 64. Expedition of general

Leontew againſt, 90. Is quitted by

the Ruſſians, 120. Account of the

ſteps or deſerts there, 134. Cam

paigns of count Lacy there, 168.

2C8.

Cron/fadt, curious canal, and baſon, to

lay up ſhips in, conſtructed there,

4 / 4.

Czarewitz, a falſe one tried and execu

ted, 210.

D

D'Aderkar, madam, governeſs to the

Princeſs Anſe, diſmiſſed from her

charge, 88.

Dalecarlia, revolt of the peaſants there,

367. The tumult ſuppreſſed, 368.

Dantzick, the blockade and fiege of, 71.

Surrenders to count Munich, 83.

Dimidow, his extraordinary ſucceſs in

working mines, 390.

Dnieſ' r, ačtion between the Ruſſians

and Tartars there, 216.

Doigorºuki, Prince, ſucceeds to the power

of Menzikoff, 13. Cabals raiſed

againſt him, 14. The Emperor mar

ries his ſiſter, 22. His cabals on the

ſickneſs and death of the Emperor,

25. All the family of, arreſted and

tried,

r
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tried, 39. Tragical end of this family,

40.

Don-Duc-Ombo, Prince of the Cal

mucks, ſent by the court of Ruſſia to

invade the Kuban, 129.

E

Elizabeth, Princeſs, is deflined to marry

the Prince of Holſtein, who died be

fore it took place, 24. Declines aſſert

ing her claim to the crown of Ruſſia

on the death of Peter II. 29. Is aſked

in marriage by Shaw Nadir, 285.

Review of her condućt during the

reign of the Empreſs Anne, 308.

Forms a ſcheme for mounting the

throne, 3c.g. Motives which haſ.

tened the execution of this deſign,

3ro. Declares herſelf Empreſs, 313.

Publiſhes manifeſtoes, 315. Her ſe

vere treatment of her priſoners, 318.

Her diſtribution of rewards, 319.

Concludes a truce with Sweden, 320.

Recals numbers of Siberian exiles,

321. Is crowned, 322. Her con

dućt reſpecting forcign powers, 323.

Annuls all acts of the regency, 324.

Goes on board marſhal Lacy's gal

ley, 347. Goes again on board the

fleet, 348. Her policy on the af

fairs of Finland, 369. Diſcovery

of a conſpiracy formed againſt her,

373. Sends Chetardie, the French

ambaſſador, away abruptly, 377.

Eudºxia, Empreſs, relation of, 3.

F

Finland, a Ruſſian army enters it under

marſhal Lacy, 204. The town of

Wilinanſtrand deſcribed, 297. En

gagement, and loſs of Wilman

ſtrand, 299. Fredericſham aban

doned by the Swedes, 337. The

Swediſh army capitulates, 343. The

Ruſſian army retires on the conclu

ſion of peace, 369.

Fredericſham, is attacked by marſhal

Lacy, and abandoned by the Swedes,

336.

Frolaw, brigadier, his unfortunate ex

pedition, and ill reception by Prince

Lobkowitz, 238.

G

Gallies, the great ſervice they are of in

the Ruſſian navy, 415.

Gallitzin, marſhal, his death, 46. -

Gallitzin, Prince, comic celebration of

his nuptials, 25 2.

Germany, the Emperor of, makes a ſepa

rate peace with the Turks, 229.

Gluck, his chara&ler, and ill ſucceſs in

forming an academical plan of educa

tion for the Ruſſian nobility, 394.

Gallowin, admiral, evades engaging the

Swediſh fleet, as ordered by marſhal

Lacy, 353,

H

Hats, and Nightcapſ; deſcription of the

parties in Sweden thus diſtinguiſhed,

26o.

Hein, general, his expedition againſt the

Tartars, 1 II. *

Heſſe Hºmbourg, Prince, defeats the

Tartars of Crimea, 64.

Hºlſtein, ducheſs of, leaves Ruſſia, with

the duke, 6.

Hºlſtein, duke of, is invited to Peterſ

burgh, 322. Is declared Grand Duke

of Ruſſia, and ſucceſſor to the king

dom, 346, 369. Marries the Prin

ceſs of Zerbſt, 375.

-

I

Ice-houſe, built at Peterſburgh on Prince

Gallitzin's marriage, 252.

Iwan Bazilowitz II. the firſt monarch

who formed a code of laws for the

government of Ruſſia, 422.

Iwan, Prince, born, 262. Is declared

Emperor on the death of the Em

I i i 2 preſs
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preſs Anne, 264. Is depoſed by the

Princeſs Elizabeth, on her ſeizing the

crown, 312. Account of his death,

316, note.

jagouzinſki, count, acquaints the new

Empreſs Anne privately of the reſolves

of the ſenate at her ele&tion, 30. Is

impriſoned for it, 31. Is releaſed by

the Empreſs, 37. Cauſe of the miſ

underſtanding between him and count

Biron, 47.

jaſſy, the ſtates of Moldavia aſſembled

there, ſubmit to marſhal Munich,

228.

K

Kaga, Sultan, that title explained, 103,

*17te. -

Karas Bazar, engagement between the

Ruſſians and Tartars there, 171.

Kith, lieutenant general, marches the

Ruſſian army out of Germany into

the Ukrain, 13 1. Aćts under count

Munich at the ſiege of Ockzakow,

153. Proclaims war againſt Sweden,

290. Attends marſhal Lacy into Fin

land, 296. Suppreſſes a mutiny of

the guards, 330. The government

of Finland conferred on him, 345.

His arrangements for the campaign,

350. Defeats the Swediſh gallies,

351. Narrative of his operations,

354. Engages the Swediſh gallies

near Corpo, 359. Is joined by the

fleet under marſhal Lacy, 364. His

expedition into Sweden on the peace

being concluded, 371.

Kooley Khawn, his treaty and duplicity

with Ruſſia, 87. Sends an embaſſy

to Peterſburgh to aſk the Princeſs

Elizabeth in marriage, 285.

Karlow, the taking of, i 12.

Kymen, the river of, paſſed by marſhal

Lacy, 340.

Lacy, count, commands the Ruſſian ar

my, by whoſe aſſiſtance Auguſtus III.

is elečted King of Poland, 69. Be

ſieges Dantzick, 71. Is ſent to com

mand on the Rhine, 84. Arrives at

Azoph, and takes command of the

ſiege, 123. Azoph capitulates, 126.

Joins count Munich in the Crimea,

127. His campaigns in the Crimea,

168. Returns to the Ukrain, 176.

His ſucceſsful paſſage over the ſea of

Azoph, 208. Enters Finland, 294.

Engages the Swedes at Wilman

ſtrand, 298. Takes the town, 3 oo.

Quells a military tumult at Peterſ

burgh, 325. Reviews his troops,

327. Opens the campaign in Fin

land, 331. Drives Lewenhaupt from

his retrenchment at Mendolax, 334.

Takes Fredericſham, 336. aſſes

the Kymen, 34o. Puſhes the war

beyond his orders from court, iºid.

The Swediſh army capitulates, 343.

Prepares for a naval campaign, 347.

The Empreſs viſits the fleet, 3.48.

Joins the fleet under Keith, 364.

Iad ga, account of the completion of

the canal of, 60.

Lagencrantz, is ſent by Lewenhaupt,

the Swediſh general, to negociate a

peace with Ruſſia, 332. Is arretted,

345.

Lapowſhin, colonel, engages in a con

ſpiracy againſt the Empreſs, and is

cruelly puniſhed, 374.

Leoniew, major-general, his expedition

againſt the Crimea, 90. Is ſent with

a detachment to take Kinburn, 109.

Leſlack, ſurgeon to the Princeſs Eliza

beth, perſuades her to aſſume the

crown of Ruſſia, 3co. His prefer

ments on the revolution, 319.

Lewenhaupt, count, takes command of

the Swediſh army in Finland, 306.

Inſtances of his miſcondućt, 327.

Flies from his retrenchment at Men

dolax, 334. Abandons Frederic

fham, 337. Is arreſted, and his army

capitulates, 343. Review of the con

dućt of the Swediſh army, 344.

Lingen, lieutenant-colonel, his dangerous

voyagefrom Abow to Stockholm, 366.

Lodina
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Lodima river, engagement at, 195.

Iymar, count, betrothed to mademoiſelle

Juliana de Mengden, 287.

M

Manftein, colonel, (the author) aſſiſts

marſhal Munich in arreſting the duke

of Courland, 268. Seizes his bro

ther colonel Biron, 271.

Mengden, mademoiſelle Juliana de, her

family, and introduction to the court

of Peterſburgh, 286. Irritates the

Grand Ducheſs againſt her huſband,

Prince Anthony Ulrick, 287. E

fpouſes count Lynar, ibid.

Menzikoff, Prince, his power, 2. His

daughter married to the young Em

peror, Peter II. 5. Cabals raiſed

againſt him, 6. His fall, 9. His

chara&ter, 12. The family of,

recalled from baniſhment, 54.

Michael Federowitz Romanzw, how

elected Czar, 419.

Miſchoukow, admiral, his condući, 328.

Moldavia ſubmits to marſhal Munich,

228. -

Mouſhkin Pouſhkin, count, his cruel

puniſhment, 258.

Munich, count, is made general-field

marſhal, 55. Procures an augmen

tation in the pay of the Ruſſian offi

cers, 56. Completes the canal of

Ladoga, 61. His quarrel with count

Biron, 62. Is ſent to command the

ſiege of Dantzick, 73. Is ſent to

command in the Ukrain, 92. Com

mences the ſiege of Azoph, 97, 122.

His campaign in 1737, 144. Takes

Ockzakow, 155. Campaign of 1738,

under him, 193. Complaints of the

court of Vienna againſt him, 206.

Beginning of the campaign of 1739,

under him, 21 1. Paſſes the Bogh,

213. Paſſes the Dnieſter, 214. De

ſeats the Tartars there, 216. Battle

of Stravoutſchane, 221. Takes

Chockzim, 224. Paſſes the Pruth,

and penetrates farther into Moldavia,

227. His letter to Prince Lobko

witz, 229. Quits Moldavia, and

returns to the Ukrain, 240. His let

ter to the duke of Courland, 245.

Inſpects the fortifications and military

force of Ruffia, on apprehenſion of a

war with Sweden, 261. Concerts

the ruin of Biron with the Princeſs

Anne, 266. Cauſes him to be ar

reſted, 268. Is checked in his am

bitious expectations, 275. 1s diſ

miſſed, 277. Is ſent to Siberia, 318.

N

Nemirow, congreſs of, 188.

Nolcken, Monſ. the Swediſh miniſter at

Peterſburgh, how employed to in

flame the Swedes againſt Ruſſia, 260.

Leaves Ruſſia, 289. His unſucceſs

ful negociation with the Empreſs

Elizabeth, 345.

O

Oc{zakow, attack and redućlion of the

town, 149. Refle&tions on this

ſiege, 156. Diſpoſitions of the Ruſ

ſians there, 158. General Stoffeln

ſent to command the town, 164.

Reflections on the campaign of, 165.

Is beſieged by the Turks, 177. The

Turks raiſe the ſiege, 184. The

town razed and abandoned, 210.

Ogilvie, marſhal, reforms the military

diſcipline of the Ruſſians, 403.

Oginſky, count, ſent ambaſſador from

Poland to Ruſſia, 255.

Qſìerman, count, feigns ſickneſs on the

death of the Emperor Peter II. 28.

Is reſtored to office by the Empreſs

Anne, 37. Is condemned, and ſent

to Siberia, 318.

P

Perſia, the provinces conquered from, by

the Czar Peter I. reſtored, 58. Em

baſſy from, to Ruſſia, 284.

Peter
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Peter I. his regulations to improve the

trade of Ruſſia, 285. Eſtab iſhes ma

nufactories of arms, 391. Eſta

bliſhes academies for the inſtrućtion

of the clergy, 393. Endeavours to

poliſh his nobility, 394. Inſtitutes

an academy of ſciences at Peterſ

burgh, 395. His marine academy,

398. Sets the example of military

ſubordination, 402. Amount of his

army at his death, 404. His aſſi

duity in eſtabliſhing a navy, 4CQ.

Peter II. the beginning of his reign, 1.

Eſpouſes the daughter of Prince Men

zikoff, 5. Baniſhes Menzikoff, 9.

Goes to Moſkow, 14. Death of his

ſiſter, 21. Marries the Princeſs Dol

gorouki, 22. His death, 23.

Peterſburgh, arrival of the Chineſe em

baſſy there, 58. Magnificence of the

court of, 248. Prince Gallitzin's

comic nuptials, 252. Barracks for

the foot-guards built round the city,

257. Arrival of the Turkiſh embaſ

ſy, 283. Perſian embaſſy to, 284.

Tumult there excited by the ſoldiers,

325. An academy of ſciences inſti

tuted there, 395. The difficulty in

eſtabliſhing a marine there, 412.

Poland, death of Auguſtus II. King of,

and the diſturbances on that event,

66. Staniſlaus elected King, 68.

Auguſtus III. choſen King by the

aſſiſtance of Ruſſia, 69. Dantzick

beſieged by count Munich, 71.

Dantzick ſurrenders, 83. Condućt

of the Poles toward the Ruſſian

forces, 241. Embaſſy of count Ogin

ſky to Peterſburgh, 255.

Poſis in Ruſſia, the good legulation they

are under, 52. -

Precop, the lines of, attacked and taken,

1 c6, 208.

Prezbraſkºnſky, the grenadiers of this re

giment aſſiſt the Empreſs Elizabeth

in mounting the throne, 312. Are

ennobled for it, 319. Their licen

tious behaviour, 32O.

Procopowitz, is employed by Peter I. to

eſtabliſh academies for the education

of the clergy, 393.

Pruth, the river of, paſſed by marſhal

Munich, 227.

R

Rºſum:wsky, his preferments on the ac

ceſſion of the Empreſs Elizabeth,

I C).

rº, great pains taken to com

plete the harbour there, by Peter I.

4 I 3

Rubie, value of, 381.

Rºſſia, commencement of the reign of

Peter II. 1: . Death of Peter, 23.

Ele&tion of the Empreſs Anne, 25.

Embaſſy from China, 58. The pro

vinces conquered from Perſia, reſtor

ed, ibid. Treaty with Thomas Koo

ley Khawn, renewed, 87. Begin

ning of the war againſt the Turks,

89. Reflections on the campaign of

1736, 131. Manner of the Ruſſians

marching during this war, and an ac

account of their equipages, 1 34.

Winter-quarters of the troops, 138.

Diſpoſitions for the campaign of

1737, 143. Some remarkable facts

in the year 1737, 188. Campaign

of 1738, under marſhal Munich,

193. Reflections on the campaign

of 1738, 204. Campaign of 1739,

under marſhal Munich, 21 1. Battle

of Stravoutſchane, 221. Moldavia

ſubmits to marſhal Munich, 228.

Steps taken by the court of, toward

peace, 230. Refle&tions on the cam–

paign of 1739, 24 H. Aſſaſſination

of Sinclair, 243. Celebration of

the nuptials between Prince Antho

ny Ulrick with the Princeſs Anne

of Mecklenburgh, 247. Magnifi

cence of the court of Peterſburgh,

248. Peace concluded with the

Porte, 253. Proclamation of, and

rejoicings on, the peace, 254. Ar

rangements after the peace, ibid.

Miſunderſtanding with Sweden, 259.

Death
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Death of the Empreſs Anne, 263.

Preparations for a war with Sweden,

289. War declared, 290. The Prin

ceſs Elizabeth ſeizes the crown, 313.

Truce concluded with Sweden, 321.

State of the fleet, 328. Mutiny of

the guards, 329. Fredericſham

taken, 337. Preliminaries of peace

agreed to at Abow, 365. General

heads of the peace, 368. Conſpira

cy againſt the Empreſs diſcovered,

R}} empire, extent of, 379. Num

ber of inhabitants, 386. Revenue,

ibid. Cauſes of the ſcarcity of money

there, 383. Its trade, ibid. Its

Manufactures, 389. Mines, ibid.

Manufactories of arms, 391. Pro

greſs of arts and ſciences, 392.

Learning introduced among the cler

gy, 393. The nobility poliſhed,

394. Inſtitution of the academy of

ſciences at Peterſburgh, 395. The

marine academy, 398. The form

of government deſcribed, 417. The

firſt code of laws, 422. Chara&ter

and genius of the Ruſſians, 423.

S

Savran river, engagement there, 197.

Saxe, count, in favour of his own pre

tenſions to the dutchy of Courland,

proteſts againſt the elečtion of Prince

Lewis of Brunſwick, 282. Solicits

the Empreſs Elizabeth for the dutchy

without ſucceſs, 323.

Schomberg, baron, is made ſuperinten

dant of the mines in Siberia, 390.

His ill fortune, 391.

Sieges, the old Ruſſian method of form

ing, 407.

Sinclair, major, his aſſaſſination, 243.

Sivers, admiral, his baniſhment and

death, 54.

Sºphia, Princeſs, reſtores her brother

Iwan, to a joint ſhare of government,

after his having been ſet aſide in fa

vour of his brother Peter I. 421.

Spiegel, general, gives battle to the Tar

tars, Ioz. Is ſent to guard the fords

of the ſea of Azoph, 119.

Staniſlaus Lºckzi ſki, is the ſecond time

elected King of Poland, 68. Re

treats from Dantzick, 83.

Steps, or deſerts of the Crimea, an ac

count of, 134.

Stºckman, major general, is taken pri

ſoner by the Turks, 220. .

Staffeln, major-general, is ſent to take

the command of Ockzakow, 164.

Stravoutſchane, battle of, 221.

Strelitzes, the inſtitution and nature of

theſe troops, 398, 420.

Sweden, why ill-affe&ted toward the

court of Peterſburgh, 242. Explana

tion of the parties denominated Hats

and Nightcaps, 26o. Condućt of

theſe parties, 290. War declared

againſt Ruſſia, 292. Wilmanſtrand

taken, 3oo. Truce concluded with

Ruſſia, 321. Fredericſham aban

doned and burnt, 337.

—— Preliminaries of peace agreed

to, 365. Affairs of Sweden at this

time, 366. Revolt of Dalecarlia,

367. Heads of the Peace with Ruſ

ſia, 368.

T

Tartars. See Crimea and Užrain.

Their manner of marching, 140.

Meaſures taken by the Ruſſians to

get notice of, 141. Engagements

of, with the Ruſſians, 159, 162. In

vade the Ukrain, 192. Are defeat

ed near the Dnieſter, 216.

Turkiſh ambaſſador, arrival of, at Peterſ

burgh, 283.

V

Vienna, the court of, requeſts troops

from Peterſburgh, 189. Complaints

of, againſt marſhal Munich, 2d6.

Ukrain, commotions among the Coſ

ſacks there, with ſome account of that

3 people,
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people, 15. The Zaporavian Coſ- Wilmanſrand, in Finland, a deſcription

facks, 17. Coſſacks of the Don,

20. Account of the lines of, 92. Ar

rival of general Keith there, 131.

Manner of keeping open the commu

of, 297. Engagement between the

Ruſſians and Swedes near this town,

298. The town taken, 300. Razed,

3O4.

nication with, 137. Invaſions of the Wrangel, general, defeated by marſhal

Tartars, 139, 192. Great plague

there, 210. General Keith made

governor of, 256.

W

Lacy at Wilmanſtrand, 298. In

quiry into his condućt in this ačtion,

303.

Z

Walinſky, Monſ is ſeized and executed, Zaporavian Coſſacks, ſome account of,17.

257. Retroſpect of his life, 259. Zerbſ?, Princeſs of, arrives with her

Waſabourg, count, a Swediſh priſoner at

eterſburgh, his indiſcreet condućt,

305.

daughter at the court of Ruſſia, 375

T H E E N D.
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